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FIELD NATURALISTS* CI.UB OF VICTORIA.
A special meeting of the Club was held- in the Royal
Society's Hall, Victoria-street, on Monday, April 11th,
1927. The President, Mr. E. E, Peseott, F.L.S., occu-
pied the chair, and about 70 members and visitors were
present.
The President stated that the meeting had been called
for the purpose of considering the proposed alterations
of the rulefc. In accordant?e with notice of motion given
at the previous ordinary meeting, the proposed altera-
tions and additions, as recommended by the Committee,
were submitted aeriatum, and, on the motion of Mr. G.
Coghill. seconded by Mr. F. Pitcher, were accepted and
passed unanimously,
Mr. A". J. Tadgell moved, in accordance with notice uf
motion given at the previous ordinary meeting, that the
following addition be made to Rule 4. clause (b) :—"Pro-
vided also that the Secretary and/or Treasurer shall,
while he continues in office, be exempt from payment of
member's subscription, but shall, ipso facto, be deemed
a financial member of the Club." This was seconded by
Mr. E. R. Hammctt. After discussipn, in which Messrs.
F. Chapman, G, Coghill, F. Pitcher, and C, Lambert took
part, the motion was put to the meeting, but was not
carried.
Mr. Tadgell gave notice of motion for the alteration
of Rule 7 to read.:—"The first year's subscription of any
newly-elected member shall be paid u\ full on his or her
election as a member of the Club."






From Miss F. Smith, thanking the Club for expres-
sions of sympathy in her recent bereavement.
From Mr, E, S. Hanks, thanking- members for sym-
pathy expressed in connection with his recent accident.
From Department of Lands and Survey, advising that
it had been decided to reserve 3,586 acres, as & Public
Park, at Sperm Whale Head, in the Parish of Boole
Poole. It was resolved that a letter of thanks and appre-
ciation be sent to the Minister of Lands in connection
with this reservation.
t2 FMd NatumlisU' CUb—Proceeding [ v c,-.Xlxv
From Under-Secretary for Victoria, stating that the
absolute prohibition of the sale and use of the pea-rifle
was not deemed advisable, but that special instructions
had been issued to the Police Force to ensure that the
provisions of the Act restricting the use of this weapon
t
to persons over 18 years of age, be enforced.
REPORTS.
Reports of excursions were #iven a^ follow:—Clematis
Gully, Belgrave, Mr. F; Pitcher; Mentone to Black Rock.
Mr L. L. Hodgson. - '
ELECTION 0** MKMKERS,
The following were elected as ordinary members.
—
Miss R, Rigg and Mr. G. Rigff, 20 Finch-street. East
Malvern; Mr. and Mrs. W. H, McCartney, 42 Adelaide-
street, Malvern; Mr. N. H. Seward, 457 Bourke-street,
Melbourne; Mr. J. C. Porter, Centre Road, Bentleigh;
and Professor A. J. Ewart, DlSc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Univer-
sity, Carlton.
LECTURE.
The President introduced Mr. F. Lewis. Chief Inspec-
tor of the Fisheries and Game Department, who delivered
a lecture dealing with fish hatcheries and methods of fish
distribution in various countries, and more particularly
in Victoria. Mr. Lewis described the new method of
brine-freezing fish, and referred" to the valuable work
done by Dr; Schmidt in elucidating the mystery of the
breeding habits of eels. A series of lantern slides de-
picting various phases of operations in connection with
Victorian fish hatcheries was .shown. A vote of thanks
to Mr. Lewis, moved by Mr. C; palay, B.A., F .US,,' and
seconded by Mr. F. G. A, Barnard, was carried with
acclamation.
The President took tht* opportunity of thanking Mr.
Lewis for the sympathetic way in which he had received
various representations from the Ctub, particularly in
regard to the protection of the Kookaburra, and the
promptitude with which he had acted on suggestions
placed before him by the Club.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr. A. L. Scott (in illustration of points' discussed
at the excursion to Beaumaris) : Jaw of shark caught in
South Seas, showing the successive rows of teeth. Under
microscopes: teeth of various molluscs. Series of speci-
mens illustrating various aspects of fossilisation.
By Mr. F, Pitcher: Mounted specimens of 22 species
of ferns, collected at Clematis Gully (Belgrave). Bifur-
cated frond of vlis^MJ'J cxcelm, growing in exhibitor's
garden at South Yarra,
By P. R. H. Si. John : Herbarium specimens of
Dryopteris decomposite i R.Brown ) , Ktze, "Shiny
Shield Fern" (with creeping rhizome) ; Eastern Austra-
lia. Tasmania, New Zealand. * Drtyopt.eris glabella (C.
Chrrstensen), "Smooth Shield Fern M (with Lufled
rhizome) ; Eastern Australia, New Zealand. Collected
by exhibitor at Clematis Gully, Kallista, March 19, 1927.
These two ferns have hitherto been mistaken for the one
species, Dryopteris deeomtyosita,
By Miss Amy Fuller: Dried specimens of Fietdia aus-
tmftff, A. Cunn., Blue Mountains, N.S.W. Triichymene
ericoides* Sieber, and Humea> o^otJiamnoides, F.v .M.,
Mount Victoria. N.S.W. Stercuha qiiadrifida, R. Brown,
N.S.W.
''Now record lor Victoria,
SPECIATION AND MUTATION.
In the fulfil paper of a brilliant series on the Origin of Species,
Protessco: Henry Fairfield Osborne deals "with Speciation and
Mutation. From his summary of the conclusions drawn from the
independent observations of many kinds of living vertebrates, the
following is quoted:
—
'*It appears that the problem of the age-long process .of the
origin of specie* can beat be studied under the natural conditions
of past and present time; it appears that all vertebrates which
range into a new set of natural conditions, whether by geographic
isolation or otherwise, in the course of time give rise to new
specific forms; it appears that, where vertebrates can be traced
from one geographic range as it merges into another, 'transitional'
or 'intermediate' forms are observed, so that if placed *ide by side
one sub-species passes gradually into another by intergrades^ and
thus supposed barriers existing between species and sub-species
disappear. 7 '
—
{American. Matvndist, Vol. LXI. r Jan.-Feb., 1927.)
Sj^ciaMon is a word, perhaps unfamiliar to many Australian
field naturalists, which is being widely used in America though
admittedly * "etymologically doubtful." It is certainly ugly, but
the use of it is approved by some noted English zoologists, and it
is likely to gain general favour, a£> a word required, despite the
dissent of zoological classicists. Speeiation means, of course,
"the making of species/' and is a normal and continuous process,
which governs the greater part of Lhe origin of species (Osborne)
A generous gift from Mr. A, E. Keep has added to the
Club'* Library, two important botanical works, recently published,
namely. "The Ferns," Vol. II-, by Professor F. O. Bower, and "The
Classification of Flotvcnng Plants," Vol. Tl (Dicotyledons), by
Dr. A. B. Rendle,
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CKANE-FL1ES OR OADDY LO-NTG-LEGS.
By Chables P. Alexander, Ph.D., F/E.S.
The long-legged, deiicate flies that are commonly called
crane-flies, in allu&ion to their very long, erane-iike legs,
are known -to everyone who has observed the insect life
of the shaded gullies or along the mountain streams.
It ift most unfortunate that these long, slender legs are
so delicately attached that they are lest upon the slight-
est mishandling. It is probable that it was this fragile
nature of the lugs, and the consequent unsightlmess of
the specimens, that caused crane-flies to be one of the
most neglected of nil abundant and widespread groups of
insects. This neglect is especially unfortunate, because
the family of crane-flies, or
r
as termed by the scientist,
the futnily Tvpulidae (after the first-named and largest
genus, Tipula Linnaeus) comes almost at the beginning of
the great order Diptera. The flies of this family are
thus vastly ancient, the earliest known types having
appeared in all probability some 100.000,000 years ago.
During this period of the descent of the Crime-Hies, the
Dinosaurs and other gigantic reptiles have waned and
disappeared, while the entire class of mammals has been
evolved. Tn the Eocene, some. 45,000,000 years ago,
crane-flies were already notably developed as a group,
and were widely distributed over the world. At this
period, the Dawn Horse,, the tiny L'oliippus, the oldest
known of the distinguished line of horses, was living in
what is now western Northern America.
Having had such a vast period of time in which to
evolve and spread, there is no cause for astonishment
when we ascertain the facts in the crane-flies present-day
distribution. For members of this group of delicate
flies have been found in virtually every part of the world
where insect life can exist. Species occur above the 80th
degree of north latitude, fti Greenland, within a few
hundred miles of the North Pole. Others have invaded
the lands furthest to the south (excepting the Antarctic
continent, which, to the writer's knowledge, has produced
no winged insects), including the storm-swept Straits
of Magellan and Gape Horn, the Falklands, and ever
the Macquarie Islands and others in the South. The
most remote oceanic islands have their quota of crane-
flies, often reduced in number of species,, and, strange to
say, it is not the large, vigorous forms which occur, but
the delicate, ethereal species.
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in the mountains, crane-flies have been found above
20.000 feet, in most regions of the world where the land
attains this altitude. In the mountain* of Mexico, species
have been taken above 1^,000 feet. In the vast inter-
mediate a.ttd more, optimum regions, members of the
group, totalling an unknown number of thousand* of
kinds, occur in a variety of haunts that includes almost
every possible ecological habitat, with the exception of the
very dry. Crane-flies are notable lovera of moisture, and
the greatest number of species in any given region are
to be found in the vicinity of streams or mountain
brooks, in wet meadows or margins of bogs, or in the
cool shade of damp woodlands, where the larvae, or de-
velopmental stages, are spent in the damp moss, in thick
leaf-mold, or in the wet, decaying wood of prostrate
trunks of trees,
Victoria is wonderfully blessed with some of the most
mugoificent species of i-rane-fljes tlul have yet been dis-
covered. The great orange-and-blank species of Clyto-
covrmiH, the splendid black aPd silver-spangled Platy-
phwia reymr-Skuse, and additional species of the equally
imposing genus Plu$wviym t occur in the gullies of the
Dandenong Range, and near Warburton, where they
were first discovered by the late Mr. F. P. Spry, Mr. F.
E. Wilson, my friend, Mr. J. Searle, and other collectors.
Besides these large and magnificently colored species, these
same gullies, and at least the lower ranges of the Vic-
torian Alps, support a wealth of other large, but more ob-
scurely-colored crane-flies, as well as a host of the very
small to medium-sized, usually hairy, gnat-like kinds that
have been much neglected and are apt to add very greatly
to our knowledge of certain problems of distribution
The affinities of the Victorian fauna, as shown by the
material so far available, are with Tasmania rather than
with the Blue Mountain region of New South Wales.
Many of the species that have been taken in the Dan-
denong Range likewise occur in Tasmania. It is un-
fortunate that the crane-flies of the higher altitudes of
the Victorian Alps and of Koseiusco, are still very poorly
known. Almost any specimens from the mountains of
Victoria would add to our knowledge of either seasonal or
geographical distribution.
Most, crane-flies are fully-winged hi both sexe&, but in
ah regions of the world, subaptevmis forms have beep
found. In most cases these occur only in the mountains
or ort the outlying wind-swept islands, or else in the cold
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of a northern winter, as in the ease of the Snow Fly,
Chionea, spp. In other cases, however, subapterisrn
occurs undur more normal conditions and such instances
are difficult of explanation. In one case, the New Zealand
genus Alemndrella Tonnoir, not only have the wings
been lost, but also the halteres. Tn most crane-flics with
reduced wings, it is the female sex only that is so de-
formed, the males having: the wings normally developed
Tn Victoria, there is a common species of Macrowastix
(f&rguxvm Alex,), taken at Cockatoo by Mr. Hill, near
Warburton by Mr. Searle, and elsewhere., that has. fuMy-
wmged and very active males, the females being much
smaller and nearly wingless.
For more than a dozen years the writer has been en-
gaged In securing materials for a comprehensive review
of the crane-flies of Australia and Tasmania. Unfortun-
ately thus has proved a matter of the greatest difficulty,
since only a relatively few collectors seem willing to save
these delicate creatures when they find them in their
nets, I am writing this small paper to see if some of the
younger students of entomology cannot be interested to
save these flies, especially when it is realised that they
are very common in nature, are not difficult to collect,"
are easily handled for shipment, and that their study
is of the greatest importance in determining many dis-
puted points of phytogeny and distribution.
Methods ok Comectwg.
These insects may be told from all other similar and
related flics by the long, and usually very long, easily
broken legs. It should be emphasised, that no specimens
should be discarded, no matter how broken or legless
they may be, because the characters most needed for
final identification lie in the wings and structure of the
male genitalia. As stated above, crane-flies may be swept
with a light net from the ferns and other rank herbage
growing near streams, on the wet. dripping wall* of
cliffs, or elsewhere where there is a certain amount of
moisture. Many species may be captured while resting,
with all sis legs (when this full number is present!)
outspread, on the walls of houses or trunks of trees, near
lakes and streams.
Many crane-flies are strongly attracted to light*, and
make their way into houses in the evening, when they
may be found the. next day, resting on walls or on the
windows. This habit may he further used by running a
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(rap-lantern,, as is done in the case of collecting for
moths. Unfortunately, the majority of crane-flies thus
attracted to light are females, which sex is almost value-
Jess for accurate determination, Such collections should
be supplemented by a vigorous sweeping or beating of
the vegetation pearby when the missing males will be
. very apt to be taken,
,
When crane-flies are found swarm-
ing, the net may be passed through such a swarm and a
rich haul results, since such individuals are apt to be all
males, or virtually so.
A day's collecting in the mountains of Victoria, at the
height of the season (November to January), might yield
a surprising range of these flies. The largest would have
a wing-spread up to nearly three inches, the smallest
—
hairy, midgc-Sike pygmies—would be less than half the
size of an ordinary mosquito. The average sise of the
Species would probably be equal to or only a little larger
than an ordinary gnat or mosquito. It is the small and
dull-colored types that are apt to prove of the greatest
valued
.Crane-flies in the temperate regions of the world have
a remarkable, seasonal distribution that has . been* .but
Jittle studied for the Australian species. The breaking up
of the winter in Victoria would produce the early spring
forms in September or October, These have a short
flight-period and disappear, being followed by others of
the late spring and summer, which, in their turn, dis-
appear, being succeeded by the late summer or autumnal
types in March and April. It is probable that most of the
Victorian species will have the above limited seasonal
range, but some species will fly for a much longer part
of the season, while others will be found to be double-
brooded, Ihe first generation appearing in the spring, the
second late in the season. It should be emphasised that
there are many, and often very many, of these small and
medium-sized types that look very much alike, and even
with a hand-lens might be pronounced identical, but
which, upon a critical examination prove to be entirely
distinct species. It is for this reason that all material
found in the net should be taken, and the final settling of
identities be done in the laboratory, with a microscope
and other necessary accessories at hand.
Cars of Material.
Tt is not a. difficult matter to care for the specimeus so
taken. When on collecting trips, a special bottle or
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bottler should be reserved for these fiies; or T at least
they should pot be placed in the same bottles with moths
or butterflies, or with heavy-bodied beetles and similar
bulky insects, When thus collected, the specimens are
usually found to be in good condition, with but few, if
any, of the legs detached in the bottle. The specimens
are best shipped by placing in sir) all paper triangles or
envelopes, as is commonly done with the Lepidoptera
(Waterhouse and Lyell, RntHrflias of Australia, 19145
p. 228; Tillyard, Injects of AiistraUa and New Zealand,
1926, p. 486) , A number of specimens of about the same
size, and from the same place and date, may be placed
in a single triangle. The data, place, date and altitude,
together with the collector's name or initials, should be
placed on the envelopes. The altitude is of primary im-
portance in mountain collecting, and should be ascer-
tained as accurately a*s possible.
When a sufficient number of these triangles has been
gathered to warrant a shipment they may be sent in a
small strong wooden or tin box, with a layer or cotton on
top and bottom to prevent shaking. A little powdered
naphthalene sifted into the box will repel book-lice and
other destructive vermin. Boxes up to 18 ounces weight
may be sent by Sample Post rate ("inscribe jiackages,
"Dry insect specimens for study purposes only; sample
post rate"), the charge being only Id. for four ounces
weight. When received by the special student the flies
are relaxed and mounted. If newly killed^peeimens are
placed in a box reserved Sor the purpose, they travel
through the mails in much better condition than do
pinned and spread material.
The writer would greatly appreciate any co-operation
in this matter, especially among the younger and more-
active entomologists, and would be very pleased to col-
lect and exchange insects from North America, If any
doubt exists in the minds of the student as to exactly
what is a crane-fly, a careful reading of l>i\ Tiflyard's
recent work (The Insects of Atisbrutia and New Zealand,
1926, pp, 346-349)
t
wtt] clear up the doubtful points. In
concluding this brief account. . the writer would express
his great appreciation of this most remarkable work of
Dr. Tillyard. Australasia is to be congratulated upon
now having such a comprehensive treatment of the
various insect groups. It is very certain that no finer or
more scholarly account of the insects of any region of the
world has ever appeared.
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The Orchids of Victoria
By Edward E. Pescott, F.L.S.. P.R.H.S.
Part IX.
12. P, ALPINA, Rogers (alpine) . "Alpine Greenhood."
Plant slender, usually tall, from 6 to 24 inches. No
basal leaves; several leaves and bracts on stem, larger
ones 3 or 4 inches long. Flower solitary, very erect,
shining, pale green, galea upright and then curved for-
ward, blunt; lower lip with wide sinus, bent forward in
a swollen manner, then somewhat abruptly incurved,
embracing the galea, the lobes somewhat exceeding* it.
Labellum, linear, lanceolate, movable, much curved for-
ward at end, blunt, appendage quite pencillate. Column
shorter, upper lobes toothed, lobes usually wide, lower
lobes narrowed, ciliated.
The Alpine Greenhood usually grows in hilly or moun-
tain areas, and especially favours moist places: Its soft
green* almost succulent appearance gives it a daintiness
much admired. The flower frequently has white or
whitish markings. It flowers from September to Novem-
ber, later in high mountain areas. Recorded from all
partis except the N.W., and also from Tasmania.
13. P. kukcata, Liddli (forked, referring to the points
of the sepals), "Forked Greenhood-"
Plant slender and glabrous, 6 to 12 inches high. Leaves
broad, un long petioles, not radical. Flower solitary,
rather large, green with brown markings. Galea up-
right, then curving forward, and somewhat upwards;
lower Up with medium sinus, the long linear points em-
bracing and far passing the galea. Labellum movable,
oblong linear, blunt, curved outwards, having a central
ridge, channelled on each side. Basal appendage very
pencillate* Upper wings with a short round point, lower
wings blunt and ciliate.
This is one of our very rare orchids, having been col-
lected only a few times. The recorded localities are Bun-
inyong, the Dandenong Ranges and the Western district.
Flowers late, November to January; recorded also from
South Australia and Tasmania.
14. P. GRANDIFLORA, R.Br. (large-flowered). "Long-
tongue Greenhood."
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Plant tall, slender, 6 to 18 inches high; leaves in a
basal rosette, 3 to 5, with several clasping stem bracts..
becoming- larger as they neax the flower. Flower large,
solitary., rarely 2 or 3; galea much decurved, the central
lobe extending to a iong filiform point. The conjoined
petals qvMfi widtly uring-like, markedly veined., and
usually of a rich red-browrt colour. Lower lip with wide
sinus, having very long filiform points, embracing and
far exceeding (he galea, points upright, 'L&beHum linear,
long, somewhat contracted towards tip, and then pointed;
wings of labelium moderately broad
This is one of our largest, and most distinctive of
Greenhoods. It is quite rare, and until a few years ago.
was quite lost for over twenty years. It never appears in
colonies,, and reproduces slowly. It is found in mountain
and hill gullies, usually growing in shaded spots. The.
wide, beautifully brown and veined petal* are its dis-
tinctive features, It is recorded only from the South, and
also from New South Wales and Queensland. Flower*
in winter and early spring
.
15. P. ketlkxa, R.Br, (bent back). "Striped Green-
hood."
Plant slender, about 6 to 8 inches high. Leaves all stem
clasping, lanceolate Flower green, striped with white.
solitary, large, Galea upright, with a round short fine
point, somewhat recurved, Lowen tip erect, sinus wide,
having long filiform points, embracing and far exceed-
ing the galea. Labellum lanceolate, tapering to a sharp
point, exceeding the column. Basal appendage curved,
pencillate. Upper wings of column acute, lower wings
btunt and ciliate.
Recent investigations have shown that this species
doubtfully exists in .Victoria. The plant that we have
long classed as P. refteza, does not altogether conform to
'Rrown.'s type. Dr. Rogers is at present investigating the
problem/ He states', "There was a time when 1 thought
that it (F. refiexa) did" (exist in Victoria) "although
for a good many years I have been of, opinion .that the
well known species common to your State and our own
(South Australia) (and since placed as a variety of P.
fUata by Kwart) was not conspecific with P. rej&cxa of
R.Br/ Then of course there was another difficulty intro-
duced, owing to the desirability or undesirability of re-
taining.. P. revoluta. as a species distinct from P. rejlexa*
As you know, Bentham deliberately masses all these
species together as P reflexa. This was certainly the
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shortest and easiest way of dealing with a very difficult
problem. But I think we have now advanced sufficiently
in our investigations of these three forms to admit the
desirability of Keeping them separate, although there
are sure to be a good many intermediate forms which
will give trouble. in sharply defining each of the three.
In the light of our more advanced experience in the
various States, I feel that caution should be exercised in
definitely excluding P. refiexa, Br., from Victoria; in
facl> on 'looking' through my herbarium, I find a few
which appear to be identical (except perhaps iyi size)
with Brown's.species."
Recorded from all States, flowering: from May to Sep-
tember.
16. P. revoluta, R.Br, (revolute).. MAutumn Green-
hood/'
Plant slender, from 6 to 15 inches in height; hasul
leaves absent. Stem bracts small and slender. Flower
solitary, quite large, pale green or white, striped, with.
light brown stripes and markings. Galea long, evenly -
curved, extending to a long, filiform point, with a down-
ward flexure. Lower lip long, gracefully curved inward
and upwards. The long filiform points embracing and
far exceeding the galea, usually wide spreading. Label-
lum long linear, somewhat pointed, curved outward, ap-
pearing through the galea. Column wings as in Z3 .
refiexa. ' ' '
This beautiful Greenhood is found in autumn, its slen-
der stem, with very small stem bracts carrying the large
coloured flower, makes it a readily noticed plant. In
some localities it is quite rare, while in others it is seen
in considerable numbers. Flowering from March to
June, and recorded from the fa\, S.W. and N.E. Recorded
also from New South Wales.
17. P. TRUNCATA, Fitz. (shortened). "Brittle Green-
hood."
Plc&it dwarf, up to 8 inches high. Leaves afmost ovate
in rosette stage; stem clasping and narrow lanceolate in




widened or expanded at middiv and towards end; point
quite blunt or trxincoie. Lower lip relatively small, with
long very filiform points, embracing the galea and far
exceeding it, somewhat recurved. Labellum linear, taper-
ing to a fine point, somewhat twisted. Column wings
wide.
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The vernacular name is quite apt. for the galea is very-
brittle, and the flowers do not carry well. The very large
flower, and the low stature, give the plant a Strange
dwarfed appearance. It has only been recorded from
Tottenham, Sunshine, Brisbane Range, and You Yangs,
The latter is the original locality, where it was discovered
by W. H. NichoJls. Recorded also from New South Wales.
Flowers April to June-
18. P. ai.ata, Reich, f. (winged). "Purplish Green-
hood." (Synonym, P. praecox, Lindl.).
Plant slender, up \o 10 inches high, no basal leaves at
flowering time, stem leaves 3-4, small, the upper one
enclosing the bud. Flower solitary, long, grey green,
with brownish stripes. Galea erect and only slightly in-
curved, ending: in a short point. Lower lip erect and up-
right, the sinus wide and notched, the fine points em-
bracing1 the top of the galea, and exceeding: it, being often
bent forward. Labellum straight, short pointed, red
brown at tip, having a central brownish line, raised.
Upper column wings curved, lower lobes blunt and cili-
ated.
Known for years as P. praecox, this name was suitable
on account of the early appearance of the flower. It is
smaller than the plant hitherto known as P. reflexa, and
of a general duller appearance. Like many greenhoods,
the foliage of the juvenile plants is in the form of a
rosette, having- from 3 to 7 leaves. In subsequent years,
as the tuber becomes stronger, frequently, but not always
in the second year, this juvenile tuber becomes a flower-
ing-tuber, without basal foliage. Recorded from all parts
of the State except the N.W. ; and also from New South
Wales, South Australia and Tasmania. Flowers from
May to July.
19. P. obtusa, R.Br, (obtuse or blunt labeilum).
"Biunt-tongue Greenbood."
Plant more slender than No. 18, but taller, up to 10
inches high. No radical rosette at flowering time, 3-4
stem leaves, broadly lanceolate, Flower solitary, green,
shaded with deeper green shades. Galea compact, the
end much incurved, ending in a long fine point. Lower
lip quite erect, broad at the notched sinus, the long fine
points embracing the galea and far exceeding it, usually
facing forwards. Labellum oblong linear, brownish, tip
quite blunt or obtuse. Upper column wings toothed, lower
ones blunt.
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This dwarf Greenhood is at once distinguished by its
blunt, reddish brown iabcUum, which does not project
through or beyond the sinus. It is- recorded from the S,
and K., and also from Queensland, New South Wales,
South Australia and Tasmania. It is autumn flowering,
usually occurring in April-May.
20- P. decurva, Rogers (downward curved). "Red-
tongue" Greenhood.
Plant slender, graceful, glabrous, radical leaver 2-3
not present at flowering, ovul on long slender pedicels;
bracts 4-5. Flower large, solitary, green, with slight
reddish touches at points. Galea upright and then muck
incurved and deftexedj the point long, extended almost
even with base of ovary. Lower lip erect, with wide
sinus, the filiform lobes being much prolonged, embrac-
ing and in an upright position, far exceeding the galea.
Label!um linear oblong, obtuse at apex, much recurved,
and protruding through the sinus, with a raised central
line, dull red in colour, appendage curved and trafid.
Upper column wings toothed; lower wing* bluntly
oblong, both wings reddish in front.
This very dainty Grccnhood was first brought under
my notice by A, N- Burns, who found it growing freely
at Lower Fern Tree Gully. It does not occur in colonies
The three long, fine, filiform points make it easily recog-
nised, aa does also the curved red tongue. It has only
been found in and near the Dandenong Ranges, and in
Tasmania, Flowers in December-January.
21. P. .pauviflora, ll.Br. (small flowered). ''Tiny
Greenhood."
Plant slender, often quite small, ranging from 2 to 9
inches high, rarely up to 15 inches. No radical leaves
<*t flowering, .several small acute bracts on stem, and
one below each flower. Flmoers small, several, usually
up to 5, occasionally 10 or more. Flower erect, galea
much incurved, marked with dark green or brownish
* streaks, point somewhat blunt. Lower Up erect, wide
sinu&, notched, lobes embracing, but shorter than, the
galea- LO'belhtfn oblong, tip obtuse and somewhat re-
curved, having a central- broad red line, and imik a nar-
row line on either side. Upper angle of column wings
toothed. lower broad and ciiiate.
The Tiny Greenhood has small flowers, aad is often
quite a diminutive plant. The erect flowers are promin-
ent. A variety occurring in New South Wales and Tas-
mania is known as P, o/phylki. It is a short stout plant.
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with the flowers crowded together at the top of the stem,
and not separated as in the species. The rosette of leaves
often found at the.base of the stem, is from a small, non-
flowering tuber. It is recorded from rail parts except the
N.W., and also from all States except West Australia.
1
Flowers from March to Juno*
22. P. bakbata, Lindl. (Bearded). "Bearded Green-
hood. " .
Plant' usually robust, 4 to 12 inches high." Leaves,
numerous, crowded at base, especially before flowering
time; also passing up' the stem, and merging 'into stem
bracts. Flower pale green, with rich green veinings and
reticulations. Gated quite erect, ending in a short rounded'
point, much inflated at lower half. Lower lip with long
linear points, quite reflexed, lobes pointing down-wards.-
Labellum filiform, with a dilated base, ending in an un-
evenly rounded i*cd brown knob, the whole portion ex-
cept the knob being covered with long, yellow hairs.
Upper column wings (see plate showing lahella)
rounded, lower winga blunt, pointing forward. .
This plant is easily distinguished by its leafiness. its
beautifully veined flower, and the unusual yellow-haired
labellum. It i$ found alike in the dry mallee, and in the
coastal areas, being recorded from all parts. It 13 also
recorded from all State* except Queensland. Flowers,
September-Oftober.
23. P. mutica. R.Br, (docked). "Midget Greenhood."
Plant slender, small somewhat compact, up to 5 inches
high, green. Leaves in a radical rosette; one or two stem
bracts. Flowers green, quite small, 2-12. Galea in-
curved, blunt ; lower lip- broad, reftexed, pointing down-
wards. Labellum broadly ovate, tip founded, Upper
column wings rounded, ciliate margins ; lower lobes
bluntly triangular, ciliate.
Recorded from all parts and from Queensland. New
South Wales, South Australia and Tasmania. Flowers
August-to November. »
24. P. cycnogephala, Fitz, (*wan -headed—appendage
to -l&beHum) , "Swan Greenhood/'
Plant stout, taller than No. 22. Leaves up to 10 in
radical rosette; 1-3 stem bracts. Flowers up lo 10, quite
small, green. Galea incurved erect; lower lip short, re-
flexed pointing downwards, lobes united almost all the
limy-. Labellum almost circular, with broad round tip*-
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Appendage to labellum pointing towards the tip. Upper
column wings rounded, tower wings triangular, bo&r
ciliate.
Recorded from all parts but the E., and from New
South Wales, South Australia and Tasmania. Flowers
September-October
The^e two species, Nos. 22 and 23, might b^m^^for
the same, or for varieties. They are very sitw&r in' out-
ward appearance, both being dwarf, and uniformly
green. P« mutica, however, is usually stouter and shorter
than P. oyc-nocephala; but the important difference be-
tween the two lies in the fact that, the irritable append-
age of the labellum of P. cyvnocephala points ov.tw.rdfi
towards the tip, while that of P. mutica, is pointing
inw&rds.
25. P, PUSILLA, Rogers (small). ,4Ruddy.hood,*'
Plant small, slender, glabrous, up to ti inches high*
green rosette of leaves at time of flowering, 2 or 3 stem
bracts. Flowers 1 to 6 on slender stems, green, with
rusty red shades and tinte on galea, lower lip and label-
lum. Galea erect with short rounded point. Lower lip
rettexed, pointing downwards, lobes shortly pointed.
Labellum oblong, irritable on a long claiv, fleshy, concave,
tip not bent, but round and blunt, lateral margins ciliate,
with ftvw hairs, u?ider ntde with a deep central channel,
luimng two pear-shaped swellings directed forwards.
Upper column wings wide, quadrangular, lower wings
rounded, all more or leas ciliate.
Recorded from the S., S.W., and N.E„ and also from
South Australia and Tasmania. Flowers September and
October.
26- P RURA, RBr. (reddish). * fRuaty-hood."
Plant moderately stout and robust, from 4 to 12 inches
high. Basal rosette of leaves withered at flowering time;
2-5 stem bracts. Flowers fairly large, 2-5, green, with
rich red-brown markings and streaks. Galea broad, in-
curved, the point produced to a long iine point. Lower
* lip reflexed, pointing downwards, margins of concave
I portion ciliate, produced to long fine points, often 1 inch
j
long. Labellum, narrow oblong, attached by a long e!aw r
membranous , sensitive or irritable, with an upturned
blunt tip, margins very ciliate, with two long prominent
bristle like hairs at base, deeply channelled on under side.
Column wings rectangular, ciliate.
Recorded from N.W., S.W., and S., and also from all
i
the other States. Flowers November-December
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27. P. SQUAMATA, Py.Br. (scaly—referring to bracts),
"Scaly Greenhood."
Plant stout, up to 9 inches high. Leaves an a withered
basal rosette at flowering time; stem bracts up to 8.
Flowers dull green with red markings, up to 4, on long
stems. Galea incurved, produced to a fine point. Lower
lip reflexed, pointing downwards, lobes produced to fine
points. Labellum thick and fleshy, glandular, irritable,
ovate oblong, the tip upturned and bifid, margins thick-
ened, ciliate with long hairs. Column wings almost
square, lower ones ciliate,
Recorded from 8. and N.E., and also from South Aus-
tralia and Tasmania. Flowers November-December.
28. P, Mitchku-ii, Lindl, (after Sir Thos Mitchell),
"Mitchell Grcenhood."
Plant sl&nder, up to 10 inches high. Leaves in a green
basal rosette at time of flowering, stem bracts 2-4,
Flowers fairly large, up to 6, green with rich red tints
and markings, Galea upright, recurved, the point finely-
produced. Lower lip reflexed, pointing: downwards, hav-
ing a spreading sinus, the two lobes produced into long
points very divergent. Labellum thick, fleshy, glandular,
irritable, slipper shaped, tip depressed and sli&htty bifid, I 1
under surface channelledT margins ciliate except at the !
j
contracted basal portion. Upper column wings acute,
j
I
lower blunt, both ciliate, ' '
Recorded from S.WM and S. ; and also from Queens-
land, New South Wales, Tasmania, and South Australia.
,
Flowers August-October.
The above four species represent what is known as the
^RuiV group of Greenhoods. Originally all were
'Mumped" together as one species, but were gradually
separated, P. pusilla forming the last member of the
group. Critical examination has disclosed the fact that
P. squamata may not be found in Victoria, but one speci-
men in my herbarium from the N.W., seems to agree
with that species. All four species are fond of somewhat
dry and hillside conditions.
The differences between the four species are clearly
set out by Dr. Rogers, in Trans. Roy. Sac. Sth. Aust., vol.
xiii., 1918. Briefly they are as follow:
P. pustlla. Labellum fleshy, tip straight. Rosette
green.
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/J . squ&Mata, Labellum fleshy, Up upturned, Rosette
withered.
P, Mitchellii. Labellum fleshy, tip depressed. Rosette
green.
29. f\ LONGiFOLiA, R.Br, (long-leaved). "Tall Green-
hood/'
Plant robust and rigid, dull green, up -to 20 inches
high. Stem leaves up to 8, larger towards the centre,
small and bract-like at base, no basal rosette. Flowers
small, green, up to 8, rarely more. Galea somewhat in-
curved, not produced to a fine point, carried almost hori-
zontally, in two shades of green. Lower lip reflexed,
pointing downwards. Labellum irritable, oblong, glapdu-
Jar, slightly thrce-lobed at end, tip upturned and bifid,
base thick and solid. Upper column wing? bluntly
toothed, lower elongate, frontal margins ciliate.
The Tall Greenhood is a winter to spring: flower, the
latter season being for mountain plants. It inhabits
forest and shady hill country. The irritable labellum is
very sensitive to the touch, springing inwards, but slowly
returning after the lapse of about half an hour. The
tall, several flowered, green plant is readily recognised.
Recorded from all parts of the State and from all
States except West Australia. Flowers from July to
October,
30. P. vriTATA, Lindl. (banded). "Banded Green-
hood."
Plant rather robust, similar in habits of growth,
flowers and foliage to No. 29, except that it is shorter
and stouter, the flowers being much larger. Plant up to
15 inches high. Flowers up to 8, very pale green, with
reddish or purplish brown bandx* Galea broad and long,
ending in a short acute point. Lower lip reflexed, point-
ing downwards, wide, ovate, lobes with acute, short
points. Labellum irritable on a long claw, broadly oblong,
glandular, point, tip upturned and bifid; margins cilfatc,
the base thickened, carrying a short and thick point or
spike. Upper lobes of wings bluntly toothed ; lower nar-
row and ciliate.
The Banded Greenhood is often found amongst tea tree
and other scrub, right along the coast, as well as inland.
The grey pale green, and rich brown markings are very
distinct- Occurring in winter, it is often missed by col-
lectors. Recorded from all parts except the N.E. ; and
also from Tasmania, South and West Australia. Flowers
May to July.
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New Specibs.
With the passing of years and the increase of interest
and study in Orchidology, it is only natural that new
form a and species should be discovered. When Banm
von Mueller wrote his "Key" (1888),' he published 78
species of orchids for Victoria. Now we have over 150.
Since this work was commenced new records have
been made, and more than half a dozen new species must
be added to the list.
-Three new Prasophylla have been collected ; one from
Lara, by Rev. A, C. F. Gates, IVLA, ; one from Ringwood,
by C. French, Jr.; and one from Bairnsdale, by T. S.
Hart, M.A, (Prasophyllmn Hartii), These are all
moderately tall, spring flowering species. A new Catt>-
chilus (C. imberbix, Rogers) has been collected from
Rushworth by Mrs. Rich: this is a unique CaXochilus
without a beard. A new Diurus {D. fastidiosa, Rogers)
has been recorded from Tottenham district by W. fL
Nicholls. ;
A. J. Tadgdl and others have recorded Caladenia
ulpina, Rogers, from Mount Bogong. I understand that
C. French, Jr., collected this orchid 30 years ago on
Mount. Hotham, but von Mueller recorded it as C\ cevrnm,
A, J. Tadgcll han also re-collected Mueller's Thelymitra
EUzah&thae (named after Mrs. McKibbin) from Ring-
wood, originally collected near Camberwell. Mr. Tad-
gell courteously supplies field details of these two orchids.
Thelymitra Elizabeth ae, F.v.M.
Plant slender. Flower small, solitary, rarely 2.
Colour red, with reddish stems. Leaf solitary; one stem
brae* Summit of column denticulate and V cleft. Sum-
mit of column yellow at back; back of wings dark red.
Anther crest erect* and very prominent; 2 crested appen-
dages slightly fringed. Usually tardily opening on a
warm day. closing firmly, Flowers in October.
It differs from T. carnea in being a more slender plant,
with smaller flowers, darker stems and flower; summit
V spaced instead of closed. The summit of column is
yellow instead of red as in *J\ damea. The 2 crested
appendages are fringed and not denticulated. 7\ carn-ea
readily opens and is closed loosely.
Caladen'IA alpina, Rogers (alpine).
Plant robust up to 11 inches high. Stem reddish,
glandular hairy, clasping bract pointed above middle of
]\
4
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stem. Leaf thick, broad, pointed, with scattered hairs,
usually as long as. sometimes longer than the stem; 3
thick' lines. Flowers 1-2, rarely 3. Bract sheathing
Dorsal sepal rigid concave and incurved, broad ovate,
• almost inclosing labeltum. Lateral sepals concave,
broad, elliptic, standing out. Petals falcate, flat, broad,
spreading. Segments free and equal. Ovary elon-
gate, slender, hairy, green, 3 prominent red angles.
Labellum ovate, concave, on short claw. Lateral
lobes erect, entire margins; on half its, length
transverse stripes; then about 6 teeth like lobes on either
mcle of middle lobe: membranous edges slightly ciliate:
lamina with 2 erect thick yellow EalB at posterior end:
6 rows of clubbed yellow e.alli T followed by 4 rows of
yellow ealli on middle lobe, then 4 rows of small white
,
ealli to anterior lobe. Column cleft where wings join
anther Wings narrow, red lined. Anther pointed,
incumbent.
Flowers in January at Mount Bogong.
CalaDENIa carneia, K.Br., var. Aurknttca, Rogers-.
.- It is- quite probable that this variety from -A 1burton
t A J. Tadgell) will be raised to specific rank when more
material is collected. The orange-coloured Jabellum is
very distinct,
Acknowledgments.
The descriptions of the genera have been chiefly toUftii
from Bentham and Mueller's "Flora Anxiralimsi-s,'*
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Botany.
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nent orchidologist, Dr. R. & Rogers, M.A., FX.S. It is
impossible to give finer descriptions than those given in
the Doctor's works; and no Australian student can afford
to be without these. Indeed> the descriptions are so com-
plete and so perfect, that they stand as a model for all
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the work of Dr. Rogers, that any work done at all r is
merely a reflection of his own. His help, generously given
at all times, is also characteristic, and I cannot be too
grateful for all the help and advice that have been so
readily accorded, and so freely used.
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POLLINATrON OF THE ORCHID CRYPTOSTYLIS
LEPTOCHILA.
By (Mrs.> Edith Coleman.
An interesting, but perplexing;, problem has presented
itself in connection with the pollination of the Small
Tongue-orchid, Cryptastylis Icptoekiln. Early in January
my daughter described to rne certain remarkable actions
on the part of a wasp, which she had observed visiting
the flowers of C. leptaehila. It entered the flowers
hackvturds, instead of in the usual manner of nectar-
feeding wasps: the tip of the abdomen appeared to he
imbedded in the stigma of the flower* and, in every in-
stance, the insect freed itself with a jerk, which shook
the stem and suggested resistance.
Investigations fully bore out her statements, and added
further unusual observations which, though they have
so far puzzled several leading entomologists, have
adduced at least two important facts in connection with
the pollination of this orchid. At Upwey and Belgrave,
where C. Icvtoehila is fairly numerous, we watched many
of these insects visiting the flowers, and always they
backed into fbem. They seemed to come from the
trees, never from the ground; and each would dart in-
stantly into a flower, backwards, without any attempt to
locate a possible victim in the shape of a moth larva, and
with no apparent interest in any flower other than the
one selected.
After backing into the stigma, the end of the wasp's
body took an inward falcate curve, and the base of the
fluwer'w labellum appeared to be gripped by the claspers.
This curve of the end, brought the abdomen just in posi-
tion for the upper-surface, at about the second last ring.
to rest on the flower's prominent rostellum, with its dark-
coloured disc. The insect quivered for a moment, and
then became motionless. After a second or two, it
freed itself, with an apparent effort which shook the
flower. Kesistance by the blossom could be plainly felt
when we withdrew the insect with our fingers. In every
instance, when we gave it time enough, the effort was
sufficient to release the poltinia, which, with the viscid
disc, were carried off by the insect on the tip of its abdo-
men, never on any other part of the body. Owing, no
doubt, to this resistance, pollen was frequently deposited
on the stigma of the same flower, and more was probably
carried to the stigma of the next flower visited.
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Some of the insects bore pollen before they entered our
flowers, while others took away more than they brought.
It took at least a second to complete the act, and if we
disturbed the wasp too soon, no pollen was. abstracted.
The insects were identified as FJssopimpla semipiatetata,
Kirby. Theoretically, being Ichneumon-flies, they
should not be interested in the flowers, except in so far
as. they may harbour moth larv&e, or secrete nectar; yet
1 think we have proved that neither larva nor nectar was
the object of their visits to the flowers. Their swift-
ness suggests either exceptionally sharp eye-sight or
keen sense of smell. It may be both.
Though, to our senses, the perfume of the Small
Tcngne-orchid is not very pronounced, 1 think it may, in
the first instance, lure the insects to the flowers from
quite a distance, for most of my experiments have been
made on very hot days, when orchid-perfumes are usually
more powerful, and when there has been a breeze. But
I think it cannot be scent only, for the insect lias no
further interest in a flower once the dark-brown disc has
been removed, though the perfume has possibly not
decreased with its removal. Can it be that the rosteU
htm, with its dark disc, holds the key to the solution?
Roughly, in shape and colouring, the Labellum somewhat
resembles the body of the insect visitor. As the flower
matures, the curve taken by the labellum With its upright
posterior margins, so exactly meets the needs of the
wasp, that oue is easily templed to hazard a theory.
Prom the shape and structure of its essential organs
the service of an agent is necessary in the pollination of
this orchid, whether with pollen brought from another
plant, or pollen from the same flower. So far as the
benefit to the orchid is concerned, T am satisfied, but I
am not an entomologist. I have set out the essential
facts in the hope that Rome reader versed in entomology
may be able to elucidate something more definite. The
only facts we feel that wc have confidently established
are:
—
1. That T/issopimpfa. semipuncUiM visits the orchid
purposely, and enters the dower backwards.
2. That it successfully effects pollination, and there-
fore can be regarded as the orchid's agent-—possibly its
only one. Though most of the insects were identified
aa males, we searched the flowers for trace of eggs or
moth larvae, but the microscope revealed nothing.
What, then, was the payment exacted by the insects
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for the service it undoubtedly rendered? The fact that
it is not deterred by any slight discomfort, from making1
sub^eqvient visits, would suggest that it h*s in some way
received payment far its former visits.,
The accompanying photographs were i^kea by Mr. T.
.Green, a former member of this Club. -They show the
insect in the act. The flowers were snipped off into
a killing bottle while the wasp was oblivious to our pre-
sence, and were photographed with their visitor after
having been in formalin for over a week.
EXCURSION TO CLEMATIS.
Twelve members and friends attented the excursion to Clematis
Gtiliy, on March lyth. AL Bclgrave Mr. O'Donoghue, Forest Officer,
met us, and kindly draw several o£ the Udi*s to the Gully in his
€AY, The remaining' members of the party walked about two
miles, to South Sassafras. We were at the Gully before noon.
The leader planted a tree, Eugenia Stmtkii (brought from the
Botanic G*Vd*»s by Mr. P, R. H, St. John) on the north iide of
Clematis Avenue- Wo then proceeded to explore the Gully for
ferns, which ar« readily collected here in pleading variety, as the
specimens exhibited testify.
Permission to -collect ferns for Club purposes, had kindly
been given. by the Forests* Commissioners. Mr. St. John has been
able to determine,, from the specimens thus obtained, the specific
differences between Dryopi&ris decompos'Ua and D. giabeltu, and
definitely to add the latter to the list of Victorian fern*.
Wc visited Or. (ilendinrtihg's garden, which is close to the Gully,
and, after lunch on the balcony of the house* viewed a noble col-
lection of Conifers and tithet* trees, including a number tyf Aus-
tralian species, Waratahs from - New South Wales* showed
remarkably robust growth. - Returning to the Gully, we made
farther investigations among tit »v fe^fj^ Later we walked along
the Sherbrook road snd entered the Forest area, passing through a
portion that recently wag planted with trees by the pupil* of
various schools, under the direction of Forest Oncers. " At the
head of the Gully, Lyre-birds were heard calling, and Bornfl wev*
observed at their dancing-mounds/
Tho following is a list of the 22 ferns of which specimens were
Obtained and mounted, and are exhibited hefe to-uightr
—
Brittle Fern, Trichvmaneu vcnouxmi; Austral Filmy Fern
HimenophijUum amtralo; Shining Filmy Fern, H. ftabeMattm;
Soft Tree Fern, Dicksonia wntixretwa; Kough Tree Fern, Atsophita
aitstraliv , Shining Shield Fern, Dryvptti?i$ devvwpvtiU&, Smooth
Shield Fern. O. glabella; Ground Polypody, O. minotaYa; Common
Shield Fern, Poty^tiehum aculeatum; Leathery Shield Fern, P.
adiantiforvw; Necklace Kern* AspUumtti fin bellifolium; Gristle
Fern, Bkclmvm diarUlagineum; fishbone Fern, B.di*GQl<rr; Leather
Vvrn. B.lxivigaium, Lance Fern, B, lanceotrtttcfn; Common Maiden-
hralc Fern, Adwnt.itvi sethiopi-iilim; Batswiug Fern. Hiatioptwis
in.cisa ; Common. Bracken, Pf.eHdkvm nqxdhnum; Finger Fern,
Fotypodutm tiUl&rdwri; Scented Polypody, P- 4iver$if(\liiHn t
Mother Spleeuwort. A3pletuuM Indbifen^n; Shade Spleenwort,
A thorium umtoosum,—F. PitcHkk.
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Plate XXIII.
Ichneumon-fly visitinge flowers of Cryptostylis leptochila.
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THE PLATYPUS BOOK.
Australian zoologists are setting botanist? an excellent
example. Instead of census lists, useful indeed, but un-
satisfying to those who are eager for more than a know-
ledge of names, we have now a choice of books on native
animals that may be read for pleasure as well as for in-
struction, and not merely opened for reference. The Latest
addition to real natural history books la "The Platypus,"
by Harry Burrell, CM.Z.S. The publishers are Messrs.
Angus and Robertson Ltd. (Syd.) t whose imprint
appears on so many worthy volumes, notably Dr. R. J.
Tillyard's "Insects of Australia and New Zealand."
Mr. Burrell, widely known as a field naturalist, has
devoted practically a lifetime to studying our wonder
mammal, chiefly in its native haunts; and he must be
regarded as the foremost authority on the habite and
life history of OrnithorhynchMb- armlinw. He gives us>
in this fascinating book, the results of his observations
and research work. The Platypus lives in the pages
and illustrations. The volume is a Boaweljian bio-
graphy, one might say-. Chapters deal with the discovery
and early descriptions of Ornithorhtpichtis, controversy
On its zoological position and the laying of eggs, general
characteristics, nesting burrow, breeding habits., etc. The
illustrations include a coloured plate, and many half-
tones from photographs.
The Platypus was originally described, in print* in
1799; and when specimens were first brought to Europe,
many naturalists considered them to be "fakes," due to
the misapplied skill of the Chinese who delighted, while
they deluded, Europeans in quest of the marvellous. Even
after Ornithorhynchus had been generally recognised as a
product of nature, and not of artful Orientals, contro-
versy continued, as regards its zoological position, itsegg-
laying habit, and so forth. It was a most puzzling animal
to the savants, of Europe for nearly a century. In some
respects it is puzzling still; though Mr. BurreJl's book
makes plain much that hitherto has been mysterious.
He remarks that a great deal of anatomical investigation
remains to be done. Hut, so far as studies of the living
Platypus are concerned, no one is ever likely to reap
a harvest nearly so rich as that which has rewarded
Harry Burr-ell's devotion to the most wonderful of all
existing mammals- Every Austral ian nature lover
should read his book, it is "intended mainly for general
readers," but is also truly scientific.
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It fai not practicable to produce popular books dealing
in detail with all the native plants ot* even one state, but
should we not have readable handbooks to the Ferns,
the OrchidSi the Euealypts, the Acacias, etc., and general
wilriHower books, on the lines of those numerous guides to
the floras of European countries and America?—C.B.
REPORT OF PLANT RECORDS COMMITTEE.
The following' lit a list of new Victorian Kccortfs established
recently—chiefly by in-umber* of this FicM Naturalists' Club—which
will be included in the forthcoming" supplement to the Census of
Victorian Plants. The list exclude aLieri plants.
~By Mr. 0. Barrett. CrM.Z.S.: In East Gippsland :
—
Pidtenaea
RGmltriava, new for East; Trickoma.nv? Gaudatwm, new for Vic-
toria.
By Mr. P. Barton, Jr: At Foster: Epacriz lanuginosa, Lepido-
spemta serAit&rea, Cladhon acntnm, Cl<t<lium tfttr^gonmn, Evoahjp-
tua Kitttoniana, Bnrneitia- citneata, Tkcliimitro. grandiftorti.
V ?ro-)u.c(t pcreyfina, V'Lriculaviu latvrifluTv., Thr.lyrnibra pu,ucifl.irt ,u t
S((f/inu tyr&cwmbcns, Tetrarrhtma duiticKophyUa, Prasophyllvm
Archeri. At Sj>erm Whale Head;
—
PrasophyUHW n%yncan$<
Qlftci7ie tabacina, Frankenia pattciflora, Utu'chaa Twnotiiftsimu,
Cotula integrifolia, Triglochin mimUissim^ f Anyiu-nthm Fr#-t#-
fltatWfSj Lvpturus incurvatus, Gypsaphila tubulosu; all new for
Rast.
By Mifi& Erica Barton; At Foster:
—
Vrasophyllunc Frt$nckii7




By Miss J. Ca-lbraith: At Tyers;
—
Cladixm tetragonum, Gr&~
villctt rosntarini/olu^ Otoaria slellukiUt. At Bulga Park:
—
Pro&tit.nth&ra ttieliwifalia; new for East, At Reachworth:
Prosiunthera nivea, Pterostylw Mitc,heflii r Thely-M.itr& grandiflaru,
and Golodcnitt ettcultata; new for N,B,
By Rev. A. C. F. Gates, M.A.; At Gecloiiff:
—
Amphipogon
ztrictm- At Lara :
—
Triglochin nnmitixuvwu , Era.prmtA& pilosta,
Stipn arixtiglimvis, R?.t»iex cryutaU*nu$
t
Kochin, humitlimxa.
Psoralen parva, Festucv HooktrifL-m ; new for South. At Dingcc:
— tlraiTroslia pilosa; new for N.W. At Lome:
—
nymtmophyliurn
ra.nim; new for Victoria.
By Mr. Maurice Keppel: At Buxton: Eucalyptus Pcrrinwna
;
new for South.
By Mr. V. Miller: In £ast Gippslaud: OreoUha Vietwiae; new
for East.
By Mr. P. F. Morris: At Cola<:; Chamaeraphig sphtt&c&ns.
grass; new for South.
By Mr. D. J. Pabon. In Bendiyo District: Aapltnium flabetlli-
folium, Anoyrunivna leptcphylla, Nothiylacmi tfitftottSj KyUingia
hxterinrAio^ Ltipidosptirma fiiifor>me t Cords pxeado-cypontSi
Lonumdra muUifl-Wfi-, PrtiAophyllwm nigrif.nfVij P. odoratum
(album), Thutymitra areata, T. earywa, T. MucinUlanii, T* luleo-
v.iHuht., Microtis pavvijtvra, Ca.lea.na major, Cyrtostylis re7dfor-mis
t
Caladcnia cacrutea, Cttt'tdenia- carnha, DiwuK alba,, D, palachita.
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D. sidphwta., Pterovtylw aktM, P. pueilU^ P. po/rvi/lora, i*. rvvv-
fAiUi, Pfrxtiotvia, ri^ida., Greviltea f.miifjm'a, Mananthnx wacumbons.
Acacia <leiiW(tta> t A. ductLwetis, A, leprosa, A, If.mi&era, A. relinodes,









Proa lunikera ktrtuta., Vnr<mxm ptrfolicta,
Styiidium- dexpoctwi, Olcnna fionbunda* Hv.vio& 6£atha.tYwoid$s>
htitickrysum obcwdatuvi; all new for N.W.
By NLtfc Uosalter: At National Park, Wilson's Promontory;—
Cryptostylix leytt.ofihila; new for Ktt.*t.
By Miss liaphne Rhodes: At Gcllibrand River:—O/eo-na eld-
lulata; now for 3.W.
by Mr. A. J. Tadpell: At Mount Fainlerr-^CWeap BteUtdmta and
Euphrtu-ii/. mtarrtwi, hitherto doubtful Tecorda for* Victoria;
ftwal'tia nutoifftmii, Gsraniu'tn $c-Bi>Uiflt>rn.m and PraUa pudenda-,
hitherto recorded only from "Cobberas," At the "Alpew :
—
Agroz*
Vic Venxixta, Dwkvlaahnc sciurea, Urt-ica inuix<a
t
Didi$cu& Bent-
knttni, HalorrhaQ-i* tmtcrivides , Scirpux doUtceuz, HymQnanthera
dcn.fuUu AfitvJMs pUbcjits, J. pris-tnatoenrpus ; now for N.E, At
Hcalesville:
—
VeroMeft Mrpytlifeftia.. At Werrib*e Gorge:
Wo.lorvhttgfs elata; new tor South,
By Mr. H. 0. Williamson, F.L.S.: At Moonlight Head;—Tkely-
'tuitra fjrandiflora; now for SAV. At Omeo:
—
Wil&onia rotundi-
fctia. On Bogoug High Plain:
—
Bratkyaovm alpina-, Morris; nsw
Lo Science. At"OH tern: Swainnona Morrvmhvr,. J. M, Black; new
to "Victoria, also cedlcctrd by D. MeLachlnn, in Wimmera,
EXCURSION TO MENTONE AND BLACK ROCK.
A party of 14 members and friends took part in the excursion
trow Menlone to Black Rock, on Saturday afternuon, April 9th.
On arrival at Mentone station, wc directed our steps to the beach,
wbcre the.many varieties, of seaweeds, ranging from pale pink to
deep green in colour, were mueh admired. Mr. W. H- A. Ro#cr
exhibited an interesting- collection, which he had pressed on card*-
A number of creacent-shajiod piocw of a jeJly-like substance were
observed lying about the beach, which, on examination, were found
to contain thousand* of minute fish-ova. On reaching the south-
ern end of the beach, we ascended the cliffs, and walked to the
'."'>
— iJ- beach at Beauinaria. Some time was spent here, but,
though, the tide waa conveniently low, unly a few fossils, including"
a s-hark's tooth, were found. Scveia] of the curiously spiral-
shaped egg-case* of the Port Jackson Shark were examined,
The coast line was then followed, partly on the cliffs and some-
times un the beach, a large nock of Silver Gulls being observed on
a re^f some distance from the shore, while nearby* several Pacific
OuiUt and Cormorants were perched on some rocks. Six Black
Swans wer<*. also noticed, close in-^hore. We viewed an interest-
ing relic of the early days, consisting of four high waits built of
irtf£u|ar blocks of local stone xvughly cemented together, and
enclosing a courtyard, the object, I understand, having been to
afford protection irom the aborigine*.—L. £•. HonosoN-
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NOTES ON ANT-LIONS,
The family Myrmeleontidae is the dominant one ot the
Order Neuroptera, Dr. R. J. Tillyard states, and is per-
haps better known from its familiar larval forms, the
"ant-lions/' rather than from the adult lacewiitge.
(Insects of Australia and New Zealand, p ,323) . fn Aus-
tralia there are 36 genera and 95 described species; but
little is known concerning the habits of our ant-lion
lacewings; and keen observing and collecting' would cer-
tainly be rewarded.
Referring to lacewings generally, in. a recent letter.
Dr. Tillyard informs me that most of them, including all
the ant-lions, are to be found in the drier parts of Aus-
tralia. If one goes inland into the back country of
Victoria or South Australia, or, better still, towards
Central Australia, they will be found in thousands. There
are many new species yet to be discovered.
I first became interested in ant-lions and other lace-
whigs 3n Egypt, which is the homeland of some wonder-
ful species of Nemoptcridac, insects with very long and
slender hind-wings, which are trailed behind them like
fiJaments, when the flips flutter among the sand-dunes
of the desert. Around the Pyramids at Gizeh, I ob-
served numerous pit-falls, made by ant-lions. It is
doubtful whether pits are formed by Ncmopterid larvae,
which wee similar in appearance to ant-lion larvae, but
have long and slender necks. This group is represented
in northern Australia, ranging from the West to Queens-
land.
Though ant-5ion& are much more abundant in our
mallee country, some species are fairly numerous around
Melbourne. I have seen many pits, for example, on the
cliffs at Brighton Beach, where spray from storm-waves
could reach them. On the heath-grounds at Black Rock,
a species of Glcnoleon may be seen occasionally, in weak,
fluttering flight, or resting on leaf or twig with its long
wings folded- A tine ant-lion, with beautifully marked,
falcate wings, was captured in a city building, in the
daytime. It was, probably, a specimen of Periclystux
circuiter Walk.
In the Linga district, Vic, Mr. F EL Wil&on and f
saw ant-lion pits in hundreds, around bushes and tree^s
where the sand was fine and loose, as if it had been si fLed.
Rarely a larva was observed travelling among the pit-
falls, its movements almost as queer as its appearance.
\
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Ti is the popular belief that the larvae of all species of
ant-lion Jacewings form the conical pit-falls that gains
for them "easy" 'meals; whereas those' of -only two Aus-
tralian genera, Myrweieon and Callistoleon, are known
to do so, Dr. Tillyard states. However, the most of the
larvae live secretly in sand or debris. They are not gagfe
Lured without difficulty, in my experience- Failure is
frequent when one tries to dig out ant-lion larvae; they
seem to melt into loose, clinging sand.
Some of our ant- lions are rare, or are seldom met with
in the adult, "laeewing" stage; others are moderately
plentiful, or abundant. Many species are handsome
insects; others are drab-colored, and easily overlooked at
very close range, when they ar£ resting.
The larvae of Myrmeleon (nine Australian species)
form the pit-falls most commonly seen in sandy places,
often on the fringe of frequented ways, and even in yards
and gardens. Beneath a house or other building, in dust or
sandy-soil, ant-lion pits may be found. Ants areamongthe
common victims that glissade into the ynt-lion's gaping,
calliper-like jaws, just showing in the centre of the bot-
tom of the pit; but small insects of many kinds are
snared.
Ant-lions were known to the ancieuts; and in Latin
Bestiaries of the Middle Ages, accounts of the "Mirmi-
ealcon" are given. The life history of the ant-lion
(Palmares lifrelluloides) , in its legendary form, has been
traced by G. C. pruce, K.S.A. His paper, erudite/ but
highly entertaining, probably has been overlooked by
iriany naturalists: it.appears in The Antiquaries Journal
for October, 1923.—C- BARRETT.
With this issue a new volume of the Nut.itrufist begins; -and olp'
uim should be, to make it the best of a long serSe*- Contributions
for the "Field and Study*-' section especially are desired. Members
are invited 'to help the Editor, by contributing" more freely.
Often an exhibitor might hand in a note, dealing: generally with
his exhibit. Many interesting happenings m Nature arc observed,
bwt not recorded^ by Club members. Nature notes, certainly, are
popular;, and several pages if each number of our journal should
be devoted to them.
Articles, not too lengthy, will also he needed during the ensuing
Club year. Specialists who will write in a popular way. muk*
their Studies of general interest, conid help much by contributing to
the Nt(ti<rtt.l'i$i, '
--
Notes from Field and Sh\dy IVot.XJ>:uv
w& -Mmmt
DWARF SUGAR GUM TRTvR
The importance of the Sugar Gum, Knecd^ptus clo-ioca-lyr
..
F.V.M., tp Australia is nor. fully realised until one visits such
towns a& Horsham ox Warraektiabeal, or such districts as Lismoro
and Crussy. In the T,ismore district, there are miles of gum
tree plantations Sugar Gums and other species, grown fox wind
breaks and shelter belts.
The- une detrimental feature ©1 the Sugar Gum is its quirk
Krraw6h r which produces a tree with a very fine top of limbs and
fofiage, but-devoid of any growth for 10 ft. to 15 ft., up. Thus,.
while a belt of Sugar Gums may break the wind over a large area,
it provides little shelter for stock in cold weather.
Attempts have been made to inlerplant th*» belts with such low-
gjowtng' Mttw as £\ Lehmantw, but the work has not always been
BUcccSSfuJ.
While at Beaufort recently, S heard of plantings of a "dwarf"
Sugar Gum, which was injttrplanted with the ordinary Sugar
Gum» the. eombinarum fcbus giving a complete ahelter belt from
top to bottom. Mr. Hooke, of "Yerabin," Buanger, first men-
tioned it, telling me that C-r. H, Troy, and the Hon. Theodore Be*g>
IVI.L.C, both grew the gum extensively. Pursuing enquiries, and
obtaining specimens, I ascertained that there was really a dwarf
Sugar Gum, or a dwarf variety of JKuoalyptv.s daducalyx in exist-
tenee. Later I found that Dr. 0. S. Sutton i* well acquainted
with che tree, which, he says, is both dwarf and bushy r and, in the
sun, presents a jroldcn tint of foliage;
1 predict a wonderful Xutufe for this dwarf tree. 1U import*
anee cain as yet be hardly realised. Rnt it is certain that in the
future- HteraHy millions of plants will be planted aLl over the Com-
monwealth. Tree planters have been looking for a gum tree,
carrying all the desirable characteristics nf the Sugar Gum, with-
out its undesirable lone: bare trunk. And here Nature has given
it to ua. in the form of a seed variation, which wonderfully and
fortunately comes true from seed. The one detrimental feature
of the Sugar Gum has thus been removad for u«, hv this great
jflft of Nature-—E. E. PrsCOTT.
WEEPrNG MAIIOGANY GUM-
In the Caniber%vell Gardens, there is a very tfalf specimen of
a weeping Mahogany Gum, &uctxlypUis l*<>lrti<ridez. The houghs
of the tree are of a distinctively weeping form, while the branch-
lets are very pendant in character. Such a specimen is evidently
a seed variation, for the upright character of the TVfahogany Cum
\
a
, well known.—E. 5, PESOOTT.
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FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
A special meeting of the Club was hfcid in the Royal
Society's Hall, Vxctoria-Btreet, on Monday, May 9th,
1927. The President, Mr. E, £, Pescott, F.L.S-, occu-
pied the chair3 and about 90 members and visitors were
present
In accordance with notice of motion given at the pre-
vious special meeting, Mr- A. J. Tadgell moved that Rule
7 be altered to read:—"The ftrst year's subscription of
any newly-elected member shall be paid in full on his or
her election as a member of the Club," Mr. A. L. Scott
seconded the motion. Mr. G. Coghill moved an amend-
ment, that the Rule be altered to read :—"Persona elected
as members of the Club, after the first day of November
in any year, .shall pay half the ordinary subscription to
the end of the Club's year (April 30th) ? and thereafter
the full subscription shall become payable on the first
day of May each year." This was seconded by Mr, H. B,
Williamson. After some discussion, the amendment
was put to the meeting and lost. The motion was then
put, and carried by a large majority.
The special meeting then dosed, and the ordinary
meeting was held.
REPORTS-
Reports of excursions were given as follow:—Mace-
don, Mr. E. E, Pescott; Zoological Gardens (substituted
for Agricultural School, owing to illness of the leader,
Mr, L; L, Hodgson),
ELECTION QF MEMBERS.
The following were elected as ordinary members:
—
Miss Gladys Smith, 39 Fiteroy-street, St. Kilda; Mr. G.
W. Tranter, 23 Embling-road, Malvern; Mr. A, E. Proud-
foot, Evandale-road, Malvern; and Mr. E. J» Hoberts,
6 Davies-street, Moonee Ponds. As country member:—
Mrs. B. M. Cooke, "Heathlands," Toolangi, As Asso-
ciate Member -—Master Chas. Osiberg, Mclndotf-par&de,
Mordialioc.
GENERAL.
The President welcomed Mr. Burrows, of the Horticul-
tural Society ofNew South Wales. Mr. Burrows briefly
responded.
The Hon. Secretary reported that the proposed Naturad
History Exhibition would be held in the Independent
30 Field Naturalist*' Club~Froeeedina& [ vfc.
x
£JT
HallrCollins-street, -en—the -afternoon and evening of
Wednesday, July 20th next A sub-committee had been
appointed toarrange details ?-and the support aid assist-
ance of members and. friends in exhibiting specimens
illustrating the various branches of natural history,,
would be appreciated by the committee.
The President announced that a conference of the
various Societies interested in the preservation of the
Sherbrooke Gully and Forest in its natural state, had
been held, and,,as a result, a deputation had waited on
the Forestry Commissioners, who undertook to discon-
tinue the planting of conifers and exotic trees in the area
under their control, and promised that strict supervision
would be maintained to ensure the preservation of the
natural flora and fauna. The Commissioners had far-
ther agreed to appoint a number of honorary forest
officers, one nomination to be submitted from each
Society represented. In view of this, the Committee
had paid him (Mr. Pescott) the honour of nominating:
him as the representative of the Field Naturalists* Club.
Mr. G. Coghill moved that the action of the Committee
in this matter be endorsed. This was seconded by Mr.
F. G. A. Barnard, and carried unanimously.
Mr. A. D. Hardy stated that the necessary arrange-
ments for the formal declaration of Sperm Whale Head
as a temporary National Park were now being proceeded
with, and the proclamation would be gazetted very
shortly. Although the reserve would only be of a tem-
porary nature in the meantime, he fully expected that it
would eventually be made permanent, as in the c;*,se of
the National Park at Wilson's Promontory
ELECTION OF AUDITORS.
On the motion of Mr. F. Pitcher, seconded by Mr. F.
G. A. Barnard, Messrs. C. A. Lambert and W. H. Ingram
were elected Auditors for the year.
'
. NOMINATION OF OFFICE-BEARERS, 1927-28.
Nominations were received as follow ;—
i
President: Mr. E. E. Pescofct, F.L.S. (proposed by Mr.
G. Coghill. seconded by Mr. F. G. A. Barnard). Vice-
Presidents: Mr, P. R. H. St. John (Mr. A. D. Hardy and
Mr. F. Pitcher) ; Mr. A. E. Keep (Mr. A. g- Blake and
Mr. H. B. Williamson). Hon. Treasurer: Mr. A. G,
Hooke (Mr. G. Coghill and Mr. H. Hughes). Hon.
Librarian: I>r. C. S* Sutton (Mr. A. D. Hardy and Mr.
F. G. A. Barnard). Hon. Editor: Mr. C. Barrett,
C.M.Z.S. (Mr. A, E. Rodda and -Mr. L. L. Hodgson).
Hon- Secretary: Mr, L. L. Hodgson "{Mr. C. French, Jr.,
and Mr, J. Ingram). Hon. Asst. Secretary and Librarian,
Mr. H. B. Williamson, K.L.S. (Mr/ F f G. A. Barnard and
Mr. F. Pitcher). Committee: Messrs. C. Daley, B.A-,
F.L.S. (Messrs, H. Hughes and G. Coghill), F. Chapman,
A.L.3. (Messrs, A. D. Hardy andC, A. Lambert), J. A-
Kershaw, RE.S. (Messrs. F. Pitcher and W. Thorn),
J. W. Audas, F.L.S, (Messrs. P. R. H. St. John and L. L.
Hodgson), and V. Miller (Messrs. L. L. Hodgson and C.
Barrett).
PAPERS, ETC.
By Miss R. S. Chisholm, B.A,: "A Chat on Canada."
An account was given of the climatic and physiographical
features of Toronto and other parts of Canada .t and re-
ference was made to many aspects of nature observed in
that; country. Miss Ghisholm's remarks were illus-
trated by an interesting series of lantern slides.
By'Mr.-G, Coghill: "A Holiday in New Zealand/'
Owing- to the lateness of the hour, it was necessary to
postpone the reading of this paper,
EXHIBITS. '
By Mrs. E. Coleman: Ichneumon Flies (Lissopimplv
semipunctata (Kirby), after visiting the orchid Crypto-
stylis laptochila/ (F.v.M.),. showing curve of abdomen,
and complete pollinarium on each one.
Exhibited by Mr. A. J. Tadgcll: Hyacinth Orchid, wtth
branching
.
stems. Collected at Wandin, May, 1927.
No. 1 stem, 3 feet 6 inches in height, No. 2 stem. 18
inches, about 4 inches from base; No. 3 stem, 3 feet
4 inches, about 2 inches from base. Usually a Dipodium
puncUitum orchid has only one stem with flowers. It
is very rarely found with more than one simple stem,
but several flower shoots may spring up close together
from underground. The flat pseudo-stem No. 3 sug-
gests a last season's shoot. No. 2 shoot appears to have
been the original stem, as. the seed pods are best
developed. This evidently had a side shoot, that, for
some reason, assumed the lead, aa No. 2 stem is only half
the diumeter in thickness, half the height, with only half
the flowers of Ho, 1,
By Mr. W. II. Ingram : Collection of sea-weeds from
Beaumaris, mounted on cards;
By Miss C. C. Currie (Lardner), per Mr. L. L. Hodg-
son: Specimen of large goat moth, captured at Lardner.
By Miss R, Rigg; Collection of water-color t>ainting$
of New Zealand flowers, etc.
By Mr. G* Coghill: Collection of herbarium specimens
of Mew Zealand flora."*




HUDSON BOOKS AND LETTERS.
Members of the Club who possess first edition* of books by W.
U, Hudson, the English Naturalist, are fortunate. Triese volumes
are now eagerly sought by oliectors, and prices range high.
Recent quotations indicate that a slender volume in my library,
purchased for 1/6 -years ago* is worth about -£5 now. Another
of my "Hudsons/ v which cost rne M/% is worth £12, .according to
a London bookseller's catalogue. Hudson's letters, also, are bring-
ing big prices overseas—up to £15/lo/-- Everything he wrote is
treasured.
,
Not to have read Hudson, is to have missed some of the noblest
English prOuti: Hudson was a great writer, and wild nature most
often was* his theme. He hated all the enemies of wild Ike, but
most of all eolleelors of bird skins and nest robbers.
Writing to mc, long ago, Hudson said; "Tho&e- who read 'The
Naturalist, in, La Plata/ do net Wnow, or consider, that it give3 the
compressed results of £0 years or more of observation and medi-
tation, and it consequently gives the impression of an exuberact
nature.and of great abundance and variety of wild life, AH books
about Nature must, in a measure, produce that false impression
owing to, the necessity the writer is under of selecting his facts,
arid, finally, only the best and most important," Hudson believed
that a book on Australian wild life, might be written, ro rival in
interest bis "La Plata.*' But he wrote- with a golden pen of
genius, We have no Hudsons vin Australia. Nor is there living in
uny country, a naturalist who, as a literary craftsman, may be
ranked with the author of "Hampshire Days/'—C3.
During January t found a Platypus and an Echidna that had
met their fate at the hand of man, The Platypus had bei-n killed
by workmen engaged in removing rushes from a portion of the
OUnda Greek, at Lilydale, and the Spiny Ant-eater had been des-
troyed by some campers on the (Sardinia Creek, at Upper Beacoas-
fictd. With wilful destruction of this kind taking place in Vic-
toria, it is not at all surprising that the Echidna has diminished
in numbers during the last 15 years, In localities whora tbia
animal ^tfKted *n fair numbers, some few years ago, it is now
seldom seen, having been exterminated partJy as a result of settle-
ment, but generally, by vandals.^D.D,
Prof. F. S. Beattie, Dent of Chemistry, Lowell Textile School,
Lowell, Mass., U.S.A., in a letter to the Hon. Sec. of our Club,
states that he would 1i]cp to correwpond with some member who is
specially interested in botany, and- exchange specimens of New
Uhgland slant* for Austra[{Ari $p<*c4e^. Ho will Acknowledge
promptlv any letter* that he receives.
$$gj Clark, Th* lAnte '*? Victoria ~SS
TIIE ANTS OF VICTORIA
By J. Clabk, F.Ls.
[Part HI.]
In part II of this series, the habit* of the Bull-dog
Ante were mentioned. Although not complete, the in-
formation given is practically all that is at present
known concerning these primitive ants. Most of the
species have somewhat similar habits.
To illustrate the various forms, a plate has been* in-
cluded, showing workers* females, and a male. The
figures are slightly under natural size, but are all on the
same scale. Figure 6 is a male, showing the small head
and mandible^ also the lung, straight- antennae. The
male retains the wings attached throughout his short
life, which generally terminates with the nuptial flight.
Figure 4 is a normal winged female. After the nuptial
flight, the female removes her wings, which are easily
detachable, using legs and mandibles for the purpose,
It may be noted that, in many cases, a nest will contain
members of one sex only, while in others, one sex will
far outnumber the other, in a few instances, males and
females will be found in almost equal numbers. No
doubt this is a provision of nature to prevent the de-
terioration of the species by inbreeding among the mam*
bers of the same colony.
With her wings removed, the female appears as in
figure 3, which depicts a normal queen found in the nest.
Here the large .scutellum and small mesonotum are seen.
The worker does not possess a scutellum.' but the meso-
notum is large. Figure 8 represents an ergatoid female;
that is, a worker in which the scutellum and other seg-
ments are partly developed, but which bears no wings.
This form of female usually is larger than the worker.
but rarely so large as the true female. The exact posi-
tion of this form in the colony is at present unknown.
The photograph of Myrmecia nigriceps Mayr, a species
that was dealt with in part II., is here included to illus-
trate a side view of the ant, showing the normal position
as in life. The ant is enlarged 2£ times. This illustration
is typical of all the species of the genus. The long, power-
ful ating is to be seen at the apex of the gaster. This
is the painful end of the ant. The large jaws cause little
or no pain to the victim; they have only sufficient power
-to enable the ant to cling in order that she may drive
her sting into the victim. The sting of the ant is not
barbed, and is not left in the victim, as is the case with
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the honey-bee; The ant can use her sting repeatedly, and
appears to take great delight in doing so.
13. Myrmecia tarsata, Smith. (PI, III., figs. 2 and
8). Millgrove (F. E. Wilson).
Smith* Cat. Hymn. Brit. Mile., 6, p. 145, 1858;
Roger. Berl, Entom. Zeitschr., 5, p* 53, 1861;
Mayr, Verh. Zool-bot. Ges. Wien., 12, p. 726,
1862; Forel, Fauna Sudwest Aust. I f p. 265,
1907; Froggatt, Agric. Gaz„ N.S, Wales, pp.
5 and 10. 1905,
The worker is 19-22 mm- in length, and rather siender.
Colour, black, or blackish brown; the mandibles; labrum,
antennae, tarsi and the apical segments of the gaster,
reddish yellow ;.postpetiole and gaster, black, with a
slight bluish tinge, and smooth and shining.
The female is much larger than the worker, measuring
over an inch in length. In colour and sculpture the sexes
are very much alike. Figure 8 depicts an ergatoid female
of this species, captured, with workers, by Mr. Wilson,
at Millgvove,
This species do<?s not appear to be common in Vic-
toria. It was described as from N.S. Wales, and is
abundant around Sydney. It occurs also in Queensland,
Froggatt calls this the "Black Bull-dog Ant," and says
that ,/
4
if one or two are captured the other ants retreat
into the nest and do not show fight."
i4. Myrmecia analis, Mayr. Portland (H. W.
Davcy).
Mayr, Verh. Zool-bot. Ges. Wien. 12, p. 725.
1862.
Myrmecia atriscapa, Crawley, Ann. Mag. Nat.
Hist 9, vol, 16, p, 580, 1925.
The worker i3 17-20 mm. in length. Head, thorax, and
node light reddish,, the head often slightly darker: scapes
of the antennae, legs and postpetiole, lighter, more yel-
lowish; mandibles and apex of the gaster, yellowish red;
gaster, black, often with the base of the first segment
reddish, particularly on the sides; basal two-thirds of the
scapes, brown, of blackish.
The female is similar to the worker, but larger. The
apex of the gaster is darker) more reddish.
Originally described by Mayr' as from Neu Holland,
this species has a wide distribution in Southern Austra-
lia. It ranges from Bunbury, W.A., to Brisbane, Q. I
have frequently found this species nesting in decayed
logs and grass-trees < Xtznthorrhoea) . The colonies
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usually contain about 200 individuals. They are pugna-
cious, and will generally follow an intruder for some dis-
tance. They readily drop from trees on to a person pass-
ing close by.
15. Myrmeoia LUCIDA, Fortl. Cheltenham (C. Barrett,
L.B. Thorn). Ferntree Gully (F. P. Spry).
Fore), Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 37, p. 458, 1893.
Myrmecid re'gulcms
t
Crawley, Ann. Mag. Nat.
Hist. 9, vol, 16, p. 579, 1925.
The worker is 17-20 mm. in length. Shining brownish
red; scapes and legs, darker, more brownish; mandibles,
ranging from red to brown, in some species; caster, black
with the apical segments castaneus.
The female is much larger than the worker, but other-
wise similar.
The male is castaneus In colour, excepting the man-
dibles and antennae, which are slightly darker.
This species was originally described from Tasmania.
It is found in various parts of Victoria and Western
Australia. The ant faunas of these three States have
much in common; this applies particularly to the ancient
and primitive forms.
16. Myrmecia forficata, Fabr. (PI. III. figs. 3 and
7). Widely distributed throughout the State.
Fabr., Mant. Insect. 1, p. 310, 1787. Smith, Cat.
Hymn. Brit. Mus- 6, p. 143, 1858; Mayr,
Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. 12, p. 726, 1S62.
Forel, Fauna Sudwest Aust. 1, p. 265, 1907.
The worker is 19 to 23 mm. in length. Brownish red;
mandibles, clypeus and sometimes the front of the face,
lighter red; gaster, black and shining, clothed with long,
yellowish hairs, which are longer and more abundant on
the apical segments.
Th« female is considerably larger than the worker, but
does not differ in colour^ Ergatoid females often are
found in the nests of this species. They differ from the
normal females only in not having the wing sclerites
properly developed.
The male is slightly smaller than the worker. The
head, thorax and gaster are black; mandibles, antennae,
node, postpetiole, and legs, reddish, or sometimes
brownish.
This is the commonest species in South-eastern Aus-
tralia; but has not been found in W. Australia. It was
one of the first species described from the collection
made by Bank.% in Tasmania.
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This appears to be one of the species that, were kept in
artificial nests by E. E. Barker, and described by him in
the -Victorian Naturalist, 1903. " ------
17. Myrmecia forficata, Fab. var. brevinoda, Forel.
Bendigo (L. B. Thorn), Gisborne (W. W. Frog-
gatt. Type locality).
Forei, Rev. Suisse ZooJ. 18, p. 2, 1010,
This form is very much like forficata, differing only in
having the node shorter. It is .slightly smaller, but the
colour, sculpture and pilositv are similar.
Photo. J. Clo,rk. Myrmecia wgtucgps, Mayr.
Lateral view of worker (x. 2$) L
18. Myrmecia rubra, Forel. (PI. III., figs, 1 and 9.)
Yarra District (W. W. Froggatt, Type locality)
;
- Ferntree Gully (F. P. Spry) ; Belgrave (F. E. Wil-
son) ; Croydon <J. A. Kershaw) ; Cheltenham (C-
Barrett and h< B. Thorn).
Myrmecia forficata, Fab, var. rubra, Forel. Rev-
Suisse Zool. 18 p. 3, 1910.
Worker 19-23 mm. Dark red, almost blood-red, the
gaster black and shining; mandibles and apical joints of
the antennae, lighter in colour, the scapes tinged with
brown
;
yellowish hairs on the gaster are short, and not
abundant.
The female, in colour identical, is very slightly larger
than the worker, but is more robust in form.
Forel described this species as a variety of forficata*
It is, however, quite distinct from that species. The
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females are even more widely .separated than the
workers.
19. Myrmecia pyriformis, Smith (PL III., figs. 4-6).
Ferntree Gully (F. P. Spry).
Smith, Cat. Hymn. Brit Mus. f>, p. 148, 1858,
pL 10, f. 1-6; Mayr, Verh. ZooL-bot Ces.
Wien. 12, p. 726, 1862; Froggatt, Cat Aust.
Ants, Agric. Gaz., N,S. Wales, p. 10, 1905;
Emery, Gen. Insect 118, p. 21, 1911.
Myrmecia forficata, Fab. r. piriformis. Smith;
Forel, Rev. Suisse Zool. 18, p. 2, 1910.
This species is much darker and larger than forficata.
The head is nearly square, whereas, the head of forficata
is much narrower behind than in front The gaster is
more or less covered with a dense greyish pubescence,
not shining, as in forficata.
The female is much larger than the worker, but simi-
lar in colour and sculpture.
The male is as large as the worker, and is black, with
brownish mandibles and antennae.
This species is generally called the Black Bull-ant, but
the term is also applied to all the dark species.
20. Myrmecia similuma, Smith, var. violacea, Forel,
Millgrove (F. E. Wilson), Woori Yallock (L. B.
Thorn).
Myrmecia forficata, r. simillima, var. violacea,
Forel. Arkiv. for Zool. 9, 16, p. 5, 1915.
This form is very close to shnillifna, which it closely
resembles in all but colour. The sculpture is almost
identical. The head and thorax are reddish brown, gen-
erally with a slight metallic tint; gaster, black with A
violet sheen; node and postpetiote, with a more greenish
sheen; mandibles darker in colour than those of simil-
tima, but similar in formation,
Some new species still remain to be added to the Vic-
torian list Several undetermined males are available;
but, as they could only be attached to the species with
doubt, they have been excluded for the present.
Sub-genus PROMYRMECIA, Emery.
Genera Insectorum, 118, p. 19, 1911; Wheeler,
Biological Bulletin, Vol. XLIL. 1, 1922,
Pristomyrmecia, Emery (in part) Gen. Insect
118, p. 19, 1911.
Ualmanyrmecia, Wheeler Un part) Biol Bull.
XLIL, 4. 1922,
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I include aJl the Jumping Bull-dog1 Ants in this sub*
genus. They form a natural section, Saltatoria, of the
gen u s Myrmecia*
. ,
,
These ants are readily- distinguished from-the-Gres-
soria by their smaller size and more robust form. The
mandibles are shorter and the scapes rarely reach to the
occipital border of the head. The node is always -short
and broad, with a very short petiole in front. The femur
of the hind leg is slightly thickened near the base; the
legs are well adapted for jumping. The formation of the
mandibles is variable, but a study of these greatly assists
in grouping the species.
All the species are more or less highly coloured. A few,
however, are quite black, with little or no variation.
Others have the gaster densely clothed with bright golden
pubescence, giving the ant a handsome appearance,, black
and gold.
The jumping habit of these ants is very difficult to
account for. Apparently, in their present habits or mode
of life, they do not differ from the non-jumping section.
It is, however, only when they are disturbed, or excited,
that they do leap; at other times they walk, in the man'
ner of the large non-jumpers. The habits of ants of both
sections are similar. During the bright sunny hours they
hunt on trees and shrubs in flower. All the members of
the sub-genus are most active in the late afternoon, from
about four o'clock until sundown, when they retire for the
night. They come out in the morning as soon as the sun
is high.
Nesting habits do not differ greatly in the two groups.
A few species of jumpers construct nests simitar to, but
smaller than, those made by non-jumpers. All the mem-
bers nest in the ground* usually deep down, the depth
ranging from 18 inches to 2 feet, rarely more- Some
species construct their nest under stones or logs, but
others prefer the open spaces, with no covering stone or
tog. Proni'yr'rne.cia picta very rarefy has any cover. The
nest is deep underground, and its existence is indicated
only by the small holes forming the entrance, or. exit
A typical nest closely examined was two feet square, and
had five entrances, each just large enough to admit one
ant at a time. This nest, as is usual, was constructed
near the base of a tree. The ground was strewn with
fallen bark. Another neyt was constructed at the side
of a foot-track through the bush ; ali the entrances being1
protected by small plants. This is rather unusual with
the species.
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A few species of jumpers seem to* prefer to make their
nests in Termites' mounds; some species being found
mainly in such situations.
Like the non-jumpers, the ants will always show fight
when the nest is approached. They rush out from all
the exits. Their sight us very keen ; they come straight
at the intruder," even when he is several feet away from
the nest. They will also follow one for a considerable
distance,
The jumpers are widely distributed throughout Aus-
tralia, but are mure abundant in the South than in the
North. One species, belonging U) this sub-genus, has
been described from New Caledonia This is the only
Bull-dog Ant found outiide of the Commonwealth of
Australia.
Ten spcries are known in this State; many of these
are also found elsewhere.
21. MVRMECIA (PROMYRMECIA) ABEKRANS, Fore).
Myrrneda Q.berran$, Forel, Ann. Soc. Knt. Belg. 44,
p. 54, 1900. Rev. Suisse ZooL 18, p. 9, 1910;
Froggatt, Agric. Gaz. N.S.W., p. 8, 1905.
Myrmeci.a (Promyrmecia) aberrmi& p Forel,
Emery. Gen. Insect 118, p. 19, pi. 1, fig. 10,
1911.
The worker is 10 to 15 mm. in length. Black, the head,
purls of the thorax, and the node, red; mandibles and
labrum, yellowish red. The mandibles are short, and
broad.; the scapes do not reach.the back of the head.
This is a very rare ant; so far only odd specimens have
been obtained—by the late Mr. F. P. Spry; and by Mr.
& Oke, at Broadmeadows m<i Coburg.
22. -Mvumecia (Promyrmecia) ihcta, Smit. Sea Lake
and Maldon (J. C. Goudie) ; Lake Hattah (J. E,
Dixon}.
Smith, Cat. Hymn. Brit. Mus. 6, p. 146, 1358.
Lowne, The Entomologist, London, 2, p. 336,
1865; Mayr. Jour. Mus. GodefT. Mayr r Verh.
Zool-bot Ges. Wien. 12, p. 727, 1862
Length of the worker, 9 to 12 mm. This species i.s most
variable in colour, generally black, more or less marked
with red. Some examples are wholly black; others, red.
The mandibles, elypeus and front of the face are, how-
ever, always yellow. The antennae and front legs are
reddish yellow; middle and hind legs more brownish.
The female is larger than the worker, but similar in
colour and sculpture. Ergatoid females often are found
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ifl the ne.sU> of this species; and I have frequently foitfld
several active females m the nests. It is very unuaua!
to find more than one female in a nest of any species
of this genus.
The male is us large as the worker; black* with the
mandibles, front of the face, and whole of the legs yellow.
For more than fifty years this .species has been con-
founded with another species, nrens Lowne, which it
somewhat resembles. Apparently it had not been seen
since Smith described it, from Adelaide, in 1858. It is an
inland species, not ranging on the coast On the other
hand, w.yvrrt.s is ft coastal species, not found inland. The
two .species are not connected, although both have a some-
what similar range of colour varieties. Forel has des-
cribed two varieties of picta; these, however, shoutd be
attached to urens, as Forel identified this species as'jncta.
One of the varieties described, nigra Forel, is not a
variety; it is the black form of the typical vrens Lowne.
KEY TO PLATE III.
Fig. 1, Myrmccm rubra, Forel, female. Fie;. 2, iV/. tarsata*
Smith, worker. Fig- 3, M, forfi.cuta t Fabr., female. Pig. 4, M*.
pitrifornds-, Smith, female. Fig. 5, M. pyrifo-nnis. Smith, worker.
Fijr. fi
r
M. piriformis. Smith, male. Fig. 7, K, f^rfiv<itn.f Fa.br.,
worker. Fig. 8. M, tar&ata; Smith, female. Fig. 9, M. rubra,
Forel, worker.
NATURAL HISTORY EXHIBITION.
The Club's natural history exhibition will be held on July 20th,
in the Independent Hall, Melbourne. AH branches will be' repre-
sented, it i? hoped, from entomology to ethnology. Members of the
Club have been appointed to organise the various sections; and
already some tine exhibits have been promised. Tickets will be
posted, to members, who are asked by the committee to do all they
can to assure the success oi* the exhibition.
A BIRD TRAGEDY.
When driving from G!enthompson to Moyston, some years «g©>
my attention way attracted to the extraordinary poise of a bird
over a pool of water by the roadside. I stopped and watched, and
found that the bird, a Pipit, Anthius austraHsy was perfectly motion-
less, with outspread wings, and with no apparent support. Closer
examination showed that it was supported by a piece of fencing
wire, against which it had flown and become impaled. The sharp
iron had penetrated its chest at the neck, causing it to remain
poised in the wonderfully life-like manner in which I found UT
probably some weeks after tht accident.—H. B. WrtUAMSON.
Correction,—The plates In May,. 5927, issue of the Nafar&fyt.
should have been numbered J and TI respectively, instead of
xxii. and xxni.
THE VICTORIAN NATURALIST Vol. xliv. Jnne, 192;
Plate III.
Photos. J. Clark. Bull-dog Ants of Victoria.
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•' PTKHOSTYLIS ACUMINATA, R,BROWN. AND
•
HYBRIDS.
By W. H. Nicholls.
The form of Pt. acuminata found in New South Wales
and Queensland, where it is fairly common* is readily
recognised as the type (Figs, e and f) of this Green-
hood orchid. Doubtless the original specimens—from
which Robert Brown described the species—were col-
lected in the former State. This form blooms during
the autumn months. During the last few years, I have
collected, or have received from others, interesting
specimens, variously considered, either as hybrids, or as
Pt, falcata, Pt r acuminata, or Pt. furcata.
These came from districts either in Victoria Or Tas-
mania.
I have also received from the Paterson district, N.S.W.,
excellent examples of the type form. Particulars of all
these specimens are included with the line drawings
accompanying these notes. A survey of these specimens
is of interest, and one cannot fail to notice certain char-
acteristic features of two well-known species, viz., Pt.
falcata, Rogers, and PL. Nutans, R.Brown. The varia-
tions in the individual specimens, and the general out-
ward dissimilarity of all from the accepted type of
acuminata is clearly shown. We must admit them to be
hybrids
—
puzzling intermediates; showing: every possible
variation between the parents; which, according to the
evidence, are the above-mentioned species.
None of these specimens (with one exception) was col-
lected far from the haunts of these two species ; in fact,
the majority of them were growing in company of either
falcata or -nutans (or both). The exception (Fig. k) has
an interesting history. Several years ago, I received
from the Tallangatta Valley (Vic.) plant specimens of
two very rare species of chiloQlottis. A fair quan-
tity of soil accompanied these plants, which were accom-
modated in a targe fern-pot. A few months later, a
small, ovate-shaped leaf vvas noticed protruding through
the soil. 1 removed the possible seedling to a smaller
pot, for observation, A year later, it had three much
larger leaves. In the following- season the plant had
progressed sufficiently to develop a bud ; two months
later (Dec.) it had developed into the fine specimen
illustrated.
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Greenhood Orchids and Hybrids.
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It must be remembered that new forms are continually
beiriff evolved, arid the ill-fitted intermediates die out. It
•'
is possible that some of the forms illustrated here will
never be found again. On the other hand, should any
of them persist, would it be advisable to add more names
to our list? I think not; if we examine the internal
structure (labellum and column) of these hybrids, we
find that these organs agree respectively with each other;
and, for all practical purposes, with tho.se of the type
form, they are almost identical. Generally speaking, in
ail the recognised species of pterostylis (to mention hut
one genus), we find that it is the iabellum that varies the
most; any important variation in this organ is regarded
aa of paramount significance.
It is possible that the ancestors of the type were Pi.
nuiam and PL falcata, or some other Greenbood some-
what like the falcate species. .Possibly PL Baplislii,
Fitz.; who can disprove it? The similarity of this fine
species to PL acuminata has been noted by others also.
PL Toveyana, Ewart and Sharman, is still in a tran-
sitional stage. We have found interesting intermediates
here also. Intermediates are known- in some other
genera. For instance, in one other genus IChUogtottis)
>
unbroken chains have been collected, showing interme-
diates from one species to another.
Summary;—Collectively, we find a startling number
of differences in the forms before us ; indivi-
dually, however, the variations are of little value,
are trivial. To regard them as forms of either
PL nutans or PL falcata, or any other species
not mentioned here, is, to me, unsatisfactory. In
my opinion, the only satisfactory way of dealing with
these. pux/Jing forms is to regard them as forms of the
species which they resemble closely, viz., PL acuminata,
R.Brown. The colouring of all the species mentioned in
these notes is practically the same, greenixh with brown
markings, PL Baptistii having the brightest colouration,
the markings being a light reddixh-hrown.
Key to Figures, P. 42.
(a) Ft. nutans, R.Rr., Ringwood {Vic). Oct. (W.H-N,); (1)
stigma (2) column (3.5.) labellum (4) petal. (b> Hybrid, nays-
water (Vic) (2 sp'ms), Nov. (A. B. Braine) ; details similar to
those of (1) (note appendage above upper bract)- (c) hybrid,
Bayswater (Vic). Oct (3 sp'ms) (W.ELN.) r growing with PL
falcata aad PL nutans; (16) petal; other details as those of (1)
(d) Pt. Bapti&tii Fitz. Lake Macquarie (N.S.W.), Sept (Miss
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Rupp) (10.))) labellum <13) petal 111) slitfma <15) column, (e)
Pt. acuminata, R.Br,, Sth. Moreton , Bay (Qld.), July (Miss H.
Geussntann) , detail* as those of (C). | f) PL xr.wnintUar R.Br,,
Paterson (tf.S.W). June (Rev, H. M- R, Rupp); (12) atigraa
(16.17) labellum (IS) petal (19) front of flower, <g) Pt. falcata,
Rogers, Warburtoiv (Vic). Dec <W,H.N-);- (6,7) labellum (8)
petal (9) stigma, (bj^ Hybrid, Bayswater (Vic), Sept. (A. B.
Braine), growing with Pt, falcata and Pt. nutans; (25) front, of
flower (numerous); details as those of (1). (i) Hybrid, Mordial-
Ioc (Vic), Aug. (A. J. Tad gel]) j several sp'ms growing with Pt.
nutans; details as those of (l). \j) Hybrid, near Waratah (Tas.)
(Arehn. Atkinson), Nov., 3 sp'ms growing - with Ft- falcata; leaves
have entire margins, very similar to Pt falc&tafs but numerous;
(27) petal (28) front of flower (29-31) labellum (30) stigma.
(k> hybrid grown from seedling (?) Tallangatta (Vic), Dec,
leaves similar to (j) ; (26) petal; other details as those of (!)-
(I) hybrid, Bayswater, Oct. (W.H.N-), 1 *p'm; growing in a
clump of Pt, falcata and near several PL nutans and Pi, cwrta;
(2ft, $1) labellum (22) atigma (23) petal (24) column; leaves
similar to <j) ; labella of (a, b, c, hi i, j, k, 1) pvkvsr.ens.
ANTIQUITY.
Antiqnity, it has been finely said, may be used as a lantern lo
explore Futurity. In Australia, the antiquary and the archaeolo-
gist, have limited fields/unless they glean in those that some folks
believe, are non-existent Wc must follow faint little trails thai
may lead us to some highway, ending in a prehistoric field
.
The first number ol "Antiquity,*- a quarterly Review of
Archaeology, published in England, has just reached Melbourne.
Its aim is to "attempt to summarise and criticise the work of those
who arc recreating the past"; its field is the Earth; its "range
in time a million years or so," its subject the human race. New
Zealand as represented In this first issue—an article on Maori
HilMofts. Australia doubtless will not be overlooked; since our
countty may yet become as important to students of pre-hfetgric
man &$ a»e the other continents,
India has revealed a new civilisation, undreamed of by
archueatogtBta. Sir John Marshall's discoveries, in the Punjab
and Sinrf, described in the Annual Heport of the Archaeological
Survey of India* 1923-4 (published in 1926), are not less remark-
able than those made in Crete> long ago. by Schliemann; and,
later, by Sir Arthur Evans: they resurrected the pre-historic age
of Greece- The excavation of Indo-Sumerian sites in India, has
revealed that the peoples, of the Punjab and Sind, at least 5000
years ago, "were living in well-built cities, and wore in possession
of a relatively mature culture, with a high standard of art and
craftsmanship, and a developed system ul pictographic writing.'*'
Excavators in Australia may hope for no startiing discoveries, of
lost civilisations; they may hu-pe lo find relics of a pre-historic
race, to continue the story of which, already, some pages have been
written.—CB.
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COLOUR BANDS TN AN ANCIENT SHELL.
By F. Ckapmak, A.L.S.
Among: the many startling things revealed to the
student of fossils, not the lea*t curious is occasional
evidence of colour preserved over very long periods.
When we say long periods, we do not refer to time in the
human or ephemeral sense, but in the way that the geo-




When, however, the original colour as seen in its more
or less perfect preservation, in a shell dating back for at
least 50,000,000 years, as, for example, in the primitive
ammonite
-shell, Glyphioceras, of the Carboniferous
period, we may cease to wonder at the "fast" colour seen
in the shell under notice.
The colour on this fossil, to which we now refer, is a
real pigment-tinting, and not tho resplendent pearly, or
opaline colour seen in the inner "layers of the pearl
oyster, the mussel, and the pearly Nautilus. For this
pearly character, which is also preserved for even much
longer periods, is due to physical characters in the struc-
ture of the shell. The true colour of a shell is much
more easily obliterated by chemical changes going on
during and after preservation.
The subject of this note is a broken specimen of the
curious nautilus-like shell, known to palaeontologists as
Aturia australis. The species was named by Professor
McCoy, in 1870. and it is, therefore, fitting that the pre-
sent fossil should find an honoured place in the National
Museum, where the Professor was Director and Palaeon-
tologist, This unique specimen was found by one of the
members of the Mornington Field Naturalists* Club,
Miss Ivey Chitts, who gave it to the Museum.
In its pei-fect conditio^ the shell would have been 5
inches across in its longer diameter, and what remain h is
a little less than one half of the original shell. It was
obtained from, the blue marl of the Balcombian beds, of
Oligocene age T and is, therefore, at least three or four
million years old.
The surface of the shell is distinctly marked with
brown-pink colour-bands, reminding one of those seen
in the living pearly Nautilus. The colour-bands have
a strong backward sweep, corresponding to the growth
lines of the shell, broadest in the middle, and narrowing
-.
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towards the periphery, and less so towards the umbilicus.
When this mollusc died, the marly ooze, with its "fall-
ing rain" o£ sea-hutterflievforaminifera, ofitraeoda, and
radiolaria, must have settled down gently and completely,
so as to coat the fossil in; art impervious covering.
Another fortuitous incident favouring the discovery of
this important specimen, was the founding of the Morn-
ington Field Naturalists' Club by the Rev. Geo. Cox, who
is doing splendid work in encouraging the younger gen-
eration in field study.
MOUNT PIPKK.
Locally known as. the *'Sugar]oaf/' Mount Piper glands out quite
prominently in the landscape when approaching Broadforrf per
train from Melbourne. A walk of two miles from Broatlfofd
brings us to the mount, which is only a few hundred feet in hwight-
The climb is rough, but easy. A magnificent panoramic view is
to be obtained from : the top, the hills, mountains and plains, being
seen for many miles around. *
The result of the drought was rather disastrous, and some in-
teresting notes were made on a recent visit. Large clumps of
the Rock Fern, Cheilmitkes tmuifolia, covering quite a Koodly
area, were lifeless. I did not see one living plant on the
mount. It is. to be hoped that Nature has stored a stock of spores
for future growth.
Many hundred plants of the Wiry Dock, Ruw&# fleswasitz, were
all dead. The long thick- roots of many plants which I dug up
were also killed by the drought- Unfortunately, these plants
left a large supply of their seeds.
* Quite a number of trees of the ''Lightwood," Acacia im)?lvxa> as
well as plants of the Common Heath, Epacris impressa, had been
killed, Dead patches of the Prickly Starwort, SUllarfa pungms*
were common everywhere.
, It was very depressing, for this is usuaUy a most prolific moun-
tain for beautiful native plants. I only found one poor little
specimen of Parson's Bands, Eriochihis GiUxemnrilis, the sole repre-
sentative of the orchid family.
I-eollected an interesting stone. It was a piece of glacial con-
glomerate, known as ^Pudding- Stone,'* which was quite a foreigner
to the district. Mr. Brittlebank is of opinion that this piece came
-from the glacial area in the Werribee Uiver, near Bacchus Marsh.
It"'was surely carried to Mount Piper by the aborigines.—K. E.
Pescott.
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A TRIP TO BUSSELTON AND YALLINGHUP CAVE.
By IT. Pitcher and J. Sticklano. .
(Read before the Fietd Naturalists' Club of Victoria.
November Sth, 1926.)
During the meeting of the Australian Association for
the Advancement of Science, in Perth, W.A., August and
September, 1926, my wife and I, with Mr. Stickland,
visited the Yallinghup Caves- On the journey, we were
pleased by the sight of numerous wild-flowers, brighten-
ing the railway line/ on either side. Among 1 them were
the crimson and green Kangaroo Paws, Anigozanthus
Manglesi, with their tall flower-spikes, erect above
Lescheiicmltia biloba, Hoveas, Burchardias, and orchidft
of different species,
At Serpentine,. 34 miles from Perth, the Serpentine
Falls were viewed, in early morning sunJight, from the
carriage window. The water flows over rugged rocks-,
from a height of more than 100 feet. At North Darda-
lup station an immense quantity o^ jarrah timber was
stacked- The brown and orange Kangaroo Paw,
Anigozanthus fiavidus, now mixed freely with A. Man-
$le$i, and other flowers beside the railway line.
We had been passing grass trees or "Blackboys"
(Xanthorrhma) in thousands, in various localities for
several miles, but comparatively few were yet flowering.
A peculiar growth was noticed in the crown in some
specimens. We learned that these were known as
"Drumhead Blackboys/' and their stems made good floor-
ing for sheds, etc. They appeared to have several
sheathed stems, 6 inches or 8 inches high, standing up
from their crowns, among the leaves, with a flower-head
several inches broad on top. Subsequently, I was told
by Mr- Gardner, the assistant Government Botanist of
the Agricultural Department in Perth, that these plants
were the endemic Kinyia australis.
From Pinjarrah, we travelled through flooded country.
with, h^'Q and there, drier areas, thickly studded with
Macrozamia Fraseri. Near Hamel Station we passed
one of the Forest Nurseries of the State. Finns insignia
plants, close to the railway line, arv marked "Planted in
1904." They were about 20 to 30 feet in height, and
had stera3 of only 9 inches to 12 inches in girth. We
now passed into more hilly and better country, where
gracing and dairying seemed to be carried oo, and
reached Yarloop, the centre of a very busy distinct
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Large stocks of timber are brought to this, as well as to
Wokalup station, 10 miles further an. The largest mass
of jarrah timber that we had ever seen was at this, latter
place. Comfortable looking homes and country similar
to parts of Gippslahd, with sheep and cattle-looking in
prime condition, were again seen, as we were reaching
Bonger station.- Brunswick station is the junction for
the Collie district, where the Collie coalfields are situated
about 25 miles distant.
Further evidence of the severity of the floods was sfcen
as we travelled over low-lying country. At Dardanup
a small XfrMhorrkcea, probably -X". gracilie, was growing
beside the line in large numbers. On the platform at
another station were three of the finest Kurrajong trees
we had ever seen- They were about 40 feet in height,
and 24 inches to 30 inches in diameter at the base. Each
tree had several stems, wras well shaped, and of pyrami-
dal form, Seed pods taken from these trees have been
given to our Botanic Gardens. The trees are of the
variety Occidentalis, of Brafihychiton diversifolium.
Numerous' large specimens of what appeared to be
•TSncalyplus yomphocvptuda, of E> cornuta and R,
calophylla., were passed as we journeyed through
FregwelJ, Elgin and Capel districts. Near Lud-
low further extensive Pinus insignis plantations, in
.splendid condition, exist running parallel and adjacent to
the line for long distances.
Between Ludlow and Busselton we saw Hardenber$ria
CoMptonmna more gloriously beautiful than we could
have imagined. Tn additiun to clothing the areas in
large patches beside the railway line and mixing with
Kangaroo Paws of different species and other beautiful
flowers, the plants had sent their stems climbing into the
prevailing forest trees of Agonia on either side of the
line for about half a mile~ Rich blue flowers flaked
stems stretching from tree to tree at heights up to 20
feet.—F. PrTCHER. '
From Busselton, a small coastal town, we travelled by
motor car, about 20 miles, to the Caves House, in a tim-
bered glen. Near hy is a pictueaque outcrop of lime-
stone. The abundance of orchids in this dist.net was
indicated by a large bunch gathered by some visitofR
who had been out for the day, and a spider orchid, Cala-
denia, sp., of large size, was well represented.
The following morning a pleasant walk of about half a
mile down the creek valley brought us to the ocean beach.
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-Numerous sponges of extraordinary shapes and large
size, very different from those to be collected near Mel-
bourne, were noted- In the afternoon, we walked through
the bush to the cave. Caves of the type visited occur in
limestone formations, and are hollowed out by the action
of water, and enlarged by the fail of masses from the
roof 'and sides. In some cases the stream, presumably
responsible for the excavation, continues to flow through
the cave. Generally, however, the eaves are compara-
tively dry.
Yallingup Cave is situated at about the northern end
of a large limestone formation, running parallel to the
coast, and extending from near Cape Naturaliate to
Cape Leeuwin, honeycombed by caves for its whole
length. Very few of these are available for in-
spection. The narrow and tortuous passages of the
cave we inspected are well lit by electricity. Beautiful
formations were seen on every hand. The walls of the
various chambers are extensively covered by an alabas-
ter-like layer of calcium carbonate, while from the "ceil-
ings" hang innumerable stalactites of all sizes and
shapes Some of these resemble glass tubes, so frail
as to be easily crushed by the hand. Some large groups
are very beautiful.
All these formations are built up by the action of rain
water from the surface of the ground above, Which,
Charged with carbonic, acid, percolates through the lime-
stone, dissolving it and reaching the cave charged with
carbonate of lime. The water drops so slowly that the
calcium carbonate is re-deposited.
Perhaps the most beautiful formations are those
known as shawls, or blankets, the latter being the more
correct descriptive name. These extraordinary objects
are suspended from the ceiling by their edges, and consist
of tin sheets of calcium carbonate, perhaps a quarter of
an inch thick, and varying in length up to 5 feet or more.
They hang for a width of 18 or 20 inches. Their colour
is exactly like that of a new blanket, the coloured stripes
near the edge being represented with remarkable exacti-
tude, together with the sewing along the very edge. A
certain corrugation of ths surface of some of these
blankets suggests the idea of fancy weaving. These are
found hanging from a sloping ceiling.
An astonishing feature of the blankets in this cave ie
their being folded, thus instead of hanging down as a
single film, they are turned back at the ends and become
double. Innumerable diminutive blanket* hang from
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the ceiling, and closely resemble rashers of bacon, by
•"which name they are -known, . -
...
"~
Among the objects which set one wondering are the
Mystery Formations. Beginning like -ordinary stalac-
tites, as a perpendicular pendant, they take n sudden turn
to. one side, and extend in & horizontal direction; then,
many of them turn upward. How water oozing down
from above can cause this upward "growth" is a mystery.
In* one of the Buchan caves a considerable duster of
tree roots has penetrated the rock and hangs from the
ceiling. This is altogether outdone in the Yallirtgup
Cave, for here a root about S inches in diameter, comes
through the ceiling and passes through the floor. It is
supple, and may be bent aside. When it is considered
that the lowest part of the cave is 150 feet below the sur-
face, the presence of such a root of such a size is most
remarkable.
The "amphitheatre** is the crowning glory of the cave.
It is a circular chamber, about 75 feet in diameter, and
of- similar height, with a domed ceiling, which is practi-
cally covered with large stalactites. ,while from the edge
of every rocky ledge hangs a calcareous fringe.—J-
ST1CKL4ND.
TREES AT NEWHAVEN,
• While at Newhaven, on the eastern end of Phillip Island,
recently, on the property of the Church of England Boy's Home, I
saw a number of magnificent specimens of the Scented Paper-
BarV, MtUiUntca sqnairom. They were the largest specimens
T hav« over seen, I measured several which were over eighteen
inches in diameter three feet from the ground; a few were two
feet through
-,
while one that hail been recently felled, measured
two feet six inches in diameter. The trees were fully 30 feet in
height.
These trees surely constitute a record, for it is usually con-
sidered that this is rather an undersized tree, of quite a small
diameter.
It is pleasing to learn that this grove is to be preserved as a
shelter paddock for stock.
The Sweet Bursaria, Bmsaria- sirinoaa, is very abundant at New-
haven, where it is commonly known as "Myrtle,** The bushes
are very vigorous, and very well clothed in foliage. Several local
residents were loud in its praise, saying that the bushes flowered
very freely^ and were a source of great pleasure at New Year,
T was very pleased t-o note that everybody was in favour of pro-
tecting the shrubs, one resident being very proud of having one
plant inside the fence.
There were also some fine specimens of the Tree-violet*
Hym&nnnth&ra dentuUi, which were already showing abundant
buds for the spring flowering.
The soil at this end of the island is very rkh and fertile, aad
this accounts for the excellent growth of the native trees.—E. E,





Notes from Field- and Study
THE Ft.AMKBRKASTKO ROBIN.
In the "Australasian/' January. 15, 1927, Capt. S. A. White
discusses the migration habits of some Australian birds, and in-
el'jdes in* Flame-breasted Rubin (Putrciea pkoenicea,) as a
migrant between Tasmania and the mainland. Tn Gould's, time.
and for fifty years; afterwards, it was generally believed by orni-
thologists that these Robins crossed Bass- Strait every spring to
rear tboir broods in the highlands of Tasmania; however, in recent
years it ha* become an established fact that Flame-breasted Robins,
so plentiful in the open country in Victoria, during winter, retire
into Uie mountains: to nesL They have been observed in great
n umbers during the summer monlhs.
In a monograph on^this species (Emzt
t
vol. 81, Mr. A. Gi Camp-
belt pointed out thai it would be impossible for such weak fliers
to cross the Strait in the season of r.lorms. On the high ranges
around Noojee. many of their nests have been found; while the
birds are tmite numerous throughout the spring and summer
months. Nearer Melbourne, in ihe Fiandenong ranges, especially
around Olinda, many pairs have been seen nesting; one pair in
three consecutive year», reared brinnl* in » nest beneath a bnuse
raised a fc-w feet above the ground. November .".eeras to be the
usual breeding month of thlu species. Nests generally are placed
on ledges of embankment*, or burnt tree-trunks.—DJX
SHKiKE-TlTS IN TOWN.
Among recent bird visitors to my garden, in Kl&ternwick, wer*
three Ea«t<?rn Shrike-tits, Falcimculua {rtrntutux. I have s;een this
species, or heard its eaJJ, in city parks and gardens i have had
g] impacts* of it in nAwal suburbs; and conclude that it. is not rare
around Melbourne.
Shrike-tita like the tret tups, and so are seldom noticeJ, unless
their note* betray them, being1 familiar sounds to the bird observer.
The crested birds are "foreign-looking" to some folks, who might.
find it difficult to distinguish a Goldfinch from a New Holland
Honey-eater. C.B.
EXCURSION TO TOOLANGI.
ToOlangi hatt been twice previously visited by member!* of the
Club, namely in ltuo and 3S£!2. An account of the district, by
Mr. Fi G. A. Barnard, appears in the Naturalist for. Maich, 1910
hi the 17 years since then, aaw-millevR and bush-nrcs have changed
the face of primitive nature considerably; but portions -of the
forest country, and several beautiful fern gullies, still remain un-
scathed-
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Eight members of the Club assembled at "Heathlanda/' on April
14 last. The house is a genuine specimen of half-timbered work,
#i strong hardwood framework, with its spaces filled in with
locally-made bricks. It stands in its own grounds (some 55 acres),
and i* *et well back from the' Yarra Glen Road, while the. Yea
River, locally known as "The Muddy/' runs at its rear. In the
orchard at the back of the house many Crimson Parrots (Platy-
cercus elegans.) were disporting themselves, most of them being
young* birds. Another constant visitor to the apple < and quince
trees was a Pied Bel! Magpie {Strcpeta gracukna) t while the
musical calls o£ the Butcher Bird {CracticiiS torquatus), and
the Grey Shrike Thrush {CoUvricincla harmonica) were often
heard from the verandah.
Owing to the lateness of the" season few native plants were in
flower; but ferns were much in evidence. And any specialist in
fungi might have secured a good selection. Qordyccp* Tai/tori,
a fungu* that grows, nut of the hinder end of the caterpillar of the
Swift Moth, is described by Dr. J. A. I^each, in. Australian Nature
Slndiw, as a "bcrieficent' fungi, Such a term .in Nature's pro-
cesses is. merely relative, and probably the caterpillar is of a dif-
ferent opinion.
Albogrher, 130 species of plants were noted, including 23 x*arie-
ties of ferns Only 31 plants were found in flower, among which
Co-rrca T^axorcyidanti, )ocatly known as ''tangle-foot/' was promi-
nent. Great masses- of Coral Fern, Giezrhenia Ui&vigattt and G,
circinata, growing along the hank? of the Y«a River, and the
smaller streams, were especially beautiful.
We visited most of the places previously explored by members
of the Club, in earlier visits, such as The Sylvia and S medley
Falls, and what i* known as "The Canoe"; but also broke frssh
ground tn visiting two fern gullies, "Cooper's" and "Nolan's."
Cooper's. Gully, through which the Chum Creek runs
:
suffered
somewhat from last year's fires, and we noted here the luxuriant
growth of the Giant Mountain Grass, Glytnria dives F. v, M.,
which was, in places, fully 10 ft. high. A shrub that seemed to be
doing well in thi* gully was the Elderberry Panax, Tieghemopanaz
saw (sricifoliu*.
Nolan's Gully, which is reached by the old hardwood timber
mills track, at the back of Beach's sa** mill, is one of the most
beautiful gullies to be found within easy distance of Melbourne.
We traversed the forest, following the old tram-track for milea,
pausing every now and then to listen tjo the calls of Lyre Birds, or
the wailing cries of the Black Cockatoo. Some of the Mountain
Ash ttecs we passed were very fine specimens. Indeed, one
falten giant, our guide declared^ was 30(1 ft m length- Tn the
gully itself the cree-fetns were of exceptional girth and height.
and thoJ? branching fronds overhead shut out the sunlight. Many
of the tree-fern trunks were clothed with most beautiful mosses,
while others were scarred with initials, which some previous visi-
tors had cue upon them, thus desecrating one of Nature's sanc-
tuaries.
Two things one would like to bring under the. notice of the
local Progress Association, the tracks, especially those to Sylvia"
Falls, and Nolan's Gully, require attention, and a rough sketch
map of the district, showing the point? of interest and the tracks
leading thereto* is needed. At present, it i» an easy matter to lose
'one'* way.—A.E.K.
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FIELD KATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was* held
in the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, on Monday,
June 13th, 1927. The President, Mr. E. E. Pescott, oc-
cupied the chair, and about 100 members and visitors
were present.
CORRESPONDENCE.
From Department of Lands and Survey, stating* that
the reservation of 3,586 acres at Sperm Whale Head, as
a site for a National Park, was notified in the Govern-
ment Gazette of May 4th last.
REPORTS.
Reports of excursions were given as follow;—Geologi-
cal Museum, Mr. A. E f Rodda; Ringwood to Mitcliam,
Mr. G. Coifhill.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following' were elected as ordinary members:
—
Miss A. H* Moors, 14 Vincent-street, Malvern; Dr. Chas
P. Alexander, Massachusetts Agricultural College, Am-
herst, Mass., U.S.A.; and as a Country member; Mr. Her-
bert J. Prentice, Forestry Department, Orbost,
ANNUAL REPORT AND BALANCE-SHEET.
The Annual Report for the year ended April 30th,
1927, was read by the Hon. Secretary, who moved its
adoption. The motion was seconded by Mr. A. G. Hooke,
and carried unanimously.
The Hon. Treasurer submitted the Balance-sheet and
financial statement for the year, and moved their adop-
tion. Mr. G. Coghill seconded the motion, which was car-
ried unanimously,
ELECTION OP OFFICE-BEARERS AND COMMITTEE.
The President referred to the fact that the whole of the
retiring office-bearers and members of the Committee
were unopposed, which he considered an unique event
in the Club's history. It indicated the complete satisfac-
tion and confidence of members in the various officers and
Committeemen, He had much pleasure in duly declar*
ing them re-elected for the ensuing year.
VISITORS.
The President welcomed Mr. Robert Hall, of Tas-
mania, Rev. W. Tippett, President of Geelong Field
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Naturalists' Club, and Mr. R, D. Elliott, Acting Chair-
man of the National Museum Committee. Each of thevse
gentleman briefly responded, Mr. Hall recalling his early
association with the Club,, while Mr. Elliott referred to
the assistance which he hoped to receive 'from members
of th^Chib towards popularising the National Museum,
) GENERAL.
Mr. C. Barrett, moved: "That the Chief Secretary be
written to urging him to veto the proposal that an open
season be declared for the trapping of opossums." Mr.
A. G.'Hooke seconded the motion, which, after a short
discussion, was carried without a dissentient.
The President referred to the proposed planting te
evergreen and deciduous trees along the Geelong roau,
and stressed the importance of the planting of this road
being confined to Australian evergreens. Mr. G. Coghill
moved; 'That the Club requests the Country Roads
Board to make the Geelong Road a distinctively Austra-
lian avenue, by planting it exclusively with native ever-
green trees. 1 ' Mr. 0. Dickison seconded the motion, which
was carried unanimously.
The President announced that an anonymous donation
had been made to the Club for the purpose of financing
a natural history expedition to parts of Victoria which
have not yet been thoroughly investigated, and of pub-
lishing the results thereof; all the material collected to
be presented to the National Museum and the National
Herbarium. Mr. C. Barrett moved: "That the grateful
thanks and appreciation of the members of the Club be
conveyed to the donor through Mr. R. D. Elliott, together
with an intimation that the Club accepted the donation
under the terms laid down." Mr. F. Pitcher seconded
the motion, which was carried.
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.
The President delivered the Presidential Address, in
the course of which he made a strong appeal to the
yoimger members of the Club to specialise in some uf the
many fields of natural history, in order to carry on the
splendid work achieved by the older members. Mr.
Pescott then exhibited a very fine series of lantern slides
in' natural colour, depicting many of the wildflowers of
Western Australia observed during his visit to that State
last year.
"• EXHIBITS.
By Mr. G. Coghill: Cultivated specimen of Grevillea
rohnarinifaUa A. Cunn. (also dried fruits of the plant
mV. ] Not** fr*m Pield md SUid-j 5&
from Western Australia) ; Flame Heath, Astrolonut con-
ostephioides, P. v. M., and Desert Ranksia, B> ornata F.
v. M., from uciir the South Australian border.
By Mr. E. E. Pescott, F.L.S. : Cultivated specimen of
Bushy Heath-Myrtle, Tkryytamene calycina (F. v, M.
Stapf ; sample of sand plain soil, from Western Australia.
By Mr. F. Pitcher: Flower-heads of the Drumhead
Blackboy
T
Kingia austmlis R.Br,, from Harvey. Western
Australia, the only species of the Genus Kingia, Family
By Mr. W. H. Roger: Specimens of Caterpillar-fungus
C&rdyceps Taylori, obtained at Toolangi, April* 1927.
By Miss G. Nokes: Cultivated specimens of HnJc-ea
laurina, a Western Australia species.
By Mr, C, Borch: Case of Swallowtails, PapUio egipms,
from Cairns district^ Q., showing the great difference
between the colouring of the sexes.
By Mr. C. French, jr.: Cabinet drawer of 28 species of
insect pests of street trees.
By Mr. H. B, Williamson, F.L.S.: Dried specimen* of
plants new to Victoria: Swainsona Morrisiana J. M.
Black, collected at Chiltern by the exhibitor* Dec. 1897,
and at Pimpinio (Wimniera), by Mr, D. McLaehlan, and
sent to exhibitor, Aug., 1904. Determined by Mr. Black,
who recently described the species from South Australian
specimens. Ruelingia prostrata Maiden and Betcbe,
Creeping Kerrawang. collected at Monkey Creek, South
Gippsland, by Miss Erica Barton, and sent to exhibitor
Nov., 1926.
PIONEER NATURE PHOTOGRAPHER
Claude P. Kinane, who died on Jane 14 last, from in-
juries received in a motor car accident, was one of the
first nature lovers in Australia to realise the import-
ance of the camera in field work- His photographs of
birds at their nests, and of fledglings in their nurseries
or just out in the world, were novelties, about twenty
yeara ago. He obtained an unique aeries of photo-
graphs, illustrating the early life of an Australian
cuckoo.
Always keenly interested in wild nature and the
open air, Claude Kinane, first as a dairy farmer, and
later as an orchardist, had opportunities for observing
birds that he did not neglect. But for some yeara prior
to his death he lacked the leisure necessary for nature
photography. Hi? name will always be associated with
the pioneer period of a hobby that has become of scienti-
fic importance. He helped to popularise nature study,
and waa helpful to many who followed in his steps, bird
hunting with field glass and camera.—C.B.
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ANNUAT, REPORT.
To the members of the Field Naturalists* Club of Victoria.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
—
• Your Committee has-much pleasure in presenting for
your consideration the forty-seventh annual report, deal*
ing with the activities of the Club for the year ended
April 30th, 1927, and it affords them much gratification
to report that the Club has passed through a very suc-
cessful year, with encouraging prospects of a continuance
of this satisfactory position.
During the terra underreview, themembershiphas shown
a large increase, 82,new members having been enrolled
(60 ordinary* 14 country, and eight associate members),
while 16 names have been removed on account of deaths,
resignations, and other causes, leaving a net increase of
66 for the year. The total membership is now' 320,
comprising two honorary, eight life, 233 ordinary, 62
country, and 15 associate members,.
The deaths of Messrs. G. A. Keartland and F. Wiae-
would during the year are deeply regretted. Both gentle-
men were old and valued members of the Club. Mr,
Keartland's membership extended over a period of 40
years. He was a noted ornithologist and performed
much valuable work as a member of .the Horn Expedition
to Central Australia, in 1894, and the ill-fated Calvert
Expedition to North-west Australia in 1896- He was
President in 1907-8 and 1908-9, and acted on the Com-
mittee of Management for many years. The Club lias
sustained a great losa in his death. Mr. Wisewould
was an "original" member of the Club, and occupied the
office of President in 1910-11 and 1911*12, in addition
to other positions on the Committee, over a period of 16
years* He was a keen and enthusiastic worker, espe-
cially at the annual wildflower shows. His genial per-
sonality and kindly disposition endeared him to all with
whom! he came in contact, and his passing hence leaves a
void difficult to fill.
,The monthly meetings have been held regularly, and
large attendances have been attracted-
1
The policy of
the Committee in providing for papers and lectures of a
more popular nature has been justified by the increased
interest of members and the public. On several occasions
more than 100 persons have been accommodated at our
jneetings- A number of papers and lectiirettes, .deal-
ing' with various branches of natural history, were con-
tributed during the year by Messrs. A. D. Hardy, JL A.
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Koss, E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., C. Barrett, C.M.Z.S., W. H.
Nicholls, L. L, Hodgson, A- E, Rodda, C. Daley, B,A„
F.L.S., K. Pitcher, T. Tregell&s, Rev. Lang", A. S. Kenyon,
J. Searle, J. A. Kershaw, H. W. Davey, F.E.S., and F,
Lewis (Chief Inspector of Fisheries and Game Depart-
ment), The subjects dealt with were diversified: Pond-
life, two, Bird*, two. Reptiles, two, Fish and Anthro-
pology, one each; six related to Botany r and fourU.o sub-
jects of a genera] nature. The great majority 'of the
paper3 and lectures have been illustrated with lantern
slides, thus adding considerably to their interest. •-'
The forty-third volume of the "Victorian Naturalist"
has been completed, and the thanks of the Club are
due to Mr. Chas.J Barrett, the editor, for the large amount
of valuable work which he has devoted to the publication
of the journal, and the high standard that has been
maintained. In addition to many interesting short
article and papers by various authors, a valuable series
of articles on Victorian Ferns by Mr. H. B. Williamson,
F.L.S., was published in the. journal, and a number of
reprints thereof were made available by Mr, Williamson
for disposal by the Club; they found a ready sale among
members. Mr, E. E. Pescott's fine series of articles
describing the Orchids of Victoria was also published in
the "Naturalist," the last instalment appearing in the
May issue. These contributions form valuable and con-
venient references for students of the particular subjects
dealt with. Members are urged to assist the editor by
submitting for publication articles on any branch of
natural history with which th«y are familiar, and- by
contributing notes on various aspects of nature which
may come under their notice, for the "Field and Shuty"
section of the journal.
A comprehensive syllabus,of excursions was drawn* up
early in the year, and members have largely availed them-
selves of the opportunities afforded for field work under
the various leaders. Half-day visits were made to
numerous places in and around the metropolis, and full-
day trips were undertaken to Sherbrooko Gully, Morn-
ington, Geelong, Hurst-bridge, Tooradin, Healcsvillc.
Mrllgrove, Yari Yean, Killara, Belgrave, Cockatoo and
Macedon. More extended excursions included a Christmas
"camp-out" at the Mitchell Gorge under the leadership
of Mr. C. Daley, BiA., F.L.S., a week-end at East Wir-
burtoju and a five-day visit to Toolangi. At several ]pf
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able through Mr; P. R. H, St. John by the Director of the
Botanic Gardens, was planted in commemoration of the
Club's visit.
The-annual Exhibition.of Wildflowers was held in the
St. Kilda Town Kail on Tuesday, October "5th; and *wa>
opened by the President (Mr. E. E. Pescott, F,L5,)» in
the absence of His Excellency the Governor (Lord
Somer8) through illness. General opinion pronounced
the display to be one of the finest and most successful
of the series held by the Club, this satisfactory result
being largely due to the splendid supplies of flowers
forwarded by members and friends in the country dis-
tricts and neighbouring States, and to the valuable and
enthusiastic work performed by a number of capahle
helpers. A net profit of 4*129/7/1 resulted, of which
amount the sum of £25 was donated to the Children's
Hospital Appeal. In appreciation of this donation, the
Hospital Committee invited the Club to nominate a Life
Governor, and Mrs. V. H. Miller waft nominated for this
position.
In June last, on the suggestion of Mrs. E. Coleman,
an Orchid Section was formed, membership being re-
stricted to members of this Club, but other persons in
terested in the subject being welcomed as visitors to the
meetings. Several meetings have been held at the
National Herbarium kindly placed at the disposal of the
Orchid Section by the Government Botanist, and various
matters relating to the nomenclature of species of the
orchidacesc discussed and recommendations made in
regard thereto.
Your Committee hast much gratification in reporting
that the efforts of the Club to have a large area of Crown
Lands situate at Sperm Whale Head, in the Gippaland
Lakes, declared a National -Park, have met with success;
aii'area of 3,586 acres having been declared a sanctuary
some months ago, and the proclamation of this area as a
National Park has recently been gazetted.
The Club has also been largely responsible for the de-
claration of the Sherbrooke Gully and Forest as a sanctu-
ary for native fauna- A conference was held in March
lafet to discuss the proposal to have this area proclaimed a
l^ational Park, but, in view of the fact that it was already
uhder the control of the Forestry Commission, it was
decided to form a deputation of , representatives of the
various societies interested* to interview the Forestry
Commissioners, in order to urge stricter supervision* for
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the prevention of destruction, and the preservation of the
area in its natural condition. In response to the requests
made by this deputation, the Commissioners promised
to discontinue the planting of coniferous and exotic trees,
and to see that every care was exercised to maintain the
area in as natural a state as possible. They further
agreed to appoint a number of honorary forest officers
to be nominated by the various societies represented on
the deputation. Mr. E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., has accordingly
.been nominated as the representative of this Club.
It is a "matter for regret that our Library, which con-
tains so much valuable and interesting matter, is not
made use of more freely by members, and the hope may
at the same time be expressed that some of those who
do use it and have retained volumes or parts for an undue
length of time, will return them without further delay
in order that a stock-taking can be made. In addition to
publications ordinarily received by the Club in exchange,
are four others, of which the Bulletins of the Dominions'
Museum, New Zealand, and the Records of the South
Australian Museum, may be mentioned.
Some 15 volumes were acquired during the year, moat
of them by donation, from the Clarendon Press, the
Oxford University Press, and various members. Notable
additions were Le Soeuf and Burrell's "Wild Animals
of Australasia" ; Burrell's "The Platypus/' and the third
part of Black's "Flora of South Australia." The Club
is specially indebted to Mr. T. G. SJoane, who kindly pre-
sented a copy of Dr. Tillyard's volume "Insects of Aus-
tralia and New Zealand," to the Library, and also to Mr.
A, E, Keep, who generously donated two valuable botam- •
cal works ("The Perns/' Vol. II. f by Professor F.. O.
Bower, and "The Classification of Flowering Plants,"
Vol. It.r by Dr. A. B. Rendle), to this department. Dona-
tions of books dealing with any branch of natural history
are at all times welcomed and appreciated by the Com-
mittee and members.
,
Careful consideration has been given to the Rules
of the Club, and, in order to bring them up to date,
several suggested alterations and additions were sub-
mitted to members at the April meeting. These recom-
mendations were duly approved and passed, and will be
incorporated in the revised sets of Rules which it is ex-
pected will be available at an early date.
The Mornington Naturalists* Club, which is affiliated
with this Club, and consists of a number nf juveniles,
under the enthusiastic guidance of Rev. G. Cox, has been
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active during the past year, and the members have col-
lected various interesting- specimens of fossils and other
natural history objects, while notes descriptive of their
activities have been-contributed to -the Naturalist from
time to time. ' - '''
Your Committee is again much indebted to Messrs.
Goghill and Haughton for kindly making their rooms
available for Committee meetings, Attendances at the
12 meetings held during- the year were as follow:-
—
Messrs. St. John, Williamson and Hodgson, 12; Messrs. •
Keep and Daley, 11; Mr. Hooke, 10; Messrs, Pescott.
Barrett, Chapman, and Audas, 9; Mr. Millar, 8; Dr.
Sutton, 7; Mr. Coghill, 6; and Mr. Kershaw, 5.
In concluding their report, your Committee desires to
thank all who have assisted in furthering the objects
of the Club, and in stimulating interest in the various
branches of natural history. It is confidently hoped that
the same valuable help will be accorded the Committee
for the ensuing year, in order that the prestige and in-
fluence of the Club may not only be maintained^ but
steadily increased.
Ed. E. PESCOTT, President.
L. L. HODGSON, Hon. Secretary.
FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AKD EXPENDITURE FOR
TWELVE MONTHS ENDED APRIL 30th, 1927.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance in Bank and cash in





Current Year £152 17.6
Arrears ., ., ., ., -, .. 26 IS 6
In advance 14 5
Country Members
—
Current Year 27 12 6
Arrears - . . , - - $ 10 8
In advance 5 11





Cash Sales 28 5 11
Reprints Charged 6 9 3
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„ Donations to Publishing Fund 9
„ Interest from Savings Bank . 7 3 8
„ Sale of Club Badges
r
\ 5
• „ J. H. Maiden Memorial Fund,
Donation Received % 2 2
;, -Plant Census Account, Sale of •
Books In Year 7 3,0
T ,
Wild Flower Exhibition, Octo-
ber, 1926— * -
Ticket Sales 34 3
Cash at Doors 57 1 *J
Sale of Plants, " Flowers









Printing £235 4 ...
Illustrating *-. ,. ., 69 18 5 -.
Wrapping, Despatching and




. £348 3 9 "
„ General Printing 12 3 11
,,
Library Account, Purchases
and Binding 22 14 9
fl Rent of Hall and Fee to Care-
taker , 13 10
,» Postage, Bank Charges, In-
surance and Sundries .... . 11 13 9
„ J. H. Maiden Memorial Fund 2 2
„ Char-a-banc Excursion .. .*. . 2 14 0;
„ Wild Flower Exhibition, Octo-
ber, 1926—
Hire of St. Kilda Town
Hall 990
Purchase of Plants and
Flowers . . . , , , v . , 4
Printing and Advertising 6 6 2
Cartage, Freight and Sun-
dries .... 23 10 7
Donation to Children's Hos-
pital 25 t>
(Balance retained in funds
of Club, £104/9/1.)
68 5 9'
„ Deposit St. Kilda Town Hall
for 1927 Exhibition 110
£482 8 }1
u Balance in Bank on April 30,
1927 2478
£506 16 7
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES ON
APRIL 30, 1927,
ASSETS.
Arrears of Subscriptions, £91/ estimated
to realise,.. , T _. .. . . 7. .. £50
K.S. & A. Bank Balance 24 7 S
State Savings Bank ' . . .. 175
Library and Furniture (Insurance value) ,. 130
Mounted Badges on Hand 17 6
Plant Census Account (difference between
cost and sates of books) 138 2 10
Accounts Owing to Club
—
For Advertisements in "Victorian
Naturalist'* .. .^ £7 10




Subscriptions Paid in Advance ., t* £20 11







A- G. HOOKE, Hon. Treasnrer.
Examined and found correct on June t>th, 1927.
W\ H. INGRAM )
.rr
& A, LAMBERT S Kon * Audrtors:
THE ANONYMOUS GIFT.
The wonderful uplift that our Club has received in
the welcome generosity of the unknown citizen, who has
presented us with the sum of £200 for research excursion
purposes, deserves more than a passing notice which
is given to it in our annual report. I think this is the
first occasion that Natural History has been so recog-
nised in our State, There surely must result a wonder-
ful stimulus to our work, as there has resulted an in-
crease of membership.
The advertisement that has already accrued ; and
that will further come, will be of wonderful benefit
to the Club, and its members, and the correspond-
ing impulse should be' a great one. The officers and Com-
mittee express their hope that members will take their
<vork and responsibility more seriously than ever, so
that the State shall not lack for Nature workers and
Nature lovers in the years to come.
—
The President.
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THE HISTORY OP FLORA AUSTRALIENSIS.
By Chas. Daley, BJL, F-L.S.
ci)
Introduction.
In the prefare to a memoir of the life of Baron von
Mueller, published two years ago, the writer made men-
tion of the disappearance of the voluminous correspon-
dence^ notes, and memoranda which were existent at
the death of the eminent bot; ~ : st. Enquiries had failed
to bring anything of importance to light, except evidence
that a mass of valuable written matter had, at different
times, been wantonly burned.
An old friend of the late Baron had been asked, in
1909, to write a biography, and every facility and oppor-
tunity were given for the examination of the papers and
correspondence so necessary in producing a satisfactory
work. The preliminary investigation of written
material was entrusted to the late Mr. Renner, formerly
of the National Herbarium, whose task was to examine
correspondence, etc., and select any pertinent matter
His work continued for more than six months, then, for
some reasons not apparent, the project of writing a
biography was abandoned, never to be resumed. The
disappearance and dispersal of the papers, etc., seem tn
have occured about this time, and so completely, that
fifteen years afterwards no trace of them was obtain-
able.
About .six months after the publication of the Memoir
by the writer of this article, it was casually and tardily
remembered that a parcel of papers had been handed in
to the National Herbarium some years before, from the
gentleman who had contemplated publishing, and taken
the preliminary steps for writing, a biography of Baron
von Mueller. On a search being made, a long-forgotten
packet was found; mainly a selection of letters from
Mueller's firm friends, Sir William Hooker, Dr. Joseph
Hooker, and William Benthatn, three of the most
eminent botanists of the nineteenth century, all inti-
mately interested in the flora of Australia. This
correspondence, extending over forty years, is closely
connected with the advance and extension of the know-
ledge of Australian plants.
From their intimate connection with the activities of
the Kew Herbarium, the three English botanists, and
especially Bentham, as author, were closely concerned




with the production of the Flora Australiensis, the classic
work on the subject, in which Mueller so loyally and un-
selfishly collaborated. This important correspondence,
salvage from the wreck, was made available to _the_writer
for perusal at the National Herbarium, Melbourne; and
the letters, in whole or in part, have been embodied in
telling, the, story of the genesis and production of the
Flora Austrtdienais, and of the cordial relations of Baro/t
von Mueller with this trio of distinguished and greats
hearted scientists.
Sir William Hooker. *
Mueller's intercourse with Sir William Hooker,
systematic and economic, commenced with correspond-
ence on botanical matters when the former waa at Ade-
laide, from 1848 to 1852. Hooker recommended Mueller
to Governor Latrobe for the position of Government
Botanist of Victoria, for some years was in close corres-
pondence with him, and until his death, was warmly 'in-
terested in Mueller's researches and botanical work.
Mueller, while on his first botanical excursion to the
Australian Alps, wrote to Sir William, announcing his
appointment as Government Botanist In his next ex-
tended excursion, to the Grampians, the north-west, and
the north-east of Victoria, Mueller wrote to him from
the Victoria Range, and later, from Torumberry,
January
_5th> 1954.* To these letters Sir William
Hooker replied on the f)th of April :—
Royal Gardens,
Kew, April i>, 1854.
My Dear Sir,
—
I have two most interesting, letters to thank you for, one
bearing date, Victoria Range, the 21st Nov., 1853, the other
Torumberry, 5 Jan., 1864; the latter, too. giving me the highly
welcome intelligence that you are en route for the Alps, the
very locality that 1 lately suggested to your new Governor, Sir
Gha.s. Hotham. as certain to yield a most interesting flora* or
otk! that must be very instructive for botanical geography. He
has promised to do all in his power to promote the cause of
Botany, and to place you and rao in frequent communication.
No less gratified have I been with your first Botanical Report,
which the Duke of Newcastle sent to me only a few days ago;
and already you will see that the principal part of it is trans-
ferred to the pages of my journal. I could not help writing to
the Duke expressly to tell him how pleased I was that you had
been selected for such an appointment.
*For account of this journey see writer's Memoir of Life of
Baron Sir Ferd. von Mueller
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It I were pleased with your report, T r&rmot *ay that I gave
to bur Secretary for the Colonics an equally flattering account
of Mr. Swainscn on the Gum Trees!!! In my life 1 think I
never- read such a seines of trash and nonsense. TheTe les a
man who left this country with the character of a first-rate
naturalist {though with many eccentricities), and of a very
first-rate Natural History artist, and he goes to Australia and
takes up the ttubject of Botany, of which' he is as ignorant as &
goose. I only wait for a spare page in my journal ;fa show
that he really* it. so. Though that T would "not have .'troubled
myself to do >f T did not wUh to draw a contrast between the
two reports. It was stated in a Sydney paper that Swainson
received £800 for writing all that nonsense He makes, T think,
some 300 species of Bucatyptus of one small district. I only
hope that L?S drawings are valuable and Fairly in possession
of your garden. "•
I am now writing to Dr. Harvey ac Adelaide. You will, 1
am *ure, he mutually pleaded with each other. His talents;
and acquirements are first-rate, and he ts as humble and modest
as he is clever, I have just heard from him from King
George's Sound. He had intended K^ing- on by land to Swan
River, but he dreaded the hr-at, and preferred searching for
Algae m South Australia. I am now publishing two most
elegant Algae he discovered in Ceylon, new as to Genera as well
as species.
No doubt you will find the Alps to contain olantb analogous
to those of Van Diemen's Land, and I do hope you will collect
aud a-end to us seeds as well as specimens. Such plants would
flourish in the open air with us.
I do trust your late Governur, Mr. La Trube, is bringing
home seeds and plants with him. Our last steamer took out
the new Governor. Dr, Hooker is very busy commencing on the
last of his three works, the result of his Antarctic voyage, the
t'lora Tasmatotea, and he contemplated a visit to Mr. Sender,
at namnur£, if he ean possibly >;pare the time. I have just
received a most rich set of Cryptograinae from a Mr. Oldfteld,
in Van DiemenV Land He fc& not neglectful of i>ther plants,
but has a most extraordinary affection for the Acotyledons,
and we are very thankful for anyone who will be at the pains
to collect them, ho J give him all the encouragement I can., and
there are several charming things among them. Indeed our
Herbarium is daily increasing in- extent and value. Lust year
was added to our collection all the late Dr. Bronrfield'a Her-
barium and Library bequeathed to us, and now only last week
MV. Bentham t whole collection (the largest private Herbarium
in the world probably next to my own) of plants, and his entire
botanical library is given to us, and now safely deposited here.
It is fortunate that the Queen has graciously given we the use
of the whole of the King of Hanover's House; and 1R rooms; are
now completely filled with the Herbarium alone. We have two
assistants constantly employed to keep them in order, and every
day there are never les« than five Botanists constantly work-
ing there, and yet extensive .15 this Hottus S-iocus is, you wilt
have it In your power to add materially to it.
Truly- this ia the era of discovery in Australia. J have just
had the Report of the Navigation of the Murray sent to nae.
Mr. Rae has penetrated a little into the South-West interior.
T have just received Prummond's v^ry ^ne plants' collection,
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300 miles north of Swan River, and now the Duke of Newcastle
is contemplating arv expedition into the North-Wast interior,
which is., I hope, to be under the command nf Capt. Shut* and
which rny friend. Dr. Thomas Thomson, a first-rate Botanist,
is accompanying in that capacity- A capital artist, too, koor
with- it, Mr. Baines. I sent some seeds through the Colonial
Office vary lately, of thtt famous Argan of Morocco, to Mel-
bourne, but whether J sent them directly to you or to Mr. La
Trobe, I cannot exactly remember. In either case they will be
$ent
p
to your Rotanie Gardens, T do not doubt- I enclose for
you a little account of the same, I thinlc your climate would .be
.suitable, Tlie fruits were obtained at great expense and with
great difficulty in the freshest state possible. You will, I am
&u re. kindly allow me to publish extracts from your letters,
iltu*trutive of the botany of Victoria. Such information can-
not be made too public. Nothing in the shape oC plants, seeds,
or specimens have reached me yet from Victoria, nor *t>roe
MSS. to which you allude. Probably the Ute Governor will
bring them home with him.
If Mr. Swainson procured the quantity of seeds of Kuca-
lypt* he professes to have done, some of them should have been
sent to Kew. •
Yours. My Dear Sir,
Very truly and faithfully*
W, J- HOOKER.
In this letter may be noticed Sir William's unfeigned
pleasure at Dr. Mueiler's appointment, and at his suc-
cess with the Alpine flora, in whicK naturally, from his
c^.inection with Dr. Jos. D.Hooker, who was issuing Flora
Ttmnanica, he was closely interested. The caustic stric-
tures on Swainson seem to have been deserved, as also
the approbation of Dr. Harvey, an eminent botanist, at
this time making a collection of Australian Algae.
It was from this letter that Dr. Mueller first obtained
information as to the project encouraged and financed
by the Duke of Newcastle. Secretary of State for the
Colonies, and approved by the Royal Geographical So-
ciety, to send out a properly-equipped exploring expedi-
tion to the North-West of Australia. Hooker's friend,
Dr. Thomas Thomson, a first-rate botanist, who had
been selected to accompany the expedition, was, how-
ever, unable to go; and, in default, it was natural that
Dr, Mueller should receive Sir William's warm recom-
mendation for the position, and thus be appointed as
Botanist under the command of the leader, A. C. Gregory.
The expedition left Sydney on July 18th, and on Sep-
tember 24th, 1855, reached the mouth of the Victoria
River. From "On board the Monarch/* Mueller wrote
to Hooker, in reference to the suggestion of a visit to
England on return from exploration : "Should the botani-
cal results to be gained during the journey be hut pro-
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portionately small, which is very possible, considering
the nature of the expedition, and the probable absence of
high ranges in Central Australia, I shall then not apply
for leave of absence to return to England, but shali
rather continue my labours in some part of Australia,
provided the Colonial Government will again supply
limited subsidia for that purpose- ..... "but» if the
Flora of the interior should prove so rich as to answer
my sanguine expectations; and, if the means of transport
will admit of my collecting all the species occurring there
;
and, above all, if Providence grant me life and' health
for the work, then I shall be greatly cheered in my
home journey to Europe by the anticipation of the pleas-
ure of paying you personally my respects and gaining so
much information at your magnificent establishment."
Sir William acknowledged receipt of this letter, dated
September 3rd, bat giving particulars us to departure
after quitting the "Monarch." His remarks as to the dis-
posal of specimens and the rights of collectors are inter-
esting, In an optimistic vein he stresses the desirability
of Mueller visiting England, "to do what nobody but




My Dear Dr. Mueller,
—
Two clays ago your most welcome letter of September 3rd,
written as you were on the point of quitting' the "Monarch"
to undertake your arduous journey, reached my Hands, and as
the 7tb is post day for Australia, I hasten to acknowledge \L A
few days ago I replied to your former letter, written "off More-
ton Ray," and sent that answer care of Mr. Moore. I wrote
also- to Sir Wm, Denison, and now by this post I. write to
Str Charles Hotham. I hone and believe that these gentle-
men. and our Secretary of State are all interested 'in your
success, and I must try and keep them alive to it. 1 gave a
decisive answer in favour of your receiving a full set of all
the plants you. gather. That I consider to be a sine qua non for
every scientific botanical collector. If he does not deserve that
he deserves nothing. I replied also to the query of Sir Wm.
Denison and Mr. Labouchcre, our Colonial Secretary, as lo
whom the collection* should go to hi England, assuredly to
Kew. Yon do quite right, however, to address the packages to
the Colonial Ofllee, aa you have done the box you have already
(thanks to your industry) despatched.
There came to me a separate note or invoice to that effect
also, and that I immediately sent to the Secretary for the
Colonies, and they will inform me as soon as ever the col-
lection arrives, and I shall send for it. I dare say it will soon
arrive, if it has not by thin time, and depend upon it, my' son
and C and Benthsui will soon overhaul it. and then I shall have
tJte pleuxurc of writing to you again.
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My present letter 1 send through the Colonial Office, because
they will be sure to send it officially, and I thank the-.tnore
familiar your name is Ynade there the better. I rave put tip
for you in as small a compass as I can, extract* which, I have
printed from your letters and my figures of that extra-Aos-
trahan Prote(«*fce, found by our collector in Capt. Denison's
ship the ".Herald"-—and also, as I see you have gathered Flagti-
l&na indica, I have put in a tigurcd description of a now ftagclla
plant, with habits, however, wore like a grass or Cyperaeea, feO
that,Crown was quite startled when he first s&w it.
The little Goodwiia from the entrance of the Victoria, i&
quite new, at 'least there is nothing like it in my Herbarium
(and T have most of what have been collected by Bynoe), nor
is it in De Vries's Monograph. This augurs well for the
future, Indeed, I am \>J opinion that, though non-mountainous
country, you will find a good deal of novelty. \% is so distant
from any region that has been botanically explored. If, too,
you enter Leichardt'g Country, his collection you know went to
Paris. Mr. Bentbam examined the Letfeminoscsr and found
several new ones, but the specimens so bad that they could not
be described. He might as well have let them alone. You will
please to pay attention to the Zamia't leaves, flowers, and fruit.
They have been too much neglected. Your excellent ariittt in
the expedition will aid you by his pencil, 1j> the Pandanuz of
the country certainly F. spiralis?
Does Scwvola Kttnigii grow very larg*> in X.A,, and is not
the path very abundant and white? ft has in India and China
been by some considered to be a&d* into Rice-paper. A good
section of a long stem would be interesting, a foot or more
long., I have been looking into- Stokes's "Voyage," and he re-
presents charming scenery, both in Victoria and the Albert.
Hills me from 200 to 800 feet. I see what I take to be King**
' represented in Albert River in a plate, vol. IJ.
r
opposite p. 316,
or it may bv a bad representation of a XttnthorrKwa. 1 am
amused at Stokes saying (vol. IT., n. 3J7), that ray opinion
of a handful of earth he sent inc. which oonttrmed his opinion,
suggested for that part of this continent the name -of. "The
Land of Promise "
I would undertake to find some as good in Iceland or in the
South Shetland Isles, but trhey are not therefore "Lands of
Promise1' quod fertility. However, God grant they may prove
Lands, of Promise to you and all your intrepid party. Of one
thing I am sure, that the country will b* Y^ry interesting as
regards the geographical distribution of .plants. That the little
Goodmia, allied to a species of the South of Australia, should
be associated with FUtgailariti wilier, is truly remarkable, and
I am much mistaken if, with your industry, ability, and re-
search, yon will not be in possession of ample materials to make
it desiraMeyuu should vim'I England, and do what nobody hot
youj^elf can do, towards th* publication of your treasures, lot
alone all you have collected in the South. A visit to our Kew
Herbaria and Libraries and our Botanists would refresh you
and strengthen you for further labours. It will be a great
* disappointment to us if you should not find, it needful to come
tn Europe. Ilowevor. J. shall write you again I trusC ere long.
,
NO doubt in th* mwnthn* some of your MSS., on being veri-
fied, ought to be published, if it were only to raise -public
curiosity or to prepare for what is to follow hereafter. As
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- soon as we shall have seen your firfct collections we will jrivo
you the best advice and will write to you again.
Dr. Hooker desire.s his best remembrances to you, and thanks
for all your kitid and generous mention of him. I trust we
f,bal1 all meet in health. Make my kinds regards to Mr. Baineh,
and though personally unknown W him, 1 should b» proud to
be remembered to your distinguished commander.
Faithfully Arid affectionately yours,
Wj J. HOOKER.
Tbe following letter was alsu sent during the absence





My Dear Or. MueJlpr,
—
Whore or when this will reach your hand I do not know, but
I 6«nd it through the best channels*'*, through the Colonial
Office. 1 want you to see that we are doing the best we .can
to bring your exertions or important labours in the cause of
science Into notice. The Secretary for State for the Colonies,
Mr. Labouehere, highly approves of my publishing notke& from
the communications 1 receive from you relating to your success
or .progress, and I send him and other official people (Sir Witt.
Detii*on, for example) copies as they appear. Dr. Hooker and
I axe thus issuing two series if I nitty eay no, of your labours:
{!) the new and rare Victorian plants, and (2) the particu-
lars, or rather generalisations of your North- Western journeys*.
and with such we havp bogun th» new volumo of the Journal
of 1856, and shall continue to do so as health and time and
the Information we receive from you may allow.
I should be deenlv sorry if anything should prevent your
visit to Europe soon after the present explorations are fin-
ished Should you* worst fears bo realised, viz., that the
absence of high mountains may occasion a scanty vegetation
analogous to adjacent intra-tropical and maritime regions, yet
the geographical limits or distributions, <mbjecta that you never
neglect, and your great ardour and enthusiasm, whioh wh\l
leave no species, phanerogams or cryptogams* uncollected or
unrecorded all this mu?t lead to very important results, and
" it is no small matter in your favour that you .are, so familiar
with the Vf*i»e.ta1ion of the extreme south of the same ixlandft,
(for you are on one of the game pieces of a circumscribed in-
sulated ground), that you have yoursolt touched here and there
on the East Coast, that much of the West is familiar to you, by
Drummon<t and Preiss, *tc>—and now you are in the extreme
north of that fine, immense island.
Let rae say, too, that the few plants there from Stokes
tgathfr*d by Bynoe), are new and curious, and the interior
plants wilt be found more peculiar than the coast ones. God
grant you health and freedom from accidents, and I have no
fear of your success. Your collections from the mouth of the
Victoria River, as you were on the point of landing, have all
corner safe, and have been immediately dispatched here by thfc
Secretary of Colonies, and are undergoing as careful an in-
vestigation as will be necessary to make such a report as shall
be sufficiently free from errors without subtracting from tho
novelty of your undertaking on your visit to Europe. With the
heartiest good wishes, from Dr. Hooker and myself, believe mc,
Your faithful and affectionate.
W. J. HOOKER.
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THE NORTH-WEST EXPEDITION. .
This North-West expedition under A. C. Gregory was
successfully carried out, the Victoria River being traced
to its- source, and the character of the country deter-
mined over a vast area. -Return was'maile overland via the
Gulf of Carpentaria, the rivers Elsey, Roper, Albert
l^eichardt, Flinders, Gilbert, and Burdekin, being crossed,
and the settled areas being reached at the Dawson River
after journeying 5,000 mites in sixteen months.*
On' this adventurous journey, Dr. Mueller was inde-
fatigable in collecting specimens of the varied flora, some-
times being: so occupied in his task, as to lose sight of
his comrades, to their anxiety, and the no small danger
to himself in this wild country. Gregory, in his report
of the expedition, writes (p. 163, July 29th, 15 deg„
lat. 59, long. 45) ;
.
"About three miles before we reached the camp. Dr.
Mueller had fallen some distance behind the party; but,
as this WAfl a frequent Occurrence in Collecting botanical
specimens it was not observed until we reached the camp,
when he was out of sight. After unsaddling the pack-
horse, I was preparing to send in search of him, when he
came up to the camp, the cause of delay having been that
his horse had knocked up. This was unfortunate, as the
load of one of the packhorses had to be distributed among
the others, in order to remount the doctor, who requires
stronger horses than any other person in the party,
having knocked up four since January, while not one of
the riding-horses had failed, though carrying heavy
weights."
Gregory relates another instance (p. 121) : °4th Jan.,
Timber Creek" :—
"Started at 7 p.m., and followed up the Creek. Dr.
Mueller having wandered away into the rocky hilts and
lost himself, I halted at the first convenient spot, having
despatched several of the party to search for him, but
it was not till 4 p.m. that the Doctor reached the camp*"
There was little fear of the Doctor losing himself, after
hia wide experience travelling alone over thousands of
miles in unknown country. In an interesting letter to Sir
William Hooker, dated January 14th, 1857, Melbourne,
and published in Hooker's "Journal of Botany," he gives
some important details which supplement Gregory's for-
mal account, but are mostly in reference to botanical
features and camp routine.
"See Memoir, Op, BarOJi von Mueller, p. 11,
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"I found it necessary for the sake of satisfactory dis-
tinction to describe all the tropical Eucalypts [nearly
3t) species) on the spot, and I was never at a loss how to
discriminate between variety and species, by consider-
ing all the characters of the trees collectively, and by
paying due attention to the soil, habit, structure, and
texture of the bark, the manner of its decortication ; con-
suiting likewise, as very important, the insertion and
form of the fruit-valves, which, before opening, from
either a flat or a more or less convex vertex to the cap-
sule, a character, which r beautiful as it is, can only be
studied in living plants. Important also is the structure
and form of the fertile seeds, most of the ovules becom-
ing abortive; the former are in many kinds provided with
a very long wing, although the Reeds of the generality of
the species arc wingless."
"Impossible as it was to remain so far behind of the
party on account of the hostilities of the natives., who
attacked us twice? 1 "have not secured as many kinds of
seeds as I might have wished, particularly during the
latter part of the exploration, one bagful being unfor-
tunately lost an a very rainy day, when we broke through
some dense mountain scrub; but when I say, Sir William,
that I never lost a single minute in repose or useless oc-
cupation, I trust that you will be content with the small
quantity 1 have to offer. My time indeed was so much
occupied that I could not even write my journal, at day-
light, but I devoted part of my two hours watch at the
bivouac fire for the purpose."
"We were roused precisely at 4 a.m. by the last sentry
on watch, finished our simple breakfast in a quarter of
an hour, went at once in search of our horses, and man-
aged generally to have them caught, driven in, saddled,
and packed a little past sunrise. We travelled hardly ever
less than eight hours, often ten, at the rate of three
miles an hour; but when grass or water was not con-
veniently found, sometimes considerably longer, unload-
ing, going through our little domestic duties, repair of
clothes, attendance to our noble animals (without which
we should have been helpless beings in the wilderness),
pitching our calico sheets, and refreshing ourselves with
a hasty meal would occupy us for better than an hour,
the rest of the day, about two hours a day at the aver*
-age, was allotted to the respective duties of our de-
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partments, I would employ myself in examining the
plants around the camp, in attending to the specimens
and seeds snatched on the way. or writing botanical notes.
At night-we stretched ourselves on our blankets,- and gen-
erally in full'clothes, to he ready for defence* at a -second's
notice, the gun alongside, the revolver under our head."
"During our journey around the south part of the
Carpentaria Gulf, the season was so dry that even that
precious providential gift of Nature, the Purslane, was
parched and bitter. Our rations were small, the salt
pork, melted by the heat to a quarter of its original
weight (which of course remained the standard), it be-
came rancid and most indigestible. Game was scarcely
to be had. But when we proceeded to the Eastern part
of the Continent, rain-showers had refreshed the vegeta-
tion, and we enjoyed not only the Portulaca again, which
was valuable above anything of the kind in being gath-
ered without loss of time, and being in its fresh state,
at once ready for use, but we relished also occasionally
the boiled Chenopadium eromm.t which is? hardly inferior
to spinach, although we could badly afford the time for
collecting it."
. In another letter to Sir William, dated from Sydney
Botanical Gardens, on March 6th, 1S59, he reports
having sent 1,000 specimens, nearly 250 species, per Mr.
Elsey, by the "Alnwick Castle/' and states that "The
Messenger," with specimens had not arrived from Java.
Fifteen hundred species of the flora had been collected,
five hundred of which had not yet been described-
It will 'be seen that the suggestion for Mueller to go
to England on return from the N.W. expedition, was
Under consideration, but, whether he personally decided
against it, or could not get the requisite extended leave
from the Victorian Government, is not quite clear. On
return to Victoria, he resumed his studies of the flora
of the Statu, and directed his energies in preparation
for the publication at a future date of the Flora of Aus-
tralia, A few years before, owing to the strong repre-
sentations of Sir Wm, Hooker, the advisability of pro-
ducing works descriptive of the local flora of India and
the Colonics had been affirmed, and endorsed by the
Treasury, Admiralty, the Indian, and the separate Col-
onial Governments. Sir William had undertaken that
of Pritish North America, and he inaugurated the pre-
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paration of those of New Zealand, Australia, British
West Indies, the Cape, and Tropical Africa.
In regard to that of Australia, Sir William and Dr.
Jos. Hooker looked to Mueller as being the botanist best
fitted for undertaking the work; but it was also recog-
nised that to perform it effectually it was very necessary
to have ready-access to the great collections of previous
Australian botanists such as Brown, Cunningham,' etc.,
also those of the French botanists. This was the reason
why the Hookers, father and son, ao strongly brged
Mueller to come to England to undertake the work."
In a letter dated from Kew, June 5th, 1857, Dr. Jos.
D. Hooker, who aeems from this time to have relieved his
father from most of his correspondence with Mueller,
expresses "how sincere a pleasure your success in your
botany and travels and gardens gives to my father and
myself in the earnest regard my father has for you ana
your pursuits.'* He expresses their disappointment that
Mueller is not coming to England to work out plants:
"My father and I have the most sincere desire to aid
you from here in every way." but there are so many cor-
respondents to attend to, so little time, so much work/*
"I have often felt that the best I can do towards com-
paring your specimens before publication, converting
the proofs, etc., is infinitely far short of all you desire,
and all I would be glad to do; and as it is I feel that jt
is infinitely less than you must naturally expect, for J
know that not a half or one quarter of the queries you
address to us are answered, nor half of the description*
fully compared."
"Time is the measure of what we can do to help you."
In consequence, Dr. Hooker again urges: "I cannot
therefore, too strongly advise, if there be any possibility
of avoiding it, to refrain from publishing your Victorian
plants until you have compared them in England." "Come
to Kew*' is the invitation. "No one is now nearly so well
qualified as you are to publish an Australian- Flora, and
nobody else can do it at all."
He thanks Mueller for "valuable criticism of Flora
Taamanica, and begs for more. He states that he is
"keeping up a very rough catalogue of Australian plants
in tne hope that it will be useful to you and save you
much time in referring to the Herbarium."
"It already contains 6,040 Dicotyledons, and I have
now begun the Monocotyledons." The final injunction ist
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"I hope that you will come to England and accept
my poor services? in the Hookerian Herbarium."
The plants collected on the North-West Expedition had
been forwarded to England, and on October 10th, 1357.
Dr. Hooker writes- from Kew, that his father had" re-
ceived "the very splendid and mo&t interesting Elec-
tion of North Australian plants . , , . whiph have given
the greatest satisfaction. They are in all respects better
than could possibly have been expected, and we are quite
at a loss to imagine how you could have managed to col-
lect so much and preserve so well, on so hazardous and
fatiguing an expedition." He mentions that some genera
had been published in the last number of Hooker's "Jour-
nal of Botany." Of the remainder the comment is that
it
-i
is quite impossible for anyone to do much with them
but yourself/' He is engaged on the floras of Tasmania
and of India and has his time fully occupied.
In a letter from Kew» June 22nd, 1858, Dr. Hooker
suggests that Mueller should join the Linnean. Society,
and in referring to Acacias and Eucalypts, writes, "Mr.
Bentham very kindly revised the former, and you will be
surprised to hear that it took him upwards of a week's
hard work; working as you do. you have evidently no
id^a of the time and care it takes to turn out satisfac-
tory botanical work, Comparing specimens and descrip-
tions and confirming synonymy and reference with pro*
per care, is much slower work than you are aware of.
We think no errors trivial or venial that can be avoided
with proper care and proper materials. You have no
conception of the amount of trouble and time it takes to
correct an error of identification."
"The slap-dash style of publication has brought the
science into terrible confusion already. The whole of
your extensive and splendid collections are now put away
in the general Herbarium, They are truly wonderful,
and the knowledge you have displayed in naming and
arranging them is very great/'
(To be continued.)
EXCURSION TO GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM.
By permi*sio7i of the Director of Geological Survey of Victoria
(Mr. W. Baragwanath), the Museum was specially opened on
Saturday, May 21i& lor this excursion. Sixteen members and
friends attended, and a general inspection ot the specimens waa
made, particular attention being p&id to carbon in its various
forms, and its inorganic compound*. I would like to acknowiedge
the courtesy of Mr. W. S. Abraham-, the Curator of the Museum,
who was present, and made available some valuable specimens
not usually on exhibition.—A. E. Rodoa.
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A NEW AUSTRALIAN CUFF-BEE.
EUKYCl-OSSA ASPEErTHORAX. Sp. *L
By Tarlton Rayment.
Type f\—Length about 4 m.m Entirely black, with the
exception of pallid spots on tibia and tarsi, and two dis-
tinctive pallid crescents at sides of clypeus. Head ordin-
ary, eyes converging below ; clypeus flat, with a few short
stiff pale hairs; supra clypeal area rising at its apex to
a median ridge. Frons coarsely and excessively punc-
tured, with two small sutures parallel with the compound
eyes. Mandibular acute, obscurely red at tips. Antennae
ordinary. Me&othorax. dull, and under a 1 inch objective
well punctured, with several striae radiating from each
puncture; a sharp ridge along the median line, a sparse
coat of short stiff pale hair. Scutellum sharply depressed
at each aide, two pallid spots near mesopleura. Abdo-
men ordinary, shining, well punctured; hind margins of
segments obscurely paler, a sparse coat of short stiff
pale hair. Legs black, except pallid patches on apical
ends of tibiae and distal ends of tarsi. Tegutac black,
with pallid margins. Ncrvures almost black, stigma
black. Wings hyaline.
On flowers of Goodenia oveda, and Olearia ramulosa,
February 23rd, 1927, at Sandringham, Port Phillip,
Victoria.
Has a superficial resemblance to Euryglossa goodenine
Ckcl. and £'. oieariae Raym, but the pale crescents, and
the unique surface of the integument of the mesothorax.
at once distinguishes this species.
KEY TO PLATE.
Details of Euryglossa asperithorax sp. n., at. various magni-
fications:
—
1, Front view of head capsule, 2, Labial palpi: note the stoat
basal joints that are characteristic of bees included in this genu*.
3, Abdominal "half-ring" or terjrite, showing the ridges or apo-
demes which serve as reinforced ribs for the attachment of
muscles. 4, Maxillary palpi are of nix joints; the basal one is the
stoutest. 5, Rear view of head capsule. 6, Anterior Wing: the
small square cubital cell receives both recurrent nerviires in this
genus. 7, Portion of wing highly magnified to show the minute
hairs that cover the membrane. 8, Portion of sting showing
pores: perhaps olfactory in function, 0, Mesonotum and tegulae.
10, Hind leg-: note absence of pollen-combs. 11, Mandible or jaw.
12, Portion of spinose surface of hind tibia of Buryglossa good-
etime-, Ckll.; this is another characteristic of the genus. 13. The
antenna clearer on front leg of Apia msllifwa* Linu. 14, Front
leg- of Euryglonsa fascvitella, CkllA compare the cerrate form of
peg with that of the Hive-bee, Apis.
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THE CLIFR-BEES.
By Tarlton Rayment.
September is a mercurial month—sunshine for one
day, and a cold, bitter wind the next. " On the fine days
I go along the coast to make the acquaintance of the wild-
bees, waking from their winter sleep. Of course, I find
many! f them a-wing. for that Is the easiest part. . But
1 am like Fabre, for I desire to know how the creatures
Hve and have their being.
To* find the nest is a matter of some moment, and
since I cannot 1earnJ
,
the insects' story without interview-
ing them in their own domain, why, I must just keep on
searching, Each Spring my first glimpse of this bee is
obtained about the first week in September, when I note
hundreds of them flying over the tips of the Tea-tree, and
smee'^these twisted growths are the chief feature of my
coa^t'line; I have plenty of material to go over.
I think it was Tickner Edwards, in the "Lore of the
Honey Bee," who first suggested that the young Apis, or
hive-bees, had to learn how to garner the pollen-meal, and
search the, flowers for nectar ; but a life-time spent among
honey-bees fails to provide me with any evidence in
support of that contention, When 1 first discovered the
Cliff-bee, Etiryfjlossa fasciatetlu Ckll., and other wild
bees. concentrating over the tips of the Tea-tree, the bloa
soms, of which were, unopened, I began to think the
Tickner fidwards might be right after all. Second
thoughts, however, were sufficient to make me realise the
error r The bees are all young ones that have never har-
vested from any flowers, and there is not one old bee
present to teach them "the tricks of the trade."
The insects certainly look in the right place for the
flowers, but are a week or so too early. Now 1 do not find
these insects on any other plant but Coastal Tea-tree,
beptospermum Issvigatum, and it is an astounding thing
that they are able to congregate about the trees as though
anticipating the source of the supplies.
When 1 remember the many debates on how bees find
the nectar in blossoms, I am still further confounded by
these assemblages. You probably have heard all. about
the brilliant ray-petals of many flowers being mere flags
to attract the honey-gatherers that find the nectar
sources by sight. On the other hand, we are assured
that the olfactory powers of the bee . are so highly
developed that honey-plants are found by "scent" alone.
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But the Cliff-bee, emerging from its winter retreat before
its food supply is available, hovers persistently over the
"promised land." How am I to account for its per-
spicacity? I have captured males among *the bees that
congregate in this way, but I have never been lucky
enough to see them mate, though I believe that the nup-
tials are celebrated about the budding Tea-tree, There
are no white sign-boards to "catch the bee's eye," neither
is there any ethereal odour to tickle it3 sense of nmelL
Fortunately, I do not have to account for the gatherings;
I simply tell you of the place and tipic when you may
observe the phenomenon for yourself., >
But the Cliff-bee is email in statue, and has a rapid
flight that soon puts her out of view. For many sea-
sons I have examined the shores with extra care in the
endeavour to locate the home, At odd times, when I
thought I had seen a black bee dive down into the grays,
J have patiently picked off the green blades, one by^ one.
until I had laid bare quite a. large area, ever hoping to
uncover the tiny shaft.. I am blessed with very good
"eye-sight/' but these small, black bee3 test it to the ex-
treme limit, and often without availing me anything. I
certainly found other nests, but I will write of them in
another place.
It is disconcerting to have people stand and watch
you carefully plucking away the grass, stalk' by stalk.
The most unsatisfactory part is my knowledge of the!"
thoughts. One morning, when I was returning from my
swim, I was fortunate enough to see a Cliff-bee' alight ot)
a patch of bare ground, but in my anxiety to obtain a
closer view, I made an incautious movement; "Zip," she
was away. Subsequent examination of the area failed to
disclose a single shaft. But this chance happening gave
me food for thought, • t
At Sandringham, on the eastern shore of Port Phillip,
the cliffs are 50 feet or more in height, and the "face,
which receives the full brunt of the hot, summer sun/ and
resists the south-west winter wind, is composed of a
light-yellow, stiff clay, mixed with much fine white sand.
a combination that is due to the decomposing of the
original stratum. These cliffs rest on brown rock, the
particles of which are cemented together with much
iron-xust, and is known locally as a pscudo ironstone.
Needless to say, wherever that dark foundation runs
down into the water, it forms a series of small capes that
resist the pounding of the winter gales. In between, the
softer sand and clay mixture weathers away, so that
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coves are formed, with lovely half-moon beaches of
golden sand. The top of the cliff is covered with a fine,
s-andy loam.*
Many people of the district do not walk along the
asphalted ramps when going down to the water, but
simply "slither" down the face of the cliffs, and this
foot-ttaffic, combined with the eroaion caused by thrash-
ing of the wild "south westers," soon results in number-
less "washouts." I say the fierce trials of such an ex-
posed' face soon weather away the softer portions, anc
leave the harder almost rock-like strata, standing up in
barren escarpments*.
It was in such inhospitable country that I saw the
Cliff-bee alight, but I found nothing. All that morning
I had searched the coast without result. It is not my
habit to eat much lunch, but the house-wife prefers that.
I leave the bees for an hour at noon, and come home,
if only to drink a mouthful of coffee. Home I go.
But I cannot forget that a Cliff-bee alighted in a wash-
out, in a barren, sun-scorched, wind-swept place without
any protection whatever from the brawling sea. Why, in
winter I have often watched the spume and spindrift
whirling up the face of the cliff like smoke-wraiths.
Surely no bee would be ho bold a& to build there in the
sand-stone.
No, I cannot write: even the paint-box fails to charm
me. Nothing in my home will content me, so I go out
once more to take up the quest for a tiny tube less than
one-eighth of an inch in diameter. It does seem rather
a futile thing for a man to do. Nevertheless, such is my
nature, that I go down and traverse almost the same
ground that I had searched before noon, but this time
i concentrate on the hardest portions, and though it
seems that the bee could not dig in such firm concrete, I
still persevere- It seems ridiculous, but I have the
patience of Fabre. I also have the luck of that lovable
old Frenchman,, for I am rewarded.
Right in the hardest ridge that defies the weather I
find dozens of tiny black holes. I take out my strong
pocket-knife—it is the only implement- I have at the
montent—and stab at the rock-like clay. I succeed in
splitting off a slice about half an inch in thickness; the
holes still go down. I almost break my blade, but I man-
age to clip off another inch. Of course, I make some
dustj and I remove thi& debris very carefully so as not
to block up the little shaft.
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To my disgust, in among the loose, white grains, I
find a bec\s head with the antennae still quivering. But
my disappointment is tempered by the knowledge that
at last I know where the black Prosopoid Bees nest. Here
are dozens of tiny burrows,
The shafts 1 uncovered were slightly winding, and not
more than three inches or so in depth, The sides were so
smooth that the ubiquitous varnish was at once sug-
gested. However it may be, the lining of the shaft was
fairly hard, and resembled the glaze of dark earthen-
ware.
Each day the Cliff-bee continues its excavating, and J
see her burrowing with groat energy. Some new arrivals
attack a bare spot, and at once begin to bite out the
quartz granules, grain by grain. The digging of the
shaft is an heroic labor, but at length the bee gets her
head buried. Darkness intervenes, and the little laborer
flies away to shelter for the . night in the old winter
burrow.
Early next day she is at the work again, and, by noon,
she is down nearly an inch. I see her pushing out
the grains, aggregating a match-head in volume, and
which are just moist enough to hang loosely to-
gether; the load is levered out by the hind legs and the
end of the insect's body. She does not cast the material




But her laxity results in the formation of a screen
that almost hides her labors. More-over, when the Uee
returns from refreshing herself at the white flowers of
the Tea-tree, she sometimes mistakes another's mouna-
let for her own demesne. As soon as she alights, the
Cliff-bee rakes aside the loose spoil, and seeks to enter.
At once an irate owner appears from below.- and bids
her begone. But the Cliff-bee has a poor sense of location
and the unerring homing precision of the Hive-bee is
unknown to her.
For weeks at a time, I watch her digging her burrow
Though T do not see her do it, yet the fresh spoil at the
pit-mouth toll* me of the laborer down below. In be-
tween spells of labour and refreshment, 1 see her sitting
at the door, and blocking it with her tiny, black head,
just like the Halicti.*
.
When I move, ahe descends a trifle; I retreat, in-
stantly, her head reappears. I keep on repeating the
*Sfee //. ravmenti ami other TJalicM described elsewhere.
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manouvre, but I desist first, for her patience is greater
than mine.
""At this stage I open a number of nests, but all that -
find is a lone. bee crouching in the bottom of the shaft.
1 discover a number of deserted winter burrows, which
still house an odd female or two that have not yet started
their incw shafts- In one or two I find a dead bee, and
it is plain that when -she matured she had been unable
to pierce the sand-plug at the top of the shaft, and had
never known the light of day, and the joy of life in the
sunshine.
it I? a very easy matter to distinguish, tlmse old de-
serted nests, for at the bottom there is always a tiny
chainber, about the si*e and shape of a large grain of
wheat, and which is lined with a wonderfully delicate,
silvery, skin purse. This marvel of workmanship is
slightly, yellow with age, and is always, buried with an
inch (of loose sand. You see, when the shaft is com-
pleted, the mouth i» closed with a sand-plug, and to reacn
day-light the baby bee has to bore upwards; the grains
so displaced fall to the bottom and so fill up the b.
purse or. cradle.
At first', I thought that the Cliff-bee carried no pollen -
granules because she was only seeking sustenance for
herself, and, therefore, needed no pollen until the nest
was completed. However, the bee is almost devoid of
hair, being smooth and shining, so that she has no har-
vesting tools. But she does collect plenty of pollen-meal,
as we shall see presently.
I notice, too> that when the Cliff-bee alights, the body-
rings expand and contract in a very rapid manner, the
pulsations, if one may use the word, being about four to
the second. Panting may not be an unsuitable word to
describe the action.
I find it essential to see the nests every day, for if I
miss a visit there is sure to be something done that I
regret having had no opportunity to observe. If the
weather be dull, as it often is in September, when the
failing hand of winter still clutches at the wings of the
Southern breeze, I find the Cliff-bees sitting at the door-
ways, and blocking the entrances with their heads. It
seems that no work is undertaken unless the day be
bright and warm. When the climbing sun overpowers
the "nippy" wind, the bees, making several feintings
and retreatings, emerge from the shafts. To all intents
and purposes they imitate the suspicious behaviour of the
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Hive-queen when she first issues from the natal aueen*
cell.
When the bee is away the entrance of the hoine is left
entirely uncovered. Only once have I seen two bees
come out of the shaft, and though I have jexamined hun-
dreds of nests, in only one instance have I found two
cells. In the latter case, the lower silvery purse looked
as though it belonged to the previous season, for it was
full of sand, showing that the original occupant had
cleared out the entrance plug before the second purse
had been constructed. r
My field notes show that all through October the bees
mate, and are occupied with the excavation of the shafts
and the collection of stores from the Tea-tree. About
the first of November I note one or two covering up the
portals of the homes with a few loose grains of sand, so
I unearth quite a number of nests, and in every case I
find a solitary cell at the bottom. The chamber, I say,
is about the size and shape of a large grain of wheat, and
the wall is covered with an extremely delicate, silvery
tissue of impalpable fineness. Should I draw the edges
of the purse together I am quite unable to separate 1 them
again.
This bee has a broad tongue-tip, that I know makes an
excellent trowel. This clever bee weaves witfi the plas-
terer's implement. She stands crosswise in the cell, and
begins a series of head-noddings with her tongue pro-
truding and travelling from floor to ceiling with 'quiet
rythmical movements. Each swing of the head^ lays
down a thread of clear liquid that instantly hardens into
a membrane. Over and over the interior -wall i
a web is woven, and the minute interstices are filled in
with the same action and material until the skin isj com-
plete. The threads seem to amalgamate perfectly, for
the material is waterproof, and cannot be of a resinous
character, because it is insoluble in turpentine. It does
not adhere to the smooth walls, although it is formed on
them.
When the coll h ready to receive its stores, the -silvery
purse, urn, or cradle, what you will, is like an egg, with
the end removed, and the stores are of the consistency of
thick batter, and are olive-green in colour. The unusual
tint is due to the dark honey and pollen gathered from the
Coastal Tea-tree, the only plant visited by this bee. The
pollen is carried home in the insect's honey-sac, and the
granular nature, of the stores leads me to suggest that
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there is about 50 per cent, pollen. The great majority of
the cells are slightly more than half full, and the con*
sistency of the food is the same throughout.
Once or twice I have found cells containing a tiny drop
of white liquid, resembling milk. Ah, what an intrigu-
ing discovery! What a wonderful opportunity to hint
that here is the beginning of the undigested pap of the
Hive-bee, the concentrated super-food that forces the
development of that fecund mother! No, J give you the
bare fact that, in odd cells, T have found a drop of white
liquid. I make no comment whatever.
Once or twice I .have uncovered cells two-thirds full
of stores, and since the silvery pur.se is not closed at
once, it looks as though the mother added to the amount,
but I have to confess that the larvae on the extra food
were] no olden or larger, than those on the smaller
amount.
You may say that males emerge from the scanty pro-
visions, and females from the abundant store, for that is
the rule in Beedom. Well I do not know, and I am
just as anxious as you are about the point. I find that
each mother makes but two burrows, each with one cell.
At least I have had individuals under observation for the
entire season, and have seen them make only two shafts.
Now, do the first ones produce females and the second
males? -I cannot answer the question.
"Rather helpless." :
Perhaps, but no matter, I make the admission freely.
The Qgg is floated on the top, and when the shell
breaks, why, the larva has only to open its mouth and
begin to feast on the tasty batter. In a fortnight it is
fully] grown; the stores are all consumed; the cap is
woven to close the cradle cell, $nd the larva enters into
the mysterious sleep from which it will be awakened, by
the wafting of some fairy warn!, u> find itself changed
into a new creature gifted with antennae, legs, eyes, sting*
and ;wings.
I take some of the larvae on October 24th, and 1 lift
them out in a simple manner, so as not to disturb them
unduly. I have on hand some small medicine bottles of
two ounces capacity. By pressing a glazier's diamond
on the side, about £ inch from the bottom, I atn able to
rotate the bottle so that a cut encircles it. A tap with
the cutter and the bottom falls off, sometimes smoothly,
sometimes with jagged edges. The latter, kind are best
for the Cliff-bee nests, because I can surround the cell,
and by turning: the bottle can use it very successfully as
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a bore to take out a circular core containing the cell.
By the first of November the Tea-tree flowers are all
gone, and no longer do I find the Cliff-bees a-wbig. I
visit many of the nests, but all are closed with a few
grains of loose sand just at ground level. I remove them
carefully, and am astonished to uncover a sepulchre
Behold the corpse of the worn-out mother,
I say that the industrious parent, exhausted by the
heroic labour of digging out of stone two twelve 'inch
shafts, and the weaving and provisioning of the silken
cradles, closes the shaft with a one inch thick plug of
sand placed a little below ground level. Between it and
the surface there is just room for a mortuary. Immur-
ing herself in that dread chamber, and with her strength
rapidly waning, she performs her last 1 unhappy task. A
few grains of quartz are drawn loosely over the aperture,
and the indefatigable mother now awaits the call of
Death. At the bottom of the shaft there is a natal
chamber, und at the top is a Sarcophagus of Death. 'The
child will emerge to life through the very bones of its
creator.
• • « • •
In my bottles I have life. I see that the larvae are
not curled up like those of the Hive-bee, but lie in the
cells, almost straight. Whereas the larvae of the Htve-
bee are pearly white, with the segments convex, as
though they were about to burst with fatness; the larva
of the Cliff-bee is dull-white in colour, and the segments
are concave. i
1 gathered these larvae on October 24th. It is now Feb-
ruary in the new year. What a long sleep, but now Lean
see beginnings of movement; the tail part wags slightly,
and the larval skin looks more flacid. Each succeeding
day the skin gets drier, and on February, the 7th day,
the skin splits, and a creamy-white pupa struggled' out
with strong actions. Even the eyes are white, and the
antennae are crossed in front like the hands of a saint's
effigy. The wrinkled larval skin or pelHcte ia at last «ast
behind;, this is the awakening after more than four
month's sleep in a temperature of 75 degrees F.
Three days later—February 10th—the pupa is un-
changed, save that the two compound eyes are showing
just the faintest trace of a drab pink colour. By the 14th r
the eye-tint has deepened to a dull lilac-pink shade. The
next day ; Compound eyes are now definitely dark-
maroon, with the ocelli the smallest of three dark specks.
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The body color now slowly deepens to a drab white, which
strengthens day by day until • - . .
February 23rd,_when another larval skin is moulted,
under low magnification I watch the hind pair of imma-
ture lega f endeavoring to thrust off the pellicle-, which
appears to he still attached to the annal end. The abdo-
men keeps up a. strong wagging movement.
February 28th.—The bead is now a dark coffee-colour,
with the eyes deep maroon, the mouth parts, which seems
to project in a very marked manner, are rusty-red, the
top of the thorax is now distinctly dark slate; another
larval pellicle has been shed during the night.
^ The sable colour gradually extends from the thortuc, but
there are two darker spots on the under part of the
abdomen. Colouring is slowly deepening,
March 3rd.—The slate shade has merged into black
at the top of the thorax; the pigrment may now be ob-
served entering the legs at the coxae; the scape is now
almost black, though the antermns are still a light coffee
colour. The tarsal joints and the tip of the abdomen are
the last to be affected.
March 5tb—-The colour is now uniformly black, with
the exception of the tips of the antennae, tarsi, or foot
joints, and the underpart of the abdomen near the anal
end. The immature legs are constantly endeavouring to
dislodge the two dried skins.
March 8th.—The elements of the wings, folded towards
the under-surface of the thorax, are now plainly visible-
Hair lis showing on the tarsi, which are fully developed
with the exception of the pad (empodium or pulvilht.s)
,
and the claws (anguiculi).
March i2th.—The mouth parts still protrude, and ap-
pear to be blood-red. The antennae are still clasping the
under-lip, and the elements of the wings are folded round
under the thorax.
March 14th.—The bees have reached the imago stage,
for they are now fully developed, with wings complete in
final position. But the insects are lethargic, and scarcely
move; the abdomen is rather plump compared with that
of other Spring-flying bees. The period required for de-
velopment at the temperature mentioned, is more than
200 days.
But I must leave the Cliff-bees, for one must eat, and
the night falls quickly.
I am greatly indebted to Prof. T D. A. Cockerel! for
his help in connection with my studies of Australian bees,
The Victorian Naturalist
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. FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA,
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The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held in
the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, on Monday, July
11th, 1927- The President, Mr, E. E. Pescott, occupied
the chair, and about 100 members and visitors were
present
DEATH OF MEMBER.
The President referred to the death of Mr. W. H. A.
Roger, an old member of the Club, and members stood aa
a mark of respect. It was resolved that a letter of con-
dolence be written to the relatives of the deceased
member.
CORRESPONDENCE.
From Country Roads Board, statins that consideration
would be given to the Club's request that the Geelong
Road be planted exclusively with Australian evergreen
trees.
From Chief Secretary for Victoria, stating that con-
sideration would be given to the Club's representations
in opposition to an open season for the trapping of
opossums.
From Chief Secretary for Victoria, intimating that the
request of the Club that it be afforded an opportunity of
submitting nominations for repi:esentation on the pro-
posed Advisory Council in connection with matters per-
taining to native fauna, would receive consideration
when this subject, was under review.
a From Bird Observers' Club, stating that it was pro-
posed to form an Advisory Council to make recommenr
dations to the Chief Secretary in regard to the preserva-
tion and propagation of native fauna, and inviting this
Club to appoint two delegates to a Conference to be held
on July 19th to consider this matter.
The President referred to the recent action of the Chief
Secretary in refusing to sanction an open season for the
trapping of opossums, a decision which was most gratify-
ing to members of this Club, and kindred societies. »
, Messrs. A. E. Keep and' G. Coghill were nominated tp
represent the Club at the Conference arranged by the




A report of the excursion to Sherbrooke Gully waa
given by Mr. AG. Hooke.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS. ' L.
The following wore elected as ordinary members:
—
Bliss Elizabeth Andrew, E.Se., 93 High-street. Kew; Ms*. :
J. L. Stamp, Menzies-street, Brighton; .Dr. H. Flecker,
v(
71 Collins-street, Melbourne; Mr. A- S. Kenypti;
M.I.E.Aust, "Marringa*/' Plenty-road, Heidelberg; and
as a country member:—Mr. Thompson Noble, Campbell
House, Campbell-street, Castlemaine,
GENERAL.
The President announced that arrangements were
being made for an inspection on July 23rd, by members
of the Club and others, of the Tea-tree growing along the
foreshore, from Brighton to Mornington, in order to
ascertain the cause and extent of Ihe decay of and dam-
age to this valuable growth.
The President read a letter from Mr. John Wflson, of
Cheltenham, referring to the proposed granting of per-
missive occupancy of portion of Cheltenham Park for
parking motor-cars. It was urged that a strong protest
should be made. Mr. F. Pitcher moved: *'That the Sec-
retary for Lands be written to asking
%
that a deputation
be arranged to interview the Minister for Lands, in order
to urge the refusal of permission for any portion of
Cheltenham Park to be used as a parking area." The
motion was seconded by Mr, F. G. A. Barnard, and sup-
ported by Messrs. A. J. Tadgetl, C- Barrett, A, L, Scott,
and A. D. Hardy* and carried unanimously.
The Hon. Secretary announced that Hon, G, M. Pren-
dergast had consented to open the Natural History Ex-
hibition on July 20th, and that His Excellency the Gover-
nor (Lord Soraers) had accepted the invitation of the
Committee to perform the opening ceremony at the Wild
Flower Show on September 27th next.
Mr. A. D. Hardy reported that the Committee of
Management of the National Park at Sperm Whale H^ad
had now been appointed, this Club being represented by
several of the members.
Mr. W. Ramm referred to the open season for opos-
sums and koalas recently declared in Queensland, and
suggested that the Club should take action to have the
declaration withdrawn. It was decided to communicate
with the Queensland Naturalists' Society on the matter.
PAPERS, ETC.
Mr. G. Coghill read a paper on "A Holiday in New Zea-
land," descriptive of many of the interesting and scenic
portions of the North and South Islands; reference being
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made to the botanical features observed. The paper was
illustrated by a series of lantern slides, loaned by the
New Zealand Tourist Bureau.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr. C. H, Borch : A rare Victorian Lycaenid, Mile-
tus delica, from Springvale* Larvae, attendants to
larvae, pupa cases from which butterflies had been bred,
and perfect insects.
By Mr. A. N. Burns: Rare LycEenidse, from Cairns dis-
trict, North Queensland. All the species exhibited, with
the exception of T, cyaneas-arinia,, Fab-, may be regarded
as rare, being found only in isolated, favoured spots even
though their food plants are widely distributed. Butter-
flies of the genus Miletus are noted for the brilliant
markings of the underside. Among others, the exhibi-
tor bred-M. narcissus and Af< arinia, in 1926, this very
probably being the first time these two species have been
bred. "Rainbow," or "Great Day-flying Moth,"
NycUdemon orontes, of North Queensland. These
insects fly in countless numbers, usually from North to
South, during the greater part of the year. At times, in
selected spots, generally in scrubs or near rivers and
creeks, they may be observed resting with outspread
wings, often in such numbers as to weigh down the
branches. The great flights of "many-coloured butter-
flies" recorded from North Queensland were, in reality,
flights of these moths. Twenty or more may easily be
captured with one sweep of the net.
By Mr. G. Coghill: Dried specimens of New Zealand
flora, fruits of Cape Gooseberryi Pkysalis Franchetii, a
native of China; Maori carvings; volcanic bomb, green-
stone and pumice-stone from N*Z. ; poi-poi used in dances
;
photographs of N.Z. scenes, etc.; cultivated specimens of
Grevillea rosinarinifolia*
By Mr. C. J- Gabriel; Marine shells: Hwnphreyia
atrmgei, A,Ad., Western Port, Victoria; Aspergitluvi
va<jiniferum t Lara., Red Sea; Aspergtilum pulckrum,
Desh., Singapore; Dacosta australis, Sowerby, Port Jack-
son, N.S.W.; Gastrochaena tas7nanict T.Wds., Port Phil-
lip; also a series of New Zealand shells.
By Mr. L. L. Hodgson: Cultivated specimens of Rose-
mary Grevillea, G. rosmarmifolia, and Crimson Bottle-
brush, Callistemon citrinus.
By Mr. E. E; Pescott, F.L.S.: Foliage of variegated
form of Agonix flezuosa, rare; flowers from cultivated
plants of Thryptomene calytina (F.v.M.), Stapf.; Stone
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implements, crude and finished, from New Zealand, seed-
pod of the Australian Wistaria, Milletia imgasperma.
By Mr. F- Pitcher: Specimens of 36 Ferns and
Lycopods of Southland district of Otago, New Zealand,
12 of which are also to be found in Victoria.
By Miss J. W. Raff, M.Sc*, F.E-S.: Specimen (from the
Botanical Dept, Melbourne University) of a low-grow-
ing Alpine plant from New Zealand—the so-called
"Vegetable Sheep/' Haastia pulvincris.
By Mr, A. L. Sc/>tt: Sands from Rainbow Mount, and
pitchstone from Rotorua, N.Z.
By Mr. F. E. Witeon, F.E.S.: Beetles from New Zea^
land; Prionoplu$ Tcticv&aria, White; bixsotes reticulatus,
Westw.; Lasiorhynchu$ bcrbieornis, Fab.; Cottlya dis-
coidea, Brown; Syrphetode$ tuberculi&istatum, White;
Navamorpka lineatufti, Fab.
BUTCHE2K-B1RDS AND MINERS.
I have lately been watching with some interest the manner in
which a Butcher-bird, Cracticux foruitafaty, manages to evade a
fancied
—
'ox possibly Tea)—danger, while gathering his breakfast
from the scrapes which are pet out every morning for the larger
birdg that visit oar garden-
We have often noticed that tjo birds excepting Noisy Miners,
Mysantha garmla, dare to take scraps from the bird-table, while
Magpies, Gynmorh.ma kypoteuca, are there* and that Butcher-
birds are especially timid in the presence of the)?' big relatives
It neetn;*, however, that Butcher-bird* recogtuae the daring of
the Miner*, but know also that they are themselves among the few
birds of which Miners are afraid. Knowing this, they have
little difficulty in getting food. They wait at a safe distance while
a Miner slips among the Magpies, and takes a piece of meat, which
usually he carries some yards away before alighting to eat il, then
follow him threateningly. Afcer a little hesitation the Miner
drops his food, and return? to th* bird -table for more. While he
is away the Butcher-bird enjoys ft stolen dainty, and rem rati to hits




PVtUMOET.tUM.—Science teachers desiring a plentiful supply (if
material for class work, will be glad of this bit of information.
Pit'/itrdoectwi may be ''cultured'* in vast numbers by feeding the
animals on a piece of hard-boiled yolk of an egg. This seems to
nave a special attraction for them; if a small piece U dropped into
an aquarium, in a day every Paramoe-clum in it will be found strug-
gling for a better position near the chofee morsel. A loop-ful
placed on a hollow-ground, 3x1 slip, will srw>w the animals in every
ytage of reproduction—conjugation, fisson, etc, A cover gla^s
placed over them will prevent evaporation for a long time.
Amoeba.—If a Handful of pondweed is placed in a crystallising
dish, or large petri dish, and just covered with water (and pro-
tected from dust and rapid evaporation by a gheet of glass), and
placed in the sunshine on a window ledge, a constant supply of fine
Amoeba from the decaying weed is assured. Intra vitam staining
will aho* mitotic division in the nucleus beautifully.—J. Searls.
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THE ROMANCE OF PLANT NAMES.
By Edward E. Pesoott, F.L.S.
When one studies the botanical names of plants, their
origins and their meanings, a new and entrancing world
is at once opened to him- It is helpful to the botanist to
know name meanings, for if, and when he docs, he would
never look for Poa aquatica (growing in water) on the
bill-top; neither would he search for Stipa eremophila
(desert loving) in a swamp.
But it is not this aspect that I was thinking of f so
much as the personal one- I often wonder what Labil-
lardieru really saw when he ao named Chorizema, which
means a drink and a dance. Did he find the West Aus-
tralian aborigines dancing around a well? or was he so
pleased at finding water one day, that he and his men
danced for joy? Who can tell? We shall never know.
But we can. and do, enjoy both the name and the beauty
of the plant to which it was given.
When a boy, I used to enjoy visits to the coast at
Christmas and, New Year time; and an added enjoyment
was the presence of many white berries, which my com*
panions and I ate with great enjoyment, and which were
growing on what we called 'Tea-tree/* 1 now know
these shrubs under the cold name of Leucopojon Riehei,
the "Coast Beard-Heath." To-day, the berries are sickly
nauseous; but then boys will eat anything. The plant is
interesting now, not for its berries, but for the fact that
it commemorates the name of Lieut. Riche, who accom-
panied Labillardiere's expedition, and being lost for three
days, subsisted- on these berries.
What a wealth of memories the name Banksia recalls.
First there is the cabin of a small "windjammer" off the
coast of New 2ealand
r
and three men sitting in con*
ference. Cook wanting to return home via the cape,
and Banks wishing to explore New Holland; the latter
prevailed, Cook consenting reluctantly. The next scene
is a well known picture, for who now cannot visualise the
landing of Captain Cook. One of the first plants they
would see was a Banksia, so aptly named by Linnaeus,
commemorating a great man and a great circumstance-
Linnaeua made a suggestion that this land should be
called "Banksia," but it was never carried out. The
genus, now named "PimfUa" was earlier designated
"Banksia" fay Forster: but Linnaeus' name stands, and
rightly so.
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The beautiful blue flowers of Dampiera bring us back
to our boyhood's days, when, remembering the rough old
buccaneer Dampier, we recall all of our dreams of
pirates, treasure, hidden gold, and what not!
I have told the tale before of Praxophyllvm Frenchii>
but it will bear repeating. Over twenty years ago this
orchid was discovered in two separate localities, first by
George French, eon of one of our Club founders; and by
another, a founder of the Club, F. G. A. Barnard, As
George French was working with Baron von Muelidr, he
presented his specimen to the Baron at nine o'clock,
when it was at once given its present name. An hour
or two later Mr. Barnard came in with his specimen
—
too late for it to be named uPrasophyllum BamardL"
We still wait for this latter name.
A remarkable little piece of personal history is re-
vealed in the genus Browallia> which is not an Australian
genus; but we grow some of the species in our gardens.
The plants are all of American origin. John Browall,
a man of humble origin,, defended the sexual system of
plant classification originated by Linnaeus, against the
attacks of a man named Siegesbeck. (This
man's name is familiar to us in one of our com-
mon native plants, Sugesbecki/t orientalis) . Linnaeus
was so delighted at the defence, of even so humble a
man, that he constituted a new genus Broteallia in his
honour, the species being B. demissa t this name having
reference to Browall's humble origin.
Later, Browall rose to honour, becoming a Bishop;
and, another species having been discovered, Linnaeus
named it B, exaltata, in honour of his exaltation.
Strangely enough, this made Browall very angry, he
showing his annoyance by writing pamphlets against
Linnaeus in most severe language,
Then a third species was discovered, and Linnaeus.
recording the incident, named it B. alivnala. It is to
be recorded with regret that the two remained alienated,
never again becoming friends. Thus a friendship and
a quarrel are for ever commemorated. I'm glad we
don't do such things now-a-days.
He who gives quickly giv*s twice, a Spanish proverb says. We
arc already indebted to Mr. V. Miller for generous belj* in con-
nection with thw wildflower fchows, and now he is giving to the Club
a typewriter, costing £9. Club correspondence has gieatly in-
creased, and a typewriter lor use by the Hon. Secretary hs* long
been needed-
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THE HISTORY OF FLORA AUST&AUEXSIS.
(II.)
By Chas, Dawiy, B,A., FXS.
Again, on August 25th, 1858, Dr. Hooker writes;
- "I feei very much that you should desire the honor of
publishing your discoveries, but the interests of science
should be first consulted, and what we do now so much
want is good observations on previously known plants,
I wish, too, that you would publish in a more methodical
form. It is extremely difficult already to refer to your
published descriptions, and I am sure that I omit re-
ferring to some that I would not intentionally give the
go-bye to,-—but life is short, and books are long; and the
.indifference of men of science to the convenience of pos-
terity and cotemporaries in publication is tending to un-
avoidable confusion. I am sure that you will not think
me censorious in saying so much r . . , but no one, who
has not worked in a great library and Herbarium, has
any conception of the amount of labour and time lost in
approaching completeness and accuracy in descriptive
botany."
In another letter, dated from Kew, December 20th,
1858, Hooker makes a last appeal for Mueller to coma
to England:
*
"Sj'stematic monographs and floras are what we now
want, and we do look with the greatest anxiety to your
visiting England, and throwing your magnificent
materials into a connected whole. I am striving to do
this for the Indian flora. Harvey is going to begin the
South African, and all I can say is that you shall have
every assistance for the Australian that We can command.
Meanwhile, we shall lose no opportunity of keeping your
labours before the public eye, and 1 shall make a point
of getting up the paper for the Linnean from your
materials which you are anxious about, and present it
in your name altogether, • Your collections are nearly all
arranged in the Herbarium, and are being poisoned as
they are entered. It is impossible to exaggerate their
value."
In regard to the publication of an Australian Flora, to
undertake which both Sir William and Br, Hooker had
been CO anxious to induce Mueller to proceed to England,
jt. became evident that Muellei*, notwithstanding their
advice and wishes, was not able to accede to the, oft-
repeated request. Probably the Colonial Government
Was unfavourable to the project, and health reasons may
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also, have been an obstacle. It was considered advisable
by English botanists that the Flora Australi'emis should
be undertaken without further delay; and, after much
discussion• and full consideration, the conclusion was
arrived at that Mr. George Bentharri, the distinguished ,• ^
botanist, should be asked to prepare the Flora, and Dr.
Mueller to collaborate in the great work.
. This decision, the force of which Mueller, at the time,
could not so well understand> when viewed from an Aus-
tralian standpoint was communicated to hirn. Naturally,
it was not readily accepted when he saw that the cher-
ished project, to which his labours had been for some
years definitely directed, would, in great part, be en-
trusted to another to carry out to completion.
Little information as to the actual discussion during
this period is available; but, in the end, Mueller seems to
have been reluctantly convinced by the arguments and
representations of his English friends to agree tenta-
tively with the proposal,
Bentham had hoped to start the work in 1859, but
tardiness in agreement among the Colonial Governments
in Australia had delayed operations, so that it was not
until 1861 that a definite decision was made. Bentham




Kew, May I6th, 1861-
You will see by the annexed copy of a letter I addressed eome
days since to William Hooker that the question as to whether
I am to be entrusted with the preparation of an Australian
flora now depends entirely upon the Immediate decision of the
Colonial Governments themselves. Our Colonial Office here
- took up the project very eagerly, and the work would, 1 h&Ve
no doubt, have been commenced two years since with or with-
out the colonies themselves, had it not been for the desire some
of them showed that there should be splendidty illustrated
Floras, conducted on the acale that you have begun for that of
Victoria, which, independent of the diminished use they would
,
be to European botanists, travellers, and temporary visitors,
would require far too much time and cost in their preparation
for me to think of undertaking JSven now the Dulce of New-
castle seemed anxious that the Australian flora should be the
.
* next of the floras to be carried out on the general plan but the
,
Treasury have definitely declined to sanction it under the eir»
cumstanees. The question now is whether the colonies are
really desirous of having the wort done, and I will still, keep
T rny engagements open until the end of this year. If, by that
time, 1 do noj; receive the necessary authority, I shall he obliged.
,
, although with much regTet, to give up the Idea altogether, and
enter into further arrangements for the Brazilian flora, of
which I have already done the Papilionaceae, and for which
"'.
' Martens pays liberally.
. Should X receive the commission, I must depend a gTeat deal
upon the continuation of the assistance you have always roost
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liberally furnished in the way of specimens or notes, *nd which
I should always take cany most fully to acknowledger
I always make a rule to adopt MS. names, when riot debarred
by the rules of priority, or by mistaken delineation. As you
will observe in the Hong Konp flora and other works, when the
MS. names of Champion, of Spren, of Mertens, etc., are always
- given without adding my own name, for Champ, et Benth, would
serve to lengthen uselessly the quotation, and I do cot in the
• least care to have my abbreviated name tacked on to the great-
est possible number of species, as has not infrequently been the
case with botanists who have no, claim to it as discoverer*
Immediately on receiving the authority, should it be so decided,
• - 1 shall commence with the Thalamiflorse, and much is already
done. As far as regards genera for the Geriera Plantartim
• which Dr, Hooker and myself are preparing, and of which we
hope soon to send the first parts to press, I should be very glad
therefore, if I am to go on, if you would communicate as early
as possible any specimens, notes, and printed accounts you may
have relating to Thalomiftor& and Leguminosete, which t pre-
sume will fill the first volume.
I zend you by this post a copy of my Flora Hong Kongenais,
which I l>eg you to accept both as a token of my greab regard
for yon, and as a specimen of the manner in which 1 should
propose drawing up the Flora.
I am happy to hear that your name is on the list of the Royal
Society this year. I believe there were more than 40 candi-
dates, out of which only 18 could be elected. It was. however,







From this letter it may be seen that Bentham was
awaiting the ratification by the Australian colonies of
the proposal that he should undertake the work on the
lines indicated, and also that he felt assured of Mueller's
approval thereto, and of his active co-operation in the
production of the Flora Australiensis,
It would seem, however, that the trio of English
botanists had taken Mueller's complete acquiescence in
the project too much for granted.
Still unconvinced that any insuperable obstacles pre-
vented the production of the work by him in Australia,
he had already written a letter to Sir William Hooker,
making out a strong case for such a course, and urging
his undoubted claims for being1 entrusted with the pre-
paration of the work.
This letter, received only a few days after Bentham's
letter of May J 6th, had been sent to Mueller, caused great
perturbation. Sir William showed it to Bentham and
Dr, Hooker- The former immediately wrote again to
Mueller as follows:
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,
My Dear Sir,~
Since wt rti f>vr to you* tft* Southampton the other day, 1 have
seen your tetter to Sir "William Hooker, in which you seem to
think the 'Australtan Klpra ought to be left entirely to you.
I am perfectly aware of the indefatigable *eal and industry you
have shown in the investigation of the vegetable productions of
Australia, of the high scientific ability you have shown in the
varied and numerous botanical papers you have published; and
that* could you come over to this country for the purpose, no
one could nearly so well as yourself prepare the general flora
that is so much wanted. Yet, at the same time, I £eel also
that, to be eatisfactory to the Botanical world, it must be done
in this country , for nowhero else can the old species published,
—
the collections of Brown, Cunningham, and others be verified
and nowhere can the Tropical Australian Flora especially be
.
properly elucidated with a Comparison with that of tropical
Asia and Oceania; and this I always considered the view you
took, when in your Letters to myself as well a& to the Hookers,
you kindly expressed yourself so well pleased that the prepara-
tion of the flora should bo entrusted to mc.
It. appears to me that it would far more contribute to the
advancement of science as well as to tit* maintenance and fur-
therance of the high botanical reputation which you already
possess if you were to devote yoarself to the completion of such
wotU as the splendid flora of Victoria which you have com-
menced, and which cannot be done without the knowledge of
tho living plants and other advantages which you have—and
if you were likewise to continue giving to the world tho descrip-
tions of the numerous additions which you have made to the
botanical treasui'cs of Australa; whilst, if you were to give up
all these for the purpose of condensing the whole flora of your
continent into a few octavo volumes you would find it both a
hopeless and a thankless task to accomplish without these aids
which our Herbaria afford.
As for myself, I cannot but feel that my position has given me
peculiar facilities for the task; and, since it was proposed to me
to undertake it three years ago, I have been in many waj's pre-
paring myself for it, and I feel fully confident that, if my health
and faculties do not become impaired by age, I shall easily get
through a volume a year as I offered to do; and I think that
such a work got up in this country, in which your contributions
would be fully noticed, joined with the publication of your Vic-
torian flora and other works, will spread far more widely the
reputation your have so well earned, than were you to devote
your time to the work of compilation, which would be much
retarded by the necessity of frequent references to Europe,
where it would be very difficult to find persons competent to
compare your specimens and solve yt>ur doubts, except among
those who have too many other occupations to devote themselves
to the task. Having said this much, 1 leave the matter ix>
Other hands. The offer to undertake the task having been
made Co me, and accepted by me, I feel loth to givo it up; but.
as I said in my former letters, years are now coming on, and
either I must at once commence at or give it up entirely.
Every yours very sincerely,
GEORGE BENTHAM;
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This letter contains a dignified and reasonable state-
ment of the position. Ttvo days later it was followed by
a letter from Dr. Hooker from Hetcham, Ipswich,
May 24th, 1861, in which he writes:
My father and I are much concerned to find that we- are now
again et cross purposes with you upon that subject-
In regard to the authorship of that work, our only desire la
to sec that it is done wcU by whoever by position and attain-
ments, is the best qualified to do it well- Now, patting attain-
ments out of the <ruestion, it must surely be evident to you
that to work out the Australian Flora without references to
the collections of Brown, Cunningham, Drumrnond and the
Paris Herbaria would be a proceeding that no botanist could
approve, and from which indeed I should have thought that
most botanists who regarded the interests of science and the
right? of collections as paramount, would have shrunk. Indeed,
we aU congratulated ourselves that you bad entertained the
same opinion of Bentham's fitness that is universal in Europe,
and we certainly so understood from letters to bimse)f, to my
father, and to me, in which you joined us in thinking that it
was a matter of congratulation to botany that a man who
is of all others the most skilful and accurate in Descriptive
Botany, should undertake a task that called for bo eminent a
display of these qualifications- Ther? has been no desire or
wish in this country to disparage your labours, either as tra-
veller or botanist; indeed we have fought bard enough for you
in every way, but we are not going: to lose sight of justice to
your predecessors, whose claims you naturally think so lightly
" of, in comparison with your own, because in your isolated
position you cannot avail yourself of tharn, or feel or know the
opinion that is formed of them in tbis country.
Jt would . . . be of little use to point out to you the
difficulty of the efficient construction of so gigantic a Flora as
that of Australia, how much tact it requires to seize prominent
characters, and to make diagnoses, both brief, diagnostic and
accurate, in doing which Bentham has had «tO ysara* experience,
and you none; and how much advice and counsel the wisest
and best botanists amongst us take of one another in all these
matters, before arraying a plan that is to include 8,000 species,
$o arranged and described as to be really useful and not trouble-
some. All this, 1 afrlrm, requires work of a very different
character from that you have been accustomed to, and hence
for systematic methodising that you have never felt called upon
to exercise. 1 will tell you candidly that excellence in these
,
matters, reQvirss deep, long study arid thought, without which
:
. Bentham himself would never' bave obtained even mediocrity;
for my own part. I feel wholly unfit to cope with him, and
•would not attempt any extensive Flora that he would—-under
- any ci reumstanceB j nor do 1 see how you could do the work
with pare within a reasonable period. Bentham, who has
. nothing, (or .little) else to do, works all day at Kew and then
with- Flora the' most familiar to him* 'He rarefy describes
• more than five srxjeies a day, Including all arrangements, com-
parisons, and genera, etc.; and he calculates that the Australian
Flora, would take bim seven or eight years at least to do it so
that his work should last, and the book be a standard (or all
"-timo,- '- ;•- - -
•
»' „
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With your multifarious duties, and such a work as the Vic-
torian Flora in hand, you would, I am sure, find it impossible
to do the Australian well.
Candidly, then, let. me assure you as a friend, that in the
opinion of your best friends here, circumstances are against
you undertaking tw8 Australian Flora, far more than against
mine even; and I had for many year*; set my heart upon it, too,
but I haye abandoned it long- ago in favour of Bent-ham, be-
'
-cause I have no time to do it justice, and because it would be
a public calamity if it were taken out of his hands.
From Kew on July 14th, 1861, Dr. Hooker again
writes:
.
"He- (Bentham) has written to you about the Austra-
lian' Flora, and ) do hope that you will see the expediency
of the course he proposes—it is no fault of yours that you
are not in a position to publish such a Flora, nor that
you have not had the experience in general botany that
is so essential to drawing up short accounts and diag-
nostic descriptions. Your election to the Royal Society
will, I am sure, convince you that every one here is duly
anxious for your fair fame, and appreciates to the full
.your admirable labour. Go on publishing your materials
by all means, and above all things do give us an Index to
all your species with references, etc., We often waste
hours over your works for want of a key to the whole/'
Mueller was undoubtedly mortified and disappointed in
his ambition, but the strong recommendations of his
friends and the realisation of the difficult position he
would be in if he persisted in his desire to publish the
Flora from Australia had their effect.
In the latter case, there was not only the cardinal dis-
ability of remoteness from the repositories of other
botanists' work which were indispensable for verification,
comparison, and elucidation of species and genera; but
there was the deprivation of the Colonial Office's interest
and support in the undertaking ; whilst the comparative
.indifference to the project in Australia, and the much
greater cost of the work as a whole would have been
obstacles greatly hampering its success. Added to this
there was the risk of losing the invaluable assistance
from the Hookers and Bentham, and of a possible
jestrangement-in friendly relations.
Dr. Hooker's plain presentment of the case seems to
Have convinced Dr. Mueller even against his will, of the
^advisability of sacrificing his private inclination* and
"Agreeing to the scheme proposed as being in the best in-
terests of botanical science. Henceforth, although the
disappointment was never forgotten, and a feeling of
oique remained, .-which sometimes found utterance. Dr.
Mueller, as- Bentham freely acknowledged, assisted un-
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sparingly and loyally in thcdevelopmcntof the Flam Aus-
iraliensi$ t a great work which Benthatn could not have
successfully produced1 without. Mueller's valuable and
continued assistance.
In reply to Mueller's intimation that he would accept
the proposal, a determination that relieved the tension of






W* have all been extremely gratified by the liberal spirit in
which you have met the wishes of your friends here with regard
to the Australian Flora; and Bentham and you may depend
that we shall wake every arrangement for the fullest and moot
prominent acknowledgment of your Herbarium, name, iervJcea,
etc,» and in the title-page and throughout the body of the work.
l>o you know I think you very wise to give up the idea of
writing an Australian Flora in Australia. Whatever the extent
and value of your collections,
t
granting even that they were
greater than ours, still to have published such a work without
reference to the collections of Banks,' Baudin, Freycinet,
D'UrviJle, Brown, and Cunningham, would, have brought an
amount of criticism upon your work that it would never, have
recovered from; and, indeed, I feci positive that you would
have become dissatisfied long before its conclusion, Nor have
- you, I am sure, any idea of the time and labour required,, for it
is a task that I should well have liked; and for which i have
much more preparation than anyone in Europe by the study
and arrangement of all our Australian plants here, in the Lin-
nean, eto, and many of those of British Museum; but T shrink
•from the task which would be incompatible with my other work.
By the way, we cannot allow you to be at- the expense of
sending your Herbaria backward and forward, we shall pay one
way at any rate, I shall see that we add to it scraps of all
the species it wants wherever they Can be broken off, so as to
make it as complete as possible before returning,
-*-- I am extremely glad that you are going on with the Vic-
torian Flora;—it will do you a very great deal of credit in
- every way. It will be a standard vjorV. as long as Botany
remains, and must be so whenever an Australian Flora must
have been superseded, and thereafter rejected.
The -public must always know that no man can be so quali-
fied as yotf for the Victoria^ Flora, that you have all materials,
original views of the descriptions and species and thorough com-
petency;—improvements and discoveries may follow, but, it
must always .be 9to.ndn.7d, a^d can never be superseded. It
is a work of a widely different and in most respects of a much
higher order of merit than the Flora of Australia from it»
L tkoronffh character.
The Flora of Australia will be at beat an imperfect sketch,
Xo genua can he worked out as you do a Victorian one inth*
Victorian Flora, and its greatest value in our eye* will be
derived from its working up the collections of the list century
' into a systematic form, and wiping off the stain upon our
science which has been, loft through our neglect of the collec-
tions of Banks, Brown, etc. *. >. „ . .
t. Ever most truly yours,
r .jo&'3>: hooker/:
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Mr. George Bentham was no less relieved at Dr,
Mueller's change of attitude, and in a letter from Kew„
dated October 15thf 1861, writes
:
I lose no time in expressing to- you my gratification at the
liberal manner in which you have met my proposal relating
to the Australian Flora, a further proof of your well-known
zeal for science, and of the disinterestedness ox your labours in
the investigation of the botanical treasures of the Australian
colonies. I have no hesitation in acceding to the tttipuLations
contained in your letter, and I accept thankfully the loan of
your standard herbarium in successive portions on the proposed
conditions.
With record to the title-page, upon consulting with Sir William
and Dr. Hooker as to the most suitable mode of meeting your
wishes, we propose to draw it up as follows ;-»-
Flora Auatralien&ia.
A Description




George Bentham, President Linnean Society.
With the Assistance of Notes and Descriptions
Communicated by
Ferdinand Mueller, Ph. and M.D., F.R.S.,
Government Botanist of the Colony of Victoria.
Director of the Botanical and Zoological Gardens of Melbourne.
Published nnder the authority of the Colonial Governments of . .
The answers already received to Sir Willjam Hooker'.* appli-
cation to the Governors of the several colonies appear to be so
far satisfactory as to leave little doubt that the requisite fund*
will be forthcoming, and I shall immediately proceed with the
preparation of the work,
I should therefore feel obliged if you would, at your earliest
convenience, despatch the first portion of your Herbarium and.
notes—that 19, the Thalamiflorse, including those Calycifloroua
families which in de Candolie's Frodromus, precede the
kepumtnosffic, as these orders wot he worked Up with .the
Prom Kcw again on November 16th,. 1861 f Benthsm
wrote t
T sent you, in my last letter, a sketch of the proposed title-
page for the Flora. I forgot to add that I should, of course;
explain fully in the Preface the part you will have taken in the
work, .and hope-to do full credit to your-zeal and success. What
I am most anxious for- as soon as possible is the- printed sheets
- of your Victorian Flora—notes on localities and habit of species
• - not comprised in that Flora, anithe loan of -specimens of those
species o£ wKicfc you have not hitherto Bent in specimens-all
for the families -above Leguminosea*, which, as you say, will
- probably filL the first volume, The second volume wiU include
the terrible* genus Eucalyptus, which, perhaps, might be worked
- up hy you with notes that I might add from -comparison with
9. specimens published in Europe; and what I should .suggest as
.most conducive to> the- general purpose, would be your proceed-
ing as rapidly as possible with your important flora of Victoria
so as to keep well'ahea&of me;
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He speaks of the importance of -noting the geography
of habitats to show plants belonging to the divisions,
North Coast, Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria,
Tasmania, North Australia, etc., and invites suggestions
for consideration in regard to this or any other topics.
From this correspondence it is evident that it was the
unanimous opinion of the Hookers and Bentham that Dr,
Mueller was the one beat fitted for undertaking the com-
prehensive work of an Australian Fora; that it could not
be effectively carried out except in Europe, where free
access to previous botanists' collections was indispen-
sable; that Mueller, although repeatedly besought to go
to England and undertake the work, and assured of every
assistance, was unable to go; and that, in default George
Bentham was asked and agreed to produce the work with
Dr. Mueller's active assistance.
A satisfactory understanding having been arrived at
between the parties interested, constant communication
between Mueller and Bentham took place up to the com-
pletion of the work. In some matters it is not always
quite harmonious, but is generally frank and to the
point. When the waters are somewhat troubled, Pr.
Hooker tactfully pours the oil of counsel and good sense
on them, his influence with Dr. Mueller being very great.
In a letter dated 24th March, 1862, Bentham acknow-
ledges the receipt of a letter announcing the despatch
from Victoria of the first consignment of plants from the
Herbarium: "I wilj not allow another mail to pass with-
out thanking you for all you say as well as for yours of
24th January. I will take care to attend to and consider
well all your suggestions; and. if I do not discuss them at
length Math you," it is because there is no time for long
letters, the Genera Plantarum and work entailed on it*
the detailed examination for the Flora Australiensi* and
minor botanical papers and affairs absorb all his time. .
Bentham states that he works five and a half hours
zvery day at Kew and two and a half hours at. home, and
has the evening for necessary quiet and social enjoyment.
In preparation for the Flora, whilst awaiting receipt of
Mueller's specimens he has been checking and examining
genera and species in detail. "On receipt of youT speci-
mens," he writes, "I shall go regularly through the Flora,
jbeginning at the beginning; and, when not taken away by
other matter I find I can readily get through 30 or 46
species a week." < .
He goes on to say, MAa to the limits of genera and
species, the longer I livifc, arid I have now worked at them
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for eight and thirty years, the*more -I aec.how little fixity
there is in them, and how impossible it is that botanists'
views should agree upon them. In writing a systematic
work one must make up one's rinnd on the -spot, often
upon insufficient materials, and often .must take into coi>
sider&tion the opinions of others against one's own. 't
say this because it is inevitable that on many occasions
I may unite or separate species in a manner you may hot
approve, just as in other works I have published, botan-
ists whose opinions 1 value more than my own disagree
from- the conclusion I have come to; therefore it is that
I have always declined joint work, unless, as in the case
of Dr> Hooker, I can daily and constantly discuss with
him- I am anxious to give every credit to those who
kindly assist me; and in the Australian Flora, I am par-
ticularly desirous that you should be satisfied with what
I say on the subject, but I expressly wish to have the
sole responsibility, so that neither you nor anyone else





The Greater ""rush-tailed Pouched Mouse. Phascologah p$ni-
eUkita, the largest species of a very interesting genua, appears to
be increasing, though it is not common, in some parts of Victoria.
Lately I have received notes concerning" it, from several localities,
including Toolangi and Ruffy. It is described, in each case, as a
raider.
Writing from RufFy, Mr. G. H. Noye says that, some time ago,
& strange animal, thought to be a "squirrel" of some kind, was
seen once or twice, very early in the evening. It would "skylark
over tha ceiling, at nifcht, running races with itself in great style."
Qvt&ide, glimpses of it were obtained, as it scurried about in a
large Paradise tree, displaying a *ong> bushy tail. It would, after
romping, remain perfectly still for a while, a'^aost crouching on »
bough.
• Canaries and goldfinches in an aviary often were disturbed at
night; and eventually a canary was killed, and drawn piece-mcal
through the fine mesh netting. Another bird lost a leg; a third
suffered injury to its head. A rabbit-trap was set near an open'
ing in the roof, where the raider was supposed to live, and next
morning a Brush-tailed Pouched Moose was found, dead, in tha
trap. These animals, Mr. Noye remarks; are not numerous \n the
Ruffy district. They prey upon insects and small birds.
Recently a Phascologale of this species was captured in Neir
South Wales, and sen^ alive, to Taronga Parte.
(
.
Country members aie invited to send notes regarding any of tho
smaller tnaraupials inhabiting their districts. Of the habits of
some species we possess very little knowledge—C.B.
t
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Details of Halictine Bees.
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A NEW HALICTrNE BEE.
KALJCTUS PtATVOEPHALUS, Sp. TJ.
By Taelton Raymjsnt*
t Length about 4.5 mm.; black; head large, broad;
frons shining and excessively punctured; Clypeue pro-
minent, convex, coarsely and sparsely punctured, well
covered Math white long plumose hair, the apical half of
supra clypeal area pointed upward on a median line.
Antennae of normal length, submoniliform. Mesothorax
shining, coarsely well-punctured, but not so excessively
as frons; a lin. objective reveals some minute striae
radiating from each puncture ;afewscattered white hairs.
SeufeUum sparsely punctured, Area of metathorax
small, shining, with coarse anastomosing rugae, a few
White hairs near pleura. Abdomen broad, shining, ex-
cessively punctured, hind margins of segments narrowly
and obscurely fulvus ; the hind margin of the second seg-
ment has an unique single row or fringe of minute, stiff,
white plumose hairs; the longer scattered white hair is
most conspicuous at sides- Tegulae piceus with pallid
margin?. Wings almost clear; stigma and nervures
[dark ferruginous; second recurrent and intercubitus very
faint. Legs black, except tibiae, with light ends, and
tarsi ferruginous. Tibial spurs pale yellow, with onfc
tooth and three nodules beyond.
The species frequents Olearia ramidosa and Goodenia
Ofata during February. The large head, striae and
black tegulae at once distinguish it from 81 unicolour.
KEY TO PLATE (V.).
A few details of four Halictine Bees of Port Phillip,
1. t HaUetus raymenti, Ckll.; note the curled hair of
the abdominal pollen-brush or scopa.
2. Nodules on the hyaline margin or Hma of fifth
dorsal abdominal plate. The furrow is character-
istic of the family.
.
3. Hind leg of RalictM? taiitoni, Ckll, f Note the
faint recurrent nervures.
Of Posterior or hind wings of Halittm tarltoni, Ckll.f
Note the weak booklets.
7. Portion of striate wing-muscles attached to the
inside of the mesothorax. Note single row of epi-
dermal cells.
8. Antenna of Halictus intermedia, Raynv, showing
- . the "joints" on which new organs were found.
The figures indicate, the number on each. -
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9. Surface of antenna* highly magnified, to show the
,
sense pores, the "pegs," and four of the new w
organs
10, Nov organ, highly magnified. t
11. -Portion of fat body of Halictus rawmenth showing
_^_
the numerous oil-globules in the fat cells. i
Nota bene.—I suggest that this organ be known as the
deleeium, and that its function is the detection of sound-
,
waves. Transverse and other micro-sections will be
obtained when more material is available in the Spring.
OPEN-AIR PLANT MUSEUM.
How Wilton's Bush, or the Otari Native-plant Museum, came
into the hands of the Government^ which constituted it a scenic
reserve, and how, later it waa acquired by the Wellington City
Council* partly by purchase, is told in an article in the New Zea-
land Journal of Agriculture (May, 1927).
The area occupied by the Museum is 3.43 acres—one half of
which is practically in a virgin stats, The plan upon which the
museum is to be arranged is: (11 A study of the flora from the
systematic biological sides. (2) The- vegetation- (3) Horticulture.
(4) The restoration of the forest. "It must be dearly understood
that the flora and the vegetation of a country aro two quite drf- 4
fexent things. The flora is concerned with the species merely
aa species ; but the vegetation with the combinations of species as
they grow aide by side, such combinations taken all together, mak-
ing the plant covering; of the land." t
Example* are to he made of various important features of tha
primeval vegetation of New Zealand—this is an unique under-
taking—full of possibilities for the good of the people. Indeed,
as the flora and vegetation of New Zealand are considered of special
interest the world over, the influence of the- Otari Open-air Museum
will be world-wide.—P-P.M. «
EXCURSION TO SHEItBROOKE GULLY.
Sixteen members and visitors attended the excursion to Sher-
brooke on Saturday, July frtru In Clematis GulJy, the Lilly-pilly
tree, planted on the occasion of the Club's last visit, was seen to be
thriving. This gully is one of the finest in the Dandenonga
The party proceeded to Sherbrooke by way of the track cut on
the. southern sl^pe.; of ,the-hilh \.i (
'i w».f)fiw tf$*» JC .•>:;- ?.;il:"i ,<;
On the margin of the forest! close, to-;Sherbrooker.a Lyre-bird
"colony"
(
was visited; and several of the party had a good view of
a full-grdwh bird, traced by its calls Tv ' Other members.'went to the
kiosk, where they divided, and followed the sounds of Lyre-birds in
various directions;; ^During tho; afternoon several more birds" were
seen, -and a danping-mound near the^kibslc > ?v --'
The dampness of theTday rendered it well suited for an excursion '
of this kind, as the moisture appears to bring the food supply of
Mc^wmTt'owardsthe aurfacefi and the-1 birds -generally -are*active in
their search among: the- leaves: arid mould;; and rlotsy; in tbeir enjoy-
ment of thehunt on. days such as this,,. -/A -pair, of-Funereal Cocka-
toos and niany smaller species of birds were seen7—-A.'Gt Hoohe.
Ac






You will remember that the maker of fine purses, the
wild-bee, Euryglossa, dwells on the very face of the
cliffs which hem in the waters along the eastern shore of
Port Phillip Bay. This natural wall* theni receives the
full brunt of the broiling summer sun.
In winter, the spray and spume from the sea sweep
up over the cliffs in misty gushes that follow each other
in irregular succession as determined by the caprice of
the wind. The ferocity of the "weather" erodes all soft
soil, and, as I have already described the cliff-bees love
the naked escarpments that are as hard as sandstone.
But the honey-gatherers that I now wish to talk about
are the "Sand-hoppers," Halictug vielorielluist* Ckll. t that
shun the exposed positions, and never seek the cliff-face,
with its alternate heat and cold and wind. They nest
in the top, in the shelter of the dense Tea-tree1 and Coast
Wattled There the ground is clad with the golden-
flowered Capeweed,a the "Boobialla,"4 and also much
green verdure, including a kind of sweet-smelling wild
Spinach. There is, too, the yellow flowered MeLilotus in
abundance.
In through the beauty of the unique Tea-tree growth,
wind narrow paths that are firm enough when wet, but
which in dry weather soon tramp into a light-grey loose
sand. Picnic parties from the city roam over the coast,
especially on holidays, and the paths become as soft as
dry flour, so fine are the grains of quartz.
When the top of the ground is damp it is dark in colour,
almost black, and 1 think the sombre hue might be ex-
plained by the decaying of the vegetation that crowns the
cliffs. I am curious, and scrape away some of the black
top-land for a few inches until I uncover a thick stratum
of white sea-shells, all of which He flat; never an one on
edge. Then a thin layer of charcoal-like debris, which
is very black indeed. Then more bands of shells and
charcoal, perhaps for three feet down* The lime is soft,
and crumbles quickly between my fingers; it may have
been burnt ages ago, when fingers blacker than mine
picked out the tasty morsels from the freshly roasted
shells.
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However, the old residents of the shore tell me that
the aborigines were accustomed to congregate along the -J
grassy places, to perform certain rites that included the
cooking of shellfish from the near-by rocks. There are
large areas.of alternate. layers of shells and burnt debria*
and the corroboreesmust have been spread over a very
lengthy period to account for such a huge deposit, -_0£
this I am sure, where the burnt matter is uncovered the
"
ground is very dark.
It is all very interesting, and the problem is worth
investigating, but my paths are sharply defined, though
fn places are right in among the Wattles, so that I get
brushed with the foliage as I push through. Now, I have
walked these winding tracks for years, and I possess
sharp eyes, but I had many .disappointments before I
found the nests I sought.
. It is a spring day in September, and I am fortunate—
also patient, and I lean one arm on a Bent tree-limb to
rest and observe at length.
I am rewarded.
You see, it is yet too early for the summer visitors to
tramp the friable ground into flour, and right at my feet
I perceive many dozens of tiny grey-black bees fossick-
ing for a shaft-mouth in the centre of a cone of loose
sand. These do not find their home sites quickly, though
they search diligently over an area of a foot or so. They
then dive suddenly into a cavity close to a grass-root.
They are females, loaded heavily, either with Cape-weed
gold, or else the cream pollen of the pink "Figface." One
searched the tiny pink funnel-flower of the Onion-weed,
- Fortune often comes with a lavish hand, and though
I have spent years in unsuccessful search, here are nests
in abundance. Pabre said that his untiring patience
certainly deserved a reward, consequently, he reaped his
harvest. Am I any less entitled to succeed? Three
years of honest peering into banks of sand, of clay, of
sandstone, of loam, under grass roots, in amongst the
tangle of the. Wattle and the Tea-tree, under the clear
blue—the intensely blue sky, the summer aim, in the chill
autumnal wind, as the spring showers came sweeping
across the purple blue of the Bay.
£ Arid"success kept ever hovering ahead, just beyond my
grasp. To-day fortune comes and spreads her gifts in
a stream from her overflowing cornucopia. The nests of
two long-sought species kre right at my feet, while I
stand idly resting. .•..:-" i
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1 Close at hand arc a few nests of another species, one
almost as huge as the Honey-bee. It is an Australian
ParacolUte&, but though I have often caught these bees
I had not previously identified the nests, I shall rectify
the omission.
The collection of bees in Melbourne's Museum is a
limited one and many are unnamed. My collection "will
have to be forwarded to Professor Cockerell, of Colorado,
U.S.A., for identification. No entomologist has taken
up the study of the life histories of the Australian bees,
so that I find myself bereft of all companionship. I look
up Froggart's book on Australian Insects: "Nothing is
known of the habits of the Australian Halicti"!
To-day I notice quite a number of females searching
among loose sand, and some succeed in finding the mouths
of the shafts. Since the excavated material is formed
into a mounds and is very loose, I do not know if these
bees cover the entrances to conceal them, or whether the
loose sand just drifts over the hole with the lightest
zephyrs that blow. However, most of the entrances are
closed at one period or another.
The tunnel is not lined in any way, and although I Baw
a few pollen-laden females pass in, I could not find any-
thihg other than a number of pupae cases, each a little
over a quarter of an inch in length, probably of some fly,
I brougnt some home to mature, but I do not think at
present these are reared on the bees' stores. Six to eight
square feet are occupied by the bees' nests, and whilo I
was unable to discover a pudding or cells, I did find plenty
of pupae of a brownish-pink colour, and one pupa of a
very dirty yellowy white, the abdomen being pinched into
a point at the end. They were found about 9 inches
down, and scattered through the earth. [Later these
developed into large flies that have no relationship with
the bees* nests.]
The October days are very fine, and I visited my bees
every day. Sometimes all of the shafts were closed with
loose sand, and since there is always much foot traffic,
I am again unable to say whether the closing is due to
human feet or to those of the insects. I attempted to
dig one out, but it went down over tweJve inches, and
owing to the looseness of the ground I was unable to
follow the burrow any deeper. Moreover, I do dislike
digging under the scrutiny of curious . people, passing
visitors, and employes of the municipal council. •
The head-gardener is a good friend of mine, so that
when I am rewarded with a glimpse of a wild-bee's nest
i&8 R*ywent. The Sand-hopptr &M [ vJuciSv
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in the loose saud of his flower beds, I say, "Will you
please let me know when you wish to dig this bed. That
tiny black hole is the mouth of the shaft that leads to
the nursery of a wild-bee. I want to study it/' The
gardener plucks a near-by twig and thrusts it into the
ground to mark the nest.
My notes read: October, 9th day, and it is blowing
"great guns" from the north, and though it* is yet spring,
it is a dry devastating wind that turns all the Cape>-weed
heads to the south. Not a single honey-gatherer id to
be seen, and 1 am dismayed. It is a most uncomfortable
day. True, there is no dust such as is drenching the in-
land northern suburbs of Melbourne, but the Tea-tree
wrenches at the soil, and the flowers suffer intensely. The
water is calm inshore, as the breeze is off the land, but
out a mile or so there is a white-capped cross sea.
I said there is not a bee in sight, and the Sand-hoppers
have almost every entrance closed. Of course, the wind
could do that quite easily. I have a spade with me to-
day, also a strong knife and a length of white string.
I blow away a patch of loose sand, equalling the area of
a half-penny, and uncover a tiny black aperture* I then
pass down my thread as far as it will go, and find that
eight inches is all that I can plumb. You see, the soil
on the cliff"top is so friable that fine, tinned wire en-
counters but little resistance in the soft ground, so that
it will disappear in any direction, and when I attempt to
follow it down, why! I astonish myself by delving clean
away from the bee's shaft, finding nothing at all,
I. pass down the white string, which shows in dark
contrast to the dark soil. The next operation is to sink,
say> eighteen inches deep at the side of the shaft. I
then bring into play my knife, and carefully pare away
slice flfter slice of earth until I uncover my white* guid-
ing' thread. The removed material drops away, and dues
not bother me by falling in and obliterating the object
of my search-
Down I go, very carefully indeed, for as far as I can
discern, there is absolutely no lining to the shaft, which
drops away obliquely. I must be particularly dexterous,
or I may damage the ! I am at the bottom, where
the shaft turns, and terminates in a tiny chamber about
a quarter of an inch in length.
I There is no sign of any bee. The inside of the chamber
appears slightly darker than the surrounding earth, as
though it had received the very thinnest coating of some
liquid- that had dried just, a fraction harder than the
• .
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original ground. In the room is a solitary orange
coloured pudding, about as large as the head of a match,
or perhaps a little smaller. It is wonderfully smooth,
and has just a suspicion of shininess; it is very firm, and
seems to be softer on the outside. It is undoubtedly of
Cape-weed pollen, for that is the only plant at present in
bloom. Indeed, there is no other local plant that yields
similarly bright granules, if we except the "Plat-weed,"
Hypochaeris radicata, a dandelion-like flower that is at
its best in autumn.
I decided that the mouth of the shaft ted to the Sand-
hopper's nest because I detected a few Cape-weed gran*
ules that bad been scraped from her legs by obstructing
grass stalks, and that reminded one of how the sheets of
perforated metal—used by the commercial apiarists to
confine the queen to the brood-chamber of the hive
—
scrape off much of the Honey-bee's load as she struggles
through the zinc barrier. 1 have seen quite a heap of
the vari-coloured pellets of the precious meal lying about
the doorways of busy colonies, and I have always opposed
the use of "queen excluders," if only for the reason that
they caused a serious loss of food, to say nothing of th*
bees's time and energy.
However, being aware of that effect on the Honey-bee
has often helped me to discover the entrances to the Sand-
hopper's nests. Some one may take me to taak for my
choice of this name, so I will tell you how I came to
christen this bee.
When I found the first colony, the holes were spread
out over an area of about five square feet, and it was
interesting to watch these bees "flip" down, remain per-
fectly still for a moment, then "flip" again, when they
alighted a foot or so away. It seems that this bee does
not settle close to its shaft, but makes several attemptR
before being successful, so that a number are alighting
while others are taking wing; they appear to be hopping
instead of flying.
This is especially the case when they are well dusted
with golden polten. Should the bees have no granules.
they are more difficult to see, for they are as dark as the
grey of the soil ; moreover, they are small in stature, for
the length is about a quarter of an inch.
In the centre of a small, ovoid chamber is the pudding
of the Cape-weed pollen kneaded with honey. It is
beautifully round and smooth, and is without blemish,
like a polished lentil. In one nest I find a larva on its
cake. The baby bee is only ]-16th of an inch in length,
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and must be only a few hours old, for, even with a mag-
nifying' glass of 24x power r I can discern no mark on
the shining smoothness of the store.
How lucky! here I am holding in my hand the little
cave with its pudding and feeding larva, and what an
opportunity to study its development. You see, I want
to place thi^ in a" glass tube, darkened witfi a black photo-
graphic paper sleeve, so that I may determine the*time
taken to eat the store, the weaving of the cocoon, the
period of metamorphosis, and the season when the imago
emerges. Then thefre is the sex to he considered.
While I am preparing to carry out my plans, the
wind howls round to the south-west and down comes a
drenching shower. The tiny pudding rolls over in my
hand— ???. I say some hard things, for the soft larva
is crushed into a speck of moisture. The rain pour6
down, and I am soaked ; but I cannot leave the place with-
out filling in the excavations, for someone would be sure
to fall in, and perhaps break a limb. In any case, the
municipal authorities, who are not nature students, would
most assuredly prosecute me if they witnessed my dig-
ging, so 1 must stay and make things "ship-shape" again.
But I am cold and wet, also hungry, and predisposed
—
just a little—to bronchitis, so I hurry home as fast as I
am able while laden with a spade, specimen tubes, and
other impedimenta of the naturalist's game. I am no
sooner arrived than the rain ceases, and the sky is once
more clear and blue- That is the typical spring weather
of my coast line.
There is one point that prompts me to refer again to
Fabre's HaHcius, As you are all aware, his bees did
not close up the cell until the larvae had eaten the whole
of the store, and were about to undergo the metamorphic
change. Fabre thought that the cells were left open, so
that the mother might supplement the ration, which
seemed scanty when compared with the supply of other
wild-bees.
Of course, it might be so, for Api$ t the Honey-bee, con-
tinues the feeding of the larvae with auper-food for
several days before sealing the cells, and the maternal
solicitude of Halictus may equal that of the Apis.
The cell of the Australian Sand-hopper Bee is often
closed for several days, and she, too, may rival the large
French Halictus in her continued care for her family.
However*, many of these bees carry pollen during the
whole of October, and this seems anomalous, because I
find only one chamber at the bottom of the shkft, and the
total store only amounts to about three Honey-bee loads.
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The explanation may be that only a very few trips are
made during the day. in three hours I note only one
voyage by this beet then she spends an hour or two in
the cell. Unlike the "Black and Tans/'* this one is
seldom on "watch" duty, nor am 1 able to find two bees
using one tunnel. Each to its own is the rule with this
Halictus. Only rarely does she watch at the entrance;
ia not the grand-mother, and, in this respect, she departs
from the Frenchman's bees.
I repeat, I am utterly unable to obtain more than one
pudding in one shaft, but I doubt if the Sand-hopper
makes more than two shafts. However, up to the clos-
ing of the nests, I do not see any males, and although
there are unavoidable gaps in my observations, I feel
that the mothers I saw digging and provisioning nests
were a generation of females that are the progeny of a
fertile mother carried over the winter in a state of
hibernation.
1 know of only one large Sand-hopper Bee colony, and
it is so mixed up with that of another bee of very similar
form that I have to be extremely careful in my observa-
tions. However, by the end of October, all the "Sand-
hoppers" shafts are closed and buried beneath an ava-
lanche of loose fine sand.
But when November opens, another generation of
victorieltnss is digging for dear life, and I see both males
and females on the Veronicas, the latter gathering fair
loads of cream pollen. About the time the famous
"Cup" attracts its hundreds of thousands, these bees cele-
brate the day by many "marriages" which all take place in
the burrows.
mHutictU8 mtssembr-yantkeinit CklS, the life htatory of which in
(riven in a proposed book.
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1, The beautiful Jabrwrn of HaHcius intr.rmedia, Raym, t 2» Por-
tion of front leg, showing antenna brush and peg, Halietus inttr^
media, Raym. t 3, Portion of abdominal dorsnl plate* showing htrw
the colour-ed ehitin imping-es on the hyaline margin, f Halictut inter-
media, Raym, 4, Mandible of Iltdictus raymenti, Ckll. f 5.
Mandible of Halictus intermedia, Raynv t C The weak ating- and
palpi of Halictus raymenH, Ckll. f 7j The flexor muscle of tbe
mandible of HoBcfyA tarttoni, Ckll, t*
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KOTES FJROM THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
THE WHITE-STRIPED BAT, NYCTINOMUS MI$TKALl$
t
Gray.
An interesting series of the White-striped Bat was
recently forwarded., alive, to the National Museum by Mr.
James Hill, of Murtoa. They "formed part of a large
colony of nearly 30 individuals, which were found
clustered in a hole at the top of a large dead Eucalypt, at
Warracknabeal
Although widely distributed over the greater part of
the continent, and extending into New Guinea, the white-
striped bat has not been regarded as common in thitt
State. It Is one of the free-tailed bats, the long tail
projecting some distance beyond the margin of the
uropatagium, or leathery membrane. The head and body
are clothed with very fine, velvety, dark brown fur, the
colour varying to a reddish-brown, or, in some instances,
almost black.
This species, which is extremely rapid in flight, may be
readily distinguished by the presence of a pure white
stripe on the under-surface of each wing-membrane,
which extends on to the sides of the body, and, in some
instances, over the greater part of the abdomen, forming
a large, broad, white patch. The eara are large and are
practically joined together on their inner margins; and
the muzzle is broad and truncated with the upper lip con-
siderably wrinkled.
In confinement the; bats were very active in their move-
ments, walking quickly on the hind-feet and wrists, with
the body raised clear of the ground. While resting, they
hung suspended just as frequently from the fore as from*
the hind limbs; occasionally uttering the short sharp
squeak one so frequently bears from bats on the wing,
—
J. A, Kershaw, Curator.
THE SORRENTO ROUE: A FOSSIL INDEX TO STRATA
Probably one of the most interesting, and at the «ame titnc
voluminous, pieces of work ever undertaken in the Geological De-
partment of the Museum, has been the sampling, naming, and
description of the material from the bore-cores obtained in lMO
r
by the Victorian Geological Survey, at Sorrento.
It is seventeen years since this work of the minute scrutiny
of the richly fossilifeTous deposits from the boring1 was com-
menced. Within the last year or bo it was made possible to
finalise these results through scientific and clerical assistance from
the Mines Department. The work ia now fcO far advanced that .a
large portion of it has been sent to the press. The Victoria?.
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Mines Department will issue this report as one of the Geologi-
cal Survey Records.
Sorrento is situated on the downthrow side of the Cape Schanck
FauJtj and in consequence, at the locality we have a vast accumu-
lation of Quaternary and Tertiary deposits in regular sequence,
from the bottom beds—Balcornbian— to the surface—muds and
sand»dunea. So that a bor* taken on the spot is of inestimable
value in giving a complete section, in consecutive order, of the
maris, clays, and sands* with their accompanying faunas, which
were laid down during a period of three or four million yeaTs,'
The total depth of this bore was I,(#0 .feet, and was still in the
lower Tertiary strata, with no signs of having neared the base
of the series. It would he greatly to the interests- of science, and
slsu economic purposes, in regard to correlation of strata incident
to oil search, if this bore Could be continued.
Its the report there will be embodied a summary of results,
giving such conclusions that may be of use in throwing further
light on the cognate aubjects of the biology, geography, and lith-
ology of the Australian Tertiaries. To give some idea of the scope
ol* thin analytical work, I have determined, in round numbers.
about 10,000 specimens of the larger shells from the bore, while
such microscopic fOB&ils as the foraminifera and osttacoda, which
are all mounted on type slides, number about 6,000 specimens.
This collection of foisils, obtained from various depths in the
bore, comprises:—Foraminifera, Worms. Sea-urchins, Sea-mata,
Lamp-shells, Bivalves, "Univalve*, O&nacoda, and Pish remains.
They are all named and labelled, and arranged for future refer-
ence, at the Museum. '.
One of the outstanding features of this collection is the large
number of new species present, amounting tu 56, These1 are
described conjointly with Etfrgs Crespin, B.A., who., as an assistant
palaeontologist to the Geological Survey, is specially studying the
Tertiary faunae. Notes are also supplied for this report by Mr.
F. A, Cudmore, on some new species of fossil sea-urchins occur-
ring in the bore; while other F.N.C. members, namely, Messrs.
R. A. Keble and A. E. Rodda, have assisted, under the auspices of
the Mines Department, Mr. W J, Parr, also a member of the
Club, has f from time to time, conferred with me on knotty points
regarding the interesting little foraminifera.
One feels inclined, at the e.nd of a long-drawn out work, like the
present, piously to write, as did the Rev, F. O. Morris when he
finished his classic on British Moths,—"Laus Deo."—F. Chapman
A.L.S.
In the garden of Mr. A. E. Payne, of Toorak <Vic.K is a young
shrub, which is probably the only specimen of the kind in the
world. .It is n variegaterf form of the West Australian "Pepper-
mint." AgonU /?e»wora-. D.C. The &hrub i& a little over six feet
in height, having the typical drooping habit of the normal species.
The leaves are smaller and narrower, and the variegation is very
pronounced The centre of the leaf 15 a line of very pale green,
while the edges are broadly cream-white and. distinctly pink
tinted. The young growing tip* are a rich pink, as are also the
young stems. This is one of the most dainty forms of variegation
thai I have ever aeen,
\ The Head Gardener, Mr. J. Blackburn, tells me that the plant
originated' as a seed apurt, coming as a young variegated plant in
a box of seedling*—E- E, Pescott-
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BL'GONG MOTHS AND JAM.
Tim is rhe third year, tn succession, tti which i have observed
R Bugong moth, Ayv&ftiH fs/ttfftt, mucking yj.cn from a £'lass dish
on tbe dining table. Bq the first instance L did not see the j/teect
untiJ is had commenced feeding. ft wa« disturbed, after about
20 minute*, only by a sudden movement of some table ware near
to it.
On Che second occasion the moth was seen to fly in from the
dark garden. It then spent some minute or more flying about
the electric light, immediately above the table, in erratic flight
(apparently), *nd after a £pw dashes into remote parts of the room,
landed on the table cloth at a few inches from a shallow dish of
dark 3am. To reach the jam it had to aacend the outwardly
inclining1 Hide, and then descend the inward
.
slope, which it did
without hesitation, and at once unveiled its tongue and inserted
the tip. This moth remained during 15 minutes with only the
tongu* moving-, and then flew up to the light and noon disappeared.
The third moth flew into and about the room without approach-
ing the light* and then behaved as the others had done, excepting
that the first tongue insertion poerneii unsatisfactory, and the
insect changed its position twice before settling down to an 18
mmot^s' feast In all three cases, folk were moving about, table-
ware was befog removed from the vicinity; in the second case
without scaring the creatures; and in the third it was actually
touched and finally withdrawn with my linger and thumb, but dis-
appointment followed a watch* for its return to rhe unfinished meal.
The interesting point is that these night-flier? came front the
external darkness deUbcratelv to ft bright light, and were by no
means "dazxled,"—A.D.H.
PROTECTION FOR OPOSSUMS.
As the result of a .oag campaign in their favour, opossums, in
Victoria., are likely to enjoy full protection for a year at. leaxt, and
probably much longer. The Club has been most active in thi3
matter, and members must feel highly pleased that its effort* have
beeu 30 successful. Also they must be grateful to the Chief Secre-
tary, Mr. FrendergasL, for his humane decision against trapping,
ami the keen intert&t he has diowit in the preservation of native
fauna.
In future, ir is hoped, before an open eca&un ts declared for
an;/ species now protected, naturalists will be consulted by the
authorities- It is desirable that, air Advisory Committee should be-
constituted. Opossums arc not the only native animals that need
fuller protection. It is thought by many observers of wild life,
that for several years there should be no open season foe ducks
t
and th'at quails should be treated as useful birds., and given com-
plete protection. ' . '
The Victorian Naturalist
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FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held in
the Royal Society's Hail, Victoria-street, on Monday,
August. Stb, 1927. The President, Mr- E. E, Pescott,
occupied the chair, and about 100 members and visitors
were present.
CORRESPONDENCE.
From Queensland Naturalists5 Club, asking for supplies
of flowers for their Wild Flower Show to be held on 3rd
September.
From Australian Forest League, inviting the Club to
nominate representatives to attend a meeting of the
League on 10th August, for the purpose of arranging a
deputation to the Premier in order to urge the necessity
for increasing our forest reservations.
It was resolved that Messrs, A. E, Keep and H. B.
Williamson should represent the Club at the Australian
Forest League meeting on 10th August.
REPORT
Mr. F. G. A. Barnard reported on the excursion to
Heathmont on 30th July.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following were elected as ordinary members:
—
Miss Louise M. Witcombe, 4 Norman-avenue, Hawks-
burn,; Mr. Wm. Ingleby, Basil-street, Darling; Miss Rose
W, Winton, c/o Y.M.C.A.. 60 Russell-street. Melbourne;
Mr, and Mrs, W. Hanks, JO Holroyd-street, Coburg;
Miss Myrtle Morison, 16 Young-street, Ivanhoe; Mrs. J.
Ham, Pauley," Dornain-road, South Yarra; Miss Z-
McTaggart, Presbyterian Girls' Hostel, Gipps-street,
East Melbourne, and Mr. L. A. Thomas, Teachers' Col-
lege, Carlton ; and as country members :—Mr. J. L.
Robertson, B.A., Werribee South; and Rev. A. II. West-
ley, The Vicarage, St. Bartholomew's, Femtree Gully.
GKNEIUL. r)
The President announced that the recent Natural Ilia- JL^ .
tory Exhibition had been very successful, but it was too Wr
early to make a statement as to the financial results. He iJr/^
considered the thanks of the Club were specially due to *
Mr. J- A. Kershaw for the valuable help he had rendered . "1
at the Exhibition, both as regards the ornithological Wf"4*
exhibit, and in connection with other exhibits.
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Mr. F. Pitcher suggested that the press be thanked for
their assistance in advertising the Exhibition, and that
Miss J. Gnlbraith, of Tyers, also be thanked for for-
warding- plants fiv sale.
The thanks of the Club were extended to Miss H.
Gabriel for kindiy supplying refreshments to the workers
at the Exhibition.
The President drew attention to the gift of a type-
writer to the Club by Mr. V. H. Miller, for the use of
the Hon. Secretary. Mr. C. Daley, B.A., moved, and
Mr. J. W. Audas seconded, that a vote of thanks be ac-
corded Mr. Miller, which was carried unanimously with
acclamation.
The President announced that the September meeting
of the Club would be held in Queen's Hall, Collins-street,
when it was intended to hold a public meeting in con-
nection with the investigation of the tea-tree on the fore-
shores of Port Phillip Bay.
Mr. G. Coghill reported that a deputation had waited
on the Chief Secretary for the purpose of urging the
formation of an Advisory Council in connection with
matters pertaining to the preservation and propagation
of native fauna, and stated that they had met with a very
favourable reception.
Mr. H. B, Williamson read a description of two new
Grevilleas. Mr. PR. H. St. John moved, and Mr. P. Q.
A. Barnard seconded, that the species be accepted for
publication in the "Naturalist." Carried.
The President invited suggestions in regard to the
Wild Flower Show, to be held on 27th September next,
and stated that the usual Ladies5 Committee would be
formed at an early date.
The President drew attention to the circulars for dis-
tribution relating to the Congress of the Australasian
Association for the Advancement of Science at Hobart,
January, 2928.
LECTURE.
Mr. P. Chapman, A.L.S., delivered a lecture on "Fossil
Hunting at Home and Abroad." illustrated by a fine series
of lantern slides. The lecturer dealt with various locali-
ties noted for fossilised remains of different forms of life.
many of which wee depicted on the screen and explained.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr. F, Chapman, A.L.S., on behalf of National
Museum, illustrating lecture on Fossil Hunting:—Leaves
of Lomatia and Heditcarya, from Tertiary sandstone,
fjjfflj
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Narracan, Gippsiand. Cretaceous bivalves (Pseudavi-
cula), Maranoa River, Queensland. Fern (Thiymfddia)
in Triaaaic pipe-clay, Ipswich, Queensland. Leaves of
the seed-bearing fern-like plant, GlossopUHs, in permo-
carboniferous mudstone, Singleton, New South Wales.
Trunk of Lepidodendroa, associated with carboniferous
fishes, Mansfield, Victoria, Defence spine of a carboni-
ferous shark (Gyracanthides) , from Mansfield, Victoria.
"Tagoda Stone/* Ortkoeeras (a nautiloid), from the
Devonian limestone of Buchan, Gippsiand. A Univalve
(Trematonottis) , with a perforated band. From the
silurian Ol Cave Hill, Lilydaie, Silurian marine snails
(EuompkoIuK)
,
from the Cave Hill Quarry, Lilydale.
Straight-shelled Nautilus {OHhocerax) from the Silurian
mudstone of South Yarra- Slab of shale of Lower
Ordovician age, Lancefield, showing Graptolite.s (Logann-
graptm and PhyllograptiiR) and Pod-shrimps (Rhinop-
terocaris),
By Mr. H. B. Williamson, F.L.S.—Specimens of
G^evUl^a polyhnwtm, *p.n., G. ehrysophaea (F.v.M.),
sp.n. ? described by the exhibitor in hia paper.
By Mr. F. G. A. Barnard.—Flowering branch of
Acttcio. falciforviis. Maiden, formerly known avS A. pen-
iiinervia, Sieb., var. falciforiyiis, from South Warrandyte,
per favor of Mr. A, E. Opperman. Similar to an Acacia
growing at Rushworth, not recorded in the Census.
By Mr, H. W. Davey, F.E.S.—Sea-Mouse (Aphrodite
aculeata) i The S€a:Mouse has received its generic name
of Aphrodite on account of its beautiful iridescence, the
word Aphrodite being the Greek name for Goddess of
Beauty. The Sea-Mice are marine wox"ms known as
Polycbaeta of the Chaetopoda. The back of the Aphro-
dite has a grooved channel, and through the mass of hair-
like bristles, with which it is covered, the sea water is
filtered. During the passage of the water along this
groove,, the oxygen contained in the water is absorbed by
the sea-mouse, aftor which the water flows away down the
channel and thence through an opening under the tail.
From Portland.
By Mr. E. F. Peseott, F.L,S,—Cultivated specimens in
flower of Thryptomene calyci7W (Stapf) and Acacia
loncfifolia-
By Mr. D. J P&ton.—T>vo unusual forms of Ptera-
stylh nutans (Nodding Greenhood) , one with two perfect
flowers, the other w-ith an abnormal flower partially
double.
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By Miss Bolton,—Pearly Nautilus shell.
By Mr. H. P. Dickens.—Drawing of Corysanlkex
pruinosa (Helmet Orchid).
By M. C. J. Gabriel—-Various forms of marine rnol-
lusean opercula {in situ).
By Mr. C. H. Borch.—Thr<*^ Victorian species of Cup
Moth (Limacodidae) , with cocoons, from which insects
have emerged, and from which the moths derive'thcir
name; also one species from Darwin, N,T.
By Geological Survey of Victoria (per Mr. A. E.
Rodda).—Fossilised portion of body and right-hand claw
of crati from Longford,
By Mr. G. CoghilL—Cultivated specimen in flower of
Gremllea rosmarinifolia (Rosemary Grevillea).
By Or, R, Flecker.—X-ray photos., illustrating struc-
ture and functional organs of flora and fauna, etc..
POOD 0*' THF LVRE BIRD.
I have: frequently been asked, J'What is the principal food nf the
Lyre-bird?" What is it, they. so eagerly seek under the dead
1oavc&, bark, and accumulated debris, that they are continually
Htralchitig and turning over in the timber forests and gullies?
To give a definite answer to this question one wouid have to
examine the contents of the .crop of numerous Lyre-birds at dif-
ferent seasons of the year, As this ia impossible, since, fortun-
ately, these beautiful birds are strictly protected, one must examine
their feeding-grounds, turn ovgi carefully the loaves and debris,
as the birds themselves do, and make notes of the animal life
found.
Data has been obtained on numorous collecting trips to Sher-
urooke, Olinda, and to various parts of Gippsland. Fully SO per
rent, of the animal life found among the decaying vegetatjon.
under leaves, etc., consist of the terrestrial amphipod, Taliir\Ls; and
I think one would be safe in saying that these crustaceans form
the bulk of the food of Memtra. Tiditrns. is, I believe, the only
terrestrial amphipod found in Australia; and while T, syhwtivus,
r!aswe)L is found all over Australia and Tasmania, a second and
larger species, T. kcr&hawi Sayec^ is by far the most numerons
in. and I think indigenous to. Victoria.
Both species of TaHtridae occur together in many of our fern
gullies, and in forest country, and may readily be distinguished, not
only by their relative size, but especially by the shape of the
t'pimeral plate of the third segment of the metwsome. The aver-
age length of T. xytvatxcuA is 8 mm., a larsre specimen may mea-
sure 12 mm.; whilst the average length of T- kersKuwi is 11 ram-»
and may reach the length of 15 mm. In 7\ kershawi, the
epimera) plat* of the third s*gm«?nt Of the rnetasome has a trian-
gular downward projection, which distinguishes it from 7\
Rlrf/.lNi-tiCKil.
The TaHtridae of Victoria were fully described by the late
0. A. Sayee, *omf> twenty years affO.—J, Searle.
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NATURAL HISTORY SHOW.
Some years have passed since the last public display of
Natural History objects was made by members of the
Club. This was at the Town Hall, Melbourne.
It was considered, in order to give practical evidence
of the objects and activities of the Club, that the time
was ripe for such another exhibition. The Show was
held at the Independent Hall on Wednesday, 20th Jane.
The different sections represented had been allotted to
members of the Club specially interested in each depart-
ment of Natural History. The Show was opened by the
Hon. W. Prendergast, M.L.A., Chief Secretary. The
President of the Club, Mr. E. E. Pescott, in introducing
Mr. Prendergast, detailed the various directions in which
the Club had been actively engaged during the past year
in regard to the protection and preservation of the Aus-
tralian fauna and flora.
Mr. Prendergast, in opening the Show, expressed sym
pathy with the objects of the Club, and his desire la
aSslSt in their good work in any way that lay in hi*
power.
There was a varied show of exhibits, and a good attend-
ance of the public showed the interest taken in natural
history. Mr. C. Gabriel, in churge of Conchology, had a
very fine collection of shells on exhibition, including a
caae of "Thorny Oysters," Spondylus, from N. Austra-
lia and the Gulf of Carpentaria; an attractive case of
Pectens, Australian and exotic; another of "Harp" shells;
one of rare Victorian shells of various species, including
Fasciolatia australasica, Gatljff and Gabriel, also its
capsules, showing the tiny embryonic forms in situ, the
bunch of capsules containing several dozen, with five to
eight juveniles in each capsule
Of interest also were a series of the Common Cowry,
Cypraea angustata, Gessel,, showing growth and develop-
ment; bivalve shells bored by rtxdMae, also microscopic
slides of the borers; a large bunch of Siliquaria avMralia.
G. and G. f from Bass Strait, a genus frequently embedded
in sponges, and formerly regarded as an Annrtid. its
molluscous nature being" demonstrated by Andonin.
The ravages of the Teredo were shown in an exhibit of
several species of timber bored through by this destruc-
tive creature, of which five species from Victorian
waters were on view.
For purposes of comparison and instruction, the small-
est Victorian shell, OrlntesteUa haMvwi, GatlilT, about
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one-thirtieth of an inch in diameter, was shown in juxta-
position with the largest, Livonia mamilla, Gray, about
12 inches in diameter.
Although too early for a profuse display, such a3
springtime affords, there was a good show of winter
blooms in the botanical section, in charge of Mr. H« B.
Williamson, F.US. Mr. R.-L.- Brookes, B.A., of Hor-
sham, sent 25 speciea, including Thryptomene, Red
Heath, Blush Heath, and Desert Heath-Myrtle from Hor-
sham and the north of the Grampians. Mr, and Mrs.
Lougheed, of Diapur State School, also sent about 20
.species, among: which were Silky Hakca and Scaly
Humea. Mr. D. .?. Paton showed the Coast Beach-heath,
Common Correa. Myrtle Acacia, Yellow Hakea, and
Coast Batiksja, about 20 species collected at Boronia and
Beaumaris- Mr. F. S. Hart, M.A., sent a collection from
Rairasdale, in which White Correa, Showy Guinea-
flower, and Stalked Doubah were interesting features.
Mr. and Mrs. Rossiter, from Hedley, sent beautiful Hfcaih
and Correa, and growing Greenhood Orchids, moasen and
lichena.
An interesting and instructive exhibit of Mistletoes
on various hosts—Cootamundra Wattle, Tree Lucerne,
and Peach, the last from the Rev. Birch, of Echuca. was
staged by Mrs. Coleman, who has been studying these
pests.
In accordance with the Club's consistent policy to footer
the cultivation of Australian plants, a stall with plants
for sale was under the charge of Mr, and Mrs. F. Pitcher,
with helpers, to which Mrs, J. Galbraith, Traralgon, and
Mr. G Figgins, Red Hill, had sent an acceptable contri-
bution of young plants, which found a ready sale, the stall
receipts being £33/5/-.
Mr. Pitcher also exhibited fronds of 23 species of Ferns
gathered on a Club excursion to the Dandenongs in
March, among which was Aspidium glabella, forming a
new record for Victoria. Fine examples of the young
grey-coloured leaves of the Blue Gum, Eucalyptus
globulus, with mature leaves 18 inches in length, showed
the marked heterophylly of this species of Gum.
In the Department of Ornithology, under the experi-
enced direction of Mr. J. A, Kershaw, Director of the
National Museum, an admirable and representative dis-
play of native birds was made, which attracted much
observation and admiration. To this section the Bird
Observers' Club also contributed specimens.
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An «ticouraging feature of the Exhibition was a varied
and pleasing collection of Natural History objects fur-
nished by Ihe Juvenile Branch of the Club at Morning-
ton, which, under the enthusiastic direction of the Rev.
Geo, Cox, is making-, as the exhibit well showed, great
progress in the departments of Nature Study.
.
In the Geological Section, in charge of Mr- F. Chap-
man, A*L.S.> F,G.S., the space was occupied by fossils,
minerals, microscope sections, stereoscopic views of geo-
logical scenery, and lantern slides. By the interest
evinced in this section by visitors, it is evident that this
side of the field study, only needs popular treatment to
become more attractive- Minerals from Broken Hill,
Mount Lyell and Mount Morgan were exhibited by Mr. F.
A. Singleton, M.Sc, a rare Silurian air-breathing snail,
Hcrcynella, found on a Club's excursion at Kiilara by
Mr- A. C. Nilson ; rock slices under the microscope by Mr.
A. L. Scott; a glaciated stone from the Pernio Carboni-
ferous tit!, by Mr. A. 0. ThieJe; a stereoscope with views,
by Mr. W. K. Harvey; and a fairly large and interesting
series of foreign and Australian fossils from l.he National
Museum collection by Mr- F. Chapman, who was ably
assisted by Mr. A. A, C. Carter. The foreign fossils in-
cluded some of the interesting Jurassic king-crabs,
dragon-flies., lobsters, and fishes from the Solenhofen
stone (lithographic), of Bavaria, and a series of coal
measure plants from the English coal measures.
The Australian fossils comprised a well-preserved
fossil jelly-fish, and a sea-weed from the Silurian mud-
stone of Brunswick, Victoria; beautifully preserved fos-
sils on an old Cambrian sea-beach from the Orrl River,
and some of the Glossoptetw leaves from New South
Wales,
The exhibit of the Pre-historic Club,,under Mr. A. S-
Kenyon's direction, attracted much notice, being at once
diverse and comprehensive in character. Through the
kindness of Mr. -J. Kershaw., Curator of the National
Museum, a most exhaustive and interesting series of
ceremonial objects of the Australian aboriginal, and an
equally valuable series of Old World implements, utensils,
and ornaments of the Stone and Bronze Ages from the
Lake dwellings of Switzerland were on view. Mr. W. H.
Gill exhibited an extensive* series of lime spatulae from
New Guinea, a pair of Kurdaitcha shoes, and two death-
pointing bones from Central Australia. Mr. Gilbert Rigg
had a remarkable exhibit of stone bouchers or coups-de-
poing from the Thames Valley, also palaeolithic imple-
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menta with a relative set of Australian artefact*. Mr.
P. S. Anthony exhibited a series of boomerangs, and
other implements; Mr, F. Schafer, a collection of stone
axes and other implements found recently in the metro-
politan area; Dr, Wisehart, stone axes ; Mr. A. S. Kenyon,
a aeries of pygmy and other small chipped Australian
implements fcomparative gets of Maori; -Tasmanian, and
Australian crude stone scraper* and cutters, a series of
aboriginal stone axes from I inch to 10 inches in length,
and grooved tomahawks in various stages of manufac-
ture. "With grooved American axes for comparison; abori-
ginal basket plaiting and netting work, shell and other
ornaments, ehuringas and ceremonial objects.
The whoie exhibit served not only as an effective dis-
play of the products of the Old Stone Age man of Aus-
tralia, but was rendered also more instructive and in-
teresttnK by the comparative sets showing the activities
of OK*n of similar culture in other parU of the world.
The entomological section, under the direction of Mr.
F- E Wilson, was quil.e a feature of the exhibition,
twenty-six cases being contributed by twelve exhibitors.
Mr, C. Deane also showed pome excellent drawings of
Coleoptera; Mr. J. R Dixon two cases of Buprestidae, or
Jewel Beetles, containing handsome and rare species,
also one cane each of Cerambycidae and Amycterid
weevils; Mr. C. French three cases showing Australian
Galls, scale insects, and mounted larvae of British
Lepidoplera. Mr. Deane's dt*aw contained numerous
examples of interesting Tenehrionid beetles. Mr. A. S.
Robertson showed a fine case of butterflies, comprising
most of the Victorian representatives of the Satyrinae,
some Hesperidae or skippers, with some very fine
examples of the rare Ileteronympha cordace. Mr. C.
Borch's case of attractive swallow-tailed butterflies, and
hawk moths from Queensland was an object of deservedly
popular admiration. Mr. W. H. Davey tabled a case of
gorgeously-hued and quaintly-formed foreign Coleoptera,
also one showing the divisions of the order Arachnul^e,
A notable exhibit was that of Mr. J. Clark's two cases of
ants, showing the famed honey ante of Central Australia,
prized as a sweet morsel by the aborigines, also speci-
mens of the dreaded Driver Ante of South America.
There are Driver Ants in Australia, but, as Mr. Clark
showed, they are insignificant as compared with their
American brethren.
Mrs. Thorne kindly loaned two beautiful cases of moths.
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from the late L. B. Thome's collection ; one with speci-
mens of the delicately-hued Emperor Moths, the other
of the wood-boring moths, with some very handsome and
also very rare species. Mr. A. Burns exhibited a de-
lightful draw of Queensland butterflies in perfect condi-,
lion, comprising handsome species of the genus Euploea,
and interesting: varieties of H&potimnas bolma, also a
case of the Economic Insects of the Sugar-cane. Mr. R.
Blackwood- showed beetles of the family, Carabidae,
among them some fine species of the genus Notonyntm.
The National Museum, per Mr. J. Kershaw, exhibited two
cases of the quaint Pkasmidae, or Stick Insects, also two
fine cases of Hemipterd, the Cicadid&e of which were
particularly notable.
Mr. F, E. Wilson, F.E.S., tabled throe cases uf beetles,
comprising one each of Longicorns and Scarabidac :
mainly CeUmidue, and one of quaint forms, including
examples of Australian fire-flies.
In a side room, under Lhe experienced direction of Mr.
J. Scarlc, a fine and varied collection of interesting sub-
jects of Natural History, including Fond Life, were
exhibited under the microscopes, this sectiun always
securing a large share of eager public attention.
NATIVE TREES IN OUR PUBLIC PARKS
The miserable appeai~ance of the Gum trees in man; of our
Public Parks calls forth the pity of many passers-by. This, I
think, may arise Xrum two causes—the constant trampling over
the surrounding land, both by men and animals, hence its inability
to ab&orb the rain falling on it; and, secondly, the absence of native
birds; to act as; scavengers of the insects, breeding or livng on these
trees. That there is something in my first contention is nhnwn
by the fact that a very large Red Gum, Eucalyptus rostrate, in
the Victoria Park at Kew, one of the finest trees near Melbourne,
•was some two years ago showing; signs of withering. The Curator,
Mr. C; L- Plumridge, obtained permission to lay a special water
service pip? to it, and by breaking- up some of the surrounding
50M| and judiciously using the water, the tree seems to hav« taken
cm a new lease of life. Let us hope other gun*3 in our paries vriU
be treated as intelligently.—F G- A. Bajinard, Croydon, Vic.
NATIONAL MUSEUM LECTURES.
These lectures continue to be well supports and appreciated by
the public. Members might note that for this month the subjects
are—"Anls and Their Ways," by Mr. John CSark. F.L.S. Knfeomo-
logist. at the National Museum, on Saturday, ,10th September, at
3 p.rn., and Tropic Isles/* by Mr. Chas, BaTrett, C.M.Z-S-, on
Tuesday, 20th September, at 8 p.m.
Both subjects should be full of interest and instruction.
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:tTHE DOOMED TEA TREE." ;
By Edward E. Pescott, F.L.S., President,
Under the above heading, Mr, Donald Macdonaid, the
well-known naturalist, has on several occasions in the
"Argus, 1 * directed attention to the decadent, condition of
the Coastal Tea Tree, Leptospeivnum laevigat-Mn, F.M.,
aidftg the eastern .shores of Port Phillip Bay, particularly
within twenty IbjStti of Melbourne-
Mr. Macdonald remarked that no one seemed to care
that the Tea Tree was disappearing: he stated that the
work of regeneration was urgent; and that such a body
as the Field Naturalists'" Club of Victoria should under-
take an investigation into the cause of the decadence of
the Tea Tree.
The challenge was too impelling to be passed by, and
on behalf of the Club an investigation was immediately
proceeded with.
The sea-front from Brighton to Mornington was
marked off into several sections, each section being
allotted to two or more members of the Club., with instruc-
tions to work on definite and similar lines. A series of
eighteen questions and observations was prepared, and
each observer was asked to prepare his report on these
lines. The question list is as follows:
—
1. Prevalence or abundance of the Tea Tree.
2. Vigor of growth or otherwise.
3. Presence of insect attack.
4. Presence of fungal or bacterial attack. (Speci-
mens of 3 and 4 to be collected.
5. Effect or consequences of these attacks: note
whether young growth, old growth., or trunks
are affected,
6. Presence of any natural decay,
7. Soil conditions. Has the soil been interfered with
by digging, clearing, burying rubbish, raking up
leaves, general tidying of areas?
S. Any evidence of decadence from "old age."
9. Any evidence of damage due wilfully, either by
public, or by concerted action. Any unneces-
sary cutting down of areas.
10. Any place where Tea Tree is not growing at
all. Why?




12. Presence of native plants in association.
13. Presence of alien plants in association.
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14. What opportunities of renewing growth in old
or destroyed areas.
15. Any evidence of suffering by drought,
16. Presence of bird life.
17. Is the Tea Tree deteriorating where water is
abundant.
18. Any other or general remarks.
The enquiry and investigation aroused considerable
and widespread interest, so that many offers of help were
received. To those who helped in the invest) gation» and
also who generously drove the workers in their motor
cars, the Club tenders its best thanks.
Many letters have been received, referring not only to
the sections under investigation, but also to distant areas,
such as St. Leonards, Portsea. and Point Lonsdale, These
will be dealt with in the report. An interesting letter
was received from one of our foundation members, Mr.
C. French, Senr., who has known the foreshore, and the
Tea Tree for over seventy years. Mr. French refutes
statements that the Tea Tree is as abundant now as it
ever was He agrees that the Tea Tree is definitely
disappearing.
Several investigators entered upon the work with a
knowledge of the foreshores of over thirty years, so that
the observations were made with mature thought and
knowledge.
The results of the investigation have definitely proved
Mr. Macdonald's challenge, that the Tea Tree is decadent
—not only so, it is dying out, and being killed out very
rapidly.
The decadence of the Tea Tree is more noticeable in the
suburbs near to Melbourne : and as we go further towards
Mornington the quality and quantity increase quite
noticeably.
At Brighton, the foreshore is completely denuded of
the trees; between Hampton and Sandringham the trees
are only in fair abundance ; at Sandringham there is very
little; at Black Rock the reduction of the trees in recent
years is deplorable: between Edithyale and Carrum the
Tea Tree is only plentiful away from the coast. While
from Seaford to Frankston and Mornington, the reports
show that the trees are still present in abundance; and
from Mornington for several miles it is practically con-
tinuous. How long under the present management, will
this abundance prevail?
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Again, it is reported that at St, Leonards, the shelter ia
fast disappearing.
One noticeable, and., indeed, very serious feature is
the absence of young plants for miles. Thus -natural
regeneration has practically ceased. The trees at pre-
sent clothing the .shores and cliffs are all old specimens.
We have no knowledge, nor records, of Iheir age; but if
regeneration be not carried out, then the older trees
reaching the limit of their age will die, and that will be
the end of our Tea Tree.
At present, normal regeneration is prevented for
several reasons.
First: There is the traffic among the Tea Tree. This
is continuous: and so young seedling* never get a chance
to grow.
Second: Picnickers leave so much litter and rubbish
behind them. This ia cleared up and buried. Thus
young growth is killed.
Third; Alien weeds, such as Cape Weed, various im-
ported quick growing grasses, and others are crowding
out the native herbs. ' Orchids were common ten years
ago, now they are quite rare. The small leaved Clema-
tis was abundant; this has gone from many localities.
The quicker and stronger growth of foreign weeds have
smothered out alJ young plants.
Fourth; Voting seedlings generally grow at the out-
aide of the older plantations. Along the coast traffic
is common on both sides. Foot traffic destroys the young
plants, on the coastal side; while the roads occupy the
inner side. Then there is the factor of road dust, which
smothers out the young plants. Regeneration is common
in places away from the foreshore, where traffic and dust
are absent.
It must be here emphasised that destruction by visitors
and picnickers is exceedingly rife. Trees are ruthlessly
chopped and broken down, in many ways. There seems to
be very little respect for the groves. In one young arti-
ficial plantation, some picnickers had deliberately broken
and torn down some young plants in order that they
might have a secluded place to play cards, and drink beer,
leaving their debris and bottles behind them.
In several localities young plantations have been
established, clumps of young trees having been brought
from inland. In some cases these have been shockingly
neglected. In others, the young trees have grown well,
making as much as four or five feet of growth last year.
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More organised plantings are needed. Some investiga-
tors report that abundant regeneration follows a fire.
This is one method. The other method U transplanting
The investigation shows that drought is quite a negli-
gible factor in the decadence of the Tea Tree. It should
be remembered that the Tea Tree has survived far worse
droughts than the recent ones. Further, wherever the
young plants are growing, they have made several feet of
growth in the current season.
Disease is very abundant. Mr. French will report on
scales, gall insects, thrips, leaf miner, and other pests.
Birds are almost absent everywhere, as a result of popu-
lation and traffic. Thus the balance of nature is quite
upset, and the pests abound. These affect the older trees
considerably.
Still, young plants are also attacked, and yet they make
good advance in growth.
Tt is noteworthy that wherever the plants are cared for,
that Is, in private gardens or plantations, they thrive
exceptionally well.
Native plants- on association, such as Honeysuckles.
Sheoaks, Coastal Wattlns, Boohyalla, are all suffering
from destruction in Lhe same way. They are ruthlessly
cut down for firewood or other purposes; there are no
young plants; and the young growths are being torn
down for house decoration. One physiographical fea-
ture which was not the subject of our observation, but
which has an important bearing on the foreshore ques-
tion, is the subject of foreshore erosion, This was the
subject of a valuable report made by Mr. C. W Wilson
to the 1926 annual meeting of the Beaumaris Tramway
and Improvement League. Because of its great import-
ance, extracts are here given from this report.
"On the flat lands at Rickett's Point, T took measure-
ments four years aa;o, and to test what was happening I
found that the foreshore was 31 yards from the public
road: to-day it shows a loss of 12 feet." The sea here
has eaten well into the foreshore* and it is only a matter
of time when these lovely old honeysuckle trees will be
no more.
"Opposite Reserve Road, 22 feet of foreshore has been
washed away, as much as 10 feet disappearing in a winter
gale. Rickett's Point eight years ago was 195 feet fur-
ther out.
"From Rickett's Point eastward, the loss of foreshore
is from 10 to 15 feet.
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"Table Rock—serious erosion—8 yards within the last
eight years."
This is> Indeed, a serious condition, and while the
disappearing Tea Tree is a pressing factor, the dis-
appearing foreshore is indeed an urgent one as well.
Conclusion.
What> then, is the remedy? Are we to keep our Tea
Tree? The slogan of this Club will be WE WANT
THE TEA TREE.
The Tea Tree must be preserved. The remedy H
simple.
First: Where the trees are thin* or where there are
none at all, areas right along the coast should be re-
planted with young plants, which are readily available.
These plantations should be securely fenced with barbed
wire, and damage to these should be followed with severe
punishment. Where the present plantations or old trees
are thin and weak, these should be cleared out and planted
as above suggested.
Second: Traffic should be limited by fencing off some
areas. Picnicking, camping, and motor parking should
be limited to specially defined areas.
Third: The control should be vested in one central
body, which could manage the whole of the foreshore of
the seaside resorts. There are at present too many
bodies controlling the various areas. These bodies are
doing little or nothing for the preservation of the Tea
Tree. One corporate body, with no local interests, no
votes to seek, would form the best system of manage-
menl.
Associated with these, is the question of shore erosion,
which, as before stated, is a very urgent matter.
The investigators do not favour planting foreign trees.
This method, besides being costly, would take away the
distinctively Australian or coastal character of the fore-
shores. The Tea Tree can be regenerated; and it will
be the aim of this Club to work to that end. Our fore-
shores and beaches are the delight and pleasure of thou-
sands of visitors each year; and if the facts as above
stated were brought home to them, it is certain that the
damage would be far less than it has been.
We must ever regard the Tea Tree as an heritage to be
cared for earnestly to be protected jealously, and to be
handed down to future dwellers and generations as un-
impaired and as beautiful as we found it/
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THE HISTORY OF FLORA AUSTRALIFNSIS.
By CHAS. Dauby, B.A.> F.L.S.
(in.)
(Continued.)
It was on April 18th, 1862, that Bentham acknow-
ledged the safe receipt of the first box of specimens in
excellent order, and his intention to set regularly to
work. "Next month, 1 hope 1 shall have made progress
with the early orders, and be able to say more of the
valuable collection you entrust to my care, and which* for
my own satisfaction, I shall be anxious to return at the
earliest possible period. I desire to begin printing early
in autumn, but for that 1 must have the greater part
of the volume in MS, ; for, by the arrangement made with
the printer, he gives three sheets per week. ... I
should like this time to have the first volume of Flora
AustraUensis out not long after Xmas next.
On May 10th, 1862, he writes that the second
box of specimens has arrived, and that he has
done up to Oruciferae. "Your collection of Vic-
torian plants is most valuable, and I hope you
will receive all safe back, and your other Australian
specimens, a most material help, in addition to what is
to be seen here. I carefully avoid mixing them with
others, so that you may find yours intact. I agree with
you on most of your union of species, although perhaps
there are a few marked forms T may be induced to keep
up, not to go too much against the opinion of others,"
I^ater, May 24th, he writes:—I am puzzled with many
of the localities in your labels. I find the greater
number of them in the excellent atlas we have, but there
are several such as Sealers' Cove, Mt. La Perouse, etc.,
which are not there. I am also embarrassed sometimes
to know who the collectors are. , . . D.M, at first
puzzled me much, as you generally adopt the initials
SMC;; but, on comparing localities, I conclude it must be
yourself."
On July 14th he announces the despatch of the first
box received, and the safe arrival of one with Rutaceae
and Violaceae.
"By the time I can get yout answer to this, I hope the
volume wijl be far advanced, and would like to know—
(1) What adjunct you wish to put to your name in the
titJe? I suppose F.R.S., Government Botanist to the
Colony of Victoria—but anything else you wish.
(2) What I can say in a few words about those col-
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lectors wh6 have been supplying you with Australian
plants. r . - . and also give me some general
sketch of your peregrinations in various, parts of Aus-
tralia; for, although I cannot give the preliminary dis-
course till I come to the last volume (if 1 live long
enough). I must, with the first, give a short sketch of
what has been done in the Botany of Australia from its
first discovery, and" the Sources whence the materials of
the flora are derived"
On July 24th, from Kew, is an interesting letter in reply
to one from Mueller referring to the limit of species, and
the polios of identification:
—
"With regard to your views about species, you seem to have
taken ft wrong1 view of mine. I had a g-reat many years dur-
ing try continued observation of living plants in a great variety
of stations in almost every country in Europe, devoted much
attention to the subject, and had come more and more to the
conclusion that species had fixed limits, difficult as it is often
to find them, and that genera and orders were arbitrary, and
though I never wrote much on the subject, I collected a great
numbpT of fact? and explained my views somewhat generally
about genera in a memorandum tn one of the first volumes of
of the Journal of the Linncwi Society, and I believe in a review
of De Candolle's Geographie Botaniquc in the "Edinburgh
Review. 1 ' But I entered much more in detail into the question
of species in a paper read at the Lnmean Society in November,
186S, but of which circumstance* prevented the publication at
the time. Two and a half years later it was inserted in the
first volume of the "Natural History Review;" ; . * . It
was immediately after reading this paper that Darwin's remark-
able observations were first made known, and whatever may
be the opinions upon the speculative portions of the work, it is
very certain that the numerous facts he has observed must
cause naturalists to reconsider their previous opinions, and I
begin to think that my former views of the fixity of spe-nea
must be in some measure modified, or at least exceptions
admitted But, however that, may be, if species are fixed, the
evidence of what is a species, and what is a race is never post-
two—always rnoyc- or less circumstantial (whatever Is not
positive is not specific), and therefore "differently appreciated
ty' different minds; and there is no hope of establishing the
limits of species so as to admit of no dispute even on the part
of the most experienced, the most acute, and the most right-
judging botanists, without even taking" into account that all
men tend to attach undue importance to evidences discovered by
themselves over that which others have,'*
Tn regard to the financial assistance towards the pro-
duction of the Flora, Victoria, New South Wales,
Queensland and South Australia nad responded favour-
ably.
Prom, Church Stretton, on August 25th, 1862, Bentham
refers to the position !
—
"Many thanks for the transmission of the £100 for the first
volume to the Victorian agent for me. I have written fco
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enquire Ma name and* address, and shall immediately euwmunS-
eate with him on the aubject. The Governments of Queensland.
New South Wales and South Australia have each promised
£50 per volume, which makes up the £250 required. Western
Australia declined, but will, J hope, take some copies of the
work, as al&o will* I trust, Tasmania. I consider that Victoria
wi.l b- 1 entitled, without further payment, to at least 20 copies,
and those Governments which contributed £50 to 10 copies each
—making altogether 60 copies, and 1 should be very glad if
• f could get 50 more subscribed for by the Governments, as my
arrangements with tho publisher will require that- 100 rxipies
should be taken at the full price. This I can do out of the
£250, but I hope* after the liberal example set by Victoria, 1
shall have a few more copies taken by the Governments. With
regard tn the progress of the work, after my return to town
the first days of October,. I stud] be able to proceed steadily
without interruption, and I calculate that, soon after Xmas, J
shall be able to begin printing; for your own Flora of Victoria,
backed by youi own specimens, render the labour comparatively
light. It would therefore be very important for me, if you
conid let me see, as early as possible, all the new specimens of
Tkalaraiflorue? etc. You have described in the last number
of your Frafftnenia, your new Anojiaceoe, for instance. 1 am
in doubt whether they are or are not distinct from some of
those I have from Cunningham, MacGHlivray, etc, perhaps m a
different State, bv which all doubts may at once be cleared up by
a glance at the specimens.
''Mr TTeward has most liberally, on hearing the work I was
preparing, presented to Kew, Cunningham's own set of his
plants. I have from Soudan an almost complete set of FreU>&,
and I hope before. the volume goes to press, to make a short
trip to Paris to see a few of LeschenauLfs and Baudin's plants
dflsur>hed by de Candolle, so that there will be very few Aus-
tralian species, of which T have not seen authentic specimens.
Brown's are particularly valuable, as showing vegetation at a
time when there were very few introduced plants, even at Port
Jackson, ... - 1 do hope you vrill go on as steadily as
possible with your important plants of Victoria, which saves
me an immense, deal of labour.1 '
He also notifies 'that he is sending Mueller; the first
volume of his Genera Plantarum, just published, and will
also send his photograph.
In the month of October, he writes, "I am very glad
"to hear that you are pursuing the publication of your
Plants of Victoria, as I am anxious that you should
always precede me in order that full justice should be
done to your labours, and yet I have at my age no time
to put off if I have any hope of bringing my work to a
conclusion."
You caution me continually against publishing as
synonyms catalogue names unaccompanied by diagnosis,
and I shall avoid it, except where they have got within
reach cif Germans, who, receiving specimens with the
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names in vendor's herbariums, or referred to in the
Linnean, Arc sure to tako them up as "species negiectae,"
if not disposed of in some way.
In a letter from London ou October 26th, 1862. he
deprecates Mueller's uneasiness about boxes sent from
Australia. "Boxes do not get lost in London, but it
often .takes some.time before, they are cleared."
"With regard to the unity of species, t quite agree with you
on the necessity of reducing the large number of bad species
published oi Australian plants: but, as to Axing definitely the
limits of anyone, I thing it hopeless. f have studied species
living, wild, and in cultivation*-—and dry since ISlO. For the
first two or three years 1 was always detecting- new species a la
Friday; then observing the small species in a Jiving tft&tfi at
differences of latitude of about 1$ degrees first opened my eyes
a« to the variability of species. The next thirty years gra-
dually convinced me of the possibility of fixing1 positive limits
if taken comprehensively enough, but the last eight or ten
years have very much shaken the conviction, and the jjreat
number of facts brought to lt*rbt by the Darwinian controversy
necessitates the ivcon&uieratiori of a great many points which
I had thought settled. We must, therefore, be particularly
cautious in uniting as species forms which have that degree
of apparent permanency which will justify the majority of
botanists in maintaining them distinct."
On December 22nd, 1862, he mentions being employed
on Rut&tme—"Have done Zieria, Boronia* Eriostemon,
Correa, and Phebalium, all of which appear to me to be
natural as well as definitely characterised, and too gener-
ally kept up by botanists of eminence to be lightly inter-
fered with."
At the beginning of 1863 Bentham viaited Paris m
order to verify a few species of plants not otherwise
available. He had forwarded to Mueller a proof of the
title-page for his approval before setting-up the first
volume of the Flora, and advises that he will send ctear
proofs of the text by each mail. He had finished
Rutaceae and Malvaceae,
In a letter nn February 12th, 1863, he states a reason^
able objection to accounts of new Australian plants being
sent to outside societies for publication, instead of being
made easily available for the Flora:
—
"You mention "haviriK sent your account orf Gregory's plants
to the Edinburgh Society for publication. I am sorry for this.
The consequence will be they will appear perhaps a twelve
months hence, and, at any rate, long after the publication of my
first volume, which I think scarcely lair.
"It appears to me that while I am publishing the Flora,
professedly with your assistance, all new plants you have to
publish should either be inserted in your Fragmmta* or other
A*orks yoti publish yourself, and o£ which you send bo Sir
im.] UAMJY, Tha History of Flora, Awtraliensvs iSl
William Hooker early copies that I can make use of—or the
specimens sent to me fco publish if you prefer it
r as 1 always
make -a point of retaining your names when not ptfe-occupied.
j It is only by following one of these courses that yon prevent
useless additions to an already overloaded synonymy."
Ob March 19th
r
"On account of the separate grants
from the different colonies, I have thought it best to
distinguish prominently the stations belonging to each
colony, in order that each may &ee at once what belongs
to their own flora, I have taken the boundaries of
Queensland as given in our most recent map to incJude
Cape York, and from there south in a straight line, and
1 have called Northern Australia all tropical Australia
west of that line, including the north-west coast."
From Wilton Place, on April 25th, he advises that he
is ^sending additional proof sheets of the Flora, and all
remaining plants described in the first volume, and
acknowledges receipt of supplementary Thaiayiiiflor^ae
and Legttminosaae from Victoria.
Concerning the differences of botanists in regard to
the limits of genera and species, Bentham states:
—
"When I differ in opinion from you I state both opinions,
adopting yours when 1 have doubts as to my own; adhering
to mine when I am more convinced I am right; but always it
will be for future botanists to decide for one or the other. I
have had too much experience to fenl perfect confidence even
wheit I have had the fullest conviction at the time. . . . .
"You a^ain urge me nut to publtnh as synonyms names unac-
companied by diagnoses. 1 have already said that I do not take
up mere manuscript names,—but where names have been
printed and published, if they are not mentioned in a work fikS
this, it will always be supposed that I had not seen thum, and
German botanists- at least will enumerate them a« sp«eies not
"satis t?otae." I see no way of avoidng this, but by Kneel
caution in not giving names to specimens unjea* they have oeen
HufSciently investigated to be tolerably safe from error. Names
- onoo launched by a botanist of your known experience and
knowledge of Australian plants, are adopted, and enter into
systems and computations, and must, in some ro&tuier, be dis-
posed of."
The whole of Volume I. is in the printer's hands.
Bontham again states his strong objection to Mueller
naming plants after him. His sensible comment on this
point of scientific etiquette is, "1 Tnust beg you not to
name species after me. I have so often expressed my
opinion that, unless in very exceptional cases, species
ought to be named after no ether person than those who
collected or discovered them, and it would be awkward
to have plants named after me in a work T am inditing.fr
Tt wag about this time that Dr. Mueller seriously
thought of makinj? a visit to England, an intention which.
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through some reason, probably pressure of work, was not
carried out On June 24th, 1863, .Rent-ham alludes to
this :
—
"I am disappointed at having to defer the pleasure of
making your personal acquaintance, but on the other
hand I must admit that you will be usefully employed in
continuing your - great work on the Victorian Flora."
Mueller had purchased for £10 some copies of the Genera
Plantarwm to be sent to some of his friends, and had
suggested that a specially bound copy should be sent to
the Prince Consort, who had since died.
Bentham writes, "it was all very well while the Prince
lived, as he took an interest in science; now there is no
one about the Court who cares at all for such subjects.
The book would be quite wasted—not unlikely become
somebody's perquisite, and 1 certainly should not care to
join in any such useless present"
He mentions the receipt of £50 each from New South
Wales and South Australia, that from Queensland to
follow, the arrangement being that for every £50 sub-
scribed, 15 copies of the Flora were to be sent to each
contributing Government Thus each of the three men-
tioned got 15 copies, and Victoria 30 copies.
He gives much detail in regard to the Order
Le&uminoseae, the despatch and the receipt of plants,
and writes the characteristic personal note F "Pray do not
address me as Mr. President Bentham, for that is not
the custom in this country, however it may be in Ger-
many,"
From London, October 12th, 1863, he acknowledges
the receipt of Acacias, Jacksonia, GastroIobiuntR, etc. Tn
regard to some of the returned plants suffering from
damp when received in Australia, he states that they
were quite dry when sent, and were "always kept in the
room where 1 work, in which there is a fire all day, five
days in the week during autumn, winter, and spring.
. . . . I 3ha!l go over your remarks and corrections
with my flora, of which I have an interleaved copy for
the purpose. To what you say of illogical adoption of
genera such as Phe-botHum, upon a character which is
not considered generic, 1 shall give consideration,"
Bentham finds the Luguniin-oseae difficult, concerning
which he writes, "Tt is very seldom that the pod alone
will [\k the genus of a' leguminous plant"
He hopes to publish the second volume of the Flora by
March, 1.864. The first volume had been well received,
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and it is of interest in view of the relations between





My Dear Professor Oliver,—
I feel that I owe to you, as the botanical editor of **Natural
Ristorj Review." my cordial acknowledgment for the graceful
and generous manner in which you alluded to my co-operation
with 3tr. Bentham in Ms publishing the Australian flora. Not
only are your kind sentiments gratifying to my feelings, but.
they may tend also to mitigate the disadvantage which has
unavoidably arisen to myself by the publication of the work
in London.
Speaking in frankness to you on this occasion, I see no reason
,
to withhold from you the fact that my relation to Bentham's
work has generally left here the impression on the public mind
that 1 was unqualified to deal with such a t^sk myself, 3rtd not-
withstanding some favorable remarks by Mr. Bentham himself
in the preface, others rather uncautiounly written are rather
strengthening- the opinion.
You can T my dear sir, readily understand that as an officer
of the Australian Government, under whose general range of*
duty, issue of a work on the plants of this great land naturally
ought to come, it cannot be otherwise than painful to me, when
I see, in reference to the publication, sneers passed on me, or
unsatisfactory allusion* made to it in the public press.
Though, when Mr. Bentham resolved to write the universal
Australian Flora, I could at once be& the disadvantages and
losses which would arise out ef any arrangement J could enter
into, T sacrificed my novate ferliugs for what I considered a
service rendered to science, and in this regard you have done
me the fullest justice.
Yet, though I shall always know (how) to distinguish between
my private feelings and my public duties, it will ever remain a
source of the deepest regret, that the brilliant talents of Mr.
Bcntham were not rather occupied in the elucidation of the
botanical treasures of tropical Africa or some other region
botaniealiy unknown, and for the investigation of which the
Kcw collection would have afforded more ample material than
that such a talent should be ^wasted in the edition of an Aus-
tralian Flora; I venture to say, almost wasted, because in the
course of time I could not have failed to carry out the mo*t of
the same detailed work now emanating from Bentham. Whilst
I feel convinced that as Australian field work experience- ss
required to recognise the limits of species, I fear also that very
many of Mr. Benthara's newly established species will not stand
the field test-
It is also riuht to be assumed that tn our yet limited and
struggling communities here, scarcely anyone's leisure allows
him to pnt*r closely into the study of natural history as a means
of employing spare hours, and that therefore the issue of a
work lik*> the Australian Flora might have been very well de-
ferred for some years.
Yuu will see this verified in the return of the sale {?> in
Australia of such a magnificent work as Professor Harvey'»
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Pkytolcgia, though that also refers to Australia exclusively,
and is a real ornament of botanical literature.
Moreover, lite delay of Lhe publication of an Australian flora
ior a few years would have been highly advantageous, as now
*lr*ady the materia] for the first volume has become iargely
supplemented, and until more is sent by my friends in N.W,
Australia and by a special collector 1 have in Lhe neid in
N. Eastern Australia, orje will have a very imperfect know-
ledge of what actually the flora of Australia produces. My
plan, so long cherinhed, wan thin—to work up critically th«
olanU of Victoria, and along with them, and as otherwise
occasion might: ari&e, also moreor less the extra-Victorian plants.
This would have given me the material for final re-arrangement
in one universal work on the plants of Australia, and for its
completion, I could at least have devoted two "summers and one
winter in Europe for the revision of collections there.
Meanwhile, my material for critical comparison would have
vastly increased. I have now, for instance, a set of Geetze's
botanical relics, one of the largest sets of Preissian plants, alao
many of Sieber's, and within the next week I shall pos^efw, from
another source, one of the largest of Drummond's collections-
Cunningham's and Brown's plants, although years ago more or
less obscure to me, because they were so. briefly described, 1 can
now generally interpret with comparative ease, since I have HOW
most of the plants (in regions where they were collected) repre-
sented in my herbarium. My library has, moreover, after a
heavy personal outlay, extended so fai that it means hut little
exertion to render it complete in the literature of Australian
plants.
Of the present extent of our collections you are abln to form
an independent judgment. To me ft appears that what I have
collected, and caused to be collected, is more extensive than the
content* of British collections of Australian plants, if what
was furnished towards them by myself is excluded. The effect
of the existing: arrangement has been greatly to disturb my plan
of life, to bend much my spirit to proceed on my path, and to
render rne much lea* buoyant to work as I otherwise might have
done-
Having spent the best years of youthful vigour, enormous
exertions, and almost a fortune on a plan which now. to a cer-
tain extent, had been frustrated, I hope you will make some
allowance for the feelings I expressed to you, though what T
said was not intended to wound the sentiments of anyone
Your regardful.
FERD. MUELT.RR.
This frank letter to Oliver throws a sidelight upon the
existing' arrangement, revealing how keenly Mueller1 felt,
having to give up the preparation of the Australian flora.
and how great a sacrifice he made in doing so. His ex-
planation as to the plana he had formed for working out
this flora in Australia auggests the reasonable doubt
whether their surrender was really necessary or war-
ranted.
Meanwhile^ the work was in progress. In March,
1864. Bentham received from Australia the Myrtaccous
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plants, with a farther consignment in May, and aiso
Victoria's subsidy of £100 towards the second volume.
He writes, "I am almost overwhelmed with the Acacias
. . . . examining and describing."
Concerning the famous botanist, Robert Brown, he
affirms, "No one botanist, however eminent, lias been
found to be so uniformly accurate in every one of his
works, great and small, except only that appendix by
Kiett, the only thing he ever wrote in a hurry, and with
perhaps a little animus which it is useless to allude
farther to. He forgot his usual caution before publish-
ing." On August 23rd he is hoping to send the second
volume by next mail. Actually the copies were sent in
October. The third volume will comprise Myrtaceae
Compositeae, and intermediate small families.
Concerning the support accorded to the work by the
Australian Governments, he writes, uIt would have been
more satisfactory if some of the other governments had
been as liberal as yours, for there is more labour than
1 had reckoned upon in working up above 1,100 species
(for the last volume 1,500).
"1 fixed my own terms, and will go through the work
if I am spared in health and strength sufficient for the
purpose."
In regard to the receipt of a photo, of Mueller he writes,
"It is a credit to Victorian art."
He is at work on the Leguwmwseae, and has nearly
finished Podalyriae, in which he has reduced the number
of his own species.
For the second volume beginning in January or Feb-
ruary he solicits the materials at the earliest convenience
He mentions having'200 covers of Allan Oanninghame's
specimens, and that Brown's collection is the most re-
markable of the whole. He would have sent a copy of
his anniversary address, "but I thought you were on
your way to Europe."
On November 19, 1863, he asks, *'Could not you send
any paper for the Linnean Society? Any of your obser-
vations on the comparative vegetation of the different
descriptions of country in Australia, the forest land, the
scrub, the sandy desert, etc., would be very valuable,"
Towards the end of the year, 1864, there occurs some
friction on account of letters written by Mueller to Dr.
Hooker and to Bentham, evidently under the sense of
personal grievance or pique entertained by the writer.
These disturb the previous harmony in some degree, and
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provoke from Dr. Hooker a sharp rebuke contained in
the letter appended hereunder. Bentham, whose tem-
perament was unruffled and opposed to dissension, took
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The causes of Mueller** hasty letter seem to have been
a combination of annoying circumstances, the sum total
of which produced the exasperation of mind which
Mueller reflected hi his letters. Thu# there was & mis-
take regarding payment of freight on casesf & disagree-
ment in views on the delimitation of species and on
specific names, also a difference of opinion regarding the
wisdom of issuing supplements and addenda lo the work
in progress, mid finally a sense of umbrage at Sir William
Hooker sending a consignment of Cork Oaks to Australia
without communicating" with Mueller in his official
capacity.
Dr. Hooker, after thanking the author for a volume on
the botany of the Chatham Islands, writes from Kew, oo
December 2nd, 1864 :
—
''I an* much concerned to find from the tone of your letter to
me, from the absence of any to my father, and from your angry
IfltltiS to Mr Bentharn., that you are much incensed with all
parties here.
To begin, then, with myself, I Had nothing to do with send-
ing Cork Qaks to Australia, though had the. duty fallen to Irt9 t
I should assuredly have acted as Sir Wm. Hooker did in that
matter, acting, as he did, under orders; and, after all, seeing
that you have, on the one hand, hundreds of Cork Oaks in the
gardens; and on the other that you are yourself the active head
of the AccKmitisation Society, I cannot understand in what
manner you are officially or personally offended, or have reason
to blame my father through me, a course which is painful to me,
and wanting in official courtesy to him who abounds in friendly
feeling* to you, and has never felt or shown any other.
In the matter nf th* cases being sent, unpaid, to you, I am
wholly or chiefly to blame The accident is due to the change
of curators, a. change of which I have informed you, and which,
considering its magnitude and importance, and the revolution
it causes in internal organisation, must .be held to make allow-
ance for accident- I had myself wholly forgotten which way
was paid (out
-or home) When our new curator asked Kit,
I said, *'Find out how it was before, and do as before." An it
is, you cannot suppose that it was ever intended by us to do
you ivronjr or injustice as the tone of your letter implies. At
any rate, we might have expected the courtesy of being- asked
how it happened-
Again, you allude with acrimony to our wealth, and pecuniary
matters compared with your establishment, wherein, T think,
you err. Yon have no idea how sharply every shilling, every
half-penny we spend is criticised, and especially on amouNtr;
and charges for carriage, etc Knowing, a=> the Audit Office
does, that in respect of most foreign countries we have to pay
both wuyx of necessity, it insists <^n qmy not doing it, and,
if possible, to avoid it.
The comparative wealth of a public office does not depend
upon its expenditure, but on thr account • required to be kept
of that evpenditu^e, and my account for ours is scrutinized by
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the Board of Works and the Audit Officer, and the Treasury,
and we have letters of enquiry.
We are ajlnwed »o margin at all. I doubt if this is the case
with you. Our correspondence in the matter of exchange with
you has a1w=*y» been behind what 1 should have liked and
wished; but, in the first place, our late Curator. Mr. Smith*
was a very old man, nearly blind and quite unequal to the heavy-
duties of his part; and. secondly, my father 35 quite disheartened
at the coat of the transport of cases'of live plants, and the
<fi$m*Hy bad condition they arrive in both out and home.
, ,
. . Pray do not be annoyed at what I say, and pray
remombcv that we are absolutely overwhelmed with work in
the Gardens, Museums, and Herbarium, and that being the
Referee on all manner of subjects for the Treasury, Admiralty,
Board of Works, Indian Office, Board of Trade, and innumer-
able private bodies. Gardens, and institutions all over the world,
we are hard put to get along with our correspondence imperially.
Then, too, we are exposed to incessant collisions with our
brother botanists, which is a very wholesome, though not always
agreeable discipline to which you are not exposed.
Lastly, let tne beseech you to remember that Mr. Bentham ia
a peculiarly aensStive person, who shrinks exceedingly from
unpleasant norrespondenee; he has never yet had any unplea-
santness with any botanists, British or foreign, and is a gentle-
man of unbounded liberality of sentiment, delicacy of feeling,
and great judgnwnt. Bom, as he was, a gentleman, of privat©
weans, and givtug his whole time and means to science for no
pecuniary reward, and regardless of praise or worldly flattery,
hi* position is the mopt highly-respected of any Botanist in
Europe, because the most independent and most unselfish. Such
a person must fee! the* tone of your letter, most deeply grieving.
Believe me., my dear Pr. Mueller,
Most sincerely your
J. P. HOOKER.
(To he continued. )
SAGACITY ON THE PART OF A GUM-TRRE.
The previous owner of the property where I am now living, in
urder t« gyt rid <it tb*. native vegetation—rushes, sedges, lepto-
'permam, etc. -grnwing on the ground, skimmed of; two or three
inches of soil with the plants, and piled it in heaps in various
places. One heap he made close to a Eucalyptus sapling, probably
a Swamp Gum, £, rfpattt, having a stem of five or six inches in
diameter. This heap contained about a couple of cubic yards
i»f well-rotted material In the autumn t decided to utilise it
as top-dressing for a grass-plot- When removing the soil, I found
that the tree had sent out long roots into the heap of Soil, one
of theao being fully ten inches above the original surface of the
land- The .principal root was over three feet long, and had a
diameter ol quite half an inch, No doubt the tire learned by
sumo means that the heap of soil was of good nutritive value,
hence- it*; desire to make, the most of it How long the heap had
been in position, I cannot say, hut probably at least two years.
Thin seems to me a remarkable case of sagacity. One would not
exppct a vigorously growing tree to send out roots above the level
of the ground in which it grew. Query—Would heaping soil about
a tree be an additional means of inducing it to grow?—F. G. A.
BaRNABD. Croydon, Vic
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GENUS GREVILLEA.
By H. B. Williamson, F.L.S.
Grevillea polybkactea, sp. now
Frutex 50-150 cm. altus, ranrulls pubescentibus. follis
subsessilibus lanceolatis obtusis brevissime mucronatia
margine recurvatis supra glabris ve! minute scabris infra
appresso-pilosis, racemis sessilibus dense multifloris
(18-34 fl.), rachi toroentosa 7-10 mm. longit, braeteis
ovatis ciliatis deciduis 5-7 mm. longis quaque binos flores
subtendente. perianthio circiter 1cm. longo extus dense
coccineo-villoso intus praeter quattuor albos cirros
glabro, toro fere recto, glandula hypogyna prominente
1.5 mm, ionga apice dentata, ovario longe villoso, stylo
villoso 1 cm. longo, stigmate laterati.
Victoria: Mt. Granya, C Walter, Oct., 1891. Corr-
yong, E. W. Curtis, Oct., 1917. Granya Gap, Tallan-
gatta, H.B.W., Oct, 1925. N.S.W.; Dubbo, Sources of
Macquarie River, Corran, 1382.
The leaves of this shrub are lanceolate, from 2 to 3
inches long, and are scarcely to be distinguished from
those of G. floribuwja, R.Br. Instead of the loose raceme
of that plant, which sometimes attains a length of t£
inches, with from 8 to 12 flowers, it has a rachis reduced
to about i inch, on which are crowded often as many as
25, and sometimes even more than 30 tlowers on pedicels
about { inch long. It is remarkable also in having its
flower buds enclosed in scale-like hairy bracts, one to
every pair of flowers. As the buds develop, these bracts
grow so that they conceal a cone-like mass of young
flowers, and when all the outer bracts have fallen, some
of the inner ones may often be found retained among the
closely packed flowers. It has been noted that in all
specimens of G. fioribimda examined by the author, the
perianth segments are connate for about 2 mm. at the
base, so that even when the fruit has well developed, the
perianth is not forced off, but remains surrounding. the
fruit, while in this plant, of which no well developed fruit
has been seen, the segments are at an early stage free to
the base. They are also more nearly equal in breadth,
atraighter and narrower, while the investiture, including
the white internal tufts, is much looser and longer. The
ovary, style and stigma are much alike in both plants, but
in 6\ floribunda the hypogynal gland is broad, short and
truncate, while in this species it is narrow, twice as long,
and somewhat dentate at the apex. The large, crimson
1*0 Wtlliamson, Cimtrihittum to G*nu# BtyvSftty [vfi^^Sy
bunches of flowers make it a showy shrub, well worthy of
cultivation.
Grevillea chrysophaea (F.v.M.), nometi nudum in
First. Gen. Rep. 17 G. floribunda, R.Br., ex parte.
Frutex 1-2 m* altus. ramulis pubescentlbus, foliis
*ubsessilibus ovati.s vel oblongis obtusis minute mucrona-
tis 1.5-3 em. longis circiter I cm. latis supra glafarift infra
tomentusis, ttoribus 3-7 in racerno brevi recurvato 1 cm,
{ongo, pediceiiis 4 mm- longis, Iobis superioribus
perianthii 1-1.6 cm. Jongis inferioribus 7 mm. longis
usque ad basin liberis extus dense rufo-ve? luteo-
tomentosis intus fere glabris praeter parvum cirrum
infra medium, fcoro fere recto, stylo 1.5-1.7 cm. longo
tandem fere recto, glandula lat& non promincnte, ovario
\rJlIoso stigmate laterali vix umbonato.
Victoria : "Avon, McAllister and Latrobc Rivers,
StejgJitz, Station Teak, F. Mueller. Geelong, Dallachy.M
Fl. Auat. V. 440.
This plant differs from G. ftoribtmda* R.Br., in having
shorter and broader leaves, with veins of the upper side
less prominent, in the colour of the flowers which is more
often yellow than red, in the fe\v*flowered racemes, and
in the general character of the perianth segments. In
G. floribuTida the racemes are often nearly 1£ inches in
length, with as many as 15 flowers, and the style is only
about {£ inch in length, scarcely exceeding the perianth,
and does not straighten out as the long style of our plant
does. The diversity in size of the two pairs of the
perianth-segments is much greater than in G. floributuUi,
and the segments are quite free, and are soon pushed
off by the expanding fruit, while in floribunda they are
connate at the base, as the advanced state of the flowers
with well developed fruit shows. The position of the
interior hair-tufts is different, being further from the
base in floribwidu* The stigma also is more prominent
(umbonate), in floribunda than in this, plant. The plant
shows more affinity with G. alpina, Lindl., in general
character of habit, leafage and inflorescence, resembling
a large-leaved form of that plant, but alpina has leaves
scabrous hairy on the upper Ride, a perianth not densely
hairy outside, more umbonate stigma, and a very pro-
mincnt hypogynal gland.
No N.S.W. specimens have been examined, and it is
probable that it flogs not occur there. So far it has not
heen recorded outside the limits of Gippsland, except in
the Brisbane Ranges.
Sept.
1927. Williamson, Contribution to Genus GreviUea UX
Var. canescens, var. nova*
Ramulis foliis juvenibus raeemisque caneseentibus.
This is a form which has its young growth quite white
with a fine woolly tomentura.
Sperm Whale Head. F.Barton, jr. Oct., 1926.
f f
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•A. Grevillca chrysaphaea. E. Gr polykractea. C. G. floribunda.
D, Unopened inflorescence of G. polybra ctea. E. Ovary of G.
filpina } showing g'&nd- (4). 1- (in each) inside view of a pair
of lateral perianth segments. 2. Style,, side view. 3. Style*
front view- 4. Hypogynai gland. All x 2.
NOTES ON THE FAMILY.
The Genus GrevUlea belongs to the Family (Nat, Order,
obs.) Proteaceae, which was founded on the Genus
Protea, Protea mellifera, of Linnaeus (South African
Honey flower) , being the type. It was so-called from the
Greek god Proteus who is credited with being known in
so many different shapes. The name is not inapt, for
few families in the vegetable kingdom show a greater
diversity of form of flowers and foliage. Outside Au$-
tralia and New Zealand (two species), the family is re-
presented in the Indian Archipelago, Tropical Asia,
Japan and S. America. tn Australia the most familiar
genera are Banksbx, Hakva, Persoonm, Telopea and Gre-
vUlea. Of about 30 genera, JO are represented in Vic-
Hi WTU.UMSQN, Cimlrihntkm to Genun GrevUkal^^ 3S&
toria. The family is placed by botanists among the
plants whose perianth (floral envelope), shows a low




caceae, Proteaceae, and after these Santa^aotraf
Loranthaceae, etc., finishing with plants having a more
highly developed perianth, Goodeniaceae and Com-
PuSTTaE. Casuarinas and the next two families have a
small, bract-like perianth. Then comes Protkaceae* in
which the perianth is simple, petatoid and deciduous, with
four segments and anthers sessile near the ends of the
segments. Banjcsia is named after Sir Joseph Banks,
Nakea after Baron Hake (Hanover), and Grevillea after
the Rt. Hon. Charles Greville, of Paddington, a patron
of Horticulture.
With the exception of three or four species which are
found in New Caledonia, the genus GrevUlea is confined
to Australia, 156 species were enumerated hy Bent-ham in
his Flora Aust., and 20 of these are found in Victoria.
The number had now been brought up to 203, tf the
two species in this contribution are included, Tt is
interesting* to mote that of these, 165 are endemic in one
State, 27 are confined to two States, five fcp three States,
five to four States, and one to five States. Of the 165
above, 113 are endemic in West Australia, four in South
Australia, four in Victoria, 24 in New South Wales, six
in Queensland, and 14 in Northern Territory, Tas-
mania has only one Grevillea (G, auntralis, R.Br.) t which
also occurs in N.S.W. and Victoria, Of the 47 species
added, only 10 are from States outside West Australia.
Of the 20 species recorded for Victoria in Bentharn's
Flora, three (brevifolio,, ericifolia, and divaricata) have
been reduced to varieties, and jloribunda has been
dropped, so that as four species have been added, ramosh-
sima (a New South Wales species) . Willia7n.$oiiii,
ckrysophaea and palybrrtctea-. the number remains at 20.
As may be expected, such a large genus is much in need
of revision, and the author's short study of all available
specimens, by the courtesy of the officers of the National
Herbarium, indicates that the botanists of the last cen-
tury left many species in doubt. The wonder is that
so many species are incontrovertible. When one turns
over the dried specimens, one cannot fail to realise some
of the beauty of these interesting plants, and to regret
that in our gardens so few of the glorious masses of
bloom of Australian Grevilleas are to be seen.
5*87
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NOTES ON SOME BIRDS AT POKT ALBERT.
By D. Dickison.
While on a brief visit to Port Albert last Easter (April
15th-18th), 1 devoted much time in observing* the habits
of some of the aquatic birds which existed there in large
numbers. The locality, with its extensive mud flats, is
suitably adapted for members of the Charadriidae
family (waders), and when the tide recedes a Jarge
stretch of marsh land is made available as feeding
grounds for these birds. Numerous mudbanks are scat-
tered throughout the whole of the bay, and with the fall
of the tide large flocks of birds, particularly Black Swans,
congregate on these banks to feed upon minute sea life
that has been left stranded by the falling tide. Black
Swans (Ckenopsis atratn). These birds numbered
many thousands, and generally remained in the vicinity
of the mudbanks, seldom approaching the shore at all
Just on sunset large numbers used to take flight to .seek
fresh water at some of the inland lagoons. it was
apparent that they fed mostly during the morning and
late afternoon, and rested for a few hours about mid-day.
Dottrels. Only two siKvies inhabited the shores, but
both were plentiful in numbers. The double-banded
Dottrel ( Charadriua bicinctus ) congregated in sro al I
flocks), and when followed would travel for over four
hundred yards along the water's edge before taking flight
over the water, and returning to their favored strip of
beach. These birds had already donned their winter
plumage, at which time the conspicuous band on the
lower chest becomes very indistinct. The other species
was the Red-Capped Dottrel i,Ch<irad,Tius ruficapilhts) t a
much smaller bird t but often associating with the former.
It is a pretty little form, with pure white underneath and
a red cap, and seems to prefer to use its legs as means of
avoiding danger more than its wings.
Australian Curlew (Numenius cyanopus). Nearly
every mudbank was inhabited by a few of these wary
birds, but seemingly the majority had already left on
their flight to Asia, where, no doubt, the remaining birds
would soon be wending their way. There is a great
similarity in the flight of the Curlew with that of the
Brown Hawk. Both birds usually fly low and direct;
the beat and shape of the wings while in flight art* alike,
but with the Curlew its flight is faster.
The Sharp-tailed Sandpiper (Erolia acuminata) was
another Northern bird that was ready for its long flight.
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Only one flock of between 20 and 30 birds was seen, and
fcheae were constantly on the wing. An interesting' thing
concerning these birds is their wonderful powers of
manoeuvring whilst in flight. They rise from the ground
almost mechanically, fly rapidly through the air? turning
sharply at short distances, but keeping close together all
the time, and- when settling every bird, appears to land
simultaneously.
Pied Oystercatcher (Ilavmato'pux nxtralegM)-—These
lovers of lonely shores were noted in small parties In
aome of the inlets. Unfortunately, they were not numer-
ous, and like most ^hore birds, were extremely shy. Once
disturbed, they would fly a considerable distance before
settling again. Both here and on Phillip Island the
Black Oystercatcher was absent.
.
It is apparent that
this bird is either becoming rare, or is restricted to small
isolated parts along the Victorian coast.
Several fine specimens of Pacific Gulls (Gabiamis paci-
fiens) were in evidence around the wharf near the town-
ship. Mostly they were in immature plumage, but
occasionally a full plum&ged bird marie its appearance. It
is not until they reach four years of age that the young
birds lose their brown mottled plumage, and gain the
beautiful blue and white dress. As the number of brown
plumaged birds exceed those in adult attire by five or six
to one, it is evident that the life of a gull is not a long one.
This bird is a voracious feeder, ever eager to pick up
morsels left by fishing parties, and at times it even tries
to rob Silver Gulls of food from their bills.
The Silver Gull ([Lams novae-hoUandwn) is also a very
common bird in that part. Owing to the pugnacious
habits of the Pacific species this bird is often attacked
whenever it ventures too near its larger congener- Tbcy
obtain their food largely from the backyards of the
houses in the town, as on a few occasions as many W
twenty birds were seen fighting for scraps in fowlyards.
THR DRAGON LIZARDS.
Some time ago it will be remembered that an aviator on his
flight to Australia mentioned seeing en rnittc the strange Dragon
Lizard peculiar to an island in the East Indies.
An expedition was st-nt out to the island, Komodo, by the Ameri-
can Museum, and several specimens were obtained, and a most
v interesting motion-picture of the grotesque creatures in their
.haunts waa. secured, and Is. now being- shown to Illustrate a lector*
on ."The Dragon Lizards of Komodo," the receipts from which are
reserved for an Experimental Research Fund .
.,
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FIELD NATURALISTS 1 CLUB OF VICTORIA.
s The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held in
the Queen's Hall, 181 Collins-street, on Monday, Sep-
tember' 12th, 1927. The President, Mr. E. E. Pcscott<
occupied the chair, and about 70 members and visitors
Were present. - '*
DECEASED MEMBERS.
,
The President referred to the death of Mh E. *K;
Hammett, an old hiember, of the Club, and that of Misa
Keartland, sister of the late Mr,
(
G. A. Heartland/ also
a member,, and requested those present to stand as, a
mark of respect. ft. was resolved that letters of con-\
dolence be • written to. the relatives of the deceased
members. : •
CORRESPONDENCE.
• Prom Mr. W, ' Stawcll, regarding destruction of the
Tea-tree and Banksias near Rickett's Point, beyond
Sandrlngham;
Prom Victorian Railways, advising particular? of
-ft
special tour of inspection to Yallourn on September
22nd
t
and inviting applications for booking. '_ £"'
From Field Naturalists' Section of the Royal Society
of South Australia, asking for wild flowers for the Show
to be held on September 23rd and 24th.
Messrs. J. W. Audas and A. E. Keep undertook to




Reports of excursions were given as follow;—Wattle
Glen, Mr. L. L. Hodgson; Greensborough, Mr. A.' J.
Tadgell; South Warrandyte, Mr. F. G. A. Barnard; Fish
Hatcheries (Studley Park) , Mr. L. L. Hodgson.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following were elected as ordinary members:
—
Miss Alice Slape, 14 Vincent-street, Malvern; Mr- R. D.
Elliott Toorak-road, Toorak; Mr. S. R, Mitchell, Glen
Iris-road, South Camberwell; Miss Reta Mnrrelt, 35
Royal-parade* Parkville; and Mrs-. A L. Lawes. 17 Lans-
downe-street, East Melbourne; and as country members:
Miss -Ada Beal, "Llandu," Lome; Mr. Ernest. M.
Homann, Technical School. Wonthaggi ; Mr. R. F. Lush,
14$ Vivid S'tihiralwW Club- Prwetdinys [ *$• j^f|
44Oakwood," C&mperdown; and Mr. Robert nail,
CM.Z.S. Orchard Close, Waimea-avenue, Hobart.
GENERAL.
It was decided that a letter be written to Mr. Chas,
French, Senior, congratulating him on the attainment of
his 88th .birthday,
. .
The Secretary was requested to convey to Mr. F.
Chapman, A.L.S., F.R.M.S.
r
the congratulations of Club
members on his appointment to an important, position in
the Federal Government service,
Mr. A. S. Kenyon referred to the necessity of a uni-
form method of control of the aborigines, and submitted
the following motion:—"That this Ciub write to. the
Royal Commission on Commonwealth Constitution, urg-
ing that it consider the question of bringing the control
of the Australian aborigines under the Commonwealth of
Australia/' This motion was seconded by Mr. C. Daley,
B.A., F.L.S.* and supported by Messrs. A. E. Keep and
A. L. Scott, Mr, Lance Le Souef spoke of the difficulties
surrounding the question. The motion, on being put
to the meeting, was carried unanimously.
Dr. H," Flecker referred to the recent report of the
shooting of a whale, on the Victorian coast. He con-
sidered that action should be taken to ensure the pro-
tection of these animals, which were becoming scarce.
It was decided to refer the matter to the committee for
consideration.
The President drew attention to the samples of the
new Club badge adopted by the Committee, which were
available for inspection.
TEA-TREE INVESTIGATION.
The President, in referring to the report on the Tea-
tree investigation, stated that this had been based on the
reports of the several parties engaged on the various sec-
tions of the foreshore, and stressed the importance of
approaching £he Government with a view to restorative
measures being taken before the growth finally dis-
appeared.
Rev. W. C. Tippett, Mr. A. S. Kenyon, and Mr. Chas,
Barrett also spoke on various aspects of the question.
Mr. L. L. Hodgson submitted the following motion:
—
"That the Committee, of this Club be empowered to take
the necessary- action to approach the Government in
regard to. the control of the foreshore being vested in






A scries of lantern slides, showing the Tea-trco in
^various stages of.;grow.th -'rand 1 'decayswas' display.*^, in
•addition to.a^election fof coloured views depicting'orchids
'mnd-native [flowers.
EXHIBITS.
<£yvMr.rC. Jr'Gabtfel.^lJ'Flovvernig specimens* CfYom
^Grampians) of *£ttroma"pinnata, LSm*, tforonia?pilosa,
Lahjll.v Bauera sessilift&ra, Fivl^i^Tky^yptoineme^caly-
*<nha
t ~Sisipf. , Grevittea *6ledides> Sieb. , 'Pultenea *$ub-
talpina.-F.vM. ; (2)Marine 'shells—-AfacrocMllista' erycinv,,




sL^son (C. America) ;(3) Land shells
from 'Gr&mpiiir>$/Cklbritis'V46torim, 'Cox.% Mr. C. *H. Borch,—Four species of Victorian
Geometridae *(loopers), ''familiarly* known as ^Silver
Wattle Moths, showing also larvae of one -of them
"(Thalain<i pvpictllirim) .
By Mr. ~T\ 'Kerr (Echuca).—Specimens of Acacia
'ticinacea (Gold-dust 'Acacia ) f Lordnthus quandong
(Grey Mistletoe), and Ezocarpus spartea (Broom Bal-
lart) from Echuca.
."By "Miss Currie (Lardner);—Specimens of native
•'flowera'from Lardrier, Gippsiand.
By -Mr. C. French, rJunr—Case of insects—species
-that attack Tea-tree, -etc.
By 'Mr. "H. .McCoIh—Spceitncns of -cultivated ••native
flowers—Three ^ardenbergiasr Grevilleri ^rosdMarini-
folia^Eriostemon myoporoides, and Eufjmift SmitkiL
By >Mr. L. L. 'Hodgson.— (1) i Cultivated specimens 'of
^Acacia^leprosa {(Leper Acacia), A. vpromirtens- (Golden-
rain *Wattle), vA\ \wectubilis. ^Ilardenbergio. 'mowopkylla
:(-Piu'.plc iCoral \Pea), Mict&niyrtus ciliatus (Fringed
IHeath-nlyrtle ) , Grevillea rosmnarinifolia (itosema^y
^Grevillea) . iGrevillea Tat>pleTtiftilia/iir\<\ \ ChoHzema illicit
ifolia. {(2) Photographs of 1White-browed Babbler
>(-Poynaio$toyiius r temporalis) »anfl neat/ exhibited'on behalf
v
of *.Mr. Alex. DJSolby, of Quaritong. (S) Wire nestvof
•Magpie, Exhibited fon ^behalf .^f =Mr. rjames Hill, of
!Murtba.
By ©r, -H. ^Fleckor.-^Speicimens of To"bemite -Und
AUtnriite frotrt Mt. Tsunter, blinders .Rang«/-.Soath -Aus-
tralia '^(copper and calcium 'urarihlril ^phosphates')^ rterjr ,
*rre£h in -radium, :for which thgy :are mined. .
X 148 >tJackson„ Amtrali^n .Land 'Shells [^^x£iv
AUSTRALIAN LA-ND.SHBLLS. , . ;,




u Many., of the Australian = snails have shells of great
bkauty, and are deeply, interesting. But few kinds "are
common; and most people are familiar only with, the
alien garden" snail, Helix, axper&a, which was introduced,
.accidentally, by Quoy and Gaimard. The eggs were in
the soil of pot plants which Jthe two French naturalists






t.Our land -shells,, especially the smaller forms,, are.-not
fourid- without much patienthuntingr " .Mare.tlmn thirty
years of. field work has enabled me to collect thousands
;,of>- specimens,s including a large number new* to 1 science.
The smaller the- shell, therarer and* more 'interesting -is
,the species K !• seldom make- a trip -into the forests,
..scrubs,. or .iungles, "Avithout finding some stnall, undcs-





In Australia we have several hundred species of land
shells, ranging from the tiny. Helix microcosms, to the
;large and beau tSful .Panda falconari, a -shell nearly ^as
large as ra,man!& closed fist.. - The shclLof the latter
species varies 5h size, in different localities, and at dif-
ferent altitudes. The higher the elevation the smaller
"the* shell. On ^Macpherson Range, in south-eastern





'in the dense jungles, shells of Panda falconari just one-
third the size of sheila of the same species collected on
Uhe'Tweed "River,. some twelve miles further south, and
-at* an elevation of about 300'. feet or 400 feet.
At'high eleV^tioha^inparticuTarriobserved that blow-
flies, Calliphdr&l sp,, play great havoc with* land sTiells, by
depositing their eggs on larvae in.^the small. 'openings
through which the snail breathes, :The larvae quickly
make their way /down into* the body *of the snail, -arid
-devour its kidnej^s. .''This, of- course, causes the snail
-to become a "cripple" ; it* loses completely the power. dS
'travelling tft m6ving -about, and -remains in a v half-dead
-state for many days:* ' When it dies, the body is eaten
;by 'many fly "larv^. Hence the number of dead""and
empty 'shells found in the^jungles, and possessing rather
perfect and unbleached surfaces. I have mot with,, and
^examined, many land .molluscs, of numerous species, in
fl';.dymgfcconditiofi. -^.The parasitising, of- land*molluscs
*by/blo^ies'Wf*^a^so;noted:byrthe.;late;Sir Arthur *Shipi$y.
in England. -^The best iirne tOfhunt.for.land.'shellBW'a
few -^veeks 'after rain has" fallen, and/the 'ground '.gerier^'*
ally has had a chance* to" became dry -again.1 fifOne ,£caiv*
then*find and hunt in the spots remaining damp^to which-'
the 'snails,have retreated. Hunting during wet weather*'
is J not-nearly £d satisfactory, a* all parts1 ofythe 'locality 1*
ai-e 'damp, and you cannot discover a* proper "camp" for- 1
molluscs* Search for' shells uncter'b&rk at the base ;of'
trees; under decayed wood, beneath stones, Jogs, masses
of .dead, leaves, etc. Many, species' live' on thte trunks,
and; the foliage of . trees, such snails- as the beautiful*
Helix *maegillivrayit and also numerous very, tiny species.
Bush fires and the great advance of agricultural settle-
ment are- responsible * for the extermination of some*'
species. '
We possess many beautiful and remarkable forms.
Panda Whitei, I discovered in the dense jungles west -of
Mackay, North.Qqeensland^jn September, 1908; and 'had •
it named, by the late Dr. Charles Hedley, F.L.S., in com-
pliment, to my fjtend, the late. Mr... jftenry.Luke White,;.'.
of j^elltrees, Scone, N.$_-W., who .did so. much to advance*
our Ifnawiedge of the ornithology of Australia, r . T .
* The 5Bower-birds . <of ' Australia.* use dead landf shells,
in' the ' "decoration- of their play-grounds, ' The"
Great 7 * Bower-bird, Chlamydera mtchalis, uses large
qrta.ntitie.s-of-shclls.- -I have* counted as many'as 100
In- one-pkiy-ground, on the Athcrton tableland, 'North -
Queensland. Through" -carefully' examining ' the' -play-*
grounds of the various species of Bower-birds/ 1 have '
been assisted iin discovering new species.of land 'shells.
In the bowers -small ^piece&jyl shelj were' noted at timea,''
and-I .hunted the-locality,cuntil. I .found -the Ijving^and •
perfect shells. ThisJ has ^happened* - frequently.' > Such-1
wa3>thecase
r
" ifor* example; with thevbeautiful'^and^ delin-
eate Danda White&r -'*• " ' - t * r <: % *^r.- - h
^Land^iollufics ; are nocturnal, and ' I have ' collected
'
many" as fcthey moved about Jate at -night, in the Queens-
,
landjungles. . Traps, potato peelings, etc., can be placed
for.them at likely spots. ' T*have found numbers in the





- « - *
*%ive" shells should. be .boiled -for & -few-moments*^ and
the .animals immediately picked out. carefully with a
strong bent pin. Never dry them in or near 'the &un;
place them on atowelrand-dry in a*room-m 'the- shades;
this prevents the 'bright* and 'glb^y-ihterior. portion^of !
tlie shell from becoming white and dull. - LMvS 'cleanedE
15£, H^^^-AuUtalian.Land^h^t [v?fxi55vV
many^thousands*, and* have* collected thenvtimevery^States
in .the, Common wealth/ including? islands* off* our/coast...
Caire
-shoulct.bc; exercised^ in. removing the- animal: from
'
thc^shell after,, boilings." Dirty, and untidyr specimens






- Accompanying^this/ article; i^a^photograph-itakei^ by
\ix?y$elf7&h?wing> the /'.feeding ground" of;the 'Kookaburra;.
D$G.elu:9i{f(i8;~ihe G^ty1^ivd^Aeltcroedu6Jviridi8 t iAnd- the t
Noisy-' Pitta^oi;>Dragooain .Bird,-. Pitta strepkam.;. in*, thai
Hoep
(
,Pinef t Ar,auc,aria,,cimnmgh(iw;ii p , scrubs. at Goola-
bunia, near. KIngaroy,.. Queensland/,, d,ur.ing
:;
June^l908..,
The great heap of land" shells, Helix ctinningha7m
t^
had.\
all been broken by many birds of the species mentioned
on-thc-much-worn* atone .shown* on the> left- side oftthe
illustration:- The fcttcfc^portion of each 1 shell* was broken?>
inordfcV
:
t6^1IO.w-.the bird-to extract the snailr The shells^
of.the&e»rnbUuscs>are large; and'rather flat, and measure'
more 1 thaa^iw) inches across.- Iri'thi94ocaJity-stoneware?
very *=• scarce,, consequently the- birds are-compelled; to~
carry the shells =- long distances » to- the-1 "anvil—stone* in"
order- to,break,them., At one stone, I counted more,than
2,000 of these, targe shells scattered about,, numerous.* old -,
oh^s>.and many, that had quite recently been.br,oken. k
If found, j^live? shells- on., the grounds, chiefly?: underr
masses of leaves^and. loose
;
bark—the b&r&falla from-the:s
l|Qop-.Pinesr.when-dead, and gathers in -heaps atrtheibase^
of,,the trees,..
When,\with;Mr;, A. i\ Ba&set-Hull, I .visited theislands*
invPort Stephens;- N;S:W/f. during* January/. 1910? £UVn?*
ber6toffNankeen<NJglU.'H~erons,iAfyc£^
wer^ib^eeditig.in^thei: trees;,on .Snapper Island ; and'oiHt
the-Tp1umage:ofimany;of these birds- 1 discovered jliving.av
tiny species of land shell, Achalencll'a- ~ jack%QnGn$i&L*
• (named after, Port Jackson) , This illustrates- how-.$mal)
specie? of mollusc?, may be.rcarried.long, distances,,.from M
onb. inland.* to another, [ byt birds;
Just;prioi\to our, arrival, some r.uthless.plunderei*S'had ;
been on the islands, and shot.hundreds of rthese beautiful.;
birds, for the saketof obtaining, the .small white feathers
that '.spring, from the back of the;head;
Recently^ at Millgrove^ near- Warburton, in avfew,
hours'; hunt; ,ltcaMeoted*eighfc,specieS'of. landTshcUs-; sornc-
largevvandnsoine-veryr-small;, Lyre-*ird9>muat..<levour2>
axgjr$at; number of snails. daily:r;
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VISIT TO NATIONAL MUSEUM.
Meeting at the National Museum on July 16, for a
visit to the Fossil Galleries, the party of about 20
members was first taken lo view the new group of the
Giraffes and the Olcapi in the main hall, in order better
to appreciate the curious fossil forms of the Giraffidae
exhibited upstairs. There it was seen, by specimens
and diagrams, that the fossil genera, found in the Siwalik
Hills of India, and in the Islands off Greece, although so
distinct in general form, have in common the character
of a split canine tooth.
Attention was mainly directed to the larger exhibits,
those in the wall cases being selected for detailed demon-
stration. Amongst these were seen the well preserved
foreign fossil plants, as the giant horsetails (Catamites)
,
the later palaeozoic conifers, and the beautifully pre-
served leaves of such European plants us the Poplar, the
Kirch, the Lime and the Beech, all dating back nearly
three million years.
Amongst the fossil shells we saw the large pearly
Nautilus from Sheppey, presented by our fellow member,
Mr. Cudmore, the gigantic turreted shell, Ccritkium.
from the Eocene of the Paris Basin, and the fine array
of the Ammonites, some of which stilt ohow the delicate
horny rostrum or hood. Scanning the fine series of
fossil fishes, their chief evolutionary lines were traced, +
and it was seen that several of the existing groups, a* ?*"
the sharks and the lung-fishes, commenced their career
many aeons ago. i
Of the Fish-lizards, the Museum possesses probably the h
most complete collection in the southern hemisphere, and
these afforded many points of discussion, as to their
mode of life and their rapid evolution during a com-
paratively restricted geological time-range.
The evolution of the Elephants forms a fascinating sub-
ject, and by means of diagrams and the fine models of the
Fayum specimens prepared by Dr. Andrews, it was seen
that their evidence for progressive development was
nearly complete. Their tooth structure was also en^
larged upon, the modifications of which had resulted from
changes in their environment.
The main features of the Australian collection of fos-
sils were explained, and attention was drawn to the fine
series of Oiprototlon remains in the wall cases. In these
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cases we especially noticed the gigantic ammonite forma
that are found in Northern Queensland, as well as some
other interesting cephalopods from the Tertiary beds of
Mornington and Eastern Gippsland. Here were 9een
the giant Cowrie, the great Volutes, fossil sea-utchin$,
.sea-mat3 ( and other interesting Terti&ry fossils, from the
Murray River cliffs and Balcombe Bay; and also much
older, palaeozoic fossils, such as the skeleton-like Grapto-
Utes which once floated along with the seaweed that
drifted with the currents over the inky waters of tbt>
Ordnviciau seas.
In the table-cas?^ many choice specimens were noted,
as the delicate little erinoid (Helicocrinuu) that was dis-
covered in the Brunswick brick-pit in 1902. In the
Jurassic series we saw the wonderful fossii ferns and
cycads, many of them identical with those of the Jurassic
beds of Yorkshire. It was intended also to examine
some of the unexhibited fossils in the palaeontologies!
office, but the time proving all to short, this was reserved
for a future visit,—F,C.
EXCURSION TO GREENSBOROUCH,
Twenty-one persons formed the party on August 27th* Starting
in an easterly direction, we crossed the railway by the bridge
over the Plenty, and examined the river's shallows and surround-
ings. The bird men were soon following calls, and several oT
the party examined the physical features of the rocky banks. The
Tree-Violet was found in abundant bloom: Myopo-mm m$comvi t
and the Swamp CaUistemon, as well as several aquatic plants, were
noted.
Proceeding north-westerly, we saw two semi-parasites in speci-
mens of Ph?-ypil<inthu$ cela$troide$ and Lorunthua pendulxis
t and
as the latter abounded in flowers and buds, an opportunity was
afforded of explanation of the nature of the two genera under their
later nomenclature. Grecnhood orchids of three species, were
found- Pterostylis nana was abundant, one Specimen having
twin flowers of equal size and development. A double-flowering
bract in a specimen of P. curia exhibited an interesting and un-
usual phase, as the leaf-like expansion stood out at an angle of 45
degrees from a common axis, with the bract enclosing the- ovary;
the second bract wag the larger, Festoons of Clematis wEc»'0-
phylla tempted the photographer to take a picture of the party
with rich masses of the Traveller's Joy, ftfc a fitting background.
The district was somewhat dry for the time of the year, and
plant life rather backward- It was pleasing to see eo many of
the party listing the names- of the 75 native, and 27 alien plants
collected. Another feature was the interest evinced in the intro-
duced flora, which often times is taken less heed of in our outings.
—A. J- Tadcell.
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THE HISTORY OF FLORA AUSTRALIENSIS.
BY Chas. Daley, B.A„ F.J...S.
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On the 34th November. 1864, Bentham wrote regret-
ting the damage to specimens in transit to Australia,
and the misunderstanding in reg&rd to freight payments.
He states that he has "very .little time tor writing letters
except absolutely necessary correspondence/' but con-
tinues at great length wth information as to method of
work, and &ome points raised in Mueller's letters:
—
"Every description of my flora is written out at least twice
over. The six hours' work I get in the middle of the day is
fully taken up by the examination of plants and search into
bot>k.v—all the writing out for press has to be done at home in
the morinfog and evening then the proofs and revises, besides
my annual addresses, various reviews and revision of papers,
and I cannot entrust any of the writing or compiling to other
hands even if I could afford it; so that it requires a great deal
of courage after all that, and at my age to sit down to write
Jotters, and I have written a great deal more to you than J
ever expected to do,
'"When I make any observations about money matters, it is
not but that I fully recognise your liberality, as I stated in my
preface, and there is never any thought in allusion to you and
your government; but I always think that some of the Other
governments might have followed the example of yours. Out
of the £250 I get, I have to pay £100 down to Reeve, then (not
reckoning the copies which, by your desire, I have charged to
you), I take 12 copies on my own account to give to those who
have assisted nie with specimens, etc. . . , .
•1 have much to pay in carriage of specimens from the conti-
nent, in postage and various minor expenses attending on th*
work, bo that on the whole 1 scarcely clear £125 per volume,
which is very poor pay for a twelve-month hard work, after-
being nearly 40 years in the trade."
He mentions having commenced the Myrtaceae, and
has finished Legurainoseae, after which he continues r
—
"Th&ttka for your notes on my second volume. I have not
made up my mind about supplements, Repeated supplements
and addenda to supplements are practically very inconvenient,
and I think that my time is more usefully occupied in continu-
ing the body of the work. Numbers of criticisms will, of
course,, be made on the published volumes; errors pointed out.
and additions made. All these I shall take a note of, and if
life and strength are Sparred to me to bring the work to *
conclusion, embody them all in one general supplement
*'With regard to the delimitation of genera and species,
every botanist has his own opinion, and no one is of sufficient
authority for others to defer to except in some cases—Brown
and de Candoile. I come to the best conclusion that I cap.
but I do not in the least expect you to agree with me. I am
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often in very great dciufcl myself, arid an additional apecimim
o»' a different chain of thought may turn the vote one way or
another. Our acquaintance with species, bs at best verjf iro-
lierfpct; the greater part of the farts we state are more or
less conjectural, and scarcely anything in botany is capable
of mathematical demoimtratioiu
"You find, T- admit, far loo many species. You maybe per-'
fectly tight; ou the other hand, botanist* of as great, or
greater, experience than myself, and on whose judgment I place
the greatest reliance, think that I unite too many speeies—and
they may he right, too. All I can do is to act to the beet of
my judgment, ful.y admitting its great, fallibility.
"The \<lvn that true species arc entirely limited in nature,
which you insist on so slrongly, is one that I long maintained
in opposition to Alphonse de CamioJle, \V. Hooker, and others,
whose views on subjects of the kind are founded on more
general knowledge than I can boast of* and I now find that iny
own opinions are much shaken, the spirit of enquiry awakened
by Dnrwifi'fc" extraordinary labour's has thrown so much light
(comparatively speaking), on the history of biological suc-
cession as to break down all absolute teats of a species, and
there are very .few naturalists of ability who would venture to
specify the absolute differences between a specie?, a race, and
a variety. 11 is in each case a question of nice appreciation.
which must vary wjlh tht* constitution Ox evoiy mina, and one
must have a strong conviction to set up one's own 'opinion
against that of the majority of *xperieucod botamwts.
"Gone-ra, the more we know of them, prove to be still more
arbitrary. There te scarcely a airigle large genua in
Lcffujnino&cac that fe clearly defined from adjoining ones; in-
tm'inediaf.K spHr.ip.* Are always found sooner or latfcT Mifh&lia
is a very bad genus, although it. has a technical character.
O.cylobitvm ..passes as much into tiv,$tr$loba<n as into Ckori-
zema. and Oxylohlum and PuHanaea, this again into Dilwynnm,
and ho on., and so on, a I mgat all through the Austral ian
Fodatyriav, which might have made one, or ac most, two genera-
Crnt.afa.riu paatskil into Ln(otiotm t and many others j Tephronin,
with Miilcttia and many other Robinioid genera, Swithtkotiti
into Lcpdhxi, and through various degrees into Coh.itea, and no
quit* constant character separated them from A*lragaL\t$.
C&vayaw&f.
"But to assist the human mind we must make genera which
ar* bettor 6r worrfe according to the ability ot him who defines
them. I have no pretensions to doing better than others. 1
do the best I can, often giving up my own ideas for what I
conceive to be the general judgment of those ot more experi-
ence than myself.
"I see you abject to some or the specific names I have taken
up—&a to MS- ones, I have always given up my own, although
recorded in aeveral herbaria for yours; but. when specific
names arc published, it is a rule which de Candolle and several
other botanists more than1 ever insist on, that, when a ipeciea
is removed from one* genus to another, the oldest specific name
is to be retained without very strong reasons to the contrary;
and, if T were not to do so, it would certainly be done for -me
by the first who whould follow me,"
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On February 26th, 1865, he mention^ thai Mr. Kippit
had told him that Dr. Mueller hud said that Mr. Bent-ham
would propose Di\ WoolJs, of Sydney, as a Fellow of the
Linnean Society, hut no mention of it had been made in
Mueller's letter-
He writes, evidently under a sense of unusual irrita-
tion at some candid comment or criticisms marts by
Mueller on the second volume of the Flora:
—
u
l am much obliged to you for your corrections to my
Flora, which J note in my interleaved copy for the Supplement,
tlT ever life and health be spared to complete the work. We
all commit blunders, and make false determinations, ... over-
looking1 articles and observations scattered over the extensive
botanical literature; and I am very thankful I have mine
pointed out and corrected, as I am accustomed to do the sal**
to others without taking, or dreaming of giving offence, ....
41 With the extensive collections of authentic specimens at
hand, wh Imve superior means of identifying plants than many
others, and therefore I have been more communicative about
identification than I ought to have been^ but it was all with
the best intention, and as to a true description of genera and
of species, it i» now a settled thing that no two naturalists *v*r
agree on the suhjort.
*T regret very much, however, that you have found reason
bo he so thoroughly dissatisfied with the execution of my second
volume, that yi>u And my genera miser-able, my delineation of
species often ridiculous, and my diagnosis. unavai'aVc for
practical use.. T do my best, ami, as T am now pledged to con-
tinue the work, I shall persevere as lojig* as 1 am able; and
tru*t that, notwithstanding my failure, you will continue to
give me your valuable -assi-.bmce."
Opposite to the preceding paragraph is written in
denial in the original letter a vigorous "No. F.M."
Bentham writes that he is working at Chamaleuco,
Baeckia
t
Lhofzhya, Tfiryptowene, finding them very in-
volved, and be details the differences in the determina-
tive factors.
"I am getting quite tired of these troublesome little
flowers. I have repeated the analysis of these minute
parts over and over again before I could he satisfied.
"
He hopes to pel Companteae in the third volume.
On March 26th he nations thai he anticipates little
difficulty from the Orders, Cvmrbitaceafi and Ptvrvi-
fioreae, as they had been worked upon hy Dr. Hooker
and Naudin.
The treatment of Myrtaceae proceeds very slowly.
There are vast numbers of species of an order compara-
tively new to him, and there ia a ••multiplication of
species of Leptospermum" KI am much at a loss where
to stop with the uniting of them, for the whole genus
seems to me to ahow a gradual passage from the one to
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the other, and yet I feel it would never do to unite them
all into one species." He has finished Kimzeu.
On April 25th he writes, M I wish you would continue
and complcLe your great work on the Victorian Flora,
which is certainly your best and most useful way of
correcting the errors of my flora," Besides that, its com-
pletion would be the greatest credit to yourself ,
You say I ought to extend my descriptions more, for J
have overlooked cardinal characters. If 1 have done so,
it is not from shortening descriptions, but with not hav-
ing drawn them up with sufficient care, notwithstanding
the pains 1 have taken. Descriptions of the length T
gtv$ them ought to include everything essential; whether
they do or not depends upon the ability of the author;
and you know as well as anyone else how very much
easier it is to write a long description than a short one,
but how much more practically useful to the botanist is
a short than a long one."
On July 23rd he announces thai he has already written
out the Myrtaceae, with its 570 species, except
Eucalyptus, containing 100 species. He remarks :«
—
"It wiH take me the whole winter to finish the third
volume." In regard to the extensive and difficult Order
of Eucalypts, replying to a request of Mueller for de-
tailed descriptions, he writes, "I cannot indeed under-
take the elaborate details of this genus which you pro-
pose; that cannot be done on dried specimens alone
(which in this genus are necessarily imperfect). AH
I can do fa to identify as much as possible old published
species, and give such an enumeration of them as I can
compile. I had been in hope* that you would have
monographed the genus before I came to it; and now
I must leave it to you to prepare a complete monograph*
with proper illustrations, which can only be properly
done w thft country with your means and talents, and
which you may make a lasting, monument to your
memory."
On September 21st, 1865, Bentham refers to Sir Wil-
liam Hooker's death on 12th August, and to Dr. Hooker's
illness. He makes the important suggestion, *Ut would
be a great convenience if you were to give a systematic
Index to the plants described or commented on in your
Fra&menta, and other papers; for it takes a good deal
of time to hunt up the scattered notices: and, after all,
there is a great risk of missing some, as is unavoidable
in regard to the notices of Australian plants occasionally
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issued on the continent,"—a practice to which Dr,
Mueller was somewhat addicted.
On October 18th he again refers to the difficulty of
working on the genus, Eucalyptus.
"The anthers are frequently a gnud character, hut often
difficult to observe; venation a very constant one in roost cases,
but very difficult to describe; the bark character may be excel-
lent, but unfortunately In most rases unAvailab1^- Parallel
distinct anther-cells generally go with regular, numerous,
diverging veins; divergent, confluent, anther-cella with irre-
feulxr, very oblique veins. The shape of the fruit is better,
1 think, if we get it properly developed and ripened.
"In short, after I have done the genera it will require your
doing it over again in the country whore you can ascertain
rn«ny particulars that the specimens do not &how, and which
your experience will give you there. i hope you will work up
a detailed monograph of Eu<ctUijpt$, with tbC9£ practical qua-
lities, and frive figures of all, at least of the useful and pro-
minent species. That would be a noble work which none but
yourself could do properly, und ray present labour wiU only be
useful m identifying the old species.
On November 19th he is &till engaged on the
Eucalypts:
—
"I hav* now been six weeks steadily working at Kucalypts,
and I have only just begun upon the Western species- I have
grouped them as well as I am able, chiefly from the anthers,
inflorescence, and fruit, but am not at all satisfied with my
arrangements The bark may, as you say, give good charac-
ters, but wholly unavailable to mc, as the specimens never
show it. and the note* of collectors, when given, are most bfc-
wilnVring, especially for those who have neven seen the trees
growing, and the majority of the specimens are unaccompanied
by any note of the bark I suppose T have another month'w
work with them. 1 shall then revise the Myrt&ceu? t and go
on with the following Orders."
*' At my age, with the little time, I am likely to have
before- »>e for work, I think it best bestowed in getting on, as
much as 1 can with the consolidation ^»f old and new species,
so as in my flora to establish a groundwork for the future ela-
boration of a more detailed and accurate and comprehensive
account of Australian plants in which you will be able to apply
with advantage yuur acquaintance with the living individuals,
which I have always found $n important in my work on ifihfl
"European flora."
It was not until January 18th, 18(56, that Bcntham
could report. "Aftsr three months' close work, and quite
tired of going over and over again intermediate speci-
mens of the principal species, I at length got through
Eucalyptus at Xmas," Again, fern 1 8th February, aT
have at length finished the revision of Myrtaceae with
Brown's splendid collection/ 1
In March he intimates his intention not to do supple-
mentary work which can be put into Mueller's Frag-
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menta or other works. By April he has got through
Qle(wi(i for the next volume and estimates that the cost
of including a map of Australia would he from £30 to
£40. The Composites are a, relief after the Myrtaceous
Order. "I get on so much quicker with Compositeae
from their, not requiring boiling,~as. the Myrtaceae do-
Cold water soon moistens them sufficiently." He esti-
mates 700 pages for the next volume. His other work,
Genera- Pla-ntarum is attll in progress.
He expresses satisfaction on July 22nd, 1866. that the
Euealypts had arrived safely on return to Australia.
The recent wreck of the Lvndon in the Bay of Biscay
had made him uneasy. He wants the remaining Com-
'poidteae, of which there is only a little to complete, 400
species being" done.
"So far as I have gone. 1 have been able (pretty well
to my own satisfaction, 'although very likely not to that
of others) very much to reduce the small genera," The
30 odd genera were reduced to 5:
—
Myriocephaluft,
Angiaytthus, Gne-phom, Caloeephalm, and Craspedia,
He states that Australian Composites re-solve into groups,
of which IMichrysum is probably the worst.
Bentham's eagerness to finish the Comphsiteav and his
pardonable impatience at the delay in receiving the re-
maining species, as expressed in his last letter to Mueller,
seem to have been somewhat displeasing to the latter,
for in an explanatory reply written to Bentham, 26th
August, 1866, he states. "By last mail, dear Mr. Bent-
ham, 1 did inform you that I had shipped the rest of the
Compositeac by the Yorkshire, which ship left on the
21st July. It was one box, chiefly containing Gnwpha*
loidme s in all 23 parcels. In my letter by last mail, I
alluded more specially to the unusual circumstance which
caused the detention, and I enclose a copy of a portion of
that letter, since I have received your note dated 18th




An addendum to this letter was attached, which
Mueller evidently, on further consideration, endorsed,
"not to be sent " It is of interest, however, in showing
more clearly the writer's attitude of mind, sensitive to
what, he probably considered an tmplied reproof at the
delay in forwarding the specimens referred to. 116
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acknowledges the receipt of proof-sheets, congratulates
Bentham on the care and arrangement bestowed on the
Eucalypts, on which order he is forwarding some notes
He deprecates undue haste, as he has had much un-
expected extra work, and if the Flora fore-runs the
Genera he is describing, the result is unsatisfactory. He
has sent Drummond's. plants after re-arrangement.
Goodemaceac and Lobeliaceac will be sent at the end of
the year.
Part- of the addendum above-mentioned is as follows:
"My firm conviction is that a few years' delay would hav*>
been most advantageous for the elucidation .... of the flora,
the first volume being already very incomplete, and a very fev,
years would have sufficed to render known the rich North-east
CJovernments are not constantly inclined to support work of
this class; and, were I to attempt after ft few years a new
edition, i should get probably no support from the State; and
T nouM probably neither here nor at home find a publisher,
while the printing at our Government Orrice would. prob&bJy not
b« rtlluwed lor the sake of economy. In Australia there sterns*
as yet no cat? whatever for the work. There is seen never once
yet a single copy in any of the many large bookshops of Vic-
toria. This owes not. perhaps, ho much to the want of interest,
bnt to the circumstances that in a young bustling community
no one has leisure to look fur beyond the ordinary calls of life,
hi Europe to moit the delay of the publication would have
been no hardship, considering that Rohert Brown made ao
lltt e use of the material for upwards of fifty years. What a
pity I ever worked on the Flora of Australia now almost in
vain,"
One cannot echo the pessimistic reflection that con-
cludes the statement.
Bentham had returned after holiday* to find that the
remaining Composites had not yet arrived, and again, in
A letter dated September 25th, 1866, expressed his dis-
appointment.
U
I am exceedingly anxious to proceed rapidly with the
Flow*, as I feci that at nay age I may any day have to
strike work, and I know of no young botanist hove ready
to take it up upon my failing. Genera Plantorum is in
excellent train in Dr. Hooker's hands, but neither he nor
anyone else I know has time for the tedious working up
of species necessary for the Flora." With customary
carulonr he says, "I may be wrong in genera as well as
in species, hut still I hope T shall have cleared the way
in establishing the synonyms of the majority of old
species, and leaving tolerably authentic types both in
your and in our collections to guide those who may here
after undertake an improved flora of Australia/'
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Mater io.1 for the next volume Is wanted, and Ganvio-
peMoae is to follow C&mpo&iteae.
From London, on December 19th, he announces the
completion of the third volume, and sends the remaining
.sheets. "The whole volume will be out next week
T-hope you will not be dissatisfied with the volume-. . - .
it has cost me twice the labour of either of the others,
having been dose at it for two years* although the
number of species is only .1,430 I know very weJl
that there will be much to correct and improve, and I
may have been mistaken in many of my views, but I
have done my beat and shall continue to do so as lon# as
! have health and strength." He adds, "half the work
jk dune/' and that he should finish in six volumes.
"1 wish that you, who are yr> thoroughly acquainted with the
different tytjes of vegetation in Australia, would prepare a
paper for our Linn«a»i Society on the subject—with some
itc-count of the physical characteristics, the geographical extent
and position, and the prevailing species in each of the prin-
cipal rejpofli of vegetation in Australia without reference to
Political fltenmrcation, ?Q as to give us who have nevex seen
the country an idea of its botanical aspect. This, especially
if illustrated with an outline map on a small acale, in which
the botanical regions might be generally indicated, weald be
an important contribution to science, And none could work it
out so easily and no well as yourself."
From a letter sent from Wilton Place, London, on
April 19th, 1867, it appears that after the publication
of Volume III. little had been done. Bentham had re-
ceived Campanulaceae and Lohehacme. As the whole
of the progress part of Gerwra Plantantm was in the
printer's hands, he would now have more time for the
Flora AustralievMa ; but he was going to the Paris Ex-
hibition, and on a continental tour first. He mentions
meeting Mr. Moore, of the Sydney Botanical Gardens,
also that the late Sir William Hooker's Herbarium and
Library were now definitely made over to the National
Establishment at Kew, which was by far the most ex-
tensive, and in the most complete working- order of any
in Europe
On June 17th he advises that he is going to Germany,
and will be home in September to continue the Flora
Australiensis. He hopes the Monopetaleae will be at
Kew ready for him.
"I see no great difficulties, and there are few (speci-
mens) that require the tedious boiling of the Myrtaceae.
The great difficulty will be the delimitation of species:
—
their division is carried further by Robert Brown than I
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should bo disposed to admit, and still further by many
eminent botanists whose views one docs not like to neg-
lect, although one feels one cannot follow them."
On September 17th, he was back at Wilton Place, and
had .started on the Goodenias and Stylidiums. After an
exceedingly agreeable holiday in Germany he purposes
going on steadily with the Flora without further inter-
ruption until the fourth volume is finished.
On October J 9th he announces to Dr. Mueller, who,
after an illness, had taken a brief holiday, that he had
reduced Stylidmceoe to these—82 Sl.ylidium, 7 Ltven-
hookia-, \ Zostera. Total, 00. To keep specimens in
good condition a hot sun is required in summer, a good
fire in winter. At this time an order for £100 was due,
but owing to a Government deadlock in Victoria, no pub-
lic funds were available.
Acknowledging receipt of plants on November 17th, he
states that Drummond's collection among them is badly
ur uncertainly numbered. In regard to Ue Vreise's
Monograph he writes, "Has given one name to five
Species belonging to three Natural Order*. Generic
characters sometimes belong to only a small portion of
the species he puts under them. Ho quotes the &arne
specimens for two different species. He describes one
plant and figures another."
He writes on December 19th:
—
"I da not like suppressing a genus ao universally adopted
a** f'tmcopogon; and, if it is retained aa a section, and proves
at all a natural one, 1 cannot but think it better to leave it as
a gonus—there is a great difference between making a gtnos
and brcping up one already made. If it can be done with
propriety, 1 shall have less scruple in doing so, as I see you
have provided for it by keeping up the section, and by naming
all you* new species Leuc<}p<*>#on as well as Stypfietia: the effect
of the deuble synonym Is thus already created; and", whether a
gtdllp be a section or genus is, in many eases, purely arbitrary
—and in matters of doubt botanists at large would rather follow
Brown than my oputs*"
At the beginning of (hv J*?Wf 1888 work is centred on
the Epacridaceae, the StypkeUa, and allied groups, an
interesting Order of plants. Mueller had, evidently, at
tttfs time, under the pressure of other work, suggested
deferring the Flora for a period. Benth'am writes that,
that he is too old to do that, and adds, "Your materials
-are, of course, of the greatest use to me ; but. if you are
unable to send them, 1 must do as well as can without. '
In regard to the Genera Plantamm„ he admits that it has
been 3, heavy expense to Hooker and himself,
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"Hooker is young-enough to hope to see the end of it."
With the consciousness of failing energy, but with char-
acteristic spirit and determination he affirms, "What-
ever I undertake 1 wish to go through with. I pro-
mised, if possible, to publish a volume a year of the
Florae and^although.I cannot quite do that, I must keep
as near as possible to it."
On February 23rd, he hopes that Mueller's health has
benefited by his trip to King George's Sound. He will
await th« arrival of the next box before finishing the
Epa&rids. Bonder's specimens are also expected, and
some MonopHales are still to come. The fifth volume
will contain the Monocktamydeae.
llNow that T have got into the Orders contained in Brown'*
Prodrorwitt, 1 see eti.l greater urgency in jrcttnft throujrh the
identification which present circumstances favour, and which T
consider the important part oi my work.
"With regard to the description and arrangement, .... I
know well that, with the advantages you possess, you will be
ab'c to do it much more satisfactorily in such works as your
Victorian Plants, but the identification of old species can only
be done here. Brown's have been very much mistaken, partly
from not having the plants he described and attributing his
diagnosis to those which came nearest
—
partly from the in-
sufficiency of short diagnoses when new species come to be
compared,
—
$11 a lew instances (in two at least), from mis-
prints in Nees's edition of the Prodromus.
"The Epacrids have given me a great deal of trouble otvlng
to the minuteness of the ovaries, It is exceptionally difficult
to hunt up the literature of modern systematic botany, and I
much fear that I may have passed over a number of published
species-''
In an undated letter Bentham again urges—"Pray let
we beg of you again o*> no account to name any .species
after me."
By May 14th, 1868, the expected box had arrived with
Styhdium, Goodenoviae and Epaeridaceae.
Bentham had gone through them, and packed them
up with others for return from Kevv. He mentions that
ail the Monopetaleae cannot be put in this volume; the
Labiateae must stand over. He writes:^"! am afraid
you will find much fault with the Btylidium. but the ex-
treme delicacy of the Corolla prevents, in most cases,
ascertaining its exact shape from dried specimens. In
the Epacrids there was no such difficulty, only the great
tedium of having to examine the minute ovaries of
almost every specimen.*
On July 12th he has despatched twelve sheets of the
Flora, and more are in type. He is leaving London
until the middle of September. The volume just fin-
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ished is to compensate for the extra bulk of the third
volume,
''J sha.ll not trouble yon to send any more until you hear
from me that I have begun on the fifth volume nex± year. It
is very possible that I may sometimes, in the large parcels of
some species in your collection, have let here and there a speci-
men out Of place. 1 take what pains I can. but now and then
a mistake may occur, and the specimen* being loose* In double
sheets, I cannot turn them over so frequently and readily as
ours, which, being fastened down in single sheets Ojf stiff paper,
can be turned over rapidly like the leaves ot a booV, besides
I sometimes get bewildered in the great heap ol wpeeimens,
and 1 trust to you to eorreet my mistakes."
He notifies, on December 4th, that the copies of
Volume IV. have been *ent out, and expresses the hope
that Mueller will take up the projected work on the
Eucalypts. He naively writes:
—
U
I perceive that Australian botanists are as little satis-
fied as T am with my classification of the genus, and 1
am vary anxious to see your critical system properly
worked out for the whole genus." He congratulates
Mueller on having received the honor of C.M.G.. in re-
cognition of his work.
It was not until May 13th, 1869, that he spoke of re-
sumption of work on the Flora at VerbeniaceaG. Acknow-
ledging the receipt in advance for £100 for the fifth
volume, he writes, <fIf not completed the money will be
returned."
In a letter, dated June 53th, he finds the Myoporums
difficult, and discusses the points of the Order. By
September 30th he is employed on the Labiateae.
Tn referring to the Doctor's new dignity of a baronetcy
he writes, "I hope you arc not particular about the von;
for, although in Germany your order gives you a right
as a German-;—that is not the ca*e here as an English-
man where vons are. not the custom and not recognised;
and, on observing that the Colonial Office do not give it
to you, and enquiring there, we are told that in giving
you the Commandership of St. Michael arid St. George,
they advisedly omitted the von, which is not English.
For my own part, I attach no value whatever to these
things.'
1
On November, 1869, Rodham has had to stop work
through an attack of sciatica. He has been doing the
Orders Plantagineae-, Nyctaghieae. and Phytolaceae, and
is now on Chenopodium. He admits being puzzled about
some genera, and writes, "but that the gentlemen resi-
dent in Queensland and other settled districts should
send you little sprigs with a single flower or bud, or
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with none at all is what T think you ought to remonstrate
against;
—
guessing at such puzzles only leads into
errors of vvhrch you will find too many in my flora, even
it* there is not that excuse. Dallachy and others of your
own collectors, as well as some 01 your correspondents
send, on the other hand , satisfactory -specimens which- it
is a pleasure to have to work upon."
On December 24, 1869, he writes: "Moquin has made
a sad mess of A.marantaceae in the Prodromus—a great
deai for want of examinable as much as of authentic
specimens; and much also from taking for granted that
characters observed in one species are the same in ap-
parently similar ones." He will begin printing in
February.
By January 20. 1870, Bentham hud begun Proteaceae
to conclude the fit.h volume. Sympathetically he writes,
"I was much concerned to see in your letter to Dr.
Hooker that you had been subjected to annoyance in the
attempt to place your botanic gardens in other hands. 1
trust that the intention will not be carried out. In the
interest of science, that is your place, and it seems to me
that it would be as unwise as unfair to take it from you.
But, as with us, our present financial administration is
very antagonistic to science. I suppose your colonial
administrations are also given to an ti-scientific ideas/'
At this period in Melbourne there was a movement in
the direction of making the Botanic Gardens more of
a pleasure resort than a Rcientific aid. On February 17,
1870, Benlham again refers to this, "I sincerely trust,
from what you wrote last mail to Dr. Hooker, that all
your troubles about the direction of the Gardens are
over,"
"The war (Franco-Prussian) has not made as much
havoc with scientific collections as we at first feared.
The natural resources of the country are so great that
could she succeed in obtaining a few years of quiet and
security, all might yet go well again; and I do not think
Germany is safe from internal dissensions when the ex-
citement of victory ts over."
By September 24, 1871, he had resumed work, and on
that date and on November 23, again mentions Mueller's
troubles, "Happy to hear from your letter to Dr. Hooker
that you have got over your troubles that had annoyed
you *o long." Having finished Compositeae for the
Genera plantarum, he is free to take up the sixth
volume of Flora AuHraliensis. Next month he was
working Pimeleaceac, and in reference to the transmis-
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aion of the £100 for him from Victoria, he writes* "Nor
do I feel entitled to it until I have advanced the v^oric
a little further,"
A letter in January. lS72t is devoted to technical rnat^-
ters. Ho has received the seventh volume uf the Frag-
wenta, and is engaged on hJuphorbiaceae, on which he
disagrees with Baillon's determinations. By the be-
ginning of 1873 he has finished the sixth volume of the
Flora. "I begin now to be very impatient to get to
the end oi the Flora, for I am old, and feel that my
faculties may soon be impaired." On April 8, he writes,
"I am very sorry to hear that you do not get quite right
in your official position, but 1 sincerely trust all will be
.nettled to your satisfaction."
(To be continued.)
EXCURSION TO SOUTH WAKKANDYTE.
South Warrandyte was visited for the first time, by the Club
on Saturday, September 3rd. NiUe members met the leader
at Croydon Station, whence Messrs. A. K. Opperman and A. O,
Chandler, residents, who had Kindly olrered to motor them to the
locality to be visited, a distance of ahout three miles. We visited
Mr. Opperman's garden, which contains several uncommon plants.
The Ger&ldton Wax flower was In full hud, and the Nodding Blue-
Lily, Styvundra fllanna, in bloom. In the adjacent paddocks we
.searched for orchids. It was found that the season was rather
late, hut nearly a dozen species were identified, including Dmrte
manulrjtta
,
Ptertistylfe nnta-ti# t P. lonffifrtliii, and P. peduncidata,
Caladenia Gumoa,, C. Patersvni, and C. proecoz. These two
genera have hwt\ &o spirt up lately fay the species-makers that pos-
Rihly other species might have been identified, had many more
blooms been gathered and examined with a pocket ten?. The
thanks of thy Club are due t<i Mr. and Mrs. Oppermon (South
Warrandyte) and Mr. Chandler (Kilsyth) for their kindness to
the party.—F. G. A. BaRNaJoi.
NATUHE STUDY EXPEDITIONS.
Every State, excepting Western Australia, will be represented
in the expeditions to several of the islands at the southern end of
the Cheat Barrier Reef in November and December next. The
most favourable time of the year has been chosen for the visits;
The weather should be tine, and seabirds will be nesting. Students
of marine zoology will he afforded an exceptional opportunity for.
research work among the corals and coral animals during the
month it is intended to bi?. away. Special attention is to be paid
by one section of the party to an investigation of the huge sharks
and rays that inhabit the tropic seas. The expeditions, whtch arc
chu third and fourth of a series of nature study excursion?, organ-
ised in recent years by Mr. E. P. Pollock, of Carringtsn-avenue,
Strathfield> New South Wales, will leave Sydney by rail for Bunda-
berg, Queensland, tm November 13th and December 27th, respec-
tively. The second one has been specially timed to enable school
teachers and others to make the trip during the summer vacation*
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TEA-TREK NOTES.
A few years ago, in company with another Club member, the
writer pi'Gcecded by tkiat to Sorrento, and we walked home found
the coast to Elsternwick—the only way fco get a comprehensive idea
of our coastal fringe and its value.
The following extracts from unpublished note* on that walking
tour wl.l supplement the information already to hand regarding
the Tea-tree.
"On the road to rtyc, the scrub is very dense, the Tea-tree fully
justifying its name a* 'Sandstay;' Banksias, the Drooping She-oak,
the Coast Acacia, the Honey-myrtle, the Kangaroo Apple in flower,
and the Sen-box with white fruits grew amid the* Tca-trce.
"Leaving Hye, we took the road to Dromana. Here the scrub is
in its pristine state. Bankskas grrew well, and were the haunt of
many wattle-birds, probab'y feeding uU-;j upon the bernea of th*
Sea-box,
"After a welcume rest (at Rosebud) we went on to Dromana
alonp the beach, the country here being heavily timbered with
JiUCftlypts. She-oaks, Black Wattles, and Banksias, with Tea-tlX-e
rranying- the shore.
"Leaving Mt Martha we decided to push on to Moriringtcn. The
dense Tea-tree provided good shade and with a little labor a de
lightfu'ly shaded path for pedestrian* mijrht be cat from Mt.
Martha to Mornin^ton,
"At Frankstou under the ever-blessed, friendly Tea-tree, we had
a siesta in view of the shore for a couple of hours.
"After heavy Rand for b&rf-a-mlle, we struck into an avenue
about two chains from the road, and R or 10 feet wide, with Tea-
tree branches meeting overhead, and the pathway carpeted with
soft leaves over the sand, whilst rh'ckerwj: sunlight streamed
through the foliage The vista along this well-kept avenue is
charming. Small scrub birds, vvren^, robins, tit., creepers* etc.,
flit across it. A Java dove alights on the track. Occasionally, a
fleeting glimpse of someone gowjr to or returning from the beach
nowhere tar distant, is caught as they cross the track. Vehicle*
rumble along the road unseen from our sheltered path, stretching
ahead in an unbroken aisle of leafy perspective.
"On a hot day this is the most delightful walk around the coast,
and whoever conceived the tdea of reserving it for pedestrians
merits the the name uf Benoni The only persons we met—three
workmen, mistook us for 'rahbiters/ After tea at Seaforth, we
resumed the 'cool sequestered* pathway till it ran out at Carrum
Carrara.
"From here (Mordialloc) round to Men tone the Tfca-ttee *UU
affords, a fair amount of shade.
"From Beaumaris round to Hampton there is a pood Tea-tree
shelter; but as one gets nearer Melbourne there may be noticed
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the distinct change jft^ith^x)iar^cl4it*ofr\tte*TBaiiree,;.wiiicKj<now;t
mostly consists, of old trees, whose tops become broken and the
trees- scraggy. W^imiss* the '-young- trees** with* lighter* foliage
springing up^fr&ely^lo replace* the' old -treva.* The-^ung-shnott*
get *no- chance, be^gHrftmpIed < dow^to^ #broken^by-ihVt>^^o•^gfwh<> ,
frequent -the-bcaches and\c^mp^in*tbe~Tea*tree scrub.'-
TKvdoiLnig'
t
ua/agr*-ph*.6f* these unaltered "notes reefe-:—",0'n**
naturally^-gets from fuielr a 'trip -distinct • impressions-; 'one—how*
exceedingly valuable - the eastern * tore-sboreMrf : the* Bsy^is* as"a-'
convenient and^heaUh-giving-'mfcanK'-of -relaxation to^citjr*ioilerg>
of JgfWS1 degree ; and; secondly, how extensively arid wltole-heaKedly*
itjit.raarieiusejof-ifrem.thc'Yarra-fcavthoiRip;
ct Another l*s;Ungampiattsatan:J&-of. the excrerae-valQeioftthc-unptei.
tentioiiAP Tea-.tree,, its; pleasant/shade 4ridiver<uirc;riHs:>proleetiv©3
power:aga3nst--wjncl*antliral.h^.itSiuse in;stayine the. shifung.isand,%
also its. abundantugtowthton.'theitnore unlrequentedifrontage#it<w
the^coast, gt'ad.ually/ dwindling!. to; exttnetton-j. nearer the'i jnetnos.-
polis.. t Every eftWj^shnuldi.hef.matle.tn preserve ithls-tiuY&Uiabie;
trrej.the^preseQceiof,:,"which;doi*bly enhances Lthcustfulaes5ij>fjLtbna
sandy beaches; Herc.?and there frtnall.tplaDtAticn&-<ftf young trees!
atrej enclosed; as :at Sandringham*. Black : Rack,-* etcr, showing .tbatr
its .disappearance .ha5cbeeamoticed I.-.but.'thfl respective., ttavruuandi
shares should ^ndea,vour^lo^pr^serye.^Umxit5,inatural^gror»:th;. crj
regulate it as in the fine avenue trx>raj.Fxankston 'to. Carrum,?^
C.I>.
AJJ'UTOUTE.mTREES.
11iC etfecfca,- ofv denuding <:a ^country.- of woody; pUnt&?.haa.;.tbw
result. of causing ;h*oods and. droughts.. Wher*;the land is covered.^
withisotne kind of wuody .vegetalionv.the soil loose and porous, tthc.i
rain (penetrates it Kc spongOj-tfUc burnus Jayciyand sinks more -slowly.!
int<jjth.er.syiliand-i&-saved^-^bej.r«nia.inder. reachhag?the>T;l»ed:-.of*..th6-
creek gr<vdjiaUy, CAttonly.adyance.slowly .on-.account of the ubstruc-?
twtir.oftithev vegetation; therefore;. Hoods'.are. retarded.-,. . Onvthe/
<vther -hand, :when hiiU and*islopes are completely denuded* of ,txeesTr
and^'scrub/' the strong heat oftthe suQ.ab&orbsrLheJast'.parfctcle.o^
• iio.iMtui»?, .andxlurxts. th*r-vegetationr* A .-thunderstorm loir-rairu
descends:aiid^rushefc\unobs_trnt*ted.down* the :hillsjdesr carxyingj^vitb*
it part of the still reiuaimng^urface soil; A«very -sroaii'poraomof
^
the rain trnds its yfny into the ground. Rushing along, the water
carries destruction to the low-lying level*, where it cannot escape
quickly- Here the mud is depoeited;imaluhg. th~c soiLemper vions;
Depressions become stagnant pools, and, slowly evaporating,, the
water-- leaves all'the-salt 1 it-brought 'from- the>higher. ground;1 and^as
this* accumulates; the soil gradually beeornes^jnore-stente.^
Ltenuding.the^iand'of aM T treeB» and shrabs-underfUie idea-of ••
itnprovrng;past:ure-=and* Gelds- is- not*ah ays - beneficial,* ashman J
cannot maintain ---hia existence- with nmly the-lirnited Grange- of'
vegetable and- animal Oifeadmimstcringcdirectly to his wants;v A1U'
pSantsshould not" be"destroyed; as graay wilS grow-well,'" especially-*
w'tere moderate moisture -^prevails;- in the shelter of-smtably placed*
large trees. It is erreneoua to assume that all good- land • tiulHK-
only ibe^used for-1he:growth' of cereals,. etcv for.^producrotr good
and cva-iunWe 'timber .similar.lanii; is equally -necessary.- .. Ki>r.*.ther;
driers parts; of /the .Commonwealth,, it: would-be.* advantageous^ ifz
oneiibaTf oflit were covered .-with I trees.- Shrubs^and, trees*.are rtfce'.r
natural rejnyenatorsiof .the- soil,-aud:jtTi&; a;tniatakej.to.^radicate^
all plants which are not u3cfuI^dr-fojiderr-^-^-J:.WcA^. _. j - _
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iTheslar^e7"gryy. Kangaroos 7\Macropus piffauteus) are Incoming
i
cfuite^utoetous^ont the* Sperm- Whale- Head Peninsula, and oiUu,
in.the-;ea>lyk morning, some may. be seen feeding -close- to our house.
VvaUciiig through rushes near .n^Kwamp, I surprised a female
Kangaroos with a* young^'joey. " She boundcsl off, but halted at
the^summit of a*rise,>about 200 yards distant. Hearing her young
<me 5caUing£ fthe^squnds^it made rather resembled the notes of
t&e-Gajig
;
gang* Cockatoo>, she started .back, but when I moved,
retreated-Vt a fair pace' to the scrub, about; half a mile away.
I decided to make friends .with the -"joey-" Hearang-me.com-
ij^c through ctheurushesyv he. apparently thought that I was.'his
mother,; antk hopped clumsily towardine, but, becoming awarerof
his mistake,, when at cLosc;!q\-arte*>,
-he -uttered some- distressed
ories.T and; gallantly ..charged, grasping one .of my legs with his-,
frontvpaws,* He-knewiwell how to. treat aloe; After stroking'
bis*.head;and.iears'for*a lew minutes, , I. departed. At noon I
Tewisked-stbe .*pot>e.. and found- the little chap nibbling herbage.
Later be.fcay down on' the sunny side of a tussock, and rcmained-
there, .I-think; during -most of the afternoon. Although between
2;fcet anctr 3.fect tin'height when standing*crcct,-thc-" (jocy" wras
not .veryr'activec inrrits^Trnmrnenterr and . perhaps-, had - spent little -
tHi%e..outside the .muther'w .pouch.
Again, soon alter sundown, I went round by the swamp, and
stationed niysclf on the rise toWafds thtf scrub; I felt certain that
the mother Kangaroo- would return early. I took care J to keep
w^the 'leeward* 'oft their usual trp.cV, to" avoid.* nvy-pieaence being
detected. - Just at dusk"! saw the mother coming, fairly silently,
up-thei'othcr slopes—stopping once, then on again to the-top f where*
another vhalt was made. Having thoroughly viewed th« sur-
roundings,, she went straight to her young'one, and -immediately •
I- heard* the latter 'a gifting calk Another noise madeby the-
youhg'Kangarort whs a curious spitting^ound; probably It denoted
fear,; as- he would do this if I moved.! about at a; little distance.
\\*e 'ofterr. wonder what animate think of! That, day must -have-
seemed' a h>n^-one= to' the mother Kangaroo, and if. feel, safe ini






i JudgingJ:b>r,my,-owji*,observatn)rjs, and-notes received frowotber
nature Lovers* thcc.Superj^Blue Wren, Mitl>trnt,$ cy^-nom, always a
familiar bird,- is Increasing in nurnber.f around Melbourne- 'All
through.; winter -I have had Blue Wrens iirt my garden (at Elutem-
wiek) ;.-and one* pair, at least, was feeding- a brood in September.
The nest^was high in a tangle of Honeysuckle and-othcr creepers-,
on* lattice-wcrk .above a fence. Correspondents in other suburbs
sta.te^h'at^'Blu^cap&I'vsreramong theirj garden residents, or are
frequent visitors". ; - - - - *
L'lVty ©luc 'Wrens', delight in the wildiflowcx patch, where they.
find* insects to-their jtkitag most abundant. Native plants, grown
as: a ''medley^Jand-'not ii> formal ptotsp attract native biTdsirnore
than -garden* flowers, do—*>r one likes to fancy that Wild Nature*
lRjee^tS'-^he JnvitatlO'n.,to ibxing' birds that are. not alien* to the 1
comer given over-- to" her-plants;—C.Br--
§52^ J iJETjrcwJ-wTWv^*." ::!$*
EXCURSION TO WATTLE GLEtt
The outing 1 to Wattle Glen on Saturday, August 13th, waa
attended by about 20 members and friends. * Although the object
of the excursion was Wattles, it was somewhat early to observe
thera in bloom, the Silver Wattles, Acacid dealbata, along the
banks of the creek being in a iiemi-inflorescent state. Good Hpeci-
mens of the Hedge Acacia, A, a-rmatu, ,$n*l the Spreading Acacia,
A, diffusa, were noticed, in addition to "a few, plants of the Gold-
dust Acacia, A. aeivacen, Leaving.the luairi road shortly after
arrival at the ptation, the party was soon injthe bushy hill country,
and several varieties of orchids were .collected in the motet gullies,
including the Nodding Greenhood, Ptaroz ty lis nutans > Tall Green-
hood, P. fongifolia. and Blue Fail-Sets, Calajien'Ui deform-is* After
a pleasant ramble through *^ho bush, w*e:headed for Hurstbrtdge.
—
L. L. Hodgson.
EXCURSION TO r'lSK 'HATCHERIES.
About 30 members and „ friends attended the excursion to the
Fish Hatcheries at Studley. Park, uotier ifae. leadership of Mr. F-
Lewis. Chief Inspector of Fisheries and Game, on the afternoon of
Saturday, September LOth.^ After giving a short explanation of
the methods of hatching trie eggs of Rainbow and Brown> Trout,
Mr. Lewis conducted tlie^party through one of the bat^herie*,
where the eggs of these fishes were hi process ^f 'being
hatched- The ova were? in various- stages of development.
Tbo leader showed us.throbgh another hatchery, where the most
modern apparatus for >the propagation of fish -has been installed,
with the object of hatchinK native fiaheK, Kucftjaa Murray Cod,
Perch, and Blackfish. Success, it is confidently Expected, will be
ultimately achieved. The potwie in which many, of the more
mature fishes are kept wire inspected, A vote of thank* was
tendered to Mr. Lewis.—L. L. Hodgson.
The latest /addition to the excellent series. Handbooks of the
Flora and Fauna of South Australia, is "The Crustaceans/1 Part
I,, by Herbert M. Hale. The author is well known by his papers
on crustaceans and aquatic insecta. and has done much valuable
research and systematic work. His book will be of % great use
te naturalists generally, and should stimulate interest in Crus-
taceans, of which Australia possesses- many remarkable forms.
In order to -become Acquainted with, the A'arioiis: parts
of which a beetle is composed ,^a; reference -digram* is
helpful. ' This is often available qrily 4>y : iwrcftasihg
some .costly book, and even then the beetle* figured- is pro-
bably u .European species. .The drawing by Mr. vC.
Deane (on next ppm is *given in the hope 'that' it
may 'be useful to readers who do not-wish' to ;goHo rni&h
expense^yet need .the information. The* insect figured
fs, moreover, ran Ausjralian indigenous *$p.ec&&.; -ivJBy
tracing ithe - diagram and forming -Carbon ^copies; ^des-
;cribers 6£ Qarabidae 'will :have*:a\stiwyatd^^jc1ieck^;qff
the'f^atnrerof'the species "under review. J * '".. \ \





DIAGRAM OF A BEETEE.
Ceratafero?ii(i pkylarchits, Sloane; fam. Carabidae, showing s,ome
<:o'f 'the .;under .'parts. >1, antennae; -2, mariclsbles; 3, labrum; 4,
; labial palpi j 0, rmaxillary ;.palpi— 5a, outer lobe (palpiform), and
.,5b, .inner. lobe, of maxilla.;. 6,-menturn; 7M ey&; B» :heari; 8a,. gena;
^gbj'buccar'fissure; 9, Jgula; HO,, presternum; 11,-prosternal epister-
itum;*12/lrin^xed sideof pronotam; t3 ) "prostcrn'al epimcron; 1*4;
-mesosfcermim; *15,'me'sostertial episternum; 16, mesosternal fepi-
"ijneron;" 17/metasterm*ni;_ IS/rrretasterjialrtepisternumjrl-!); metaster*
nal -epimeron; v20
r
* posterior rdivision of wnetastcrntanvoriantc-cOxal
^piece;.,21» eplpteuron or inflexeti „ margin of .elytron; .22, .plate-of
:
vetittfal segment (-basal) ;-'23„ 24,125, '26, /plates of ventral seg-
ments ;-27j -plate of ventral segment (apical); "28, atit'crior Coxao;
.29, imiddle coxare; 30,* trochanter;. 31,'.posterior 'ceorae; i32 T 'posterior
*rtr-Qc-kantfers;.-33, s anterior-f&metar;.'34 f ;tn4ddle femora; 35, posterior
feroora;'36/37, 38, tibiae,;.39^40, .41*.tarsi; 42,-ventral.or Amhuia-
tory setae.
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ABORIGINAL BURIAL CUSTOMS.
By A. S. Kenyon.
Very much has been written, and much conjectured,
as to the esoteric meaning of burial customs. As far
as our own primitive Australians are concermdr little
more meaning can be extracted from thorn than from
their other customs, their implements or utensils.
Primitive man, always living in fear of nature and its
violent manifestations, ia continually under its influence.
Hence his implements vary with the material available.
and, similarly, his burial customs are much governed by
natural conditions.
It ia true that, within one nation's territory, in-
humation in various ways, platform and tree-exposure,
hollow-tree burial, cremation., and simple abandonment,
were all practised: but along the Lower Murray, in-
humation was the sole means employed. This was the
case even with such unimportant persons as babies,
children, uninitiated men, women, and old men who,
for various causes, had ceased to command respect, For
initiate men
lf
it was a different story. Special inter-
ment sites, or cemeteries, were selected, always in sandy
ground, the sandier the better. The whole site was
more or less cleared, and at times elaborate systems of
mound-markings, semi-circles, concentric or single,
elliptic segments and straight hues, were constructed.
The existing trees or shrubs, generally Pittospcrum
phtilyraeoides, Heterodendron oleaefolium, or various
acacias, were preserved and helped to form a pictures-
que grouping with the mounds and burial huts.
In no case was the so-called foetal, or doubled-up,
attitude in use. The corpse was stretched out full
length, sometimes with the hands supporting the head,
and lying sideways; sometimes on its back, with arms
along the sides. The depth was 3 feet to 4 feet. On
the bottom a freshly stripped sheet of bark was laid,
with a mattress or covering of fresh grass, or leaves.
A special pillow was contrived, resting on a pile of fresh
ashes, or white sand. The whole was covered with a
skin rug, on which the corpse was extended. More
grass or .leaves were spread over, and the sand filled in.
On the surface a heavy layer, about 12 inches, of grass
was placed, filling the whole space between the en-
circling, banks. Sill logs were placed round, and spars
brought up from them to a ridge about 4 feet ahove
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the ground. - On these rafters were laid parallel sticks,
on which grass was packed, tightly, making a good
weather-proof roof, the whole being hc]d down by a large
fishing net, securely, pegged down at the margins.
A good deal of ceremony accompanied the funeral,
which sometimes meant the carrying of a heavy body a
number of- miles. A litter, or palanquin, of branches*
held up by four men, was used. Behind followed the
tribe, yelling' and groaning in the most heart-rending
fashion. Gashing of the bodies and cutting of* the head
was practised* freely by the women, but not by the males.
Watch was kept over the grave by the widow, or widows,
assisted by her 'tribal, or totemic, sisters.
Below the Darting junction, in addition to the universal
painting of the body with. copi, or gypsum burnt into a
very efficient plaster of parte, the widow covered her
head so thickly with handfuls of the copi at a time, that
the mass became too heavy to. sustain after two or three
days, and it was removed from the head, the hair having
been previously protected' by netting, and placed inside
the sepulchral hut. As a month was usually occupied
in mourning, these so-called widow's caps, weighing up to
40 lbs., amounted to 8 to 10 on the one grave. Their
comparative rarity is accounted for by the fact that the
early settlers, with their big fire-places and log and daub
walls, used them freely to make whitewash.
Now all that remains, where the sand has drifted, are
fragments of bones of all sizes, occasionally a com-
plete skeleton outstretched, with unio shells, bones and
egg shells and other kitchen midden remains of the
funeral feasts. An interesting and very human race has
disappeared, leaving no records save those that can be
collected by the archaeologist, in their stone and bone
remains. - .
"A Bird Book for the Pocket." by Edmund Sanders (Oxford
University Press, London) j is a small, delightful volume, illus-.
trated with coloured plates. The Author deals with all the regular.
British species, and the book shotdd prove very popular among-
bird lovers in Britain- A book on the same lines, treating of
Victorian birds, would be welcome; and one on our wild flowers"
would be a boon indeed.
The Victorian Naturalist
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FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held
in the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, Melbourne,
on Monday, October 10th, 1927. Mr. P. R. H. St. John
occupied 1hc chair, and about 90 members and friends
were present.
CORRESPONDENCE.
From Chief Inspector of Fisheries and Game (Mr. F.
Lewis), inviting" the Club to nominate two members to
accompany him on a visit to Phillip Island on November
26th, for the purpose of inspecting the damage being
caused by drifting sand to the Mutton-bird rookeries. It
was decided that Messrs. E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., and C.
Barrett, C.M.Z.S., be asked to accompany Mr. Lewis.
From Royal Commission on the Constitution of the
Commonwealth, asking whether the Club desired to give
evidence before the Commission during its sittings in
Melbourne, on the question of the control of aborigines.
The Hon. Secretary announced that Mr. A. S» Kenyon
.was prepared to give evidence before the Commission on
Commonwealth Constitution, and it was decided that he
should represent the Club in this connection.
REPORTS.
Reports of excursions were given as follow:—Wattle
Park, Mr. L. L. Hodgson; Hume Vale, Mr. A. J. Tadgell;
Carrum, Mrs. V. Miller; and Frankston, Mr. L. L-
Hodgson,
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following were elected as ordinary members;
—
Mrs. F. Dowdle, 40 Toorak-road, Malvern; Miss M.
Doyle, 50 Domain-road, South Yarra; Miss S. Serpell,
Williamson's-road, Doncaster; Mr. Ivan Le Souef, 52
Grey-street, St. Kilda; Mr. Lance Le Seuef, c/o Messrs.
Victor Leggo & Co., Queen-street Melbourne; Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. O'Neill, 3 Royal Parade, Sandringham; and
Mr. C. Thompson, Charnwood-road. St. Kilda; and as
Country Members:—Mr. H. J. Oke. B.A.. High School,
Geelong; and Mr, Vernon R. Davey, Tooiern Vale.
GENERAL,
The Chairman referred to the recent death of Mr. G-
CoghilTs mother, and expressed sympathy with Mr
Coghill in his bereavement.
Mr F C A. Barnard drew attention to a news para-
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graph stating that the Water Reserve at Cheltenham
was to be made use of in connection with a golf links.
He moved that the Minister for Lands be written to and
asked whether this had any bearing on the recent veto
of a proposal to allow portion of Cheltenham Park to be
used as a motor parking area for goLf club members.
Seconded by Mr. F. Pitcher, and carried.
Miss D.Nokes suggested that a letter be written to Mr,
T. M. Burke, complimenting him on his action in pre-
senting an area of land at Mt. Dandenong for a national
reserve.
Mr. P. R. H, Sti John said that he considered that the
Club should give attention to the matter of choosing a
national flower for the State of Victoria. Mr. G.
Coghill moved, and Mr. F. G. A. Barnard seconded, that
the matter be referred to the Committee, and that it be
placed on the business paper for discussion at the next
meeting. Carried.
The Hon. Secretary reported that a party of members,
consisting of Messrs. E. E. Pescott, C. Barrett, H. B.
Williamson. C. Daley, and V. Miller, had left on October
7th on a Natural History Expedition to the Western Dis-
trict, under the auspices of the Club.
PAPERS, ETC.
•'The Story of a Meadow Moonwort," by Mr. F, G. A.
Barnard. The author related the finding of a specimen
of the rare fern, Botrychium Australe, R.Br., near Oak-
leigh. in September, 1887, and gave some interesting
particulars of its subsequent groxvth as a pot^plant.
"On the Buffalo Plateau/' hy Mr. L. L. Hodgson. This
paper dealt with the physiographical and botanical fea-
tures of the Buffalo Plateau, as observed during a short
vacation in December, 1926, reference also being made
to the bird and other animal life of the district. A fine
series of lantern slides, from photographs by the author
and Mr. H. B. Williamson, was shown in illustration of
the paper.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr. F. G. A, Barnard.— (1) Orchids from South
Warrandyte (collected by Mr. A. E. Opperman). includ-
ing Calctdema testacea
t C suaveolens, C. carnea, C.
Patersoni, Thelymitra aristoto, and Oiuris longifolia.
(2) Flowers from Greenbushes, W.A.
By Mr. G. Coghill.—Cultivated specimens of Grevillea
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By Mr. C- J. Gabriel.—''Cup and Saucer" Shell
(Mitrttlarm egoestris, Linn.) from San Uerno, showing
calcareous plate, by means of which the animal is fixed
to rocks.
By Dr. JI. Flecker.—Specimens of Carnotite (Potatt*
siwtn uranyl vanadate), and Ilmenite (Titanate of Iron)
from Radium Hill, via Olary, S.A,
A MARINE SPIDER.
A remarkable spider was collected at Black Rock
(Vic.) recently, and 1 am indebted to Mr. J. B. Elliott,
of St. KiMa, for details regarding its habitation. At
about 200 yards from the shore, in water 16 in. deep at
low tide, a rock, nine inches in length, was examined,
and on the underside, two cylindrical holes, $ inch in
diameter, and 2 inches in depth, were noticed. At the bot-
tom of one of these a small spider lurked. To retain
the spider, the hole was filled with sea water, and the
spider was observed at the bottom of the cavity during
two hours, when thn rock was being' brought to me. The
spider was quite active when taken from it* retreat-
The European Diving Spider, Argyroneta aqvalica.
spins an inverted domed web amor># Wfiter-weer]*, and
by bringing down air imprisoned between its hairy legs,
it gradually fills its home with silvery buhbles. In a
similar manner this marine spider could fill its habita-
tion with air; and it js common knowledge that spiders
have been observed to prey upon small crustaceans. To
the best of my knowledge, this is the first record of a
marine spider in Australia. It belongs to the family
ZofhtriMae, and possibly is an undescribed Storeiia.
Length, i inch, eephalothorax* rich brown; abdomen,
grey; chelicera. almost the length of the eephalothorax.
—S. Butler.
KxcrnsroK to carrum.
Five members of the Club attended the -excursion to Carrum on
September 24th, On the way* during a. short burst of sunshine,
we had a glimpse of snow on the Dandenong Ranges, The ailer-
noon was showery—smart hailstorms alternating with brilliant
sunshine. However, the collecting ground—dose to the railway
station—was thickly covered with Tea-tree, which afforded shelter.
Five species of orchids were found flowering in profusion—Ptero*
stylis pedvnculuta, P. concbuw,, P. nana, P, nutans, and Cnht.daHnt
lutifolw. In places the ground wa* carpeted with orchids; one
patch in particular being 45 feet X 15 feet, and containing oM the
varieties found in flower, Unfortunately, this eollecttnK .ground
will not be available much longer, a* the land ia being rapidly
taken up for residential purposes.- V. H. MiLtER.
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FOSSIL HUNTING IN VICTORIA.
(A Lecture on this/subject was given before the Field
Naturalists' Oub of Victoria, on August 8th r 1327.)
By Frkdk. Chapman, A.L.S,, F,G.S., &c. r Palaeontolo-
gist to the National Museum.
Melbourne is an ideal centre for fossil collecting; while
farther afield there arc the happy hunting grounds of
the Geelong district, the Gisborne and Romsey area,
Bacchus Marsh, Cape Otway, and the Western District,
to say nothing of the many richly fossUiferous fields
through the whole of Gippsland.
One of the encouraging features of any Field Club is
the readiness of its more experienced members to help
the beginner. In this way,, the first steps have been
[Ruminated for many a worker. Among these men
who did so much for the geological tyro in past days was
Professor Rupert Jones, one of the early Secretaries of
the Geological Society of London, who, curiously enough.
was the first to recognise that here, in Victoria, we had
undoubted Miocene beds largely developed; and it was
from him that much of my own enthusiasm for the study
of micropataeontology was derived. And so we would
pass on the torch of knowledge to others* who may take
an interest in one of the most fascinating subjects in or
under the earth.
Among the treasures that from time to time have been
found in the Melbourne bed-rock, may be mentioned the
curious spine-bearing Ampyx, a trilobite of small siae,
not Unlike a broad woodlouse. This trilobite used to
creep, crawl, and swim over the soft sticky mud of the
Melbournian sea, 60 million years agoT at the spot that
we now call Hoffman's brick-pit. In the same quarry,
near the top, where it is more sandy
r
there was also found
the remarkably perfect -and delicate sea-lily, called
Helieocrimifi, with plumy arms that gathered in food.
This is a specimen unique of its kind, and may now be
seen in a place of honour in one of the table-cases at the
National Museum. Towards the bottom of the same
brick-pit, Mr. R. Evans, one of the workmen, recently
found another wonderful specimen,, a fossil jellyfish.
This was perfectly preserved* and carefully handed over
by its discoverer- When it was photographed, even the
tentacles of the jellyfish could be seen extended from the
rim of the umbrella.
Only one otter discovery of this particular kind of
jellyfish has been made—in Trenton County, New York
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State. The original finder of the American specimen
named it Diseo'phyllwm'' or "disc-shaped coral/' finding
it difficult to conceive of such a soft-bodied object as a
medusid being- preserved through the ages. In that
storehouse of interesting fossils., the Moonee Ponds Creek
at Brunswick, there have occasionally been found the
curious lamp-shells named Lingula, on account of their
tongue-shaped outline; much of their interest lies in the
fact thai the shells are almost as fresh as when dredged
up from the deep sea, the phosphatic and horny layers
of their complexly built shells having remained intact,
even from chemical alteration, since tJhe day when they
were healed up in the mud of the old Me?boumian sea.
The Melbourne bed-rock, in other places, contains some
very interesting fossil remains, as in the South Yarra
area, where excavations were carried out during the
Yarra improvement scheme. The amount of material
gathered there for future work was prodigious, and this
collecting was largely due to the efforts of the late Mr.
Frank Spry, who, besides specialising on entornoloiry,
found time to investigate the fossils of the district. The
Museum collections have been greatly enriched by Mr.
Spry's energy and acumen in this direction, and one of
his most notable finds was the fossil Trackyderma, or
fC&ilorites, as it is now called, since, the former name was
pre-occupied by a beetle. This leathery-tubed worm,
like the living Serf/ala, with its* limy tube, emerged at the
surface of the mud of that ancient sea, and spread its
feathery S-shapcd arms te gather in its food- These
arms were studded with eyes, which may be seen on the
fossilised gill-plumes as mirtute carbonaceous dots, and
exactly in the position where we may find them in the
modern Sw^pula.
It took, by the way, seventeen years to work out the
relationships of this particular worm, which at first was
casually referred to something of a sea-wced nature.
During the time when Spry was collecting, he was also
superintending the sewerage excavations in Melbourne,
and thus secured many valuable fossils in the heart of
Melbourne itself, some of these proving the former exist-
ent e of a shallow sea where Swanston-street now is, for
he discovered in the mudstone a most remarkable shoal
of little lamp-shells, actually at the Cathedral Corner.
The younger division of the Silurian strata round
Melbourne is well represented in the Lilydale district-
Cave Hill itself is a lime stone development of the
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Veringian beds, as they w*re named by Prof. & W.
Gregory. This limestone, full of the most exquisitely
preserved corals and extinct univalves, is turned irito the
kilns to be made into lime. The beds of limestone in the
Cave Hill quarry are tilted at a high angle, ami the
corals can often be distinguished in the position of their
growth in relation to the bedding plane. The chances
of discovering- new kinds of fossils here seem to be un-
limited,
The brown mudstone of the surrounding Lilydale dis-
trict is evidently of about the same age as the limestone,
for there are many species of shells common to both
rocks, though there is some slight variation in the faunas,
as one might expect, for the phase of deposition in that
part of the Yeringian sea was a muddy one. At Rud-
dock's quarry numerous trilobttes have been found in
this mudstone, such as GoUMus greenvi, related to a
Bohemian fossil, and named after its discoverer, Dr. J.
S. Green, a former member of this Club: the shovel-
headed Phacopx, with its great compound eyes; and the
delicate little Cyphnspis. Many interesting lamp-shells
arc also found in the mudstone, and very often pieces of
the rock occur crowded with their remains, as if drifted
into pools.
In dealing with the fossilrferous deposits round Mel-
bourne, we make a chronological jump from the
Palaeozoic bed-rock to the comparatively modern Ter-
tiary sediments at Beaumaris. That locality has always
been a favourite collecting ground., and one industrious
searcher, Mr. K. Mathias, to whom the National Museum
is indebted for many choice specimens, made> in one day,
the extraordinary score of 63 specimens of sharks'
teeth. Usually the first fossil to fall into the collector's
bag is the neat little heart urchin, Lov&nia forbesi; this
was even known to Alfred Deakin, who assured me,
when I first arrived in Melbourne, ih&h h** had collected
at least one of my pets. Among notable findz at this
cliff there are.—the magnificent tooth of an extinct
Sperm Whale, Sc&ldicetits t discovered by Mr. F. D*
MacGee, also some related kinds of whale, like Physelxr,
named by McCoy, and a ho&t of teeth of sharks, which
have been mostly found in the shingle beneath. As a
record for size, the right palatine or maxilla of an Ele-
phant Fish, tJdapkodon, should be mentioned here, since
it was found in the Reaumaris shingie by one of our
mem bens, Mr. H. J. Prentice.
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Another interesting exposure of fossiliferuus beds
near Melbourne, of Tertiary age, is that seen in the Flem-
ington railway cutting, where an ironstone bed rests on
the older basalt. This ironstone contains many casts
and moulds of shells, including the well-known mutton-
fish, Haliotis, but of an extinct species. That, and other
shells of the ironstone, indicate that they were living on
-a rocky shore line. Above these beds in the cutting are
other, less fossiliferous ones, and more uniformly Handy
in their nature; these are of the -same age as those of the
Beaumaris Cliffs, but not so full of fossils. A similar
ironstone bed to that uf Flermngtun has been known for
many years to g^olotfists. at Green Gully, Keilor, The
fossils from this bed, and the underlying limestone have
lately been investigated and described by Miss Irene
Orespin, who found a similar fauna there, which con-
tained the IJtrfiotis and a turreted shell, Cerithmm flem*
ingtonense, formerly recorded from Fiemington.
The limestone at Green Gully yielded several new
species, principally of the microscopic foraminifera and
the calcareous algae. In these ironstone beds the hollow
moulds of the fossil* afford the most perfect replicas of
the ornament of the surface of the shells, if a squeeze in
plasticine or soft wax is taken. This shows that the
original materia! of the ironstone was once in a |tattf of
slime or ooze, such as we now find being formed by iron-
secreting bacteria.
Farther afield are the interesting exposures of fosailj-
ferous marls of Balcombian age, older than the Beau-
maris and the Fiemington Tertiaries, at Mornington and
Grice's Greek, Port Phillip. If we take some fine wash-
ings from these Oligocene marls and after drying, mount
the material in Canada balsam, we may note the abund-
ance of exquisite shells of the little sea-butterflies,
Linuiema, as well as numerous foraminifera, belonging
to the minute Lagenae, which remind one of the most
beautiful creations in Venetian glass, only much smaller
than ever seen. Here, also, we may pick up the curious
nautilus-like shell, Aturia, with funnel-shaped siphun*
cular tubes, and sometimes colour bands. In the same
atva there is- the Sorrento boring, the fossils from which
amount to many thousands; and all of these will pre-
sently he described or listed in a publication by the
Geological Survey of Victoria. This boring proved the
almost entire succession of the Victorian Tertiary bods,
for typical fossils found at certain horizons helped to
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prove the various horizons, such as Eutrochun fontinalis,
a Torquay fossil, at some distance down the bore. Other
interesting evidence afforded by the bore was the pres-
ence of former river muds, alternating with marine de-
posits, at various, levels down to over 400 feet.
The low fossiliferous cliffft at Corio Bay afford <i good
collecting ground, especially for corals and lamp shells;
while the comparatively modern freshwater limestones
of Limeburner's Point have yielded the remains of the
great marsupial, Diprotodon. This particular rock, when
seen under the microscope, shows that the lake in which
it was formed, was also the home of a thick growth of
water-weed ; and, as in other Pleistocene freshwater
limestones in Victoria, there occasionally drifted into the
lake, clouds of pollen, probably from the Cypress trees
of the uplands.
Near Geelong are also the attractive fossil beds of
Torquay and Waurn Ponds, where many interesting- ex-
tinct sea-urchins are found, including four species of the
typically Miocene genus, Linthiu. The "Fossil Ledge"
at Bird Rock, Torquay,' is composed of a bedded muss of
the handsome bivalve, Glyeymeris, white beneath this
bed may be found the rare and wonderfully interesting
cuttle-bone, SqAvulirostra, half shell and half sepiostaire.
At Batesford, again, there are the great quarries in the
Miocene limestone, where pectens and discoida] foramini-
fera a'*e abundant. The latter, termed Lepidocyclinae,
meaning "scaly-discs." indicate the age of the limestone
as BtltdiftfkK&n, for even the species is identical with
thai from French and Italian localities.
In boring for water many years ago, Jurassic fossils
were obtained at Beliarinc* near Geelong. Many of these
actual specimens, such as CladophlfibU, Sphwiopteris and
Comopteris, may be seen displayed in the table-cases at
the National Museum. Similar fossil ferns have more
recently been discovered in the Jurassic mudstones at
Queen's Park, Geelong. The Jurassic beds in the Cape
Otway district contain very well preserved fronds of
ferns, as welt a* leaves of the extinct kind of Maiden-
hair Tree, called Baiera, This lake sandstone is in
evidence round Lome, where Mr. Mulder made u large
collection of Jurassic fossils; some of these are now in
the National Museum
r
together with the described types
from the same beds that were examined. by Professor
Seward.
Among the older rocks of the Bacchus Marsh area
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there are the graptolite beds, which also contain the
curious pod-shrimp, Rhinopterocans. At Bald Hill we
find the Permo-carboniferous sandstone with its large
and handsome leaves of the early seed-bearing* plant,
Ganganiopteris. This plant once ranged over the Gond-
wana continent, comprising India, Australia* South
Africa and South America. Although the lowlands at
this time supported a mild climate vegetation, the great
glacial beds associated with them seem to be evidence of
land sufficiently high to be above the snow-line. It i&
still a problem how, if It were an ice-cold sea, such as is
postulated for the Permocarboniferous, it could have
supported an abundant fauna of corals, immense rafts of
sea-mats and giant molluscan shells, such as are typical
of beds of similar age in New South Wales.
Around Gisborne and Romsey many curious and beau-
tifully preserved graptolites and "sea-firs" have lately
been discovered. Some fine net-like Dictyonemae, and the
strange bristle-covered Laaiograptua, were recently
secured by Mr. W. J. Harris from the Gisborne and
Bulla districts, whilst students from the Geological De-
partment of the University some years ago made a
unique find at Monegeeta, of fossils closely allied to "sea-
firs/' which are still found living round our coasts. But
in a short talk like the present, it is impossible to do
justice to the treasures awaiting the collector in the
richly fossiliferous areas round Muddy Creek. Hamilton,
and, so, as when the lecture was given, about half of the
material is left over until another lime.
In conclusion* we may remark that, unlike many other
natural history specimens, fossils in moat cases require
little or no preparation. "With fossil leaves, that are pre-
served on shales, and so in danger of peeling, it may be
necessary to thinly coat the surface with size, taking the
precaution to have the solution warm and quite liquid.
Water-glass and varnish may be used in special cases,
and where marcasite, the unstable iron disulphide is pre-
sent, it may be necessary to immerse the specimen in a
tube containing water.
In the case of friable Tertiary marts, such as we find
at Muddy Creek, the smaller fossils, as the gasteropoda,
bivalves, polyzoa, Ostracoda and Foraminifera, may be
obtained by sieving the material on the spot, the sorting
of which will afford much interesting occupation for
leisure evenings.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE (VII.).
Fig. 1.
—
Tttrttgratus fruticoSHS (J. Hall>, Lower Qrdoviciam
Laneeneld.
Fig. 2.—t/Vns*ereM<, Halwym { McCoy). Silurian. TiilrooTR.
Pig. S*—LQvenia forbdai (T. Woods). Jaujukian. Beaumaris.
Thg, 4. C^lltt.t'iff. iiHvtralis (MaeGilHvTay). RalcombiaTi. Ilamjl-
ton..
Fig. &. Chonelcs M^lbourntumis (Ghapta) . Silurian. South
Varra.
Fig. ft, Teoulorhynehia squamosa (Hutton ) , Janjukiaiv. Bates-
ford.
Fig. 7. Pansxika #ippsh-ndica (McCoy). Silurian. Matlock.
Fi^r. 8.- Spondylus pseudoradida (.McCoy) . Balcombtan. BaJ-
combe Bay,
Fig. 9.—Dentalmm muntdf.i (ZitteO- Bairorobian. Baleombe
Bay.
Fig. 10. Jlyolithca upryi (Ohapnx). SiluriaPL Siruih Yarra.
Fig. 11. CfM<c*lfana ralvv.I-aUt (Tate). Ra1«ombiari* Batonmbc
Bay.
Fig. 12. Volutihthett antwintjuMa, (McCoy)- Janjukian. Tor-
quay.
ORCHID NOTES.
Since living at Croydon I have been more in touch with orohids
than for many years past Friends knowing ray interest in
natural history nave brought me many specimens to have the "why
and wherefore" explained. In mid-October a wihi-flower exhibi-
tion was held at the Wonga Park Halt, organised by Mr, T... Oyer,
the headmaster of the local State School. In this locality, about
five mites north of Croydon, consisting of wooded low silurian
hills, interspersed with fcmall alluvial valleys, orchids have been
very plentiful during the early part of October, and at the display
abo\it 30 species were exhibited, besides a number of other in-
teresting' flowers. Among Lhejafctcr were specimens oil the hand*





Of t\\*i orchids exhibited, the most notable were Thelymitru,
arisiata t a fine spike with 25 blooms; T.
t
lutvo-ciliata f Fite.;
Lyperanthns (Caluden-iu) suuwoU"ni$\ both light and dark varie-
ties; Ca,lad#nia Memiest-i (Hare orchid); C. te$Ute$<t* fine speci-
mens of both red and pale varieties; Pterostylift barbata, the
Bearded Greenhood (very fine) ; P. alpintt t P. nmtica. and P.
//wmv./Zo. (Ruddy-hood). Some of these I obtained for home ex-
amination, with interesting results. The Musky orchrd, C
tfistocetit was nearly as fresh 12 days after as when ex-
hibited; while the beautiful scented Sun-orchid, T\ aruitrtia, again
opened list topmost blooms when put out in the gun. A specimen
of that specifically badly-named orchid, Dmris punctata, from
Tarrawirtgce (north-east) opened an additional flower in water,
likewise Calochiiux Roberlso?m and PteivstyHs pusilla attll ex-
hibited the movement .of the labellum when touched, though more
filowly than when fresh. A pure white Spider Orchid, Catadtnia
PaUrson'1% Was gathered here lately, also a specimen of the May-
fly orchid, A ritar) thus randa-tux. I hope to see "Wonga Park on the
excursion Ji3t for the middle of October next year.—P. G. A-
Barnard, Croydon,
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By Chas. Daley, B.A., F.L.S.
Again, on -May loth, is a comment on the trying time
Mueller was then experiencing, "You will have seen our
friend, Mr. George Macleay, He is much interested in
your welfare, and I hope you may rind his friendly coun-
sel of use in guiding: you as to the best means of getting
rid of your present annoyance."
On July 11th:
—
wi am afraid that you will not agree
with me in many of my generic and other descriptions!
but in these matters there is no positive best, and every-
one acta according to his own convictions." Speaking
of the remaining: orders, he says, "However, I hope that
all will come into the seventh volume, which will close
the work, if I live to work it out" *
Concerning the movement in Victoria to .separate the
offices of Director of the Botanical Gardens and Govern-
ment Botanist, he thus comments on September 21st,
1872:—
4l
l am very sorry to hear of the continuance of your
troubles—the independent interference of a subordinate
is as bad for the gardens entrusted to you, and as
annoying to yourself as the insolent interference of an
ignorant superior in the) case of the Kew Gardens, which
has provoked so much indignant remonstrance on the
part of all who are connected with science, and who
appreciate Dr. Hooker's value,—but notwithstanding all
the indignation and remonstrance, the evil I fear goes on,
Etfid will go on."
Engaged in the Genera Plantar inn, he has little time for the
Flora, August 27fch, 1873:—I have to thank you for the last
sheet of Pr'agtmentct. I am glad to see that you continue co get
new and interesting plants to publish preparatory to the supple-
mental volume of the flora, which I feel certain will be left for
you to work up. All I can hope to have life and health for is
thr work of the seventh volume. 1 was sorry to see you t&king
up the modem German notion of reviving obsolete names- to re-
place those which are universally adopted. It is all very well
to restore a name .... for genera only known to a fe*
botanists; but abolishing such well-established names as
Stytidiuin and Forstera only creates confusion, and retards in-
stead of advancing science. The change will certainly not
be adopted, and only adds to the heavy synonyms with which
th«e science is clogged, and which tends so much to depreciate
systematic botany in the eyes of the philosophical botanist.
I Uvink it would be very advisable if you could prepare for
publication in your own name immediately after the completion
of my seven volumes, an additional one containing all the addi-
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tfon&. and coirections^you have to make to the flora, and ft
general survey of the botany of Australia and its distribution
over the territory, with relation to physical conditions anil to
presumed origin—all which can be much better worked out in
tut country itself than hove, and is therefore much fitter to be
undertaken by you than by me even if my time admitted of Jt-*-
but I can only think now of trying to bring to a close what
I h«vvc in Hand without attempting anything new.
Owing to being engaged on the Genera Plantarum,
Bentham was not able to start the seventh volume this
year; then he made two visits abroad, and at the end of
the year 1874 was working from six to eight hours, at the
Genera Plantarum. He writes, "I do not like working
in partnerships,-—the Genera with Hooker is the only
partnership I have ever entered into, and would not do
it with anyone except him," In 1875 little work wa«
done on the Flora, but on May 4th, he writes :
—
•"l feci much distressed that you should not yet Snd yourself
comfortable in your position, arid should really have been very
glad to have done anything to assist you; but I have no inter-
course with official people; and, if I had, it would have been
impossible at this distance, and without any meant) nf investi-
gating colonial aiTairs lor txw to interfere* upon any plausible
grounds. It i3 well known how fully we appreciate your
scientific eminence, and to that we are always ready to bear
our testimony whenever occasion seems to call for it"
This alludes again to the long-threatened division of
duties in Victoria, by which a new Director of the
Botariical Gardens was appointed, Mueller's duties being
restricted to that of Government Botanist.
It was not until towards the end of 1875 that work
was resumed on the Flora Australiensis. In June,
Bentham sent a copy of the Genera PLantarum to
Mueller, but was unable to continue steadily at the Flora
during 1S76, and writes on October 18th :—"I begin to
feel very anxious about the completion of thia last volume
of the Flora, for I doubt whether my working powers
will go on much longer."
Thi3 consciousness of failing health and energy is ever
with him. On November 15th, 1876, he is awaiting
plants by the ''Agamemnon/' and writes:
—
T had once intended putting into the last volume some general
remarks on the geographical distribution of the Australian
flora, both in Australia and the countries with which it is con-
nected, but 1 have been obliged to give up the idea
Hooker gave so good a summary in bis Introduction to the
Tasntaman Flora that nothing would now be acceptable without
working up in the same spirit all that has since been learnt on
the subject by recent discoveries, and this would take up mor»
time that I can now spare, besides that I have not the local
knowledge necessary lor rightly judging of the details, and sll
general principles must remain as laid dowr. by Hooker.
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It would, however, I think, be of much internal if you, with
you* experience, would give us a general view of the character
and extent of the different floras more or less spread over Aus-
tralia, the widely-spread desert flora of th* interior, the Indo-
AusLralism to the North-East,, the S^lb- Antarctic In Tasmania
and Victoria, and the two distinct South-Kast and Sooth-West
endemic florae This you could well do, and take the oppor-
tunity of completing the list of Australian plants with refer*
enccs to where you Have published the specioa not contained in
my flora, and rc-arranging the whole systematically according
%q your view of genera and species when they differ from mine.
On June 27th f 1877, the new volume is partly in the
printer's hands. The Graminae had been in much
disorder; and General Munro had been of much help.
When, I have published this volume of the flora t hope you
will prepare a methodical supplement with all your additions.
This wiil give you the opportunity of giving the character of
the genera as yuu understand them where your views ihffet
from mine.
I trust S">u will at the same time give a sketch of the physical
features and characteristic Dora of the different parti* i»f Aus-
tralia, which no one is in a position for doing so well as yourself
,
With regard to the general geographical distribution of the
Australian flora there is but v*ery little to *dd *>t alter from
what Hooker gave in his preface to the Tasmanian flora which
makes me less regret that I have no time to work it out.
Then, on December 12th, 1877, in the last of these
selected letters, he writes, in a spirit of relief after the
anxiety in regard to being able to complete the work,
v which must have been a great strain on his energies
towards the close :
—
*'To-day I send off to the printer the last pages of Flora
Austratiensis, except the index (which is ready) ; and
r- to-day also they have packed up at Kew the last of your
specimens to return to you. I shall long to hear of their
safe arrival."
The last volume was printed in due course, bringing
this great work and valuable collaboration of the two
distinguished botanists to an end. No later letters seem
to have been preserved, and after the Flora Australiensix
was completed the intimate correspondence was not long
continued, for Bentham, then 77 years of agep was in
failing health, and his reserve increased in his closing
years.
From the substance of Bentham's letters, it will be
seen that his advice and suggestions had a good effect
in stimulating Mueller to continue his valuable contri-
bution* to the Botany of Victoria in the Fragments and
other works, and to direct his attention to useful labours
a& in the Eucalyptographia, the Index of Australian
Plants etc.
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For fifty years Flora Au$traliensis has been the classi-
cal work on the plants of Australia , a comprehensive
storehouse of botanical knowledge, carefully and systema-
tically iU'rangcd. and of incalculable value to the student
of Australian botany. It remains as a worthy and
lasting memorial to its eminent author, to his faithful
Australian collaborator, and to the effectiveness of their
compk-roentary labours conducted at ho great a distance
apart, and under most unusual circumstances.
KXPI'ANATORY NOTES.
Genera Pirmtrru™.—A codification of the Latin diagnoses of All
the genera of flowering plants, undertaken by William Bentbam
and Dr. Jos. D. Hooker in conjunction. In three large volumes
tlw» first. BoMifttted 'n !£$$• and the last in 1RB3, the worV is
indispensable to technical botanists, and is still the greatest work
of its kind.
Brief reference lo the principal persons mentioned as directly
or indirectly conr.pcted with the progress of Australian Botany.
Sir William Hooker ( L7&3-1865).— Acv eminent Systematic botan-
ist and beieroist Professor of Botany at Glasgow; then in 1841
ho laid a firm foundation for the Kew Gardens; Director until 1865;
an outstanding figure in science for fiQ year?. P. fi3.
Sir Jrrsepk D. Hooker (I81G-3911), the most distin^uiBhed botan-
ist of the Victorian period; a £reat traveller and eminent scientrst,
the .first to accept Charlos Darwin's mutability of species: a pro-
lific writer: chief works on Antarctic Flora, Flora of British
India, Genera Plantarum (with Bentham) and Index Ktsrvensvs.
Director of Kew Gardens from 1805 to iaS5, a philosophical biolo-
gist, and the greatest exponent of the evolution of species. P. 63.
Geor&e Beruha/m (1H01MH84). a distinguished botanist, unsel-
fishly devoted himself from 1528 until his death to botanical study;
for nearly twenty years working with the Hookers at Kew J wrote
Genera Plantarum, and also Flora Australians**, two zrJCaumcnta)
work* in Botany. P. 63,
W, II- Harvey (1S11-1S66). Professor of Botany at Dublin; an
able cryptogamic Botanist; in 1854 visited Australia, Tasmania*
and ?*fcw Zealand; collected in Victoria in Port Phillip and at
Phillip Island; wrote Phycologia Auntrah^a, a jrreat work. P. 65.
Willia-yrt Sioain&on (1789-1855) collected plants in Victoria and
New South Wales; a naturalist, His Victorian Botanical Report ia
remarkable for its inaccuracy concerning timber trees; afterwards
in New Zealand, P. 65,
Jam** Drwnmond (1784-1865),—A fine Australian botanist; an
indefatigable collector in Western Australia for 15 years; dis-
coverer of many new species, P. 65.
"Robert Brown {1773-1858^, the greatest botanist of his day>
Accompanied Matthew Flinders m the "Investigator,'' between
1601-O, Collected 4,000 species of Australian and Tasmanian
plants; laid foundation of the scientific study of Australian flora;
wrote. Prodromes Florae Nevae-M&Uandiae; for SO years keeper
of the Butanicai part of th,e British Mu^um. Facile Bot&ni*
corwm }>rhtc$p$. P. 73.
Allan Cunningham (1791-1839).—Successful explorer and tine
botanist, collected widely in Australia for Kew Herbarium; King's
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botanist, and later Superintendent of Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
(See Vict. Nat., Vol. XLUt, No, 6.)
Pr. £r^no«!| With Captain Stakes, collected plants 1B37 at Vic-
toria River, Bas* Strait, and New South Wales. 1*. 69.
Sir JoaepK Banks (J ?43-t830) . —Munificent patron of science;
with Captain Coo);, 1768-75; mad* extensive botanical collections
of Aaatralian flora in New South Wales; President of Royal
Society (1778-1820); employed botanical collectors and artists
(Sounder, Robert Brown, Pryander, Baunr, etc.) A truly great
man. "The father of Australia." P. 97.
Nicholas Baudin,—French commander (1800-4) of "Geographic
Naluraliste," Cftan&rina; visited North-west, West, and South.
coasts of Australia, also Port Jackson. Leschenavlt d<* Tour was
botanist on his vessel. P. 97.
Louis de Frvycinet, commanded ^Uranie" and "Phyiicteune,"
French vessels, visiting western coast of Australia and Port Jack-
son, lie also visited Blue Mountains and neighbourhood, col-
lected Australian plants. M. Gaudichaud the botanist on his
vessel. P. 97.
John S- €• T>. WUrvUIe (1790-1M2), distinguished French navi-
gator and botanist; in 1824 the naturalist on "La Coquette" visit-
ing Nww South Wales; afterwards visited Australia, New Zealand,
Tasmania, in command of the "Astrolabe" and Zelve/' Collected
Australian plants. P. 97.
Dr. Wit(ui*n Woolls (1814-1893), described and collected Austra-
lian plants, especially in New Sonth Wales; had wide knowledge;
a friend of Mueller. P. 155.
John Lindlvy (1799-18&5).—Professor of Botany at Loudon, the
dominant personality in botanical .science in the mid-Victorian era;
a systematic botanist and horticulturist; edited the "Gardeners'
Chronicle" In 1838 preserved the Royal Gardens at Kew defin-
itely for the nation as the headquarters of botanical science. Des-
cribed plants collected by Major T. Mitchell in Australia Felix.
also many other Australian plants,
John McGillwray (—- -1807). -NaturaUst and collector on
H.M.S. "Kly " on coastal survey of Tropical Australia, 1843. On
H.M.S. 'TUiltlesnake." 1847, collected plants, etc., N.E. Australia,
N- Australia antf adjacent islands. Later, in H.M.S. "Herald,"
naturalist in Polynesian Islands. P. 129.
Charles Moor* (IS20-1 905) .—Director of Sydney Botanic Gar-
dens, 1848-1896. Did much useful botanical work; published
articles and sketches. P. 160.
Dr. Lv.dvnff Freiss.—Collected largely in Western Australia dur-
ing four years (1538*42) ; sold sets of plants in Europe; an early
friend of Mueller, whom he advised bo go to Australia.
Sir George MacLmy (1809-1801).—An explorer with Sturt
(1829-30); for some years a member of the Legislative Assembly,
New South Wales; returned to England, fostered horticulture; a
liberal patron of science.
John Daituckp (1820-1871).—Appointed in 1S49 Superintendent
of Melbourne botanical Gardens; a good collector; superseded by
Dr. Mueller in 1857; collected in Victoria. New South Wales,
Queensland P. 1&4.
Rev. Julian 7>ni«on Woods (1832-1839).—Published botanical
topers on Tasmania and Strath Australia, and collected plants;
referred to in the Flora Australtensis.
Errata; P. 64; line 2&, Pt I.—IBM (not 1954).
P. 187. line 26, Pt. III.— Acclimatisation.
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ON THE BUFFALO PLATEAU.
BY L. L. Hodgson.
(Read before Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria,
October 10th, 1927.)
To many people the mention of Ml. Buffalo, or the
Buffalo Plateau, brings visions of a snow-clad region,
where ski-ing, toboganning, and skating are the prin-
cipal diversions. This conception is, to a large extent,
an accurate one in so far as the winter months are con-
cerned; but, at such times, the locality would neces-
sarily have a limited appeal to the naturalist, with the
absence of plants in flower,, apd also of most of the birds
and other animals that seek refuge in the comparative
shelter of the valleys from the rigorous climate of the
higher altitudes.
Having this in mind when considering the Buffalo
Plateau as a locality in which to spend a short vacation.
I decided to arrange my visit at a time when the maxi-
mum interest could be derived from the flora* fauna, and
other natural features of the district, and, accordingly,
accompanied by my wife, I left Melbourne by train
on December 15th last.
Being within two minutes* walk of the Gorge, our
headquarters at "The Bungalow" were ideally situated
for close examination of the locality with the minimum
effort. Peivhaps the most interesting and attractive
physical feature of the vicinity is the famous Gorge, over
the precipitous head of which the Crystal Brook dashes
many hundreds of feet to its rocky fern-fringed bed in the
shadowy depths beneath.
Just behind Bent's Lookout is situated the Government
Chalet. An interesting record of the camp-out held by
this Club in December.. 1903, was found close at hand
—
a weli-blazed Eucalypt with the names "C- S. Sutton,"
"—
, Gossler," and "G. Weindorfer," and the date "1903"
deeply scored thereon, and quite clear, except that the
encroaching bark is gradually closing over the edges
of the old wound, and has already covered some of the
end-letters. The vicinity of the Gorge is fairly well
covered with several varieties of Eucalypts
—
principally
the Snow Gum, Eucalyptus coruxcae, var. alpina, Silver-
top, E. Sieberiana, Candlebark, E. Rubida, and Willow
Gum, E. Mitchelliana>> many of which actually grow out
of cracks and fissures on the rocky wall of the Gorge,
apparently relying for .their sustenance on the crumbling
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rock, and the moisture caught and held in the crevices.
It was a navel experience to see, in some instances, trees
with trunks up to a foot or more in diameter growing,
and, to all appearances flourishing, under such condi-
tions.
Owing to the high altitude of the Plateau, ranging
from 4,300 feet to 5,645 feet, the piants bloom much later
in the season than in the lower country. At the time
of our visit, a large number of species was in flower, and
a considerable portion of our time was devoted to the
collection of suitable specimens for herbarium purposes.
Among the more interesting flowering plants found near
the Gorge may be mentioned the very rare Blotchy Mint-
bush, Prostanthera- Waltheri (named after the late Mr-
C. Walther), which was discovered here by Dr. C. S.
Sutton and Messrs. G. Welndorfcr and F. G, A. Barnard,
in 1903, the only other localities from which it had pre-
viously been recorded being Mt, Eilery, in East Gipps-
land, and in New South Wales. Other interesting and
attractive plants in bloom hereabouts were the pink-
flowering Alpine Boronia, Boronia algida
t
Crimson Kun-
zea, Kunzea parvifolia. Mountain Shaggy-pea Callit-
tachys alpestHn, Rosemary Everlasting, Helithry&uwi
roscmarivifvlixiw^ bearing masses of small pink-and-
white blossoms, Gorsc Bitter-pea, Daviesia ulicina,
with its spiny foliage, Rosy Heath-myrtle, Baeckia
ramosixsima, n pretty littlo shrub with four-
petaled pink flowers, and Leafy Bossea, Bossiaea
foliosa, a striking yellow-flowered shrub with a great
number of small round leaves.
The only orchid seen, either in bud or bloom, was the
Spotted Sun-orchid, Thelywiilra ixiodes, which, curiously
enough, was found growing on a grassy patch under a
large Eucalypt a few yards in front of "The Bungalow."
Close search was marie for other generfc. or species of the
Orchidaceae in the course of several outings to different
parts of the Plateau, but entirely without success. I
was anxious to secure specimens of Prasophylluni Sut-
toni. discovered here by Dr. Sutton some years ago, but
none were in evidence.
The bird-life about the Gorge was plentiful, although
there was not a great number of species, With the first
flush of dawn, the bush around commenced to resound
with the mellifluous notes of the Gray Shrike Thrush,
Coilurieincla harmonica, mingled with the loud ringing
call of the White-eared Honeyeater, Meliyhaga leuoolis,
aind the harsher cries of the Red Wattle-bird, Antho-
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chaera carunculata. Sometimes the wonderful mimicry
of the Lyre-bird, Memira nt>vae-kolla*ladiac, was distin-
guishable at some little distance, while a colony of Gray
Currawongs or Bell -Magpies, Strepera versicolor,
mingled their ]oud bell-like calls in the chorus of song,
which was frequently punctuated by the sharp staccato
notes of the Crimson Rosellas, PIxityceruFt elegans, during
their rapid flight among the trees. As the coming of
day advanced* other species contributed their quota of
Melody* the familiar carolling of the White-backed Mag-
pie, Gymnorhina hypoleiica, being especially welcome.
The Kookaburra, Dacelo gigas, with his hearty laughter,
furnished a contrast to the more tunefcil notes of many
of the other birils of the surrounding bush.
A flock of nine or ten yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos.
Catpytorhyyiehm funereus. was observed one afternoon
wheeling and circling- above the Gorge, the while uttering
loud raucous, cries. The bushes and smalt saplings con-
stituting the undergrowth, were usually well tenanted by
numbers of small birds, chiefly Large-billed and Whitc-
browed Scrub-wrens, Sericornis magnirostris and S.
frontalis, and the Buff-tailed and Little Thornbills,
Acantkiza regulozdes and A. nana, together with many
White-eared Honeyeaters, all busily engaged searching
for insects. Both the Scarlet-breasted Robin, Petroica
multicolor, and the Flame-breast, P. phoenicea, were
frequently noticed, their brightly tinted breasts adding a
pleasing touch of colour to their surroundings.
Crystal Brook, a small stream of clear sparkling
water, running through a marshy "plain or ''tundra,"
hemmed in on each side by timbered hills., whose slopes
are studded with irregular piles of rocks, is well stocked
with Kahibow Trout. The stream pursues a somewhat
tortuoas course through the "plain," and the vegetation,
although mostly of a stunted character, is of considerable
variety and interest. Two of our Epacrids, Richea
Gwini, with its tall spikes of creamy flowers and stiff
spiked foliage, and the Coral Heath, Epacris microphylla.
occur here, in association with the Waxberry. Gaultheria
hixpida, Mountain Aciphylta, Aeiphylla tim-plicifvlia,
Common Buttercup, R&nimciduH lappaceus, the Clustered
and Satin Everlastings, Hetichry$nm wmi-pawosum,
and H. Imcopsidium.* and Coarse Daisy, Brachycome
seajriforpiin; while bordering the water's edge arc flour-
ishing bushes of the Tall Rice-flower, Pimelia ligustrina,
vat. hypericifolia, Long-leaf Hovea, HoVm lonyifolia,
and Mountain Speedwell, Veronica nivea. All were in
js^f*
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bloom with the exception of Hot?ea longifolia, found in
fruit only.
Overlooking' the plain, the '"Monolith." a huge tapering
shaft of granite, rises to a height of 30 feet above the
crown of a rocky mass, on the sloping edge of which it
is precariously balanced. The "plain" itself, although
somewhat dried out at the time of our visit, is of a
boggy and peaty character, and the conditions are appar-
ently unsuitable for Eucalypti and other large vegeta-
tion, only the low-growing shrubs and moisture-loving
plants finding sustenance in the usually more or leas
water-logged soil. As the stream winds further up the
small valley, the plain gradually close?, in, until it be-
comes a narrow strip a few yards in width, to walk over
which is like treading on very springy turf, so yielding
is the damp peaty soil, with its thick covering of short
grHBts, rushes and other dwarfed growth. Some three
nnd a half miles up from the Gorge, a concrete wail has
been constructed across the narrowest section of the
miniature valley, thus forming the Crystal Weir, from
which the "Chalet" draws its supply of fresh water.
Just, above the wall, the little valley widens out again,
and the impounded water, dammed back up several small
gullies, forms a most picturesque lakelet about 100 yards
wide, at the centre and some quarter of a mile in length,
almost surrounded by huge masses of rocks, including
the Wool pack, and the Devil's Couch.
The flora hereabouts is somewhat sparse, and leas
varied than that met with lower down the valley* but
some good specimens of Common Billy-buttons, Cra$-
•pedia Rickea, and the Purple and Ivy-leaf Violets, Viola
betonicifolia and V. ked&meea, were collected. On a
Eucalypt under which we rested to have our lunch, we
were joined by a Gang-Gang Cockatoo, which perched
directly abov<> us, and proceeded to regale itself on the
gum pods, as evidenced by the shower of half-eaten pods
and bitten-off twigs which fell on and around us. From
the. Crystal Weir, a rough foot-track proceeds past Og,
Gog and Magog, three immense tors, the largest approxi-
mately 100 feel, in height, among which was found the
Common Shield-fern, Polyxtichiim actdeatuwi, one of the
few ferns seen. After skirting Jessie's Lookout, cross-
ing a small grassy plain, and passing through a section
of rather sparsely timbered country, the track termin-
ates At Eagle Point, situated on the western edge of the
Plateau, and overlooking the densely-timbered Buffalo
River Valley. Some very brightly-coloured specimen*
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of the Pink-eye, Tetrathnea ciliata, were gathered in this
area, but otherwise the flora was poorly represented.
Returning to the Crystal Weir, another foot-track
leads round thebaok of the Devil 1* Couch to Mt. Dunn,
one of the more prominent peaks of the locality, A
steep zig-xag track leads to the pointed summit, and,
looking to the North-West, one has a fine view of the
Crystal Weir below, backed up by Anderson's Peak and
the neighbouring heights of the North Buffalo Plateau.
The character of the country may be well gauged from
the outlook provided over the greater part of the
Plateau; The Cathedral, The Hump, and The Horn stand-
ing out ele&rly to the South. Retracing our steps to the
foot of Mt. Dunn, we follow the track, and, after skirt-
ing several well-timbered slopes and gullies, shortly
emerge at the head of the Long Plain, where rises the
little stream which feeds Lake Catani. This plain is
some three miles in length, with an average width of
about a hundred yards,, and has much the same charac-
teristics already described as pertaining to the Crystal
Brook plain. The track follows the creeklet to the
headwaters of Lake Catani, along the left bank of which
it continues until the road leading to the "Chalet" and
Gorge is joined.
One morning we walked to The Horn, at the farther
end of the Plateau. Within a short distance of the
"Chalet," we crossed a small gully, in the moist bottom
of which patches of Christmas-bush, Prostanthorti
ItttSiantkos, and the Round-leaf Mint-bush, P. rotundi-
fotia, were flourishing. The Alpine Mint-bush, P. nive&
Was also growing somewhat les& profusely, while several
clumps of the Tasman Flax-lily, Dianetta Tasmanica,
displaying clusters of beautiful deep blue, yellow-centred
flowers, were noted on the roadside. The winding road
passes over the new timber bridge, recently constructed
across the deep gulch which carries off the overflow from
Lake Catani. This fine sheet of water, which teems with
Rainbow Trout and Brown Trout, has been created by
the erection of a curved concrete wall across a narrow
section of the gulch just mentioned- The road runs
round the east bank of the lake, which is about three-
quarters of a mile in lensrth, and of varying depths up
to 30 feet; its width ranging from about 50 feet, at the
weir, to three-eighths of a nu!e, at its broadest point near
the intake.
The slopes on each side are well covered with several
specie* of Eucalypts and various shrubs, while the mar-
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gins are fringed with tall grasses and rushes, among
which snakes are fairly numerous, being attracted by the
presence of large numbers of frogs. Two black snakes,
Pseudechis porphyriacus, were killed near the water's
edge early in the morning of our trip. In the gulch
below the weir, two specimen* of one of our few conifers.
—the Mountain Plu rn-pine, Podocarpus alpina—were
observed growing almost in the water. The bushes,,
when shaken, throw off great quantities of fine pollen
grains like clouds of yellow dust. Several bushes of
Mountain Pepper, Drimys aromatica, were noted nearby.
A few Black Ducks, Anas 3uperciUosa% were seen swim-
ming on the lake. A flock of Crimson Rosellas, Platy-
cerus eLegan-x, was noticed feeding on grass seeds, the
bright blue, and red plumage of the parent birds being
rendered conspicuous by the more sombre green of their
young*
From the head of the lake, the road penetrates to-
wards the centre of the Plateau, here winding along the
slopes of a well-timbered rise> there passing round the
head of a small stream, or dipping to cross some slight
depression in the contour, the prevailing vegetation on
each side consisting principally of Eucalypts, with alter-
nating patches of sparse undergrowth and bushy
thickets. In the iese thickly-clothed portion*, thou-
sands of Coarse Daisies, Brachycome scapiformu, dis-
playing their bright mauve petals and yellow centre*,
studded the landscape* together with numerous spikes of
the Trigger-plant, Stylidt&m graminifolium, mostly in
bud, but many just bursting into bloom. We were de-
lighted to find several bushes of the Royal Grevi Ilea,
Orevillea Victorias, in flower a little further on ; this is
generally regarded as the finest of our Grevilieas, and
its bright red flowers are certainly very beautiful.
The rock features of the surrounding country are of
considerable interest. They are of granitic formation,
and the gradual erosion of the softer portions has left
many huge bosses and isolated tors. The "Torpedo" is
a large boulder, balanced on another rock protruding
slightly above ground level. Near at hand is the "Levia-
than." This immense block rests on a comparatively
small base, and a large number of persons could find
ample camping accommodation under its massive over-
hanging sides. 1 believe that Sir John Monash esti-
mates it to contain, approximately, 50,000 tons of solid
granite.
Passing on, and skirting the rugged Le Soeuf Peak,
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with the "Sentinel" and "Corral" close by, the fool; of
The Cathedral and The Hump is soon reached. The
two peaks are practically portions of the one ridge, the
occurrence of a low saddle between them being con-
sidered sufficient to differentiate them. The Cathedral
rises up to an unscaleable mass of rock forrfiing a
bluntly-pointed summit, and is almost destitute of vege-
tation, a few sparse shrubs and Snow Gums, foicalyptw
coriacea. var. alpinu, finding an uncongenial rout-hold on
its lower slopes. The Hump is a much larger and con-
siderably higher mass, and is capped by two rounded
knobs resembling the humps on a camera back. Being
the second highest elevation on the Plateau, it affords an
excellent coign of vantage from which to view the 'sur-
rounding country.
The road! which reaches its highest IcVcl /tear The
Hump, now gradually descends as it approaches The
Horn, while the interventng country becomes more
rugged, being intersected by deep gullies, which even-
tually open out on to a slightly undulating plain-like area,
surrounded by a tumultuous jumble of stream rocks, and
dissected by several tiny streams which pursue extra-
ordinarily tortuous courses, suggestive of the Grecian
Key pattern. Skull Rock, a boulder very suggestive of
a human skull, with the eye-sockets and other features
quite distinct, rests on the slope of a rocky hillock. The
lower portions of this area, bordering the streams, are
boggy, &"<! support only a scanty dwarfed vegetation,
such as the Sky-Lily, Ilerpolirion Novtie-Zealandiae. and
Mountain Aciphylla, A, simplioifolia. The sparse plant
life hereabouts is in striking contrast to that of the
Eastern side of the Plateau, the rock-studded soil being
apparently incapable of meeting the more exacting re-
quirements and sustaining the more vigorous growth of
the larger vegetation. The lower slopes of the adjacent
heights, however, being above the influence nf the
marshy conditions prevailing in the low-lying areas,
support a moderate growth of Snow Gums.
The Horn, which towers to a height of 5,685 feet, and
is the highest peak of the Buffaloes, comes into view a&
r
the road emerges on to the margin of the plain-like area
just described, and its sharply sloping sides give an
impression of a veTy stiff climb to the summit. A graded
zig-zag track, however, leads up the Western slope, and
in about 20 minutes steady climbing, the topmost point is
reached. Almost the whole of the mountain-side is
covered with a dense tangle of Snow Gums, through
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which a fire has evidently passed in recent years, practi-
cally every tree having been killed; the silvery white of
the trunks and limbs giving the Mount a ghostly appear-
ance in the near distance. A noteworthy feature of"
these trees is the manner in which they have been bent
and twisted during their growing period, the majority
with their topmost branches arched over until they
touch the ground. This has no doubt been caused by
the weight of snow, and the force of the prevailing South-
Westerly winds. Fresh growth ts
r
however, Springing
from the bases of the dead trunks, and, provided no fur-
ther fires occur, and the area is allowed to regenerate
itself without interference* a few years should suffice
to retore it to its natural condition.
We walked back to Forepunkah on the last day of our
stay. A rough track leads over the surface of an ex-
tensive outcrop of granite, and down the spur to
Mackey's Lookout (3.600 feet). On the slopes were col-
lected specimens of Shrubby Trachymene, Trachyniena
billardieri. Lanky Goodenia> Goodenia elongata, Burgan
Kunzea, Kvvzea pednnmlaris, Leafy Bossea, Bossiaea
foliom. Sweet Forget-me-not, Myosotis suavotens,
Creamy Stackhousia. Stackhouaia UnurifoUa
t
and the
small White-flowering Alpine Grevillea, Grevillea Aus*
tralis, with its pungent pointed leaves. Near Mackcy's
were noticed numbers of smooth-barked Eucalypti, with
handsomely tinted trunks and limbs in tones of red, pink
and green.
From Mackey's another short cut saves traversing a
long loop in the road. A sweet scent noticed here-
abouts was traced to some flourishing bushes of the Tree
Lomatia, Lornatia Fraseri, bearing clustered racemes of
pale cream flowers. A slender plant with large basal
leaves, and a tall spike bearing- yellow flowers in the leaf*
axils, proved to be the Spurious Mullein, Verbascum
blattwria, an introduced weed. Derwent Speedwell*
Veronica Derwentia. and Mountain Speedwell, V. nivm,
were plentiful, while numerous Trigger-plants, Stylidktni
graminifolium. were in evidence, their tall stems being
in a more advanced stageof inflorescence than those seen
at higher elevations. Several species of Everlastings,
Hdich)*y$wms> added a bright yellow note. The scented
Groundsel, Senecio odoratu^^ Ivy Goodenia, Goodenia
hederaeea, and many Milkmaids, Burchardia unibeRata,
were also noted*
On reaching the Eurobin Bridge, a divergence was
made to view the Ladies' Bath and Eurobin Falls. A
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distinct change in the composition of the soil takes place
near the Falls, *he granitic character giving1 place to the
Silurian formation, with a corresponding alteration in
the type of vegetation, which is of a much less interest-
ing nature, A farther six miles, skirting the foothills,
brought Os to Porepunkah,
Wild animal life is somewhat scarce on the Plateau,
though Wombats are occasionally seen in the duak of
the evening. Dingoes also frequent the timbered
country, and their howls may often be heard at night
Only one of each of these animals was observed during
our stay. On the journey up the mountain an Echidna
WWS disturbed, and made vigorous efforts to burrow into
the high bank of the road. After two or three minutes'
strenuous effort, it desisted and raised its head to observe
its disturbers, but, on the motor horn being blown sud-
denly, it was amusing to see the frantic manner in which
it resumed its futile attempts to dig itself into the un-
yielding soil. There is a colony of Lyre-birds near the
top of the Gorge, several being noticed, at times, scratch-
ing and feeding within a few yards of the "Chalet," in
the quiet of the early evening.
In closing, I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness
to Mr. A. J. Tadgell for kindly identifying a number of
specimens of plants with which I was unfamiliar.
EXCURSION TO HUME VALE.
On Show !>ay holiday, September 22nd, a party of 38 visited
Hume Vale, about four miles beyond Whutlesea. Many birds were
heard and recognised. The Wedge-tailed Eagle, Uroaeltu audax,
soared majestically overhead, and a flock of a dozen Gang Gan*p.
Callccephalon fi-mbrintum, noiaily feasted close by among the
Eucalypti, their "nut-cracking" noise being, distinctly h«ard, while
the birds merely showed their thought of our presence by raising
their bright red crests. Tree-creepers, Robins, and Thrushes were
observed, also a- nesting Thornbill.
Collecting bottles were in evidence, and many species of Coleop-
tera and Lepidoptera noted. Even the geologist's hammer gave
convincing evidence of his presence. The botanists had a good
field day, noting 101 species of native plants and 14 migrants.
Among the 10 orchids seen, PUrostytis alpina was of interest to
many. Orchids divided the honours with eight ferns, of which
Woodwardia caud&ta- was rarest to some. Ophioplossum coriaceum.
with its peculiar fruiting tspikc. was abundant on the cleared slopes
of Scrubby Creek, and was a novelty to a number of the party.
The finding of Ranunculus parviftorue. and its beautiful sister*
the "common" Buttercup, gave rise to an interesting discussion on
the family being the original progenitors of the many forma found
in the floral world, also as to the construction of the pigment betow
the opidermis, giving cause for the ank^e^ mirror-like upper-
surface u£ the petals, found in many Ranunculi.—A. J. Tatk&ll,
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THE STORY OF A MEADOW MOONWORT.
By P. G, A. Barnard.
(Read before the Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria,
October 10th, 1927.)
It is seldom that a comparatively insignificant plant
can claim so long and so interesting a history as that I
can testify to regarding one of my pot-ferns.
In the early days of the Field Naturalists' Club of Vic-
toria, now more than forty years ago* Oakleigh was often
chosen as the locality for a Club excursion, and yielded
many interesting specimens. Alas, habitations have
claimed the former haunts of many rare birds, insects,
and plants. The value of recording our findings in the
Naturalist is emphasised by the following extract, from
a brief report of a Club excursion held at Oakleigh on
September 3rd, 1887, as published in the Naturalist*
Vol. TVM p, 82 :
—
%
"*In another paddock several specimens
of the rather rare fern, Botrychium ternatutn were
noted." (This fern is now listed under its earlier speci-
fic name, B. uuslrale, R.Br.).
One of these plants T removed, and it has been exhibited,
in a growing state, at many meetings of this Club. 1
planted it in a iive-inch pot, and it has been under a lath
fernery ever since. It has, on two or three occasions,
been re-potted ; but more frequently the surface soil only,
to a slight depth, has been renewed. In fact, I may say
that on account of its rarity, I have been almost
afraid to meddle -with it in any way.
, , This genus of ferns, familiarly known as "Moon-
worts," is almost unknown to the average fern-collector;
for, though widely distributed throughout the world,
Specimens are nowhere abundant. According to
Hooker's Index, only about forty species are known to
science.
A few Victorian records exist for this species. The
earliest 1 know of is that by S. Hannaford, in his "Jot-
tings in Australia," published in 1856, where he says, on
page 100:
—
"Botrychium australe, R.Br., Habitat. Jn
swampy ground near Richmond. The only specimen
of this plant found in Victoria, we discovered in August,
1853, and although we explored the neighbourhood with
much diligence, could never obtain a second." Mr. C-
Freneh r senr., in his articles on "Victorian Kerns," in
the Southern Science Record, 1381 (Vol. I., p. 3) records
it from between Arthur's Seat and Cape Schanck.
Another early record is that by the late Mr. D. Kershaw,
also from Oakleigh. That it must be rare in Victoria is
shown by the following remark by Mr. F. Pitcher, in his
paper. ""In the Strathbogie Ranges" (Naturalist, Vol.
XL!., p. 140)—"Though an old fern-collector, I found
here my first specimen of the Meadow Moonwort,
Hotrychium aiistrale, K.Br., a widely distributed fern,
but nowhere plentiful. Being strange to me, 1 Rt first
took il .for an introduced plant/' More recently Dr.
Heber Green collected the species QW* Mooroolbark;
while I have been told that J* HI occasionally met with m
the Snowy River district, near Grhoat.
For Victoria, a second species, E. hinaria, L., has been
recorded, tout it is extremely rare. This is a cosmopoli-
tan species, and is more frequent in the northern hemi-
sphere. Or. Mueller (afterwards Baron F. von Muel-
ler) collected it at Cobungra, Victorian Alps, in 1853:
and Mr. G. French, sem\, in bis article? on Victorian
Ferns, previously mentioned, states that lie found it in
Studley Park in about 1860. No other record seems
to exist
The name "Moonwort" is an old world appellation,
tradition having ascribed to them medicinal properties
if gathered by moonlight at the time of full-moon. They
are then thought to be of value in the treatment of cases
of lunacy. The generic name. Botrychium., is derived
from a Greek word, signifying a bunch of grapes, from
the resemblance of the clusters of spore-cases on the fer-
tile fronds to miniature bunches of grapes. The spore*
cases are spherical, about the size of dust-shot, which,
when ripe, split and distribute immense quantities of
spores, in the form of impalpable dust, but 1 have never
noticed anything resembling a seedling of this .species
in my fernery. The older specific name ternatum re-
ferred to the three main divisions into which the pinna-
tifid sterile frond appears to be divided; while the Inter
name, australe simply means southern.
The Moonwort belongs to the lowest group of ferns,
elos* to the little Adder's tongue. Qphioglossum. In
appearance the barren frond is like a email frond of
bracken, but softer and more flaccid, and of a. paler
colour. Tt grows to a height of six to nine inches,
generally out in the open. TU roots are not fibrous like
the majority of ferns, but short and fleshy, about an
eighth of an inch in thickness. To me its habits of
growth have been of the greatest interest during the
forty years it Has been in my possession, and very pro-
bably it is the only plant of its kind which has been
under observation for so long a period.
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Like nearly all the other species of its genus; the
Meadow Moonwort produces only two fronds each year,
or perhaps they should be regarded as a branched frond,
as they originate just at the surface of the ground from
one vegetative bud. One bud develops annually, and
the new fronds appear, in my specimen, as regular as
clockwork in the second week in February in each year
!
and last till about December, when they turn yellow,
wither off, and die. Its resting period in my fernery
is thus very short, probably on account of the shade and
moisture it receives there. In the open its growing
period would probably be shorter, and its resting period
longer, and this is likely to be the reason- why it is
apparently so rare.
From my experience, woodlice, slugs, and the intro-
duced snails are particularly fond of the Moonwort's
juicy stems, and I have had the greatest difficulty in pre-
serving it from their raids, being obliged to place the pot
on an inverted flower-pot standing in a saucer of water;
and even then the pests sometimes beat me. I last ex-
hibited my Moonwort at the Club meeting in June, 1926,
when it had two perfect fronds; but soon after it had
been returned to its accustomed spot, I found the stem
had been nearly eaten through by a snail. I tried to
bandage up the wound, but the fronds soon withered and
died. I wondered whether my pet would survive this
attack, and therefore was greatly pleased to see, on Feb-
ruary 8th last, signs of the new season's fronds. Only
the barren frond has been produced this year, rather
more lax and straggling than usual, perhaps owing to the
fact that this season it is in a different shade-house, hav-
ing a different aspect.
Reference to the Naturalist shows that I first exhibited
it at a Club meeting in May, 1892, rather more than four
years after T obtained it at Oakleigh. What an interesting
story it w7ould have been had I kept a record of its be-
haviour, under all its trials during these forty years, for I
remember on one occasion, when it lost a frond soon
after it appeared, another was produced about three
months afterwards, while on another occasion three-
fronds were produced at the same time.
Those who are not familiar with the plant, will find it
illustrated, and briefiv described in Part 3 of Mr. H. B.
Williamson's "Ferns of Victoria" (Naturalist, Vol. XLII.,
p. 265-7.) In the species, lunaria, the pinules of the bar-
ren frond are half-moon, or saddle-shaped, and in times
past witches were supposed to have used them as saddles
for their broom-sticks when riding to the moon. How
easily popular names were suggested in olden days!
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HATCHING PROCESS OF CICADA.
By Janet W. Raff, M.Sc, F.E.S.
The Cicada nymph, or cast nymphal skin, so commonly
found on tree-trunks, fences, etc., and the adult Cicada,
are, of course, familiar sights to all, especially after such
an invasion of the insects as occurred last summer. It
is doubtful, however, whether the eggs, or newly-hatched
larvae, have been noted by more than a few persons.
My observations have been made in the Zoological
Laboratory, University of Melbourne, from examination
of Cicada egg-nests, in twigs of a Eucalypt, handed to
me by Professor Wadham, to whom I am indebted both
for the specimens and for his kindness in taking the
accompanying photograph. (Fig. 1.) Mr. J. H. Lang,
of Harcourt, Victoria, from whose orchard the speci-
mens were collected, informs me that it was the black
Cicada that was prevalent
there this year, especially
during February and March,
so, in all probability, the
species concerned would
be Psaltoda moerenx. Mr.
Lang noted also, that only
dead wood was attacked by
the insects.
Several records of the
disfigurement of living
trees, both native and
orchard, due to Cicadas
ovipositing in them, have
been made, from time to
time ; and it is generally
considered that this is the
chief damage done, the in-
jury due to the sucking
habits of the insect during
the whole of its life-cycle
being of a minor nature.
As is well known.
eggs of the Cicada are
the
laid
in the wood of trees, the
female piercing the bark
with the strong, sharp ovi-
positor, and placing the Fig. I
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eggs in the deeper tissues. Figure 1 shows two dead
Eucalypt twigs, each about 12 inches in length, and as
thick as one's thumb, very heavily scarred by Cicadas
ovipositing.
Though I have not observed the actual egg-laying
process, it is evident, from the very regular arrangement
of scars on the twigs examined, that the Cicada thrusts
its ovipositor backwards into the branch, while it is in
position as if advancing up the tree; for, in all cases,
the puncture formed by the insertion of the ovipositor is
higher up the twig than the chamber made by its con-
tinued insertion.
As there does not appear to be a detailed account of
the actual arrangement and number of eggs laid in the
chambers by our local forms, nor a description of the
hatching process, these observations are placed on
record.
Fig. £
By lifting the ragged pieces of bark, and raising them
gently, the eggs are seen to be closely packed, in a very
regular manner, in a small groove, or egg-chamber; they
lie two abreast, slightly overlapping one another, as shown
in Fig. 2. On an average, there are eight eggs in a
chamber, each one being elongate and spindle shaped,
yellowish in colour, and measuring from 2 mm. to 2\ mm.
in length. The number of eggs deposited in each cham-
ber may possibly be found to vary, according to the
species of Cicada, locality, weather conditions, toughness
of wood, etc. Egg nests in Walnut, collected at Bright,
yield, on examination, an average of 12 eggs per cham-
ber. In those chambers where the eggs had already
hatched, the shells only remained, still arranged in the
overlapping manner, and each showing a wide split at
the anterior end.
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Examining the eggs under a lens, it is seen that the
anterior end lies at the upper portion of the chamber,
i.e., towards the entrance, this no doubt making exit
easier during hatching. The egg-shell being thin and
transparent, the enclosed embryo, or larva, with black
eyes, sucking beak, and legs closely folded against the
body can be clearly seen, (Fig. 3.)
Hatching was observed to be taking place when first
I received the specimens, in the middle of July. Con-
sidering the Cicadas in the Harcourt district were about
in greatest numbers during February and March, one
might assume that the eggs were laid not later than
April. By this it would appear that hatching could
take place possibly as long as 10 weeks to three months
after deposition. As a matter of fact, this period can
be lengthened even more; for, by placing the twigs in
damp soil, and exposing them to the warmth of the sun,
as late as September 15th, further hatching occurred,
thus bringing the period up to four and a half months.
This is of importance, since it is generally stated that
the eggs remain for only six to eight weeks after deposi-
tion before hatching. Apparently, no doubt, depending
on climatic conditions, this period can, therefore, be very
much extended.
At the entrance of some of the egg-chambers were seen
the young larvae, working themselves gradually out
from their nests, head foremost, and freeing themselves
of a thin skin. The empty egg-shells, each with a long
split at the front end, were left behind in the egg-nest,
arranged in the double overlapping manner described
above. The manner in which the young larva freed
itself of the thin covering during hatching was watched
closely, and was as follows :—The head is first pushed
through the "skin," then by a very slow sliding kind of
movement, with no distinct struggles or contractions.
the whole body is gradually released. The emerged
head is reared well up. and the antennae become ex-
tended and begin to feel about; the legs gradually be-
come free from their close apposition to the body and
move about; but, strangely, are not used during hatch-
ing as a leverage to assist the remainder of the body from
the covering. In a rather striking manner, the larva,
all through the hatching process, seems to be able to
support itself in the air, until only the tip of the abdomen
remains in the "skin," and the final slight movement
releases this. The crumpled thin whitish "skin" thus
-\0V. i
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cast in the final act. of hatching, either remained adher-
ing to the body, and was trailed round during the first
movements of the active larva T or, as was generally the
case, it remained sticking to the bark at the entrance to
the egg-nest. On close examination, this "skin"'
appears to be a true "moult." or cast larval cuticle, and
not an embryonic membrane, such as the amnion. This
is of great interest, and I hope later to describe it in
detail.
The larva begins at once to walk about, and very soon
falls from the twig- It is whitish in colour, and mea-
sures about 2 mm. in length. The chief structural
characters of the newly-hatched larva are the more or
less rectangular head with long sucking beak, the minute
eyevS, the comparatively long antennae, and the extra-
ordinarily strong., spined fore-legs. These features are
shown in Fig. 4. The femur of the fore-leg is short and
broad, and bears on its lower aspect a very strong
heavily chitinized spine directed towards a similar but
smaller one on the tip of the tibia. The femur and
tibia, working on one another, thus form an efficient dig-
ging tool. The tarsus, composed of a single joint, is
articulated to the tibia
some distance from its tip,
and carries a pair of claws.
(Fig, 5.) The second and
third pairs of legs are of
the normal type, there
being no special enlarge-
ments of the parts.
TiW larvae were removed
to small dishes of loose
damp t-arth, some being
supplied with fine rootlets
for food, but I was unable
to keep them alive for a
longer period than five
weeks. One could imagine
the newly-hatched larva,
provided, as it is, with such
strong, digging front legs,
beginning to burrow into
the soil at once, but appar-
ently the instinct to get
away from the light is
stronger than that to dig.
ri3 .
s
When one was placed in a
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small glass dish of damp soil, which was packed down
tightly, it walked over the firm surface for half an hour
without making any attempt to dig down. However,
when pin-holes were made on the surface of the soil, it
immediately went into these, apparently seeking the
dark. On loose- soil with an uneven surface, the larvae
found no difficulty in getting out of sight very quickly.
Whether, in nature, should the ground be hard at hatch-
ing time, they would have to depend on the holes in the
ground up which the nymphs had moved to the surface,
for their first homes underground, I do not know, but no
doubt they would take this easy route.
It might here be noted, that the fully-grown larva, or
nymph, so well-known from its cast skin, found clinging
to trees, etc., possesses similar digging fore-legs, the tar-
sus of which, however, is absent. In addition to the
difference in bulkiness of the body, the large compound
eyes and the bristle-like antennae of the nymph are a
strong contrast to the minute simple eyes and the com-
paratively long antennae of the newly-hatched larva.
EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.
Fig. h Photograph of twigs of Eucalypt scarred by
Cicadas ovipositing.
Fig. 2. Portion of egg-chamber showing arrangement
of eggs.
Fig- 3. Egg with larva seen through shell.
Fig. 4. Newly-hatched larva.
Fig. 5. Enlarged drawing of the digging fore-leg,
showing the parts coxa (c), trochanter (tr.).
femur (f), tibia (t), and tarsus (tar.).
EXCURSION TO FRANKSTON.
The outing to Frankslon on Saturday afternoon, October fitfi,
was attended by 18 members and friends. After proceeding
through Frankston Park and along the Tea-tree covered cliffs, the
party turned into a large patch of fairly open country towards
the Freshwater Creek. Wedding Bush, Ricinocarpus pinifoiivA t
wa3 here growing profusely and flowering freely, and numbers
of the sweetly-scented Rabbit-ears Orchid, Tkelymitra antenni-
fcra, were found. On u hill over which a fire had swept a few
months ago, some good specimens of one of the Leek Orchids,
PmsophylbtM, sp.?, and the Red-beak Orchid, Lyperantkus nigri-
cans, were collected; one or two specimens of the Hare Orchid,
Caladcnia Afenzifsii, were also noticed. The Coastal Tea-tree,
Leptospcrmum Ixvigatum, was in full bloom, and appears to be in
a flourishing condition, probably due to the presence of birds. 18
specie* being observed-—L. L. Hodgson.
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THE FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held in
the Royai Society's Hall, Victoria-street, Melbourne, on
Monday, November 14th, 1927. The President, Mr. E.
E. Pescott, F.L.S., occupied the chair, and there were
about 130 members and friends present,
DEATH OF MEMBER.
The President referred to the recent death of Dr.
George Home, a member of the Club and a noted Ethno-
logist, Members stood in silence as a mark of respect.
CORRESPONDENCE,
From Chief Secretary for Victoria, intimating his
approval of the proposed advisory Committee on matters
pertaining to the fauna of the State, and suggesting that
this Club should appoint representatives to act on such
Committee when formed.
From Royal Zoological and Acclimitization Society,
stating that it was intended to form an Advisory Com*
mittee for the purpose of assisting the Minister in
matters pertaining to the fauna of Victoria, and asking
the Club to Appoint delegates to a conference in this con-
nection.
From Minister for Lands, stating that enquiries would
be made into the proposal to establish golf links in the
Water Reserve at Cheltenham.
From Victorian Apiarists' Association, requesting the
assistance of the Club in its efforts to prevent the de-
pasturing of sheep on Crown Lands in the Grampians
district, which caused the destruction of much native
flora, and deprived the bees of polien.
The matter of appointing delegates to the conference
to appoint an Advisory Committee re native fauna was
referred to the. Committee.
Mr. V. Miller moved and Mr- H. B. Williamson
seconded—"That the Club support the Victorian
Apiarists' Association in its efforts to preserve the flora
in the Grampians district." Carried unanimously.
REPORTS.
Reports of Excursions were given as follow;—Chel-
tenham, Mr. J. W. Audas, F.L.S.; Agricultural School,
University, Mr. L L, Hodgson; West Kinglake, Mr. A. J.
Tadgell.
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ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following were elected as ordinary members:
—
Miss A. Birch, 55 Livingstone-street, Ivanhoe; Mrs. G.
E- McLaren, 3 Nyora-grove. Caulfiekh Mr. JX H. Fleay,
Ridley College, Parkville; Mr. Geo. N. Hyam f 144
Hampton-street, Hampton; Miss Jean Joshua, Wbern-
side-crescent, Toorak; and as country members:-—Mr^l
J. C. Teare, Upper Fern Tree Gully; and Mr, and Mrs.
A. E. Opperman, Croydon,
The President announced that, subject to the
approval of the Club, he proposed to arrange with the
Tourist Bureau for competent members of the Club to
accompany various excursions around Melbourne in
order to explain the natural features of the localities
visited ; also that he was arranging for a series of natural
history lectures to be delivered by Club members to the
Boy Scouts of the Essendon district.
The President referred to a letter in the "Herald,"
over the name of the Government Botanist, relative to
the finding of a new species of Pultenaea, and expressed
his view that the discovery was important. He also re-
ferred to the work performed by Mr. H. B. Williamson,
F.L.S.. on the Pultenaeas r and asked members to con-
gratulate Mr. Williamson, which was done with ac-
clamation.
The attention of members was drawn to the donation
by Mr. V. Miller, of a copy of "The Australian Encyclo-
paedia," a notable work, in two volumes, and Mr. Miller
received the thanks of the Club for his generous gift.
Reference was made by the President to the visit to
Phillip Island, on November 26th, for the purpose of in-
specting the Mutton-bird rookeries.
Mr, C. Barrett spoke regarding the proposal to throw
open an area of the Upper Yarra country to sawmilling
operations, and moved—"That the members of this Club
are opposed to sawmillmg operations being permitted in
an area of the Upper Yarra watershed, and that a strong
protest be made to the Government against the pro-
posal." This was seconded by Mr. F. G. A, Barnard, and
carried unanimously.
LECTURE.
A lecture was delivered by Mr. C. Barrett, C.M.Z.S^ on
various features of natural history observed during his
recent visit to Central Australia, with the Beso party-
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Mr. Barrett's remarks were illustrated with an excel-
lent series of lantern slides depicting many suspects of
aboriginal and other life.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr. C. Daley: Chipped Stones and Obsidian borab
from an aboriginal camping place south of Oodnadatta,
S.A.; also seeds of Abrus precatorius ("Jequinity" or
"Lucky -seeds"), used for ornament by aborigines in
Central and Western Australia.
By Mr. J. C. Seattle: Apus wustraliensis and Estkeria
dictyon, from Hamilton Bore, Central Australia; also
N'ebalia sp., dredged off Point Cook, and Lipiduris viri-
dis, from Hampton. Vic.
By Miss J, W. Raff, F.E.S. : Cicada egg-nests, eggs
and newly-hatched larvae, as described in November
"Naturalist"
By Mr. E, E. Pescott^F.L,S, : Cultivated specimens of
Eucalyptus torqwta, Hibiscus Hueu^lli. and Leptosver-
mwrn Nicholli; also specimens of aboriginal origin, from
Central Australia, including stone knives and spearheads,
churinga, pointing bone, etc.
By Mr. Geo. Coghill : Cultivated specimen* of
Chamaelauciwm unein-atum, Geraldton Waxflower, and
S'wainsona coronilli folia.
By Miss F, Smith ' Hymenopterous galls on Eucalypti,
from Creighton's Creek. Almost every flower bud on
the trees had been destroyed by this gall insect, giving
the trees a very pretty appearance, as if covered with
creamy-white berries.
By Mr. F. G- A Barnard: Stick-insect (alive), from
Croydon.
My Mr. C; J. Gabrie!; Land sheila from Central Aus-
tralia: Tharfiites adcockiana, Bfdnall ; Thersites perin-
ftata, Pfr. ; Thersites stiblevata, Tate; Thersites setigera,
Tate; Thersites arcigerens, Tate; Endodonta azmttla,
Tate i Lipurus Spenceri, Tate; Stenogyra- interioris,
Tate.
By Mr, H B. Williamson, F.L.S.: Specimen of Butter-
fly Flag {Diplarrhena Moraea, Labill.), collected at Tim-
boon by exhibitor on 10/11/1926. (Not previously re-
corded for the South-west,)
By Mr. A, E., Opperman : Specimens of Olearia
myrsinQides, Melaleuca decussate and Chamaetauclum
uncinatum, from Croydon.
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By Mr. C. Barrett: "Gibbers," from near Charlotte
"Waters (Sturt's "Great Stony Desert") ; llbulUroArer&, ,,
etc., from Central Australia,
By Miss Beatrice Barrett: Bean necklacB, from Alice
Springs, district.
By Master Donald Barrett: Boy's shield and boom-
erang, from Horseshoe Bend, Central Australia.
The meeting terminated after the usual conversazione.
EXCURSrOM TO CHELTENHAM AND fllGHETT.
S&veii members attended thy excursion to Cheltenham and
Highett on Saturday afternoon, October 16th. The day waft
pleasant and the flora was seen at its beet. About 50 species of.
shrubs and other plants were noted in flower or fruit. The most
abundant were:
—
Lvptospermmn loevigatum, L, BCopariuM^ L. '
myrainoides (with white and pinkish masses of blo&soroa);
RysfylQCdvptW pUtifolms, Aotuv vulo&a, . tHUwynia- ciwcr#s<:ene,
Quwiwty ulivina, CkawatscUfa corymbosa, Dickopvgvn strioti4S t
Olvaria ramutosa, Bxtrakardia, iimbeUata^ Helickvyswm *corpioid$$ t
PiwieUo,. kumUis, Plalylobiwin obtuscingxdum, and Kev.ned.ya pros*
tnUa. Among smaller plants may be mentioned Sebaca ov&ta,
RutidoBW- pumiHo, Levenhoofcia dubia, Drose-ra glcmduHfffim t
Crasiiuttt macra.nlka, Botateta pro8tratn, and laptomti fiwiatUis.—
J, W. AuOas.
I
"EXCURSION TO AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL.
The excursion to the Agricultural School at the Melbourne Uni-
versity, under the leadership of Professor S. M. Wadham,' on
Saturday afternoon, October 23th, was attended by mine mem-
bers. Professor Wadham, after briefly explaining the course taken
by.the students . at the School, conducted the party through the
propagating house and 'the wired-in experimental plots, where
different varieties of wheat, barley,' '|>ea3, etc., were being raised-
It was mentioned that there were .about .3,000 known varieties of
wheat, some of which contained 14,, some 28, and others 42
chromofedmw In the nuclei of the grain. Those with 14 chromo-
somes would not cross with those containing a greater nuratuir,
but 'the 28 and 42 chromosome grains would cross, though very
often producing inferior grain, according to the varieties used.
The experimental plots of potatoes, grasses, and other fodder
p!ants, such, as lucernes, clovers, etc, were next WeSted. and the
main characteristics of the different plants pointed out by the
leader. Profetreor Wadham entertained the party at afternoon
tea, and afterwards conducted us through the Museum attached
to the School, where many interesting features were ^eyamiued
and explained. A vote of thank* was tendered to Professor Wad-
ham and hlB assistant, Mr. O'Brien, for the interesting and in-
structive afternoon spent by those present—L. h HoocsOK,
Corrigenda.—"Some Victorian Fossils" [Naturalist, November,
1927). Explanation of Plate. Parenthesis to the authority of
ftfcs. 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, should have been omitted.'
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ANT LIFE IN CENTRAL AUSTRALIA.
By Charles Barrett.
On the Reso tour to Central Australia, in August, 1927,
opportunities for natural history collecting were limited.
But advantage was taken of every halt, delays while the
cars were crossing the dry sandy bed of the Finke River,
and an hour or two, morning and evening, around
camping-places. A day at Alice Springs was most pro-
ductive.
Devoting myself mainly to ants, I was able to make
a fairly representative collection, which was given to the
National Museum. Mr. J. Clark tells me that the collec-
tion includes several new species, and specimens of rare
ants, already known. This material will be studied, to-
gether with the collections made by the Horn Expedition,
and naturalists who visited the Central region more
recently.
Ants, of course, are the most conspicuous and abund-
ant insects in Central Australia—with the exception,
perhaps, of flies, in summer time! There is not a dis-
tinctive ant fauna—a number of species confined to the
Central region. All, perhaps, are arid country forms,
but the known species are widely distributed, Mr. Clark
informs me: some range right across the continent and
are familiar in Western Australia; others have been
recorded from Western Queensland.
On the Burt Plain, north of the Macdonnell Range,
crater-nests of Polyrachix (Campomyrma) macropus
Wheeler, are a feature of the landscape for many
miles. Through the mulga scrub, craters are so numerous
in some places, that 50 or more could be seen almost
at a glance. We dug out cne nest, and found that the
"living apartments" were several feet down in the hard
Jry ground. For coolness and moisture, ants must tun-
nel deeply in Central Australia. They accommodate
themselves to circumstances. Ants of the genus Poltj-
rachis, in Victoria, for instance, commonly nest under
logs and stones. P. macropus, I believe, is the only Aus-
tralian member of the genus known that builds crater-
nests. The craters are large and often fairly high.
They are covered—a kind of shingle—with dry mulga
leaves, which also are scattered around in thousands.
The object, it has been suggested, is to safeguard the
nests from flooding in a season of generous rains. But
more probably, while the thatching tends to conserve
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such moisture as exists beneath the surface, the craters
may serve chiefly as a protection against sand-laden
wind : nest-entrances, lacking craters, might easily be
"smothered."
Forel has observed, as Wheeler remarks in his fascin-
ating chapters on Ant-nests {Ants, pp. 192-224), that
the walls of craters formed by desert ants, such as
Messor arenarius, of the Sahara, are built up
to a greater height on the windward side. The
Australian ants of the genus Aphzenogaster are
widely distributed, and A. longipes, F. Smith, is perhaps
one of the commonest; it ranges from the Tropics to
Photo -C. Barrett
Crater-nest of Polyrachis macro})^*.
Victoria, and Melbourne is the type locality. Now the
Aphtenogaster ants are notable excavators, and a colony
may build up numbers of craters around the nest open-
ings. Some of these walls of earth-pellets and tiny
grains of sand, are perfectly formed ; others are care-
lessly made. I have counted nearly 40 craters along a
few yards of country roadside. But almost anywhere
around Melbourne, A. longipes is to be found, and its nest-
craters, and irregular little tumuli over and around em-
bedded rocks and logs, are familiar objects.
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Many of the beautifully rounded craters formed by P,
macropus could barely be covered bya large hat. They are
cleverly thatched, afl over the exposed surfaces, including
the inner slopes. Two or three may be grouped so closely
that their bases are merged; usually they are a few
yards apart; here and there, one quite isolated is seen.
Captain S« A_ White's photographs of Polyrachis craters,
in the Everard Range (Trans. Royal Soc> South A^i
,
XXXIX., 1915, pi. LXV-), created much interest, reveal-
ing, as they did, the very distinct nesting habits of an
Australian species of Polyrachis.
The crater-building species was one of the novelties
in Captain White's collection of insects from the north-
western region of South Australia. It was originally
described by Wheeler as Pr longipes; but subsequently the
specific name was found to be pre-occupied.
At Alice Springs, and in other localities, I found col-
onics of Honeypot ants, Camponotus inftatus, Lubbock,
but failed to take any repletes. Ordinary workers were
discovered under stones, and were very quick upon their
ways. The nest-tunnels were long, and in ground so
hard that digging-out was a task for which time was
lacking, with so much else to be done.
In a romantic and lonely spot, the Ooraminna Rock-
hole, a new species of Camponotus was taken. When
picking up flint scrapers, broken Mooe knives, and other
relics of the aborigines, 1 noticed ants issuing from a
small hole in the ground. Close by lay a nearly perfect
\nite, fashioned in stone, perhaps a hundred years ago.
Formerly Ooraminna Rock-hole was worth visiting as
an "art gallery" of primitive man. But the rock-draw-
ings have either been defaced by vandals, or worn away.
There are modern "paintings," probably the work of
Afghans and white men, with a twisted sense of
"humor," camping at the hole, which years ago, was
walled across, to form a reservoir. It was dry on the
occasion of our visit.
My Central Australian collection includes specimens of
26 species of ants. The sub-families Ponerinae,
Mynnicinae, Dolichoderinae, and Forimcinae, are repre-
sented, the latter by four genera and 10 species (of which
two are undescribed). There are five species of
Iridamitrmez, including the widely-distributed Mound-
ant, /, delectus, Sm., and the variety viridiaeneux, Vich.,
This variety ia a very beautiful ant, the body of the
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worker being rich metallic-green, while the gaster shows-
violet reflections. The nest was revealeJ only by a slit-
shaped opening—there was no mound.
At Blood's Creek, when seeking Lacewings by torch-
light,- I noticed large "sugar-ants" (CampomMua, ap.)
issuing from moiindless nesfcs, with slit-like orifices. In
the day-time these nests had been overlooked, the ante
being underground : they are nocturnal hunters.
Odwitomuchus rubrice-ps, Fore), was found among the
roeks at Alice Springs. The nest was in ground so
hard that it had to be chipped out with a sheath-knife,
The rock and the earth were: hot to the touch, but in
shady nooks and crevices nearby grew ferns of three
agecies, Chtil&nLheti vdlm, F.v.M.. C. temiifolia, Swartz,
and Gmmmitis rv,baefolia> F.v.M., ferns with cool, green
fronds, that told of moisture,
I am indebted to Mr. J. Clark, F.L.S.. for his kindness
in identifying the ants of my Central Australian collec-
tion.
RLUH-TONGUE U2ARDS IN CAPTIVITY.
About two yeara ago I brought home from the hills a young-
Blue-tongue Li sard (Tiliqua,), about four inches in length. After
a few weeks' captivity, it disappeared. But recently some neigh-
bours sent word of the presence of a "big lizard" in their gar-
den. Collecting the spoil, we found a splendid sample of a full-
grown Blue-tongue, and in all probability, our friend of two
years ago. Now he is in an enclosure, feeding voraciously on
Cape Weed flowers and snails. _
We have kept an assortment of Blue-tongues for many year*.
One individual was keot for about aix years. Then it disappeared,
and over a year afterwards we had news of its accidental death,
in a neighbour's garden, during grass-mowing- operations.
The diet of our lizards has been very varied. Minced steak ifi
a popular food, but they do not care to eat too freely of this
Flneiy-chopped carrots are gladly accepted;- chopped lettuce is
always refused. Cape -Weed flowers are eaten greedily, on ac-
count of both nectar and pollen contained in the flower*. Dande-
lion flowers are not relished so much,- neither arc flower» of t%
Sow Thistle. Perhaps the most nopular item in the daily diet ts
snails {Helix aspersa). The shells must be broken, as the l<*;*rd-
dn not understand how to break them. One of our hungry lizards,
which had not been recently fed, managed a meal of 24 large-
si»ed snails*.
Milk., in almost any form, is greatly relished. Our lizards,
unless wvll fed. never refused rream. custards, lice or sago eua-
terda, and simi'ar food* Evidently the Blue-tongue are fond of
A mixed diet.—E. K. Tkhcott . - -
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THE HISTORY OP THE FLORA AUSTHALIENSJS.
By Chas. Daley, B.A„ F.L.S.
Dk. Jos, D. Hooker's Correspondence With Baron
Mueller.
Part vl
The letters of Dr. Hooker rexreal the kindly, sympa-
thetic,, and frank character of tht*ir writer.
Dr. Hooker was of a genial nature, genuinely inter-
ested in Mueller and his "work, and with a greater capa-
city for friendship than Bentham.
In consequence, the relations between Hooker and
Mueller for forty years were of a most cordial character,
revealing a pleasing, mutual interchange of views,
advice, and confidences until the death of Mueller ended
the connection. j
.Part of Dr. Hooker's letters are contemporaneous with
those of Bentham, and throw sidelights upon the collab-
oration of the two great botanists in their work upon
the Australian Flora. In addition, the letters show the
reciprocal relations between Kew Herbarium and the
similar institutions directed by Dr. Mueller in Victoria.
The incidental knowledge conveyed in the letters in
regard to the great English institution, and also in re-
ference to features connected with Australian .Botany, is
instructive, and interesting; whilst in the .last letters
there is matter of a more intimate personal nature.
,
It has been previously mentioned that Dr. Hooker,
after the year 1857, had taken over, as was natural, the
greater part of his father's correspondence with Mueller-
Sir William was getting old, his time was fully occupied,
and Dr. Hooker bad abundant energy and activity, and
bore the brunt of the management and organisation of
the Kew Herbarium. Mueller's collections, as well as the
business arrangements for the Flora, were mainly cow-
ducted through the Herbarium, besides which there was
thejregular interchange of specimens and ideas on botani-
cal matters.
Writing in August 2Srd, 1858, Dr, Hooker acknow-
ledges receipt of MSS., and .some Van Diemen's Land
specimens, and writes, "I am perfectly amenable to all
your strictures on the Flora TasmanienHs* No one has
any idea how important all such works must be. Every
-
thiug seems dear, and easy, and accurate, till another
..goes over the same ground."
He breezily comments on several species:
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As to J?c>vrtt5onia> it is a miserable-looking plant tc be the
name of the King: of Australia,* and ite dependencies. Can you
find no better plant for his honor?
I have no doubt you are right as to several of my Epacru
being bad species, and you will do a prodigious service by re-
ducing the species; of this and many other plants within their
just limits. Leucopogon U in a. terrible chaos, Melaleuca is
worse, as Co Eucalypts, I hope your cortical characters will
prove as infallible as you think they are, but Brown seemed to
think that perhaps you had system atiaerl too much upon it,
Hooker then warns Mueller about hasty publication of
grasses and monocotyledons.
"Botanists should work at the variation of species, and a
good paper from you on the limits of variation of the Vic-
torian genera,—especially such as Epacris, Leucopogon, etc,
-should immortalize you more effectually than describing new
species without proper material of books and Herbarium."
On December 20th, 1858, he writes from experience:
—
"F know nothing so difficult as keeping these booksellers in
tolerable order. They plague us out of our lives here with
ditatoriness, overcharges, incomplete copies, etc., etc. 1 mast
nnw beg your acceptance of my remaining colored copy (of
Flora. TWmanicn&is)
,
which I shall send to Pamplin for you.
I gave the two previous two parts to my father to send
to you, and I doubt not they have gone astray amongst his
multifarious correspondence, but we really are overwhelmed
here with duties of this sort.
I am quite prepared to accept your opinions at many of my
species being bad ones. I look at all systematic work as ap-
proximate only, and full of errors I find that those
called critical botanists are jnet as fallible as others."
He discusses points of difference, then frankly
resumes :-
—
"l have studiously abstained from publishing1 any Victorian
plants, although I have a great majority of thein from Cun-
ningham, Robertson, and others, because I knew you were
at word on that Flora, and tided to have the credit of naming
your plants. You agaEn go on naming and describing Tas-
manian plants, although you know I am engaged or> that flora.
Many persons would take great umbrage at this, but I
assure you I do not at all, You further ask me now to give up
the Chatham Islands flora, which T do most willingly, though
I should not in fairness hide from you that I do not think the
request reasonable,, as you do not leave the Tasmanian plants
to me. All I can say is that I shall always welcome your
labours In any form* and beg yon to be assured that I hate
reclamations and jealousies, so pray describe Chatham Islands
and Tasmanian and Indian plants too, if you wish. You must
not expect, however, that, when I have reason to word at un-
published plants to which you have given MSS. names, 1 3m to
take your names wherever the species are good only, a« a
•Sir William Denison (1804-71) Governor of Tasmania, and
in 1855 Governor of N.SAVales, nominally Governor-General of
Australia.
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matter of course; hitherto I have done bo, and have not
quoted your MSS. names u
Concerning De Vreise's Goodeniacwe,—he states:
—
"Moat unfortunate attempt. Any comment upon it without
aceejtn to tk<a mate-rial from which h$ -worked, cannot but add
to the confusion he has already made."
In systematic botany even the best botanists are often at
iault, and I find it impossible to identify many of Brown's
described Ta.srjua.nian plants without access to the specimens.
The Cyperaceae have cost me many week? of labour, your
specimens have been invaluable, though like my own, often
wrongly named The long and short of the matter is
that Systematic Botany is a much more laborious and critical
operation than anyone concludes who has not access to a large
Herbarium and Library, and the quantity nf scattered dis-
membered materials in the shape of genera and species now
daily beang further and more widely scattered through periodi-
cals of all kinds threatens to render the effectual study of
species impossible at no distant date.''
In a later letter there is an allusion to Brown's death,
and the statement,—"My father and I drew up a report
on your whole Botanical career in Australia for the
Colonial Office, but we have had no copies sent of it nor
seen it in print."
In connection with Mueller'** report sent to the Linnean
Society, the Colonial Office declined to pay for the
printing. Hooker's comment is, "Very shabby to a pri-
vate scientific society." However the Linnean Society
printed it, and also a paper on Acacias and Eucalypti
"1 aoi extremely obliged to you for your numerous and valu-
able corrections to my faulty Flora Tmtmaniennw, Yon wilt
doubtless reduce my species very much, and no one will be mow
gtfad than I to have this done for we."
It will be noted that there is a refreshing candor in
Hooker's references, not only to the work of Mueller and
others, but also to his own.
The next letter is dated October 20th, I860, frotn the
British Consulate, Jerusalem. Hooker, having six weeks*
leave, is visiting Syria, and is to return home by Caipha
and Beyrout—through North Syria, Lebanon and Anti-
Lebanon to Damascus. The country, as regards vegeta-
tion is "dead/ 1
He writes to Mueller for Australian seeds as a means
of remedy "towards improving this interesting locality"
"The soil and climate are admirable, and the coentry is
cursed by man and man's work alone. I believe that many
Victorian seed's would succeed hare better than those of any
ether country, and 1 know you would be proud to be tlie in-
strument of populating the country with arborescent vegeta-
tion. No one could do it so well as you, and no plants would
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succeed better than Australian. The quick-growing ones- would
be the most important ones, as shade and breakwind of plant*
that will withstand drought is the first requisite. ......
The following would be desirable:
—
B begum, Peppermint, various Acacias, Casuarinas, CalUtri&,
Melaleucas, Anthistiria, and other dry-climate large groups.
Pomaderm, Banksia, Hakea, Grevillea. etc., etc. • You can,
froui the above list, judge better than I can, what would be
acceptable. Please put on each packet whether tree, shrub, or
grass. This is more important than the scientific nam*-1 '
This was a practical proposition in afforestation to
which Mueller, who was the first to decry the evils
arising from the destruction of the forests in Victoria,
gave his sympathy and active support.
From Kew, November 20th, 1S60, Hooker writes that
fie has returned home, and on Mueller's account had sent
£65 for Royal Society Membership. He U "glad that
excellent, elaborate and careful Flora of Victoria is
making good progress," and reports that a genuine,
scientific Natural History review is to be established:.
Mr. Oliver, librarian at Kew, edits Phanerogamic
Botany; Mr. Cury, Cryptogamia—the best men for the
purpose. Tt will be a quarterly review, with a quarterly
bibliography, and Hooker (Senior) will publish Ferns.
On May 24th, 1861, from Hetcham, Ipswich, Hooker
wrote the letter which evidently had the greatest in-
fluence in finally reconciling Mueller to the abandonment
of his plan for writing the Australian Flora, and in in-
ducing him to collaborate whole-heartedly in its publi-
cation by Bentham.
From Kew, September 22, ,1861, Hooker advises that
'he is sending some plants from North Africa, "not many
&wt very choice/' and gives the encouraging note/ 'Tour
seeds* are growing famously at Jerusalem/* He ex-
.presses satisfaction that Mueller is gratified with elec-
tion to the Royal Society without any opposition what-
ever.
On December 8th, 1861, he remarks, in reference to
the decision concerning the Australian Flora, "I am
sure you have acted both liberally and wisely/' 1 very
much hope that you will get on with Victorian Flora
—
it is a capital work and will cost you more labour than
perhaps you anticipate to complete it/' He mentions that
three years have been spent on the first volume of Geftertt
Plantarum. which is in course of publication, and refers
to the plant Welwitschw. received from Damara Land,
"Certainly the most marvellous plant discovered since
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Botany was systematized, more curious cer.tafnly, though
less striking in some points than Rafflesia/9 Later, of the
same plant, "It is incomparably the most marvellous
plant found in any country/*
On December 24, 1862, he acknowledges exchanges, and
is sending seeds of duplicate plants, and states that his
father is counting on "the unrivalled wood* of Victoria
for the Exhibition,"—a selection having been made for
him by Mueller.
In December, 1863, Dr. Hooker speaks oi domestic
afflictions, and in December enquires about Augustus
Oldfield, a contributor of specimens to the Flora Tas~
mamensis. "I have plenty always to say to you, but no
time to say it now."" He asks for terrestrial orchid*, pre-
ferably the tubers in the dry season, and bulbs of all
kinds from Australia will be acceptable.
Referring to information Mueller had by request sup-
plied about the natives of Australia, h6 conveys the
thanks of Sir John Lubbock for the same.
On March 19th, 1864, Dr. Hooker is busy preparing
to publish Part I. Phanerogams o.f the New Zealand
Manual on Botany, He is glad at Mueller's pleasure at
Oliver's notice of the Flora Aaatrdlierisia In the Natural
History Review, and later advises that Sir Phillip
'Hodgson will personally deliver the papyrus at the Mel-
bourne Gardens.
On September 19th, 1864. he notifies sending to
Mueller's order a dissecting instrument at ,a cost of
twenty shillings. It has triangular, pointed needles con-
sidered the best, and easily sharpened on a hone. A cop}'
of tho New Zealand Handbook is enclosed.
,
Information is asked about the blacks of N.W. Aus-
tralia,—whether it is a fact that there is an absence of
canoes among them, and if so, is it because 'timber is
wanting; also whether stone implements arc rough or
polished, loose or mounted for use, and whether Mueller
'has seen them in actual use, and for what purpose.
Bentham and he are still at Genera Plantarum, They
have to publish the second part before being repaid half
the outlay on the first.
From Kew, on December 2nd, 1864, was sent a reply
ixi tetters from Mueller, showing, under sense of aggrieve-
ment, signs of acerbity and irritation. Dr. Hooker points
out the injustice and unwisdom of statements made, and
vindicates Renthara and himself from undeserved re-
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preaches. The mutual misunderstandings being cleared
up. cordial relations continue unaffected,
On February J7th, 1865, a consignment of trees and
shrubs is reported as being sent to Australia, and the
writer mentions that his father, Sir. William, is better
in health; then later, that he is seriously ilJ from bron-
chitis. Dr. Hooker is overwhelmed with work, but his
father will write to Mueller. He is sending packets of
fresh seeds from the Hebrides, also live. plants.
Sir William Hooker died in I860, and Dr. Hooker had
also been seriously ilL On October 9th, 1865, from Bux-
ton, Derbyshire, where he had been convalescing, he
writes, saying that Bentham had promised to write to
Mueller, and he gives eloquent, filial testimony to his
father's work.
"My loss has indeed been a grievous one, my father having
been for so many years more my daily companion than any
other person. ' I shall never see his equal for liberality of
purse and work to Library and Herbarium, for genuine kind-
ness, for utter absence of self-love or self-esteem, and for
single-minded devotion to science. He thought nothing of him-
self m these matters, and scrupulously avoided applause, Bat-
tery, and distinction. These attributes brought their own re-
ward. He lived and died more happily than any scientific man
I know, and had not a single enemy or detractor.
I do hope, my dear Dr. Mueller, that our correspondence may
continue. I have been for nearly three months forbidden to do
any duty, and so do not pretend to answer any of your Lacs
letters to my father or myself till my return to Kew\"
Later from Kew r in reporting the sending of a box of
succulents, and the receipt of seeds, he anticipates
changes in the management at Kew, and mentions the
offer of Hooker's Herbarium to the English Government
for £6,000, with selection of all books wanted to com-
plete the Library. This offer waa at a later date
accepted,
On March 1st, Dr. Hooker is sending to Mueller Part
?. of Synopsis Filicmn, Papyrus, and also seeds of a
Drac&na from Cape Verde. Later he is to send fern*
spores, and young plants of the Autumn Crocus, seeds of
water-plants, and West Indian orchids. The Orchids
from Australia have not yet arrived, but the Xanthor-
rhea is doing well,
On January 11th, 1867, Hooker has received two
plants of Correa Lawrentiana- He writes, "The last big
Tree-fern sent is growing magnificently, and the Todea
gets bigger and bigger every year. It must have five
or six hundred fronds on it." Of this Todea, sent some
\
\
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time before by Mueller, Dr. Hooker was extremely
proud. At this time he is preparing his Presidential
Address for the Royal Society, He rnentionK receiving a
Xerotea or rush*baskot? also Goodenias.
August 4th, he is enquiring for Anigozanthi, or Kan-
garoo-paws, of which they have only two at Kt* w, The
Diurie and Pterostylis Orchids are in flower.
January 18th, 1869, he has written in vain to Madeira
and Teneriffe for plants for Australia. He asks for
Rlandfordias and other bulbs, and acknowledges receipt
of cases.
In January 14th> 1869, he tells Mueller of a request
made by Nordiinger for specimens to be cut from a fine
series of polished dabs of Australian tree.% and quotes
part of his answer,—-"Cannot comply with your request
wfth regard to Australian woods." All are slabs pol-
ished to show the nature of the grain for art purposes,
the cutting-up of which would disfigure the collection.
"The Todm is growing vigorously, and will make a
grand show by next summer,"
March 19th. He asks for plants and seeds of Banksias
and Epacrids, and states that Schomburgh. at the Ade-
laide Gardens has .sent magnificent Xanthorrhieas Jiving.
Ho requests good plants, four feet in length of Xan~
thoiTh&a arborea, X. australis, and X. hasiilis.
May 14th, 1869. He has received packets of Epacrid
seeds, and writes,—"We have abundance of Dicksonia
antarctica, Atsophila ay^stralis, Cyatheo- nieclulla>ri$> we
want good small trunks of the other Australian Tree-
ferns. The Herbarium has received four or five Xan-
thorrheas from King George's Sound, Regarding the
Eucalypts at Kew+ he says:
—
"Eucalyptus vohjetn-
themos is the only Eucalypt that will stand an ordinary
winter with us .... we have tried scores of others."
Mueller had promised to send "the King of Tudeas."
On July 11th, 1869, Dr. Hooker writes thanking him:—
''What a figure it will cut at Kew! I saw 2 superb ones at
St. Petersburg!!. You shall have the spnves of our Ferns and a
ease of live ones as soon as we get a foreman. . . - T fear,
however, that you will not find it easy to grow from spores and
cultivate as you anticipate, from the great difficulty in such
establishments as yours of keeping up a uniformly good tem-
perature and shade.
t
We, on the contrary, find Epacris easy
enough of cultivation if we could only get them; but, of the
hundreds of Australian species of the Order, we have not
3 score!
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We have now 3 species of Xanthorrhaa growing, pumtiio from
you, 4 angru&ito from the South, and another, auaftra&s? from
Schonxburgh, the two latter about 4-0 feet high.
I fear that on this side of the world we think the reverse, of
.
what you do, in reference to the debt between Kew and Mel-
bourne. Your Ward's Cases arrive in such woeful condition;
our foremen complain that you send on duplicates year after
year. You send us much better reports of the condition in
which our cases reach you, though it is now too long: since we
have sent you any. We have a case of Bamboo now establishing
for yon*
I think that you will find about the beginning: of my taking
charge, that we kept you in our debt with boxes of Orchids,
BromeHaceae, Cacti seeds, and Ward's Cases of rare platfts,
but- that lately we have fallen off, which is much due to the
factuthat for three year* my own and the men's time have
been taken up with the rc-organigation of the Gardens, recon-
stTuction-Gf nouses and erecting apparatus, which has thrown
us altogether out
I can quite understand your anxiety about the Cryptogam*
of Australia, and I am sure I will gladly help you, though Of
all the worries I know, till* of Cryptogamie Botany is the great-
est—to got the Australian Cryptogams even -undertaken will
require a lengthened correspondence which I really cannot
undertake. . . . ,
The first thing to be done is to select workers, to give them
im idea of how much they will have U> do, how thoy art; to do
it, how long thoy are to be, and what pay they are to get, A
condition wUh all must be that they revise (at least) their
matter at Kaw. Then when the MSS. is prepared, you will
want a skilled Editor to see it all through the press, who will
sfre that there is some uniformity in the matter, and especially
in the form and style.
I. can give you an .i<Je& of the trouble I had with oil my
Cryptogamic Floras to get the matter of each author into
shape. Bach author had his own notion of what should form a
description, a diagnosis,, a genus, a class., a species, a variety,
a tribe, -an order, a family, and so forth; so, tooj with the mat-
ter and. manner of the description, of synonymy, of quotations,
of. giving habitats, .etc., etc My correspondence with some of
thmse collaborators fill*, volumes. Lastly, each has his own
terms to express one and the same structure and organ, and
the confusion is hence terrific.
The Cryritogamist cannot or will not come to Kcw to work,
and without access to books and herbaria, they never can
identify their species.
Poor Berkely's health is worse and worse, though he con-
tinues- working at your Fungi. No two authors are agreed
upon Hep&ticnv, fewer on Mosses, and as t*> T^chens, the whole
subject is in chaos, as it appears to me."
Mueller haa despatched the promised Todea, concern-
ing \vhich Hooker jubilantly writes from Kew, on Sep-
tember 10th. 1869;
—
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KThc portentous and prodigious Todea arrived yesterday in
splendid condition, with hundreds of pink and white fronds
pushing through the saw -dust. We shall make a nidus for it
wrth a watery bottom in a shady part of the Temperate House,
where I do not doubt it becoming a grand feature in the House*
, scope. It is the finest thing we have had for many a long day,
arid l cannot thank you sufficiently for it. We shall do our
endeavour- to send you a suitable return- I think we had Letter
send case after case of NepentAex till you get one alive. This
we must do through careful ship-capUins. As to Sarractnias,
we have plenty, but they present more difficulty."
He suggests sending them in Spring—selected, best
plants In small Ward's Cases, overland, if someone can
be got to look after them.
"The P & 0. seem to take a delight in knocking Ward'8
Cases to pieces or putting them in the hold or near the engine.
Would not saw<dust mAke capital packing for the ferns*
We now lately get them with life in them even from Calcutta
Depend upon it, we shall do our best for you.
Neptnthett takes any amount of heat and moisture, and
rather likes shade. Surractinia you must keep cool, moist, aniJ
*hady with plenty of lycopodium among them. With moderate
ferns 2 to 4 feet, do not remove any fronds, young: or old, but
fold th«m down carefully along the trunk. Have you any Aus-
tralian name for the Todea? 'Fern Royal' I ea.Il ifc.M
[( would be of interest to know if this name is the fort-
runner of "Khig feTn,' 1 which now we. apply to the Todea.
(To he continued.) '
EXCURSION TO ELTHAM.
Home 30 members and friends attended the excursion to £>tham
on Saturday, November 12th. ^ The first oests noted were those
of White-Winged Choughs, Corcoran metonorhtfiniplius, some of
which were occupied. The next nest inspected was that ©f a
pair of Olive-backed Orioles, Oriolus sagittatu&, built in a sapling-
near the track, and containing one young bird—the remaining one
of three—which flew out of the nest, protesting loudly. The party
followed the creek to a large White-Gum, where a pair of White-
fronted Herons, Notophcyv y-Qvm-hQlltmdiae, had their large stick
ne&t, high on a horizontal branch. Pour Herons, about three week*
old, were standing erect in the nest.
Another interesting subject was a pair of Orange*winged Nut-
hatches, Naositta ckr'ysoptera, busily engaged putting the finishing
touches to their small, felted neat, in the forked branch of a Box
sapling. Close by, a male Pied Trilier, Laiaga tricolor, was bitting
on a nest high in a Stringy-bark; and withn a few yards a Brown
Flycatcher, Mwroeca f<titcinan9 r was sitting on a tiny nest con-
taining two fledgling6. Near by, a Wbitv-browed Wood-swa.ll«w.
Artamus 8up*rcili<i9H3> had her nest in a Stringy-bark. Black-
faced Cuckoo Shrikes, Coracvna itovav-hollandiae, were fly<0fcr
around, and Rufous Whistlers, Pathycephdla. rufiventriz, were
much in evidence.—W. C TONGfc
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THE CLUBMOSSES OF VICTORIA.
By H. B. Williamson, F.L.S.
By the popular terms "Ferns" and "Clubmosses" haa
been known the Division Vascular Cryptogams, by which
is meant all flowerless plants (i.e., not provided with
stamens or pistil) reproduced by spores, and having true
stems enclosing bundles of vascular tissue. These
plants are divided into two classes:
—
Filicales:—Plants with large leaves (or fronda)
usually divided into small segments, and with spores in
spore cases (sporangia) in clusters on the under surface.
Lycopodiales :<—Plants with small leaves, undivided,
with spore cases sessile in the axils of the l'eave$.
The terras "Ferns" and "Clubmosses^ have been used
as vernaculars for these two classes at a time when
Filices and Lycopodiaceae were the botanical terms
accepted. The present classes, Filicales and Lycopodiales
do not exactly coincide with the old Filices and Lycopo-
diaceae; for instance, the genus Azolla, which was In-
cluded under Lycopodiaceae, is now placed with
Filicales, However, the popular terms cited may be
accepted as good vernaculars for the two classes of
Vascular Cryptogams.
The Ferns of Victoria have been dealt with in pre-
vious articles in this journal, and an attempt will now
be made to present the few Clubmosses (12 species) in




PHYLLOGLOSSUM Drummondil Kunze. Pigmy
Clubmoss.
This tiny plant may be looked for in swampy ground
in most parts of the State, and is often easily picked out
by the yellow of its fruiting spike, though only about an
inch high. At- Mildura it has been found in the clay
alluvial of the Murray flats quite away from other vege-
tation. It rises from a tuber of the previous year, and
produces from three to seven linear radical leaves about
an half inch long, from among which rises the fruiting
stem topped by a cylindrical spike of bracts bearing
kidney-shaped spore cases. It is confined bo Australia.
(W.A„ Tas., N.S.W., Vic).
Genus Lycopodium (6 species).
Two of these have been found near Melbourne, the
others being alpine plants.
1027.J
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(a) Lycopodrum densum^'{b) L- laterals* <c) L.
scarwsuvu
(d) L, Sel&go. (c) L. ctevatwm. (f) L. v&rium.
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Lycopodium densum, Labill, Bushy Clubmosa,
In all districts of Victoria except the North-West, in-
cluding the Dandenong Ranges, this much branched
species may be found, rising from underground stems
usually to about a foot in height appearing somewhat
like a miniature conifer. The leaves are pointed and
very much crowded, up to J inch in length on the stem,
and only about J inch on the branches, which are dicho-
tomous (2-forked) . Spikes bearing spore cases are ter-
minal, erect, and up to an inch in length.
It occurs in Polynesia and New Zealand as well as in
all Australian States except W.A.
LYCOPODIUM laTerale, R.Br. Slender Clubmoss.
This is distinguished from the last-named by having
very few branches, often none at all, and by its lateral
fruiting spikes. Leaves are crowded, very narrow, and
about J inch in length on the steins, about 10 inches high,
rarely 2 feet. It is common in the Grampians, and has
been gathered in the Sandringham district. The dis-
tribution is the same as that of L. dert&sm*
Lycopodium soariosum, G, Forstcr. Spreading
Clubmoss.
This species, recorded for Victoria so far only the
Baw Baws and "Sources of the Yarra" is distinguished
from the remaining Victorian species by having its
leaves in two rows (distichous). Between these rows
are smaller, appressed, stipule4ike leaves. It is a much
spreading or trailing plant, with shortly ascending
branches. Its fruiting spikes are terminal, about \ inch
in length, with spore-case-bearing bracts broad, with
scarious edges and spreading tips. Tt occurs also in
Tasmania, New Zealand and America.
Lycopodium Selago, L. Fir Clubmoss. (Conifer-like
branches).
This also has- been recorded from the Baw Baws,
though apparently rarely gathered there. Other locali-
ties are Mfc. Hotham and adjoining peaks. Bentham's
description includes the following;—
"The stems are scarcely creeping, though slightly
"decumbent and rooting at the base, the forked and erect
"branches forming dense level-topped tufts 3 to 6 inches
"high, completely covered with their crowded but spread-
ing dark green leaves, not forming a distinct terminal
"spike as in most of the species/'
In Australia, it occurs in N.S.W. (Alps), in Tasmania
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and New Zealand. It also grows in Europe, Asia, Africa
and America,
XiYCOPQDWM claVATUM, L. Common Clubmoss.
This may also be looked for on the Baw Bawa and on
aJl the alpine highlands, and is the most widespread of
the highland species. The author found it at the head
of the Dargo River, and was told at the St. Bernard
Hospice that it was the "Dargo Fern." It most re-
sembles L. Bcartosum, but it is easily known from that
plant by its narrow, incurved, much pointed leaves,
crowded all round the stem, and not distichous, and by its
long-stalked fruiting spikes. These spikes are iWg or
three together at the end of a peduncle, two 'or three
inches long, which is provided with scattered, small, nar-
row bract-like leaves. Besides the alpine regiabfs of
N.S-W. and Tasmania, it occurs in Europe, Asia, Africa,
America and Polynesia.
Lycopodium VAJUUM, R.Br. Tall Clubmoss.
A vQry rare plant in Victoria, having been found only
at Genoa Peak- It differs from L. Selago, in having
stems elongated, and ascending, with bracts of the spike
smaller than the stem leaves, which are somewhat longer
than those of L. Selago. It is found also in Tas. ( N.S.W.,
N,Z„ the Pacific Islands, and South Africa,
Family Sewginellacrae, J
Our two representatives of this family are easily mis-
taken by their general appearance for Lycopodium, but
the family stands apart in having spore cases of two
kinds, small ones filled with minute powdery spore*
(microspores), and large ones containing from I to €
large spores (macrospores), all the spore cases being
placed in the axils of bracts in terminal spikes.
SELAGWEUiA uligwosa, Spring. Swamp Clubmoss,
A very common species, found in all the districts of the
State except the North West. It rises from a perennial
rhizome, with very stender but stiff branches, some-
times amongst vegetation to a foot or more. The leaves
are scarcely £ inch long, in four rows, scarious and
spreading, or even refiexed, crowded near the summit
to form terminal spikes, with the bract-like leaves enclos-
ing the spore cases. ft is confined to Australia, and
occurs in all the States-
Selaginella Preissiana, Spi-ing. Tiny Clubmoss.
Distinguished from the preceding species in being an
annual, branching scantily from near the base, rarely
reaching to 2 inches in height, and by having spore cases
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(a) Phyllogloemm Dnmnmondii. (b) Setagindla uliginosa.
{c) 5. Prevtsima. (d) Tmt&ipteris tanntnsb. (e) Pxilotam
nudum, (f) /soete-5 DrummoTtdiL
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along the greater length of the branches. Leaves are
similar to those of S, ;u>ttgiiio$a, but rather smaller. The
distribution is the same, except that it has not been
recorded from the northern districts of the State.
Family PsilotackaE-
The plants of this family have their spore cases, two
or three together, united into a two- or three-c*>lled cap-
sule or sorus sessile at the base of bifid bracts or scales.
Genus Tmesipteris,
Stems simple, leafy, sori usually two*ceUed.
Tmesipterts tanNEnsjs, Bernhardt. Fern Clubmoss.
A fern-like plant often found in the Dandenong and
Gippsland fern gullies growing from slender, creeping
rootstocks'ou fern trunks, and reaching sometimes a foot
in length. Its leaves are vertical, sessile, somewhat de-
current on the stem, about an inch long, blunt and with
the midrib produced at the end into a fine point. Along
the upper half of the frond are leaf-like bifid bracts on
stalks about £ inch long. The capsule-like sori, broader
than tong, are sessile at the junction of these bracts. It
occurs in Polynesia and New Zealand, as well as in Tas. t
N.S.W., and Queensland.
Genus Psilotum.
Stems dichotomously branched, leafless, with distant
minute scales. Sori usually 3-celled.
Psilotum nudum (L,)t Griesb. (P. triquetrum, Sw.).
Skeleton Clubmoss.
.A rare plant in Victoria, being found until recently
only on Mitre Rock, near Mt. Arapiles. During the
recent Western District F.N. Club Excursion, Mr. C.
Barrett discovered it at Mt. Zero, Growing from rock
crevices, its forked leafless branches of a yellowish green
colour make it an easily recognised plant, though it has
possibly been passed by as a young Exocarpus ctipressi-
formis or E. atricta, Spore cases are usually three to-
gether, united into a capsule-like sorus, nearly globular,
3-celled, 3-lobed, opening by three valves. The bracts
are bifid and very small. Stems are erect, or when on
trees pendulous, 3 inches to over a foot long, the fertile
branches 3-angled (hence Swartz's name), and the bar-
ren ones usually flattened. Linne's name for the plant
was Lycopodmm nudum, and Swartz was wrong in
changing the species name when he removed the plant
into the genus Psilotum. Griesbach made the necessary
correction. It occurs in most regions of Europe, Africa
and America. In Australia it is confined to Vic.,
N.S.W., and QR i. .
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Family lSOKTACEAE.
G6hUS ISOfiTRS.
ISOEtes DRDMMOND1I, A. Braun. Quillwort.
A peculiar, stemless, semi-aquatie plant found also in
N.5.W. and W.A. The few plants of this genus are
either submerged or growing in swampy places. The
author found this species during the month of March in
a swamp, in which it most have been submerged during
the winter. Jt grows in tufts with filiform leaves, one
or two inches lonjr, which have their bases dilated, short
and very broad, giving a bulbous appearance U> the
plant. Like Selaginella, it has spores of two kinds, the
microspores being at the base of the outer teavea, and
the microspores at the base of the inner leaves. Tt is
found'oniy in the States named above.
DJATOM MOVEMENT.
The movement ol living diatoms has always had a fa&cination
for the microscopic, &r\A numerous guesses have been made as to
their method of locomotion. If living diatoms art placed on a
slide under the microscope, they are seen to move gracefully back-
ward and forward across the field of view, but always end-on,
never sideways. Occasionally, a small piece of debris will he met
with, and this will be punned along in front of the diatom, but the
microscope shows that the frustrate is not in contact with the
obstacle—there is a distinctly clear apace betwettn the diatom
and the obstacle-—showing- that there existe sn envelope of some
substance around the diatom. Another proof of the existence of
this, envelope is the fact that it can be stained. }
One jauftgestion as to the cause of the movement in diatoms was
that it cs caused by the streaming, or circulation of the protoplasm,
and T have repeatedly watched a rapid, rhythmic movement along
the- raphe of the larger Nttvieula and of Plura&iyma, It has
been left, however, bo Mr. A. A. C. EHot Merlin, F.R.M.S-. to
solve the lotu?-standing puzzle* and he has shown this movement
is caused by a dense mass of extremely, short plastic threads or
cilia extruded through the well-known complicated structure of
the silex valves, and placed »n some unknown way, <so as l30t to
create an observable current in the surrounding: water. Be this
as it may, there is now no doubt whatever that the fact* of. the
rapid vibration can be demonstrated, thus placing the movement
of diatoms In the same category as that of other low forms of
mobile water organisms, the propelling force of all fceing rapid
piasmic vibrations of some Vin<L
Since announcing- Ms- discovery, Mr. Merlin has now succeeded
in photographing' the cilia of Nitzxchifi aigmwd** by means of a
3 ro.rn- apn O.G. of 1.40 W.A., employed at a magnification of 1,300
diameters.. The diatoms from which the photograph was ob-
tained wer»* skilfully stained so as to render the cilia visible on
the mounted slide, by Dr. A. C. ColtfK, of. Bournemouth.
The fine details of the photograph cannot be reproduced by the
half-tone process, but it is hoped eventually to render it available
for inspection by those interested.
—
J. SKAKLE.
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THROUGH THE VALLEY OF MYSTERY.
By W. IL Nich'olls.
Much has been written concerning most of the Gram-
pians country, but nothing (as far as 1 know) has been
published concerning the area now to be described. The
trip was planned by Mr. J. B. Howie (Vermont), witH
the assistance of Mr. G. W. D'Alton (Hall's Gap). The
other members of the party were Mr. F. J. Bishop and
myself.
We left Hall's Gap on November 6th and Ira veiled
past Mackey's Peak, the western side- Our immediate
destination, Turret Falls, was soon reached. After in-
specting this pretty place, with its setting of showy
Bauera (B> sessiliflora) , which in places is 15 feet in
height, we returned to the roadway, and to our packs,
which weighed over 40 lbs. each. Our guide led us
along the old timber tramway, which leaves the highway
nearby. Travelling due south, we passed over the old
Stony Croek diggings, and were soon admiring masses
of the beautiful Swamp-heath, Sprengetia incarnata. The
spikes of pink starry flowers were up to our shoulders,
and u pure white variety was collected.
On the saddle between Mt. Rosea and Mt. Difficult
Range, numerous flowers of hluphrazia collina were
seen. It is a common plant in these wilds, and often
grows luxuriantly. Our intrusion disturbed several
Black Cockatoos, many Gang Gangs, ajid also a fine
specimen of the Red Brush Kangaroo. This was sup-
posed to be a botanical trip; but, the geographical fea-
tures of the country traversed, proved so interesting,
that -at times, momentarily, flowers were forgotten. We
kept at a steady pace, over the rises and through the
valleys, but, halting often, to admire some unique floral
display, such as Blue Tinsel Lily, Calectasia vyanea:
its glorious blue was a conspicuous feature throughout,
at least, three days of our wanderings. In one patch
alone, we saw more than 350 flowers, in the space of
2 fesfc x 1 foot. The Purple Bladderwort, Utricularin
dickotoma, was seen everywhere—on mossy ledges and
rock fares.
We were now at the head of Mt. Rosea Creek, flowing
east here. -then onwards into the Glenelg River, thence to
the ocean. On the saddle close by, and between the
Serra and Mt. Difficult Range, Boronia pHo$a } Melaleuca
xquatrosa and Bauera sessiliflora were intermingled in
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the creek. Growing in profusion were the following
plants;
—
Pnltenaea Benthamii, Calytrix Sullivanii, Pul-
Ivnaea Liiehmannii, Leptoxpermum, vat. grandifoUum,
Tfiryptomene calyeina, Caiytrio: Ulragonct, Lept&sper-
ihuni myrmmdes (with pink flowers), Stypatulra glmica,
Ctesia parvifiara t and Acacia. Mitckellii. also Gyninoscluz-
nus adiistus, and several specien of orchids, including
C&Uiwno major.
We continued our journey, and on the banks of ML.
Rosea Creek and just below some high sandstone rocks
— which we named 'The Giant's Stepping Stones'*—we
found LkoUkya (Snow Myrtle) in some splendid bushes,
and our first bush of Pultenaza subalpina (rosea) r
which, according to some botanists, grows on Mts. Rosea
and William only. Ascending the rise before us, we
found the Downy Star-bush, Plum-midropsin pkebaliaides,
an unusually pretty plant, with its numerous yellow, star-
like flowers and woolly tomentose foliage. On the crest
of this hill Fringed Heath-Myrtle, Micromyrtiifi eiliatiis,
was plentiful, interspersed with a brownish moss, and
covering* a largo open space, as is its wont. On the
borders. Calytrix (Grampians Fringe-Myrtle) , and
Thryptomcne (Heath-Myrtle) were in profusion; there
was also plenty of Leptoap^rmum (Manuka), which is
also very numerous throughout the lower hills, and Kun*
zea parviftora, Grevillea olpina, Diliwynia fioribzmda,
Leucopogon mrgatus (unusually tall) ; and a solitary, very
large bush of Ho.fcca pugu/niformift in bud. In the open
spaces, grew the Purple Bladderwort.
The next few miles proved very heavy going. The
scrub was old, and, in places, almost impenetrable.
Creepers, mostly Caszytha, were interwoven among the
lower branches, effectively delaying our progress. Reach-
ing a treek, almost hidden by Melaleuca zquarrozn*, we
rested. King fern, fiauera, and Mint-bush (Fro&twn-
thera lasumthos) were in luxurious growth on the levels
all around—the Bauerri predominating.
This stream (we called it "Melaleuca Creek"), flows
probably into Mt. Rosea Creek. Beyond, we encountered
tall growths of rushes, and found it tiring work pushing
our way through them. We emerged at last, into com-
paratively easy country. By 6 p.m. we had reached
another stream, probably Moora Moora Creek. Many
fine large bushes of Lhotzhya were flowering on its banks,
together with Thryptomene and Calytrix. We found
nearby, a strange, leafless shrub. l^pttytneria a/phylta,
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known locally as "Wild Gooseberry/' Here we camped.
Just over the neighbouring rim, to the south, emus
could be heard, but we did not see any of the birds,
though their favourite food, the fruit W the Flame-
Heath, Astroloma conostepkioidets, was very plentiful
hereabouts, and their tracks and other signs were not
wanting.
Next day we were up by 5 a.m. Half-an-hour later,
the sunrise was apparent by its reflection on the ranges
to the west, and the immediate valley looked like an in-
land sea with innumerable islands. The dew had made
our surroundings so wet that wc were forced to delay
our departure for several hours. When «8 did leave
we had to keep to comparatively open spaces, where the
undergrowth was low. At 3.30 a.m. we rested 'on an
elevation, slightly east of south of Tower Hill, which waft
distant about a mife and a half. It is a conspicuous
landmark, and the one remaining rampart of the north-
ern extremity of a rocky wall.
Our position commanded views of the valley, in the
foreground, and of Victoria Valley itself, beyond to the
Black Ranges. Round about was a wonderful garden
of Fringed Heath-Myrtle (Micromyrtm) with Thntpto-
niene and Calytrix in abundance, and an occasional
Lhotzkyo, and Crimson Kun/.ca. K. parviflora. We tra-
velled roughly south, through rocky country, with
Boroaia pilosa, 3 fe«t in height, and rested awhile at
Small Creek, where Bauera, in riotous profusion, grew
up to 8 feet in height.
By 1 p.nci. we found ourselves at a fairly wide rock?
creek, with a good flow of water. We had negotiated a
succession of dangerous rocky ledges, between steep
banks, where the scrub was very dense. Our packs wee?
troublesome; and often one was held suspended.*
We called this stream "Discovery Creek/' as we found
on its hanks very large bushes of PultPMaea subaJpina
(rob'tfa), also two orchids new for the Grampians* one
a rare species, being new for S.W. Victoria. One splen-
did bush of Pultenaea {rosea) was in full glory; its base,
a tangle of showy Bauera, This bush was measured, and
found to be 11 feet 6 inches in height and 16 feet across.
Below, in a backwash of the stream the surface was rosy
red, with the fallen confetti" vf both P. mbotpma and
Bauera.
Leaving this creek, \ve had another rough passage
through more heavy scrub, and finally emerged upon the
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lower ridges, below Middleton's Gap). From a promin-
ent vantage point a little higher up, another glorious
view was obtained of the immediate valley, wlth.Tower
Hill at the northern extremity to the west, on a rocky
rampart. Huge figures, of almost the total height of
the wa LI. could be clearly seen (with field jrfasssea), re-
minding one of the statues of Abu-simb*l on the Nile.
And above, over the Gap, several Wedge-tail Eagles were
Soaring. Around us, on all aides, above the intermingled
growth of Grampians shrubs were gigantic masses of
sandstone of almost every conceivable shape* from mush-
room rocks- to wonderful statues. , The rocky character
of this ridge, combined with the tall dense growth of.
Melaleuca squarrosay etr-> caused us. much trouble and
frequent rests were imperative, Oil the opposite ridge,
WWJ beyond towards D*Alton Peaks, we saw Pultenae&
(rosea) in such profusion that large patches were vis-
ible to the naked eye at a distance of over half-a-mile.
We explored these ridges next morning. Many other
well-known plants were in blossom around, including
Catectasia .cyama, Boronin pihw. and FJu%>krasia col-
Una, the two last unusually fine, • •
We now descended to the creok, hoping to find an
easier passage to the Gap, but encountered such dense
scrub (Melaleuca and Dagger Hakea) that we had to re-
trace our steps, breaking through higher up. and finally
reaching the head of the creek and Middleton's Gap,
On the way i found our first specimens of the Alpine
Caladenia, Cidawnia alpinst, Rogers. It has only re-
cently been described, and thift discovery adds yet
another species to the list of plants for S.W. Victoria.
Our. guide also found here a species of orchid, new for
the Grampians, ChUotjlottis Gunnii, both green and
purple forms in abundance. In the Gap we were sur-
prised to find more bushes of PuUfmam (rosea)- They
were all in perfect condition, and Heath (Epa^ris- $m+
presm), with unusually large flowers, var. grandiflora,
of such colours as pink, mftgtmta, rose, and scarlet and
white. We camped here under a huge mass of rock, of
mushroom shape, in a slight depression, an ideal spot,
away from the cool draught, blowing from the valley
below.
Kext rnurnlng we awoke. The huge \og fire at our feet
still gave out welcome warmth, and not a sound dis-
turbed the silence until—''The bell-note of a" bird" re-
vealed the presence a Grey Thrush. We saw it later.
T
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when viewing the prospect from the Gap. We looked
3, east* over Borough Huts to the'Mt. William Range
and in the opposite direction to the Western Valleys- The
compact and shapely bushes of Pultenam (rosea) and
masses of lovely Tctratheca (T, ciliata) on the ridges
close fcy were next examined, both inflorescences showing
large unbroken masses of colour in some instances,
Caladenia alpina and the Blue Turquoise Berry
Drymophila cyarwear-pa- were plentiful, and specimens
of both were collected, the former being photographed
in its habitat for the first time. Several Funereal Cocka-
toos Hew over the ramp on a visit to the Honeysuckle
flats to the East, from whence we saw them returning
at noon, to the seclusion of the hills.
The morning was spent in this wonder garden. Among
the rushes and grass, Violets were abundant—-three
species {Violas hetonicifolia r kederacea and Sicheriana) .
and Buttercups {Razinnuculvjs lappa&ms) of large size.
The peaks of the Serra Range, to the southward, were
examined during the afternoon. On a high eminence,
under a curious verandah-rock, of huge proportions, we
viewed the country below; north to Sundial Peak, etc,,
with Lake Lonadale and Lake Fyan's beyond. Pvltenaea
(roma) . thiirptOTnene and Micromyrtus were here,
within a few yards of the summit, and many Shapely
trees of the Grampian's Gum, Eucalyptus alplna, added
beauty to the scene.
Farther south' we scaled another prominent point
—
the highest elevation for miles around, its apex a tower-
like formation of sandstone—with rock-seats and pools
of water 1- for our comfort/ lis base 'and the immediate
foreground of quite cheerful appearance, with the flowers
of Pxdtcnaea (rosea) and other plants. We named it
"PuUunaea Point." Fmm its summit the Borough Huts
were seen, due east (on the Tourist Map I hey are placed
farther N.E. app. l.V miles). Our elevation was about
3,500 ft.
We explored, boUmically,. the country—slightly to the
west, and found another species new for S,W. Victoria,
viz., Purple Apple-berry, BUlardiera longifiora. It was
rather plentiful among the rocks, its gorgeous fruit of
large size. Other plants collected included Sty^phelia
aslseendwiSi Tctratheca ciliata, Bmikxia intetjnfolia
(trees of large size), Corraa Laterenciana, Correa rubra,
with very large rough surfaced leaves, flowers lemon,
fore part blue-black, should be given a varietal name,
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Templetonia i\fwlleri
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Melaleuca decussata, Eutaxia &m-
petrifolia, Leucopogon glacialis (the last mentioned flow-
ering- very late), also several orchids, including Cala-
deniu olpinth ( pkntif 111 ) » Ca ladema indexcem (one
spm.), and ChUoglottis GnnniL
On November 9th we left the Gap, travelling down
Discovery Creek, thence south through the thick scrub
and wild flower gardens to Middleton's Mount. On the
way we collected Banksia maryinata, Hakea sericea,
Phehtxlium dentatum, Boronia polygalifolia* and Epucris
impressa (of various colours- - -plants up to 7 feet)
.
From here we surveyed the valleys to the west, with
Castle Rock in the foreground, due west (Tourist Map
shows it norths-west over Discovery Creek!). Thence
we descender? to a creek, a valley of wondrous rock for-
mations of huge size.
This creek of crystal water was named uAlptna Creek,"
as on its banks we found Caladenia alptna in plenty, and
specimens even larger than thoste seen previously—the
petals, etc., tipped with rose. Showy Baucra was also
plentiful, and a pink form with yellow stamens, was col-
lected.
Returning the way we had come, we descended the
precipitous side of the Serra Range to Borough Huts
and Hall's Gap, observing on the way plenty of Stack-
hotmia fl&oa, another species, not recorded, in the
"Census" for the S.Wesi.
CLUB'S NEW BADGE.
The new badge, designed by Mr. H, Dickens, is now
obtainable, in three forms: brooch, pendant, and vStud for
coat lapel- The Red Co n-ea replaces the sea shell that
for so many years has been our badge. The change has
met with general approval, and already numbers of
Corr^a' badge?, have been distributed to members. The
price is 2/6.
At Waadui, on October 15th, 1&27, while observing a pair of
White-eared JtoneyenLcrs, Meliphagtt lexicoUa* I seated myHelC
about a yard from the nest, which wag built m low scrub about
2 feet from the ground, and contained two young. The parent
btrds were alarmed, and tried to hire tne away by fluttering along
as though injured. Presently they became more reassured, and
hogan to hunt for insects; After many advancer and retreats, the
mother- bird at last flew to the neat, and fed the young. The
male bird continued to ca.pturt\ insects. lie would perch on u
blanch about 10 feet away until his mate returned to him, when
the food was given to her and she flew with it to the nest. This
performance was repeated several times, the male not apOroachiog
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THE WILDFLOWER SHOW.
One of the most .successful Wildflower Shows ever
organised by the Club, was held in the St "Kilda Town
Rail on September 27th last.
It was officially opened by His Excellency the Gover-
nor, Lord Somers, accompanied by Lady Somers. The
Chief Secretary, Hon. G. M. Prendergast, ML A,, wa*
also present. Lady Somers was presented with a
lovely basket and bouquet by Donald Barrett. The
floral presentation was designed by Mrs. F. G. Suther-
land.
The front table was arranged by the students of the
Burnley Horticultural Gardens. A portion of the ex-
hibit was from cultivated plants, the balance being col-
lected by the students at Kingwood. The display ^yas a
very fine one, some excellent sprays of Eucalyptus
1
tor-
quaUi and Grevillea rosnmrimfotia being .staged.
The main hail was a mass of glorious wildflowers, Mr.
H. B. Williamson, F.L.S., placed a named collection of
over 200 species on the botanical classification table.
Miss Jean Galbraith's collection deserves special men-
tion. It was staged on a stand designed and provided
by Miss Galbraith, who displayed a splendid collection of
flowers from Tyers, Gippsland. There were over 120
species, prominent among which were some wonderful
bowls of the Club's Badge Flower, Correa rubra.
The Grampians display was rather a poor one, and
most of the display of Thryptomcne ealycino, was
from cultivated plants. Owing to a misunderstanding,
fche Grampians display did not reach Melbourne until the
day after the Show,
The Club suffered another disappointment in the
absence of flowers from New South Wales, Thus
Waratahs, Flannel Flowers and the Sydney Rose Boronia
were all absent from the Show* owing to the restrictions
imposed by the New .South Wales Wildflower Protection
Act. Still, the sales sections, in the hands of several
members of the Ladies' Committee, were very popular,
and brought in a good return.
The abundance of displays of the Red-fiowered Correa,
sent from .several localities in Gippsland, was an evidence
of the splendid season for flowers in that division of the
State. Some fine bunches came from Miss Rossitcr. of
Hedley, and Miss Jean Galbraith, of Tyers
As usual, Miss Amy Fuller's collection of wildflower
paintings attracted considerable notice, and the micro-
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scopes, in charge of Mr. Stickland, were a valuable
adjunct to the Show.
Everybody worked with enthusiasm, and it is to this
unanimity of action that the success of the Show Is due.
EXCURSION TO WEST KINGI.AKK.
Though Tain Tell during the early part of the day, ten members
ventured from born* on Cup Day, 'and at West Kmgl&ke enjoyed
one of the plcasantcst outings of the season. The mists rolled
away, and the weather became beautifully fine.
From Whittlesea. a motor-run of nine mile*; brought the party
to "Tommy's Hut," original name of the settlement at the inter-
section of the Kinglake and Yea roads, and another mile along the
Kinglake road set us at the tram-line that runs down to the saw-
mill, the scene of Mason 'b Falls
Collecting was commenced during the pleasant waik through
the virgin underscrub, where progress would have been difficult
off the track, and the fmal descent "down the stairs*' of the tim-
ber trolly way brought us to the old mill, so completely burnt
out by the bush fires of January.. 1926. The leader took the op-
portunity of pointing out the wonderful nectar eacs found at the
base of the petals of some of the RtMXinculus family, as in U. rivtt-
fori'i, and by means of a flower showed their positions, which
materially helped hi* remarks on the places, functions and pur-
poses of the glands in plant life.
The two upper falls, near at hand, were viewed and further
exploration down Mason's Falls Creek, that jotns'thc Sugar Loaf
Creek Uitet\ revealed a series of other falls; then the creek was
found to turn from a southern to that of a westerly trend, past
a frowning- gorge, where exploration terminated. Pomriflerrfa
rfachopkylfa was found, and Smn^cio lautits with Holichrysivm
i*i<:/«Tum. HO'i much H. Atmiipappastim, also PuLtenaea Munllnri and
K $cabra gloriously in flower, and exceptionally large-headed speci-
mens oS Olearia myrpinoides. After listening to the clucking call of
a. Lyre-bird, and the whistling of Thrushes, Kookaburras* etc., the
party divider!. Four orchid3 only of different species were found,
and 14 species of ferns were seen* uf which the Fan Fern,
Glcichtnia ftabetl<t.ta ¥ known to some as the Star Fern, interested
many.
Hut perhaps the showiest and most pleasing bo a number was the
BtbHcktM, r/7.mn.rtMUinivt.a
r
in light and dark shades, growing in abun-
dance and reminding at least one member of his happy hunting
ground* in the flendigo district. Altogether 110 species, of native,
and 20 specie!? of introduced plants were collected er noted.
As we turned for ham* and our motor-car, the party climbed
Up the 300 and more steps of the long ladder-like tram line, rising
out of the sawmill valley, towards Kinglake road, the exertion
causing us to think sympathetically of the pilgrims to the famous
Chines tem-nle of the 2,000 step:-?, that needed to be trod if they
Would get "nearer to heaven" in the worship their priest* en-
joined
Handsomely coloured pendant flowering specimen* of Pintelea
fmifolxa were seen, reminding the patty that the Daphne of our
garden*, belonged to the same family ss the Plmelea —A. JL
TADCKt-r.
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THE FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB, OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held in
the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, Melbourne, on
Monday. December 12th, 1927. 'The President, Mr.. E.
^E.f.pescott, P.L.Sm occupied the chair, .and there, were
/about 120 members and friends present^ " i •
DEATH OF MEMBER.
The President referred to the recent death of a valued
member of the Club, Mr. R. E. Luher, B.A.," and members
stood in silence as a mark of respect.
CORRESPONDENCE.
From Minister for Forests, stating that only fifty per
cent, of the area. in the Upper 'Tarra-district, in which it
-was proposed to allow, sawmilling operations, was above
f
the catchment for.rwatcr Supply purposes, and that be
considered that, the utilization of our timber resources
, and water supply could go hand in hand.
*
From Minister for Lands, stating that he was awaiting
a reply from the Committee of Management in regard to
.the proposed use of the Cheltenham Water Reserve as a
golf links.
REPORTS.
Reports of excursions were £iven as follow:—Loch to
<Nyora, Mr. H.B. Williamson; F.L.S.; Borom'a, Mr. F.-E.
Wilson, F.E.S.; Botanic Gardens', Mr. J. Wilcox; Wandin,
Mr. H.B. Williamson, F.L.S:
ELECTION OF. MEMBERS.
'The following were elected as ordinary members:
—
Mr. W. Harper Bell, 55 Collins-street, Melbourne; .Mr.- R.
H. Croll, Education Department, Melbourne; Mr, tW.-H,
:
Gill, 100 Exhibition-street, Melbourne; Mr. H- R. Goeby,
Helton-street, £lenroy; Dr.. Sydney Pern, ^Collins-
street, Melbourne; Mrs. A. S. Kenyon and Miss J. 'A,
Keiiyon, Plenty-road, Heidelberg; Mr. H. J. Wright, Box
1187, G.P.O., Melbourne; Miss F. M. Woodfield t.73.got-
ham-street,' East' Melbourne; Miss E. M, ^weatman,
Westbury-strcct, St. Kilda; Mrs. D. J. Byrne, Clafinda-
streeti Caulfield; Miss A^ Hodgens, llawdezH&treet,
Heidelberg; Mr. A. : H. Spencer, 86' Bourke:street East,
.Melbourne; Miss L J. Bainbridge, University (grounds,
Carlton; and Miss E. Hooke 33 John-street, Hawthorn;.
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and as country members:—Mr. Geo. Aiston, Mulka, via
Maree. South Australia; and Mr. Harold Smith. Hor-
sham.
GENERAL.
The President reported having visited Capo Woolamai
with representatives of other Societies, and stated that,
unless prompt action was taken, the Mutton-bird rook-
eries would be entirely destroyed by drifting sand in a
few years. He also referred to the opening of a fund, to
which the "Herald" had contributed £25, with the object
of purchasing private land on which the rookeries were
situated, and expressed the hope that other donations
would be received.
Notice of motion was given, on behalf of the Commit-
tee, as follows:—"That Mrs, V. Miller be elected an
Honorary Life Member, in recognition of the special
services and benefactions rendered to the Club by both
Mr. and Mrs. Miller during the past two or three years."
PAPERS, ETC.
Mr. A. D. Hardy referred to the recent introduction of
four English Nightingales into New Zealand, He oat-
lined the history of the introduction of the Skylark and
Nightingale, and the subsequent observation of their life
in Australia, and followed his remarks with an interest-
ing selection of gramophone records of the Nightingale's
Bong.
A lecture was delivered by Rev. W. C. Tippett on "A
Visit to Fiji," in the course of which the lecturer gave an
interesting account of the life and customs of the natives,
and a description of the principal plants to be found on
the islands. A fine seriew of lantern views was ex-
hibited in illustration of the subject.
EXHIBITS,
By.Mr. A. S. Kenyort.—Collection of Fijian weapons,
tools, and utensils.
By Rev. W. C. Tippett.—Specimen of* native cloth from
Fiji.
By Mr. C. Daley.—Stone axes from Suva, Fiji.
By Mr. E. E. Pescott.—Cultivated specimens of Vic-
torian Christmas-bush, Prostanthcra to$iantho$ % New
South Wales Christmas-bush, Cemtopetaluni gnmrni-
ferum, and Hibiscus Huegclii,
By Mr. F. G. A. Barnard.—Growing plant of Myrtle
Beech, Nothofagus Cunmnghamn, obtained as a seedling
about 4 inches high on Marysville excursion, December.
1918.
By Mr, F. Pitcher.—Flowers of Erect Clerpatis, C.
glycinoidez, grown in cultivation; also specimens of
Necklace Fern, A&phnium fiabdlifolium, collected at
Kalimna, 11/11/1927.
By Mr, P. R. H, St. John.— (1) Plant of Hard Saw-
Fern, Axplenium scleropriuwi, Horab. and Jacq*, 1852
—
syn, A. flaccidum, var. aucklandiczwu Hook. fil. 1844,
&yn. A, lucidum, var. scleroprium, Moore, 1857, found at
Biddy's Camp, Wilson's Promontory, November, 1927.
(Kecorded in Flora of Neiv Zealand-, second edition, 1925.
From Stewart Island, Herekopere Island, and Auckland
Islands. Abundant on the margins of woods near the
sea.) <2) Herbarium specimen of Creeping Rock Fern,
Cheitonthes Sieberi, Kunze. 1839. {Australia, New Zea-
land and New Caledonia), collected by exhibitor at
Beveridge, Vic, November 13th, 1927. (3) Herbarium
specimen of Rock-Fern, Cheilantkes tenuifolw (Burm.)
Swarta, for comparison with Cheilantkes SieberL
By Dr. H. Flecker.—Large moth, strangled by tendril
of grape-vine.
By Mr. E. S. Hanks.—Collection of birds' nests from
Wandin.
Ry Mr. H. P. Dickens.—Mutton-lurd eggers* crook,
from Cape Woolamai.'
By Dr. C. S. Sutton.—Series of photographs of flora,
etc., of Table Mountain district of Tasmania, taken by
Mr. Weindorfer.
The meeting terminated after the usuai conversazione.
EXCURSION TO "WANDlN.
A few members took part in the excursion to Wandin on Satur-
day, December 10th. Some scrub near the railway station was
searched, and a few plants were found in bloom, including the
Common Fringe-lily, Tkysanotu$ t Austral Centaury, Brythraea,
and Pate Grass-lily, Caeawt. Then a drive along the road towards
Yarra Junction was undertaken through the courtesy of Mr. Lyle,
and several places were visited* including a graaing paddock at
Woori Yallock, where the vegptatfra consisted almost entirely of
shrubs of Manuka and Burgnn, the tatter fa bloom, the former
infested with a black fungua Here M>as Lyle took a number of
insects, including cocoons of a case moth, some of which were
clothed partly with Manuka leaves and partly with gum leaves, in-
dicating probably that the larvae had lived for a time on both
plants.
Brown Admirals were noted in numbers, but the most interest-
ing object, seen during the day was a butterfly resembling that com-
mon specie*, but larger, and presenting when renting a remarkable
resemblance to a brown dead leaf resting on edge, and, of course,
very difficult to locate The creature eluded capture.
* The insects taken at Wandin included some saw-fly larvae.
Butcher birds were among the ferw birds noted.— II. fi. WatUM-
SON.
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THE AQUATTC PLANTS OF VICTORIA.
Part T:
By H. B. Williamson, P.L.S.
r
ln these articles 1 it is proposed to give an' account of
the moriocotyledonous flowering aquatic and marsh plants
of our State, as far as-can be now outlined, for it must be
admitted that there is still much research to be dune in
this direction. Several species have r4.rely.0r ever been
collected in the State since Baron* von Mueller took them
during his excursions into the botanically, unknown
regions over 70* years ago. The Baron* in his later years,
was always expressing the hope that collectors would
give more attention to tlie water plants, and the need. for
such field work has by no means diminished, seeing that
our fields' for the study of aquatic flora are suffering the
general'spoliation consequent on the extension of settle-
ment'. " *
...
In prosecuting 9uch field work it is, of course, neces-
sary trurt collectors, should' be provided with certain
equipment usually unheard' of at botanical' excursions,
A Uoat, even if only a flat box affair, is of course the most
useful, but one cannot carry that about. Gum boots
would be an ideal equipment for the gathering of the
plants in shallow water, but an essential part of the outfit
is« a jointed rod fitted with a net or wire basket with
hooks; Failing this," a very effective and portable
appliance is a small wire basket with hooks round the
edge, which can be thrown among the vegetation, and
hauled in by a. strong cord, By attaching a small
muslin- net to the basket, one could entrap such small
plants as Lenina and Wollfia. The hooks would tear out
sucV plants as grow in masses, e.g., Potam'ogeton and
R'ydrilhi. Any such" hauls taken by a collector could be
.sent, to thft National Herbarium, South Yarra, where it
would be determined for the sender, and preserved as'
a
record under his name.
Family LEMNACEAE, Duckweeds.
The plants of this family are among the most minute
of flowering plants, and are. truly aquatic. They vary
.
Mm one-thirtieth' to one-half inch in length, and are
either rootless or produce capillary unbranched roots
' extending into the water, which are covered at the end
by a 'cylindrical cap. ^ Rootcaps are seen on most roots,
but a3 in the case of duck weed&, the cap is in contact
with water, only it is preserved uninjured; and can'be
observed in its-entirety: The simple frond-like body of
1&2S* J
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the plant floats on the surface of water, and produces by
budding other fronds, which separate into independent
plants, and thus the surface of the water becomes covered
with a carpet of green. The Victorian Duckweeds are
classified into three genera:
—
Wollfia, with fronds root-
less; Lemnaf with a single root to each frond; Spirodela,
with several or many roots to each frond.
Genus Wollfia.
Wollfia arrkiza, (LT ) Wimm. Tiny Duckweed- Fig.
L This Duckweed, which is found in many parts of the
world, is the smallest known flowering: plant, and con-
sists of fronds composed of cellular tissue only, and is
quite unprovided with roots. It varies from one-fiftieth
to one-3ixteenth of an inch in length, and is about half as
broad as long*- Its thickness is even more than its
breadth, so that one might almost mistake it for a small
green seed. The figure (a) shows a bud forming at the
side. The flower, which has probably not been observed
in Australia, consists of a minute stamen on the upper
surface side by side with an equally small stigma (b), both
developed at the bottom of a cavity. It occurs in Europe
and Asia, and has been noted in S.A. and N.S-W.
Genus Lemna.
Lemna minor, L. Common Duckweed. Fig. 2,
The frond is broadly ovate, about one-sixth inch long, and
convex above and below. This is the species most often
found, but flowers are rarely seen. They occur in a
small crack on the edge of the frond, and are very simple,
as the figure (c) shows, and scarcely visible without a
lens. It occurs in all States, and in every part of the
world.
Lemna TRrsutOA, L, Ivy Duckweed. Fig, 3,
Fronds thin, almost lanceolate, and provided with a stalk,
reminding one of little green spades nearly half an inch
long, including the stalk. Young fronds grow out at
right angles, four or five being sometimes joined to-
gether. Roots are very short, with a rather long root
cap.
AH States except W.A. ; also in Europe, Asia, Africa
and America.
Genus Spirodela.
Differs from L^mna in having more than one root to
each frond.
SmODRr.A OMGORRHIZA (Kurz) Hegelm. Fig. 4.
Thin Duckweed. Identical in shape and stee with L.
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minor, but with fronds rather thinner, three- or four-
nerved and provided with 2 to 5, sometimes more roots
to each frond. All States but W,A. and Tas. ; Polynesia
and Asia.
Spirodela rohYRnmZA, <L.) Schleid. Pig. 5. Large
Duckweed, This is easily distinguished from the pre-
ceding fay its large, almost orbicular fronds about \ inch
in diameter, light green above, and purplish below, pro-
vided with several, often many root fibres. Apparently
•it has not been collected in Victoria since Mueller got it
On "Lagoons on the Towong, 1874," N.E. Vic- It
occurs in N.S,W. and in Europe, Asia, Africa and
America.
Family HYDROCHARITACEAE,
This family of submerged plants is represented in Vic-
toria, by four species each of which belongs to a different
genus.
.
HALOfHiLA, a submarine plant with unisexual flowers.
1 OrnoM, with large bisexual flowers and large. floating
leaves.
Hydrilla, with small verticillate leaves and unisexual
flowers. "
Vau.ISNFRIA, with long narrow leaves and female
flowers growing on long spiral stalks.
.The family belongs to the class of Monocotyledons,
which have an inferior ovary (Set below the perianth),
and is distinguished from the other families of the class
(Orchidaceae, tridaceae and Amaryllidaceae) in being
aquatic plants with regular flowers, mostly uni&exual.
and with no albumen in the seed.
Genus Halophila.
IlALOPniLA OVALIS (R.Br.), Hook.f. Sea-wrack. Pig. 6.
A* submarine plant with thin, finely veined leaves, and
stems rooting at the nodes, where leaves arise in pairs.
Flowers are unisexual, and are contained in a two-leaved
spathe. Male flowers arc stalked and emerge from the
spathe. Female flowers are sessile, and are included in
the spathe. The ovary has on its summit three long
hair-like stigmas, (st.) . "Common on: the shores of the
Indian and Pacific Oceans, often above, low water mark
at the mouths of large rivers or brought up^from depths
of seven fathoms or more." The.author obtained it at
a depth .of 10 \ feet whiles diving, in the Geelong baths.
All States but W.A-. ; also Asia.
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Genus Otteua.
Ottblu OVAUFoUa *(R.Bf.), Rich,' Swamp Lily.
Fig,i7.V A common 'plant in .shallow ponds, with ovate '
of" oblong leaves on long .stalks, allowing -the blades to*
float on the eurface. The large white flowers arise from
a two-lobed, tubular; -ribbed spathe about l£ inches long.
Petals
-3, sepals 3, stamens 8 to 12, stigmas 6 to 8. All
States except Tas. It is confined to Australia.'
.Genus Hydrilla.*
Hybejlla VKBTtciLLATA (L.)_, Casp. Water-thyme.
(Elodea). Fig. 8. A much branched fresh water plant
often forming large masses under the "surface. The ,r
leaves are about h inch in length, in whorls of from 4 to
8, broad linear, finely toothed. Flowers are small, long
stalked, with petals and sepals 3. The only Victorian
specimens are Mueller's "in fiuvia Murray/' whether
N.W.- or N.E.'is duuhl/ul. It isfound in the rivers of
"
Northern Australia, S.A., and N.S.W:; al&o^in Asia and '
Africa.
Vai-usneria 'spiralis, L/- Eel-grass; Fig. "9."
Stems creeping by stolons at the bottom af ponds' and -
rivers. The leaves-are long, and ribbon-like, often finely
toothed at the end. v Male flowers- (a) are produced on
short atalks on separate plants, having 2 or 3 stamens,"
and 3 sepals, Female, plants (b) bear flowers on long,
spirally,; coiled, thread-like stalks. Fertilization is rt
effected-by the* pollen escaping from the male flowers*
rismg\,to the. surface, and coming In contact with the •
stigmas of the female flo-vvers, which just reach the sur-
face,., the coiled' peduncle allowing for a considerable •
change.In the depth of the water. All States but W,A,;
Europe, Asia, Africa and America.
Family PMILYDRACEAE.
Allied to Alisniataeeae- und Xiliaceae in having a
superior- (setabove the<peri&Tith) ovary, but bavmgonly
2 petafe, -2 sepals,-and 1 perfect-stamen.
Genus Philydrum.
Fhilydrum lanuginosum, Banks. Woolly Water-
\Uy. Fig. £* A swamp plant 'about 2 feet in height,
scarcely branched, clothed with a woolly tomentum, espe-
cially on the inflorescence, wearing off with" age. Leaves :
6 inches to -over a foot in length, distichous, sheathing,
gradually passing into 'short sheathing bracts at* the in-*
florescence. (Flowers (b) sessile, solitary, or rarely two'
*
within each broad!* pointed Lbract 11 Petals 2 Upper ' and *i
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lower) yellow, about £ inch in length ; Sepals, 2, longer
than the petals, yellow. It has apparently been gathered
only twice in Victoria.4—Upper part of Wirnmera
(Grampians?), Wilhelmi; Swamp near Bairnsdale, T. S-
Hart, NJS,W. and Qid.; Asia.
Family ALTSMATACEAE.
Allied to Liliaceae, but with fruit consisting of dis-
tinct fruitlets.
Genus Alisma.
Fruit with numerous roundish one-seeded carpels,
Alisma Plantago, L. Water Plantain. Fig. 2*
partly. A semi-aquatic, erect plant, with leaves all
basal, ovate lanceolate, sometimes cordate at the base,
usually seven nerved, on long stalks, their bases
thickened into a thick rootstock. Inflorescence a large
panicle of whorled branches, one to three feet in height.
Flowers (a) small, pale pink, sepals and petals 3, stamena
usually 6. Carpels (t>> 15 to 20, obovatu, flattened,
rounded on the back and above, closely packed in a ring
round the axis, S.A., V., N.S.W., Europe, Africa, Asia,
America.
Genus Damasonium.
Carpels 6 to 9, tapering to a point, radiating, two-
seeded.
DAMASONtt/M MINUS (R.Br.), Buch. Star-fruit Fig.
2. A plant with a remarkable resemblance to the pre-
ceding in habit, foliage, inflorescence and flowers (a),
but it is smaller, 6 inches to a foot in height, and ita
leaves have fewer veins—3 to 5. It is, however, easily
distinguished by its peculiar star-shaped mass of car-
pels (c)
f
which are triangular, long-pointed and connate
by their broad bases. All States but Tas. It appears
to be confined to Australia.
Family TYPHACEAE.
Flowers without perianth, which is replaced by capil-
lary bracts on the short flower stalks Flowers in dense
spikes.
Genus Typha.
Typha angustifOLIa, L, Bulrush. Fig. 3. A tali,
reed-like plant, growing round the edge of swamps or
ponds. Leaves long and rigid, about $ inch wide.
Female flowers (c) are densely packed in a cylindrical
spike (a) about J inch in diameter and 9 inches long,
crowded among the soft hairs (bracts). Male floweTS
are in smaller spikes (b), about 1 inch higher on the
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stem. The hairs of the fruiting spikes provide a material
resembling kapok, which can be used for the same pur-
poses. All parts of the world, and all States of Aus-
tralia.
Family SPARGANIACEAE.
Differs from the preceding in having flowers in globu-
lar heads, having scales instead of hairs between the
flowers.
Genus Sparganitjm.
Sparganium antipodum, Graebner. Ribbony Bur-
reed. Fig. 4. A plant with leaves long, narrow rather
thick, almost triquetrous, floating or submerged. Heads
of female flowers (a) 2 to 4, sessile. Heads of male
flowers (b) on thin, flexuose simple branches.
Murray River, near Towong; Omeo; Yarra. Mueller,
Sparganium ramosom, Hudson. Erect Bur-reed.
Fig. 5. An erect (1 to 3 feet), more robust plant, with
amply branching inflorescence., and with leaves never
floating. Only two localities in Victoria for this plant
are recorded:—Merri River, Warrnambool, H.B.W.,
1902. Emu Creek, Mueller. It occurs also in N.S.W.
and Qld., as well as in all other continents.
It is hoped that collectors will give some attention to
the marshy places, where these Bur-reeds may be found.
Family NAJADACEAE.
Allied to Potamogetonaceae, but 'with toothed leaves
and a different inflorescence.
GenuB Najas.
Najas tenuifoua, R.Br. Water Nymph. Fig. 6.
This wholly submerged plant, which may be mistaken
for Althenia, Ruppia
t
or a fine leaved Potamogeton, has
narrow-linear leaves finely toothed, about an inch long,
which are provided with short broad sheaths, partly
clasping the stem. Flowers are minute, sessile in the
axils, male or female, the males (a) having a single
anther, and the females (b) a bifid stigma. Lagoons
on the Murray River; very rarely gathered. S.A.,
N.S.W., Qld., New Caledonia.
EkHATA,—Naturalist, December, 1927.—Page 207, line 10, delete
the C before Searle; line 12, Lipiduris should read Lepiduris,
P. 22$, line 32, Plurasigma should read P&urozigma; line 46,
1.40 W,A. should read 1.40 N.A.
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HISTORY OF FLORA AUSTftALIRNSfS;
Part Vn.
By Chas. Daley, B.A., F.I..S.
From Cambridge, whore Dr. Hooker is holding an ex-
amination in Natural Science, he writes on December
10th, 1869:—"Dr. Rees called on me .... . I introduced
him to his fellow-voyager, the Todea, which he tells me
had a cabin to itself during the voyage. This no doubt
accounts for its excellent condition, for, indeed, the, hold
is destruction to live plants/' He will send San&cenfas
again, and Nepenthes also, if required. Instead of par-
cels of seeds which were spoiled in transit, he suggests
establishing young plants and sending them potted in
Ward's cases by private hands.
On December 8th, 1869, he advises the despatch of
Vero.trum album and 7, viride. "We shall pack the
album and the viride, if strong enough, in a little damp
moss, and send it overland in & box with holes bored in
the side. The roots seem to be a sort that should travel
after this fashion."
"Many a case is brought safe to Suez or Alexandria
and destroyed on the passage home to England."
MaTch 25th, 1370, Dr. Hooker asks for plants, and is
sending seeds and plants. "More big Todeas will be
acceptable—it is growing famously. How are Nepenthes
and Sanacenia?"
The correspondence shows some of the difficulties in
the way for safe transfer of seeds and plants from the
one hemisphere to the other, and the means of preserving
them alive.
On May I4th> having received some Epacris seeds* he
asks for those of Epacris, Rntocme, Bonem, Gftodeniv,
and the smaller legumes. In November he announces
that the plants sent in calico are al! dead. Loranthus
seeds are always destroyed before reaching Kngland. He
has forwarded cuttings of plants, .and affirms his pre-
dilection for Todeas'. "I would readily pay £10 towards
expenses of a couple of good ones."
On April 4th, 1871, from the P. and Or steamship,
"Majestic," he writes, when en route for a holiday at
Tangier via Gibraltar, Adverting to the loss of plants
sent in canvas, he attributes it to the want of moisture
in the tropics under the canvas.
At this period Mueller's troubles in the Directorship
and the future working of the Botanical Gardens were
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rather acute. Dr. Hooker expresses his sorrow at hear-
ing the news.
"f "know from experience how difficult it is xo secure and hold
always tht* position which one -would like to occupy, but these
things are of the ups and downs of life. ... No doubt
ha<f one turned one's energies or one's talents in other direc-
tions, wc should have made more of them, but then we should
hot have "been so happy and contented with ourselves/'
He is glad that Mueller is doing the flora of Lord
Howe Island. "I am sure that we still have dupli-
cates of American plants "thai would be useful to you,
but. the time to select them is what we want. How 1
wish that you could come over here, and take your pick"
After a temporary lull in the agitation to effect
changes in the Melbourne Botanical Gardens, Hooker
writes on December 1st, 1871 :—
-
"Let me congratulate you heartily on your release from live
worries and anxieties of your anomalous position, and next in
the acceptance 61 your dignities, which", although not acknow-
ledged hy the laws of this country, must be very gratifying to
you as testimonies of the appreciation of your countrymen that
are seldom awarded to aliens. I am not at all up in these
matters, and scientific men m this country are not fond of
letters and orders except when given for direct service Co the
Stat« we serve".' 1 Jfi
The dignity referred to was the conferring" of the title
of Baron-
Writing on 20th March, 1872, Dr. Hooker says: "I am
very deep in your debt," He refers, to the recent death
of Ladv Hooker, and also to the straggle between Kew
and the British Museum, Ayater, through Parliament,
had proposed, in the interests of the British Museum, to
break up the Ktiw Institution. The Government did not
seriously entertain the idea, but Ayster's unwise tactics
got them into trouble, and much discussion took place on
the subject. The English Botanists rallied solidly
around Dr.' Hooker, and prepared an address to the
Governrnent against the proposition. The similarity of
their troubles made a stronger bond of sympathy between
the two botanists.
Dr. Hooker signified his pleasure at hearing that
Muellers trial was over, and that he might hope for
peace. His friends in England sympathised with him.
In acknowledging receipt of fern stems, he states, "When
ferns are taken up, fronds should be turned down on
trunks and tied." He would like one from 20 to SO feet;
one 70 feet would hardly keep alive.
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In reference to a copy of a report Mueller had written
defending his administration of the Botanical Gardens,
and expressing his ideas as to the functions of such an
institution. Hooker writes:
—
"Wany thanks for your defence report, which roads capitally.
and is temperate and judicious in the main; indeed, altogether
as far as I know and can judge from so great a distance. The
newspaper accounts are wricked when they attack and display
a detestable spirit, which, however, you must outlive, I am
so glad that the Gardener,*. 1 Chronicle article was useful. Dr.
Martens was very enthusiastic about it, and it was wholly fci*
own writing. We had many talks about it."
Regarding the transport of plants from overseas, he
writes that few of the officers of vessels visit Kew,
though invited ; the city and their homes take their time.
They are offered hospitality, bouquets, and so forth in
return for their services, but they fight shy of the Her-
barium. He thanks Mueller for axe-handles, etc.. made
from Australian woods for the Museum, and ul*o for
information about the Todeas. "Treeferns, etc., I shall
be most thankful for " and will send, in return, a box
of rare trees with clay round the roots. He wishes that
he could figure more of Mueller's plants, but is afraid of
them being cut out by something else. "The magazine
itself is mortal. It lives by pleasing the teste of the
public." The Todea will appear soon in the magazine.
^une 22nd, 1872. H« has received a "Noble Tree Fern;" and
reports ah to others, "The noble Dicfcaonm you have given us is
pushing: fronds, the Alsaphila not yet, but we do not despair of
it It is covered with a light canvas petticoat to keep its flanks
moist, and stood in the most favourable place for growth. Our
Dicksomas are the- wonder of the world, all owing to my nsver
aPowing a dead frond to be removed, and the great Todca
retains its luxuriance, it having now . , BOO fronds on it
wholly through my treatment. T have it stood in a sheltered
place, surrounded with a shelter of atone and ferns, backed up
by a layer of soil confined by cafek staves."
Regarding their separate troubles—"I hope that you
have passed your ordeal. I am far from the end of
mine- Gladstone supports that Ayster through thick
and thin, then attempts to get my correspondence, which
has been called for in both Houses of Parliament. The
enclosed address will reveal to you my position, and 90
T need say no more."
A newspaper containing the address accompanied the
letter. Dr. Hooker is delighted to hear of more Chat-
ham Islands plants. "What about the Antipodes.
Bounty and Emera2d Tslanda? Could no one go to them?
Reverting to the beloved Todea. he says that it is in a
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superb state. He is much annoyed at Fitch's drawing
of it, reproduced in the magazine, which he describes A3
miserable. He asks. Mueller's acceptance of Reuhen-
becke's Ferns, to so with the next box, and mentions hav-
ing received the largest specimen procurable of Cape of
Good Hope Todeas, 90 lbs. in weight.
In Victoria, the movement put on foot, and discussed
in Parliament and the Press to separate the positions of
Director of the Botanical Gardens and Government
Botanist had almost come to a, head, and in answer to a
letter from Mueller on 24th November, 1872, Dr. Hooker
sends this reply with sympathetic advice :
—
"Reva Jan, 16th, 1B73.
"My Dear Mueller,
—
"I am in receipt of yours of 4/1l/?2, And much distressed to
hear r>f your trials and vexations. It is not easy for mc tu
indicate or even suggest « course of action—but> judging from
what I gather from your friends here, of whom I nave seen
many and warm ones, I am disposed so far as lo run the risk
of intruding with the suggestion that you should let matters rest
for a few montha, making no complaint or stir, and when public
attention is withdrawn from your present painful position,
quietly consult a few of your many powerful friends about your
future career, with a view to getting a thoroughly good artistic
horticulturist and decorative gardener, to whom I should dele-
Kate the ornamenting and practical gardening; you only inter-
fering in the matter ot general directions, estimates, and so
forth.
"This is the way in which I conduct this garden, and it is
the only way that could answer. 1 atn not a practical gar-
dener, nor a florist I am a botanist and landscape gardener.
I look to my curator for giving all plants, and for the amount
and kmd of decoration required to gratify the public. Re
looks to me (1) for the general plan of the gardens; (2) the
amount to be spent in decoration; (3) power to cultivate accord-
ing bo his judgment. All internal arrangements of plants ID
stores, houses, and beds, I order, subject to his opinion that
they will grow well where I place them. He looks to me to
provide seeds and plauts, except the merely decorative, which
he gets hirnealf by orders countersigned by me, and for all in-
formation and countries, climates, and conditions that botanical
eottections require. I can truly say that, since I became
Director in 18G5, not an unpleasant word has passed between
us, and that we have worked in perfect harmony. Just think
over this.
**I really do not see how you can gratify the public with m
floral display of the kind they like, nor how you can accomplish
this without a gardener skilled in the modern fashion of garden-
ing, and who should have a good deal of freedom of action. 1
set asittV a specific sum for that purpose, and the Curator has
absolute control over it, subject to my approval of bis plana
and actions. So many men arc allotted to it, whom he engages
and dismisses, simply informing me of it, lest 1 should find
reason tu disapprove of his course, 1 shall take care to keep
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yoor documents private, and if I could suggest any courje of
actum that would help you I should only be ton happy. My
motto in all* such trial? is 'Servittt anhtiwM'atsqtui'th. ."
"'Thank you a thousand times for your continued thoughts of
us under your trials and difficulties. Capt; Stacpole has^
arrived' -with the Todea which I have to-day sent for. The two'
CycAS—Bentham's and mint.'—are both in a Tropical Tree-fern**
house. They have as yet shown no signs of lift. The tall
Alsophila has sent forth a few fronds, and I have every hopeof
it. , George MacLeay has sailed by the "Somersetshire"—he '
takes a box of rooted variegated forest-trees. lor yon. Thesis
'
T got from Paul, of Waltham Cross, and got him to pack them,
too! I am glad' that those by the "Niagara" arrived 'well.
'
You seem to be surprised at Ayster Ts conduct to me. I assoTe'
'
you it is no worse than to other people; he has hardly u friend"*
in the scientific world, nor has had for years.
"The' British Museum is still striving to get the Kew Her-
barium and Library transferred zo itself, and a powerful
memorial against the transfer is being addressed to Mr. Glad-
slOrifi by the Botanists of England. Mr. Carruthers is actinic
a most unworthy part, and by his insolent demeanor and un-
gentlemanly conduct, is disgusting his former friends. This,
of course, is private. So, my dear Mueller, with bosk wishes
for your prospects and earnest advice to say as little as possible.
"Most sincerely yours*
"JOS. D. HOOKER."
The Information in regard' to the satisfactory working
of the Kew Gardens is interesting, and the- violent criti-
eism-of Hookers administration in Parliament makes his
sympathy for similar treatment in regard to Mueller' the
greatert
'
On May 6th he writes :—"I have little time to write
by this mail, beittg much occupied with the illness of my
brother-in-law, the Kev, G. Henslow, whose Botanical
Notes you may have seen in Nature," and who is suddenly
paralyzed, and his life despaired of, which throws ft heavy
burden and family responsibility an me."
Kehuis received -a.second Todea! The Cycas are still
inertV'the Alsophila, after putting out a few fronds,. has
stopped, and has been laid on its side and clothed with
moss." Mueller's Boronia megastigma has been figured
for the magazine'/ and" Xerotes and Lepidosyerma re-
ceived for the' museum. Dr. Hooker expresses a hope
that -Mueller's troubles are ended, • The hope, however,
was unfulfilled, as the Directorship was taken away from
Muelter'during this year. '
From.Kew, on November 30th, 1874, he mentions the
loss o£ hj& wife, whose sssislance'he deplores, and- he had
informed.' riie r officer of works" that he' could 'no; longer
overtalce'
vhts Aduties, so that/an official secretary'" was to..
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be provided. Re Australian^ trees, he affirm*: "No
Eucalyptus will stand at Kew except Polyantkemos. Our
chilled, damp winter soil andcold long springs are totally,
opposed 'to Australian plants, even Alpines. It is not
winter* cold that does it, butMamp and* spring 'cold to-
gether."
During this period tetters are scarce, but on December
13th, 1876, Hooker writes that his time is abaorbed with
the official work at Kew and the Royal Society.
.^The Correti Lawrenciaiia, with scented flowers, which
Mueller was sending, "will be indeed an acquisition/ -
*
On May l8th> 1877, criticising Mueller's book on School
Plants, he says.. "I do not like to see the introduction of
such terms as fruitlels in place of carpels, which every
child should be taught.**
Speaking of the Australian plants on • March 11th,-
1880, he writes, "The winter, has killed them all.
Eucalyptus polyanitkemcs alone defies the winter, owing,.
no "doubt', to its roots being deep in the earth." E.
globulus has never stood two winters."
In May, "Really the investigation of the Palms of
Australia almost requires an expedition of itself. Could
you not undertake it> including Lord Howe's Island and
the survey," In June, whilst thanking 'Mueller* for
Notes on Vol. III. of his Genera Plantarwm, he again
refers to the Palms,, "'The Australian Palms are in a
deplorable state' of imperfect description It really
is mclaucholy to find so noble an order so little known in
the colonies."
On June 29th, the letter deals fully with Palms. In
July,, he mentions receiving a visit from Asa Gray, the
well-known American botanist, October 1st, 1880; "Went--
land has been here, and most kind and. helpful. He
certainly has a wonderful knowledge of them (Palms),
both by liabit and character."
October 6th. "The big Tree-fern trunk (Dicksania
'
Antarctica), 'which you sent here six years ago is a
splendid sight, nnd the Todea goes on magnificently/'
May 14th, 1881. Concerning Livistona australis, our
only Victorian Palm
—
"It is alive, dml there is every reason to expect that it will
continue to live and eventually become a fine plant. . . .
You "ask sibout the results, of the various packets of seeds you
have from time to time sent us; these have yielded a large har-
vest s>i plants; but, as. In the case of tropical countries, H ifi a
very "small portion that are worth cultivation, and still fewer
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worth figuring. Mapy are shrubs that Only flower after get-
ting old, and have inconspicuous flowers."
To the Baron's request to be allowed to finish the North
Queensland flora, he replies, "1 only hope that you will
da so. No Australian or Tasmanian plant is hardy in
the South of England- Eucalyptus Gunnii withstaiids,
or rather exists, under our atrocious climate, but none
thrive, and no Correa would stand a single winter."
Kew, November 8th. He mentions the difficulty of
getting artists to draw plants, Fitch having given up.
"Mrs, Dyer is good, but has now a family to look after.
Miss Barnard (Prof. Henslow's artist) draws beauti-
fully, but is an invalid. I have been for two years train-
ing a distant relative, a Miss Smith (MS. of Botany),
who wit!, I think, do well, and also has just begun litho-
graphy. Bentham is in anxiety, Mrs. Bentham having
broken her leg. She is 82 years old and doing well,"
June 10th, 1881. "Overhauling a whole heap of
Brown 's plants to complete a set. Brown's collections
were enormous; it is marvellous what he did in that
little ship; incredible/*
He states that he has a second set of specimens from
the British Museum, and is sorting and selecting for dis-
tribution; and it may be remarked that a selection of
Robert Brown's plants was sent to the National Her-
barium, Melbourne.
September 25th. He reports that a case of plants
had arrived, the specimens in which were "stone dead,"
and relates, *1n old days, when water was not laid on to
the houses, and the young and the old gardeners had to
walk a good way to fetch every pot of water, then hard-
wooded ones were starved. Now It is all the other way,
the soft-wooded ones flourish, and the hard-wooded ones
are watered to death."
He states that Epacrids can only be introduced by
seeds as the plants are killed by vaporization at the first
heat in the cases- He asks for Flymeywphylluwix,
Correspondence during 1881-2-3 is relatively unimpor-
tant On June 25th, 1883 he writes that Mr. Bentham
is very feeble, and has been unable to come to Kew for
weeks.
"Kew, March 4th. 1884.
"My Dear Baron,
—
"I was vastly amused at finding my features engraved m the
Melbourne paper, and I thanK you very mueh for your kindly
nottc* of me, all too flattering though it be. There are one or
two httle inadvertences in it. I was bom at HelasviUe (Hales-
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^orth) , Suffolk, thTee years before my fattier tvent to Holland*
3nd T am only a foreign Associate of the French Aiiadenty. I
took your kind respects to Bentham, whom I found much better.
He can j«st walk across the room with a stick, and complains
most of shortness of breath. He and I are sorry to hear that
you are so poorly, and earnestly hope that the mountain air will
do you jeood, I was indeed surprised to see the Catalogue of
the Melbourne Gardens published without an allusion to the
author of the collection, and the former head of the establish-
ment and its founder in Victoria. I have written thanking the
donor of the copy * and adding that the absence of any allusion
to your predecessor and the founder of the collection, both
surprised and pained me. Nothing- more. I cannot under-
stand anyone behaving so.
"I am told that there are parties in Melbourne who sell dead
trunks of Dicksonia Antarctica for the purpose of growing
ferns upon them. Can you tell mc whether this is so or not?
We have a series of pillars in our Fern House formed of dead
stems of Tree Ferns covered with living ferns; and we should
be glad to jjet some dozen or two of trunks five feet long and
upwards at a moderate price.
"Your tfreat Todea is in splendid condition; it is impossible
to count the fronds upon it. It stands in a layer of cement,
with loose stones about the base, and one side covered with
stones, etc, the other exposed, and it goes on getting finer and
finer every year. Of course, it is in a shady spot. The big




In August, Bentham is back to Kew r but on the Slst
Hooker writes, "Bentham is alive, but bed-ridden, and
cannot even sit up in bed. I see him weekly, but he
does not converse; and, after five minutes, asks me to
leave. It Is sad to see such an end of such a. life. He
will neither see people nor be read to."
December 8th, 1884, "If T do not answer a letter at
once, I do not know when I may, ao I break off my work
at Altermnthero, iwllifera to thank you for yours just
opened, and read of 23/10/84, and its most interesting
contents.,"
On December 31st, 18S4, he advises of the despatch of
a few copies of Genern Plantarum for the sum of
£6/15/4.
April 7th 1885. Tenison Wood, the well-known scien-
tist, of Adelaide., had been nominated for election to the
Royal Society, and the Baron had expressed surprise that
he had not been elected. Hooker wrote that his recom-
mendations were very meagre, and wanted backing up by
geologists to put him in amongst the 15 out of no less
£5*5 Datkv. History of Flo>'u A<itstrnUt*ntn$ [ ^jfJJSf
than 67 candidates. He deprecated canvassing,, for
selection was most carefully and honestly conducted.
•Mr. Guilfoyle.
"This year Wood's name was not up, and it was too J*te to
put it up. Additions to his recommendations were wanted
"OX 61 candidates this year, X had been up for 13 years;
1 for 7* years; 2 for 6 years; 2 for 5 years: 3 for 4 years; 5 for
3 years; 22 for 2 yeatffv ' '
"By the way, T Have often intended to tell you that your temp
letters will' come torn and crumpled frightfully, with the speci-
mens often smashed across and reduced to nowder-*'
June 27th, 1885. The Baron at this period was
actively encouraging the exploration of New Guinea, and
Dr Hooker states, "I do Hope that your efforts to get
New Guinea explored will be crowned with success, but
I know from experience how many reapers one must send
on to get a little corn.
i
"All my time is now given to the Flora of British
India, the completion of which will take th$ best of my
working days if I liyte long'enoughto complete .it." . /
"Regarding his favourite plants; he writes, "Your
tree-ferns are splendid in the Temperate House."





EXCURSION FROM LOCHTO NYQRA- . '
A small party journeyed to Loch on Saturday, November l$th,
and'were pleased to see at that railway station the Better Farming
Train, having on boar.d our President, and 'other member^'of the
CIuu\ After looking through the tram, which all members should
at some time make a 'point of inspecting, a start was* made for
"Nyora. Around Loch the vegetation consists mainly of intro-
duced' aliens,
(
but .towards Nyora ''some good native bush was tra*
versed," where 'fine specimens Gf the Black-tongue Caladcnia, C.
Conors £a,
rr
and"the TriggeT-plant, Stylidium, were gathered. ' 'The
Pale Grass-lily, Caesia parviflora, and the Cut-leaf Xanthoma,
X, dissecta* grew along the railway fence, and here and there
specimens of the Wiry Bauera were seen. All the ponds met with
were swept, and the material was handed to Mr. J. Soarle for
examination. Mv V. Miller attended with enthusiasm to the duty
of insect collecting-. ,
Our collections included the following:—Copepoda: Boeokello.
symwr-trica, Cyclops albidus, AttheycLia anztralica. Cladocera:
Simom $ibhaxm> PsQudomoina Umnti. Ostrocoda: Qy#r{$ leana,
Cyprid&jms 'minna. Insects; Nabonecta, sp., Corixa, sp. Insect
larvae;* Caddis, Ckironwnux,—H. B Williamson.
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BIRD LIFE AT HORSHAM.
By A. D. Selby.
The country near Horsham, as seen from the windows
of a railway carriage, does not look at all promising to
an ornithologist. Wheat country and open, treeless
plains, as far as the eye can range, are not ideal haunts
for the great majority of native birds. But Magpies
may be seen, in numbers, both the White-backed and
Black-backed species; also a few Banded Plovers, Ground -
larks, and Song-larks.
Fortunately, there are still a few strongholds for bird
life in the district, among the best being the scrub along
the Mackenzie Creek, now used as a channel to convey
water from the Wartook Reservoir, in the Grampians,
to the various distributing channels, and finally flowing
* Phot» by A l> Svlby.)
Australian Brown Flycatcher.
into the Wimmera River. At Lower Norton, a few-
miles farther down stream, is some white sand country,
covered with Banksias, Murray Pines, Eucalypts, Heath
(Epacris)y etc., and this locality teems with bird life;
while at Quantong, still farther down the river, the seep-
age and waste from the irrigation ditches keep the
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swamps full in dry seasons, and provide a temporary
home for many waterfowl, driven in from "out back" by
drought conditions.
In all, I have noted some 150 species of birds here, and
there are more that I have not, so far, been able to iden-
tify. Much of the sandy country around Lower Norton
has been thrown open, and the result is generally one (or
two, at most) crop of wheat or oats—then the land
abandoned as of no further use. Having been cleared of
all timber and undergrowth, the soil blows this way and
that, until the land becomes unsightly, all mounds and
holes. Why not reserve a large acreage of it for a
sanctuary—such as a part of the "Little Desert,"
—
between Horsham and Nhill? This is the last hope of
many local birds.
iFhoto by A. D. Selby.)
Grey Thrush feeding young.
Though Emus, Dromaius novae hollandiae, were driven
out vears ago, one old bird with several chicks passed
through Quantong about Easter, 1927. As usual, when
any rare bird appears, one of the local "sports" followed
with a gun, but, fortunately, an Emu was not a big
enough target for him!
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Pied or Magpie Geese, Anseranas semipalwtata, werfc
first noted on October 15th, 1925. Seven were seen,.
flying down the river at Lower Norton. On March 2nd,
1926, I located seven of these birds, evidently the same
flock, near the mouth of Mackenzie Creek. They were
feeding on a grassy flat near the water. They stayed,
about the locality until October, 1926. I noted them
many times between the dates mentioned, but, for obvious
reasons, kept the fact to myself in this district. Some-
times one bird or more would be in a big Red Gum in
the river. A fa\fourtte haunt, when the geese were not
feeding, was a sand bank; the imprint of their feet could
be plainly seen. One day there were three maned
Geese, ChenoncUa jnbata, near them,
About October all but two of the pied birds disap-
peared; and I think that the two that remained must
have nested near by, though I could not locate the nest.
One bird was seen to leave a patch of tall wheat on the
approach of any strangers, and return when danger
apparently was past; but—no luck. I last saw the Pied
Geese flying down stream at Quantong in March, 1927.
The first time I saw birds of this species was at Bullock
Swamp, near Yatpool, in 1918.
White-faced Herons, Notophoyx novae-hollandiaet
though common, are worthy of mention. One example!
a pure white bird* has been here for two years or more,
and i» locally known as a "Spoonbill." The herons of
normal coloration, will have nothing to do wtth tlte
albino. The Straw-necked Ibis, Threskiornis spinieollis,
is a common species, and as useful as it is in other dis-
tricts. Some stay all the year, but the main flock
departs for distant nesting haunts.
A few White Ibises. /, Molucca* make their appearance
now and again, mingling with the flocks of Straw-necks.
The Glossy Ibis, Plegadis falcinelhts, has been noted only
twice. Two were seen on September 9th, 1927. They
do not seem to be popular with the two larger species.
Spoonbills, Platalea fiavipes, are numerous; while P.
regina is a very rare visitor—one was seen recently.
White-headed Stilt Hiniantopus leueocephalus. Three
or four examples were here several times in 1926-7. They
are very shy birds. Small bands of Red-necked Avocets,
Recurvirosira iwvae-hollandi<ae, were noted in a swamp
with Stilts, but were much quieter than their neighbours.
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Two Painted Snipes, Rostratnla australis, were seen in
October, 1927. Gallinago^hariitvickii is often observed r
along the mud-banks of 'the Wimmera. The Great.
Crested Grebe, Podkeps.cristatus, is frequently noted on*
Natimuk Lake. P. ruft.coUis> is common there, and a
few Hoary-headed Grebes, P.* ' poliocephalus, appear at*
times.
A pair of Blue-winged Shovellers, Spatula rh^nchotis^
was. noticed onthe. river, rear Quantong bridge; roanyj
of > these birds have nested there.. The Plumed Tree-
ouck, Dendrocygna .eytoni, was observed at Natimuk J
Lake, and, on a swamp at Quantong—one only. Pink-
eared Duck, Malaeorhy?ichu8 membranaceus sometimes-
appear on the lake and swamps.,
Ground (Mountain) Thruslv Oreocinoia ^lumdata.
Though this is the last spot in which one.would look for-,
this. species, a pair nested, in an old garden near Norton*
Bridge, in the season of 1926; while one arrived in Quan-
tongi.this year, 1927; but left again.* T saw no sign of
-
the, species until ''1926,; It> may have* come from the;
Grampians via Mackenzie;- Creek- A WedgebiU,.T
,
SpkmoMoma cristalum, was seen -at Lower Norton in*.
192(5. The Chestnut-tailed Ground Wren, Rylacola
pyrrhovygui, h$s been noted > on two occasions at.Lower
Norton, it is very shy..
A pair of Black-shouldered Kites, ELatins axillaris, has
been often ^noted about an old' thatched stable near Lower
Norton.' This is a visiting species.
Specimens of the Plain Wanderer, Pedionowus torqua- t
tus,, and the Red-backed \ Quail, Turnix maculosa, have,
been brought in by cats.
Starlings and Sparrows are a great nuisance here, as
elsewhere! Every hollow tree has Starlings' nesta: No
cherries can now be grown, .and grapes must be well/.
watched. The
;
Goldfinch is very numerous also, but is1,
not a pest. I have had under observation a Goldfinchs* *
nest.- which, besides four of her own/ contained an egg of
the Horsfield.Bronze. Cuckoo, Chalriies .basilis. Has any
other member known. a Finch.to.be victimised by a.
Cuckoo? '
[Some years, ago,, in {the, Coastal /Tea-tree-, . I found 1. a %
nest^ofithe; Goldfinch, containing three eggsof.that spectesn
and, an egg • of.j the Pallid-. Cuckoo. sCucidzis paUidus.—
'
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• AUSTRALIAN CHALCID-WASPS.
" By' A. A; GiRAuur.
'Nowhere else in the world has this extensive group of
beautiful insects received such attention as in Australia;
and this attention has been given sufficiently early to in-
sure a more complete knowledge of the entire group than
•is possible to be had in any ofthe older continents. "For
instance, in : Europe and America, .settlement and com-
merce, especially as* regards America, have long since
'changed the nature and extent of the chalcidid popula-
tion;- whiletheir classification has lagged arid is chaotic.
But in 'Australia the native population is as yet intact,
arid has received very little destruction, and very little
foreign addition, while the exploration and classification
of the group arc well advanced.
"These 'insects, though small, are remarkable for their
metallic or variegated colouration, or for their grace, and
are attractive also because of their great numbers and
great diversity of habits. For though the majority are
carnivorous as parasites, nevertheless many are phyto-
phagous, and actually inhabit or cause various kinds of
ga!ls.
There is one "group of peculiar forms known as Fig
Insects; they inhabit the various native figs. Two
entire groups confine their parasitism to the eggs of
various orders of insects, and are noteworthy because of
their minuteness, some being -no larger than a mote of
dust, and as elusive to the eye. Among these are some
of the smallest of known insects, but in thi& country
veritable giants occur among them,- a? with some nf the
other chalcid groups.
There is a group -which resembles, in size and colour,
various wasps, and these are thedargest chalcids. There
is another group which I find fascinating because of their
stout vigorous bodies and- great agility; these are the
Eneyrtids, rich in diversity. 'They seem to quiver with
life and energy.
But the fascination which I find most constant and
most alluring in reference to these insects, is that which
has to do with their associations. The quest, and the
green and blue., and glory of Nature. This is the plea-
sure of their study—the quest and the rich and varied
memories associated with it—the eager 4iunt-and the rich
spoil and the grandeurs- of this- glorious. earth on which
we live,
For,, after all, their classification, though of much- In-
terest and of great educational value (requiring great
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effort and giving every emotional experience) is but a
dry and arid desert as compared to their collection which
releases a flood of generous emotion- The one is scien-
tific, the other poetic.
New Species.
I have had the pleasure recently of receiving from Mr.
P. Erasmus Wilson, of East Malvern, Victoria, a collec-
tion of these insects reared from galls upon gum trees,
and including new species which are characterised here.
This is a valuable addition. The types are in Mr. Wil-
son's collection, cotypes in the Queensland Museum.
Anaphoidea nitens, sp. Nov. (Mymarinae). As
galtoni Girault but tibiae 1-2 yellow, fore wings very
wide, 34 lines of cilea> fringes one-third width. funicEes
elongate, 2 over 4 times longer than wide, 1 quadrate, 6
two and a half times longer than wide. A distinct fuscous
stripe across wing from distal half marginal. Glisten-
ing. Male antennae 13 jointed, funicle 1 quadrate, rest
elongate. Characterised by the wide wings. Reared
from ova of Weevil Gonipterus, ap.
Victoria: Perntree Gully, Nov., 1927, P. B. Wilson.
Types and Cotypes.
Bootanomyha victoriae, sp. Nov. (Megastigminae)
.
As wnintriata but face yellow up to just above the anten-
nae, dorsal abdomen black except for indefinite yellow
spots down the side, and an obscure yellow area dorso-
lateral, near apex; a line of punctures down each side of
meson of scutum. Scutellum with 4 bristles, 3 and 4 a
little closer together.
Victoria: Ferntree Gully, May 13 s 1927, <J. E. Dixon,
National Museum, Types), New South Wales: Albury,
Oct., 1927, F. E. Wilson (1 Paratype female).
C1RROSPILUS OCCIPITIS, sp. Nov. (Eulophinae). Section
II. of Species table. Scutum green except lateral mar-
gins narrowly ', green truncate at apex. Propodeum,
occiput, scutellum between the grooves, coxae and femora
(slightly splotched), green. Abdomen long, painted.
Pronotum except lateral margins narrowly, and six
bands across the abdomen, including apex, also metallic
gteScn ; the apical and basal bands of abdomen each about
one-sixth length-
New South Wales: Albury, Oct., 1927. R E. Wilson,
Types and Cotypes.
Metacrtas vicTORiENSfs, sp. Nov. (Entedoninae) . As
aeneiscapkus, but spicule of club present, short; lateral
aspects and apex of fore tibiae, distal half of tibia 2, the
same of tibia 3 (less by a fraction), white. Joint 1
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smaller but scarcely shorter than 2. Male scape rectan-
gularly dilated. With Ditropinotella compressiventris,
Girault.
Victoria; Ferntree Gully, Oct., 1927, F. E. Wilson.
Types and Cotypes.
Brachychrysocharella nupta, sp Nov. (Ente-
doninae), Coxae, femora, (Femur 1 latero-ventral only,
3 yellow longitudinally centrally), tibea 2, 1 above, cen-
trally, spots on 3 below knee and before apex, above
green. Jaws bidentate. Basal two-thirds of scape yel-
low. Two ring, three funicle joints, latter increasing,
3 one-fourth of pedicel, twice wider than long. Wing
2 with 18 lines of cilea, obtuse at apex. Labial palpi 2
jointed.
Victoria: Melbourne, Oct., 1927, F. E. Wilson. Types
and Cotypes.
Eurytoma nox, sp. Nov. (Eurytominae) . As sculp-
tura but median basin ovate, finely punctulate along
median line, rest foveate, no channel. Segment 5 over
thrice 4, exceeding 2-4 united. Tegulae, scape, tibia 1,
2 beneath, knees, tips of tibiae, femora 1-2 except ventro-
lateral at basal two-thirds, 3 mesad, red. Meson scutel-
lum sparsely punctate. Post marginal barely exceeding
the short stigmal, marginal twice longer. Funicle 1
quadrate, exceeding pedicel.
New South Wales: Albury, Oct., 1927, F. E. Wilson.
Type and Cotype.
Tetrastichus walsinghami, sp. Nov. (Tetrasti-
chinae). Honey colour, black as follows: Ocellar area,
antennae except scape, face, prothorax, hind lateral angle
of pronotum, parapside except laterad, axilla except ex-
treme inner corner, a large cuneate mark towards centre
of scutum each side of median line, propodeum out to
spiracle, median line of scutellum widely, 6 stripes across
abdomen, 6 distinctly before apex. Propodeum, abdo-
men long, a distinct median carina on former. Funicles
quadrate, half length of pedicel. Ring joints large.
Victoria: Melbourne, Oct., 1927, F. E. Wilson. Types
and Cotypes.
Eupelmus MAWSONI, Girault, terrae, sub. sp. Nov.
(Eupelminae). As typical form but legs aeneous, sides
of flattened tibia 1, knees, tarsi, base and apex of middle
tibia, apex of tibia 3 excepted. Ovipositor valves white,
a little extruded. Mesopleurum bare.
Queensland: Toowong, H. James (Type in Queensland
Museum). New South Wales: Albury, F. E. Wilson.
(Paratype female).
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SOME NOTES ON CHALCIDAE.
By F. Erasmus Wilson.
Chalcids, though most of them are more or less minute,
form a very prominent and important section of the large
order Hymenoptera. They are often referred to as
Micrahynienoptera. In Australia, the Chalcidae are
very strongly represented, between two and three thou-
sand species having already been described. As the
greater number of these have been gathered in Queens-
land, it must be apparent that we have still much to learn
about this interesting group.
They play a big part in
maintaining the balance of
nature in the insect world, as
numbers of them are para-
sitic in their habits. Eggs
of the Weevil, Gonipterus
scutellatus, Gyll., parasitised
by a small Chalcid, were col-
lected in great numbers in
South Australia recently by
Mr. Tooke, and forwarded to
South Africa to help control
that wTeevil which has been
accidentally introduced, and
which is threatening the des-
truction of the Eucalyptus
plantations. I have bred out
a small Chalcid from Gonip-
terus eggs gathered at Fern-
tree Gully and Millgrove,
which Mr. Girault has named
Anaphoidea nitens, and which
may probably be the same
species as collected by Mr.
Tooke.
Rearing Chalcids from
various galls or insect ova is
an easy matter, and is also a
pastime full of interest. All
that is necessary is to place
the galls in a wide mouthed bottle over the top of which
is tied a piece of fine muslin, so as to allow free access
of air into the receptacle. Galls in an airtight bottle
almost invariably become badly moulded.
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From a single gall one may be fortunate in breeding
several different species of Chalcids. From the gall
figured which was growing on a white box Eucalypt, I
obtained numbers of a brilliant green species, Ditropino-
tella compi'esxiventrw, Gir, and also a new species,
Metacrias victoriensis, Gir. All the insects, with one
exception, emerged from the rounded basal gall, their
points of emergence showing in the figure. The former
species Mr. Girault considers as probably a parasite and
the latter a hyperparasite.
As illustrating the number of things that can be
reared from a single species of gall, it is on record that
Mr. Walker (probably Commander J. J. Walker) bred
examples of 75 different species of insects belonging to
no fewer than seven different orders.
Another fruitful source of Chalcids is grass tussocks,
where I have come across many when sieving for small
coleoptera. I am greatly indebted to Mr. C. Deane for
preparing the accompanying figure.
INTRA VITAM STAINING.
In reply to inquiries as to method of intra vitam staining of
amoeba, Mr. J. Searle sends the following:
—
The most satisfactory method of intra vitam staining of
amoeba is the jelly method described by Messrs. Cropper and
Drew, in their Researches into cell reproduction. A stock solu-
tion of 2 per cent, agar jeLy is made with distilled water only.
Take 5 cc. of 2 per cent agar jelly,
0.2 cc. of 5 per cent, sodium bicarbonate,
0.1 cc. of 1 per cent, aqueous Polychrome methylene blue.
Make up to 10 cc. with distilled water.
This is melted and poured on 3x1 slip, where it sets when cold.
A platinum loopful of amoeba is smeared on a cover glass,
which is then inverted and allowed to fa.l on the jelly film, when
the stain diffuses into the cell while it is still alive. The nucleus
stains a pale purple colour in ten minutes. Staining of the
granules does not cause death of the amoeba, and it may even
move for some minutes after the nucleus stains, but it then
rapidly dies and becomes spherical.
Amoeba may be fixed, before or after staining, by means of
formalin, absolute alcohol, or Schaudinn's solution (2 parts
aqueous sublimate and 1 of absolute alcohol).—J. Searle.
CLUB Badge.—Members are reminded that the new Club Badge
is now available in three forms—Brooch, pendant, and stud, for
coat lapel, at 2/6 each. Application should be made to the Hon.
Treasurer.
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NOTES ON CYLINDRACHETA.
By Charles Barrett.
The need for special entomological studies in Austra-
lia is emphasised by recently published remarks on the
genus Cylindracheta. We do not even know, certainly,
whether this strange, wingless insect, rather wormlike in
appearance, is a cricket or a species of web-spinner.
Superficially, it resembles the familiar mole-crickets,
though more slender
and elongated ; but




cheta, as a result of its
habits, has assumed its
"questionable shape."
If this proves to be the
case, we have another
wonderful instance of
convergent evolution.
This genus is also
interesting as a link in
the chain of affinities
that connects South
America with Austra-
tralia. It supports the
theory of a former
land bridge between
the two countries ; or,
one of the other
theories that have
been formulated to ac-
count for the fact that
some plants and ani-
mals, very ancient
types, in South
America are related to
Australian species.
1. Cylindracheta kochi, Sauss.
2. Side view of fore leg.
When collecting in the Southern Andes, in 1926, Mr.
F. W. Edwards, M.A., Assistant, Department of Ento-
mology, British Museum (Natural History), obtained
specimens of "a very remarkable insect called Cylin-
dracheta spegazzinii, which burrows in the soil by means
of its modified front legs, and attacks the roots of garden
plants."
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Mr. Edwards give* an -account of his trip to South
America, in the October (I927)*'issue of Natural History
Magazine, an admirable quarterly journal published by
the Trustees of the Museum. He was often on classic
ground—where Darwin observed and collected, nearly a
century ago. The expedition {a joint one, arranged by
the British Museum and the Bacteriological Institute of
the National Department of Hygiene, Argentine), was
"almost like a second voyage of the Beagle, so many of
the scenes made familiar by Darwin being' re-visited/*
Most interesting: to Australian entomologists, is Mr.
Edwards1 reference to Cylmdrachete. "The first
species of this genus," he writes, "was described long
ago from specimens from Australia, and was believed
to be a degenerate kind of mole-cricket; it was not until
1915 that the Argentine species was discovered, and its
describes Giglio-Tos, was of opinion that it was in ho
way related to the mole-crickets, but belonged to a differ-
ent order of insects, the Embioptera. It is hoped that
a study of our material will decide whether this is really
a remarkable case of convergent evolution due to similar
habits."
Our species of "wingless mole-cricket" is confined to
Western Australia, and, far from being rare, is almost
a pest, at times, in many gardens. Mr. J. Clark, F-L.S-,
Entomologist at the National Museum, has collected
specimens of Gylindravheta kocki, Sauss. in differ-
ent localities. Its known range is from Albany to
Carnarvon. Around Perth, it is common, though not
familiar—it lives, at least in the daytime, mostly under-
ground, being rarely seen in the open, except by accident.
Specimens usually are obtained during digging opera-
tions in the garden.
Its general habits, Mr. Clark tells me, are practi-
cally unknown, but the "wingless mole-cricket" tunnels
in the ground, has been found in plant stems, and feeds
upon roots and stems apparently. It seems to like
potatoes; indeed, there is evidence that its tastes are not
at all exclusive, and it may be regarded as a harmful
insect in both vegetable and flower gardens.
Further study, Mr. Clark considers, may support the
opinion of Giglio-Tos, that these insects are not mole-
cricketa, but web-spinners.
The illustration is from a drawing by Mr. Clark.
,f \
r
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MOTH PUPAE AND THE JVRATHER.
Of. all branches of natural history, one of the most interesting
re that of 'rearing iriaecte 1'rom the larval stage.
" 'The' moth piipu, apparently,' 'haa 'the power of prolonging or
shortening the period of the pupal stage. What is the cause of
'this variation in the pupal period? May it not be a provision of
it a LureV to ensure the preservation of the, species: all. the members
yof 'a~^group, emerging at once, ' might be destroyed; but others,
v remaining longer in the pupal stage, would escape destruction.
It is* frequently noticed* that during heavy rain, 'especially after
a prolonged dry spell, large 'numbers of moths appear on tho wing,
apparently roused from their, inactivity by the ram. The cater-
pillars* q$ thaMi mothfl must enter the chrysalis at successive periods.,
as- each matures, and the vast majority wait for the rain before
emerging. Possibly the "rain softens the ground, thus aiding the
impi-isoncd insect to escape, but that this in not the only reason Is
•evident; The same tendency W await the advent of rain if shown by
bred specimens, housed in a dry breeding-cage. For weeks, at most
"erTy an occasional specimen emerges, hut the first rainy day often
brings out a number. ft seems to me that atmospheric conditions
aire a big- factor: * '' *' " f
l
*
Mr. W. 0." Barnard, of .To*jwoomba, told me of certain moth
pupae which he obtained close to
s
the sea. rThese were taken to
' Toowoomba, one hundred mile? inland. A year past the due time
for emerging; they were" returned to their natural habitat,
where they emerged in a few days. What sense had told t hern that
.they were ''away from home"—creature* »n a quiescent state in
a closeiy-woven cocoon?
Several l&wac of a handsome moth, Bunimu hankni* obtained
in Augustj entered the ground in September. ' With the exception
*of one, all emerged during December, Kor some reason, this
moth, of the same group in the same breeding box. under exactly
the same" conditions, did not emerge until the' end of March. The
rweatric*v or tJeasonaV conditions, also affect butterfly pupae.' '"' I
have- had
(
the mistletoe blue,' Ogyr-is olane, emerge 40 days after
pupation, white another fcoo"k HO days during the cold weather.
—
C. BOKCH. "
BUtlS IK THE MALLEE.
Prolonged dry conditions inland, compelled Emus to wander far
from their u&ual haunts; in search of water and food. During
September and October, I received from several correspondent*
in North-Western Victoria, notes o£ the occurrence of Earns in
numbers, * The birds' in some cases ventured into paddocks, dose
to habitations; others wpie *een crossing roadways, or 'feeding in
crop*. - *
%From Mildura, in October, a boy (H.Gj wrote. "Our school. is
-* near n lake, and there arc a doxen Emus running on the sur-
^
;rounding country. ' We see them every evening when going home
.from school"
"* Another young observer ( r-B.), writing from Mittyack, on Nov-
ember 1st, said: ""Emus have been var^ 1 numerous Here lately, and
have, trampled down, many .fences. -Although we are glad that
they are bere. we will not be sorry when they retire tb, their
usual Haunts/' * *"
"Large mobs'* are mentioned by some correspondents. Un-
doubtedly Emus have been numerous earty this summer, in locali-
ties where/ae a rule, few or none are seen at any season.—C.B.
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THE FIELD NATURALISTS4 CLUB OF VTCTOKIA*
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was heJd in
the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, Melbourne, on
Monday, January 16th, 1928. The President, Mr, E. E.
Pescottj FX.S., occupied the chair, and there were about
GO members and visitors present.
CORRESPONDENCE,
From Mrs. Dorothy Luher, thanking members of the
Club for their expressions of sympathy relative, to the
death of her husband.
ftEPORTS.
A report on the excursion to Altona on Saturday, 14th
January, was given by Mr. A £. Rodda. The report
on the Xmas Camp-out at Sealers 7 Cove, Wilson's Pro-
montory, by Mr. C. Daley, B.A. f F.L.S., was held over
temporarily, in view of a proposal to hold a "Wilson's
Promontory Evening5 ' at an early date. *
OENERAL.
The following motion, notice of which was given at
the December meeting, was moved by Mr. L. L. Hodgson,
on behalf of the Committee;—"That Mrs. V, H. Miller be
elected tin Honorary Life Member of the Club, in recogni-
tion of special' services rendered and benefactions con-
ferred upon the Club by Mr. and Mrs. Miller." The
motion was seconded by Mr, A, G. Hooke, and carried
unanimously.
- LECTURE.
Mr. A. H, Mattingley, C.M.Z.S., delivered a lecture, en-
titled "Papua Re-visited/' in the course of which he dealt
with many aspects of native life and customs in Papua,
and also referred to several of the more interesting plants
indigenous to this region. A comprehensive scries ut
lantern views illustrated Mr. Mattingley's remarks.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr A. H. Mattingley.— (a) Fish-hook made of
mother-of-pearl and bird's claw; (h) tusks of Dugong;
(c) crocodile teeth—in illustration of lecture.
By Master Eric Mattingley.—Twelve ticks taken from
the ears of a blue-tongue lizard,
By Mr. H. R. Williamson, F.L.S.—Dried specimens of
16 species of aquatic plants dealt with in his article in the
January issue of the Naturalist.
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By Mr. A. E. -Rodda.—Rranchlel am] aerial root of
Mangrove (Avicannin officinalis) < with acorn burnaei&s
attached, from Kororoit. Creek, Altona.
By Miss B. Bolton.—Live specimen of Botany Bay
Diamond Beetle (Ckrysolophm spectabzlis) , from Bright,
Victoria.
By Mrs. E, S. Hanks,—Specimens of Hyacinth Orchid
{Dipedium punctatum) , from Wandin,
By Dt\ HL Flecker.—Fresh-water molluscs from Car-
rum Creek.
By Mr. A. Carter.—Shells from Sealers' Cove, Wilson'*
Promontory,
By Mr. W. Hanks.—Sandstone of Silurian age* covered
with brachiopod shells of various species, from behind
Pehtrid^e Stockade, Cobur#; also native rubbing stone.
By Miss Wigam—Original letter from Baron von
Mueller to Dr. Jamieson.
The meeting terminated after the u?ual conversazione.
EXCURSION TO RACRCOURSE BEACH.
Twelve members and friends Look part in the excursion to Race-
course Beach, Scaholm^ ort -January 14. In the salt, marches,
plants of Sea-Heath (Frankeriia), Goosefoot, Horned Poppy. Salt-
Bush, Glasswort, and other species were collected- Tn places the
Gla&swort (ScLlie&mia) forms bushes 3 feet in height and mmie in
diameter, in which White-fronted Chats and Goldfinches have beon
found nesting. Half-a-mile from the shore a flock of about 60
Black Swans were feeding- in the shallow waler, while on the ex-
tensive sandbank?. Sandpipers and Gulls (both the Pacific and
Silver species), and Pied Cormorants, were numerous, with a few
Dotterels and a Black-cap Tern or two arnon^ the Gulls. fhmre
was also a flock of seven Sea-Curlews, which our party disturbed
several times.
A visit was paid to the belt of Mangroves, Avicennia r>ffi.ciit,alin,
growing along the left bank of the Kororoit Creek, and, the tide
being"out, we were able to walk among them and note the numerous
peg-like pneumatonhores projecting- upwards, ami, occasionally t
aerial roots stretching downwards towards the mud. It is in-
teresting to note that this is the nearest place to Melbourne, where
the Manirrove survives Returning to the beach, some of us
waded over the wet sand flats and shallow pools, and some interest-
ing phases of sea life were observed. A particularly large speci-
men of the introduced Shore Crab was surrounded in very shallow
water, and immediately showed fight by clashing ita claws together
in a threatening manner^ until expertlv picked up when imme-
diately it gave in and became quiet. Some shells were collected
by the conchologists of the party.—& r T*. KoPDA,
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HISTORY OF FLORA AUSTRAUENSIS,
Paht VIII.
By Ckas. Daley, B.A., F.L.S.
Aug, 17th, 1885. Dz\ Hooker informs Mueller that his
son, a mining engineer, is going to Australia seeking em-
ployment. He gives a letter nf recommendation, and
writes, "he is well educated and thoroughly dependable/ 1




"1 thaftkyou exceedingly for the %i(t of your splendid volume
on Myoporineae-, which will add a huge corner-stone to the
edifice you have raised to Australian Botany. It is a capital
pair to the "Eucalypts, and 1 can hope now that your labour
will be carried on for many years to come. I have also to
thank you for your many kind attentions to my son, Brian, who
seems to be getting on well."
He writes that he is now occupying Bentham'a room,
and is engaged with the Indian plants, and has no time
for Herbaria work on the Gardens, No letters are avail-
able for 1887 although there was no intermission of
correspondence.
The next is from The Camp, Sunningdale, March 4th,
1888, He thanks Mueller for his congratulations on re-
ceiving the Copley medal, which he had not expected.
fciIn my old age I felt that I had been rewarded enough.
and to spare. T do hope that your turn of Royal Society
honor may not be delayed. There are many scientists
on the list for it,"
He thanks the Baron for his notices of Brian, whom
he is sorry to see speculating in gold-mining in Queens-
land. He should be content with an honorable position
under government, and has become engaged to a Mel-
bourne lady-
Returning to the subject of Botany, he writes:
—
"Yes, the task of a Lamautier Key is immensely difficult. I
have tried it myself; but, when I have done so T have thrown
affinity to the winds, finding it impossible to correlate artificial
and natural characters. I cannot encourage you to hope that
your attempt will meat with the recognition thatits labour and
merit deserve- -from the simple but lamentable fact that
systematic work is ignored in the present condition of Botany.
"The flora of British India is ignored, and I am not aware
of any converts in the many reforms introduced into the
Natural Orders in the Genera Plantaritw, The Order* Vim-
fer<iet Gonifora^, and Rnbiaceae, Melxtsthytuieao, etc., are com-
pletely re-modelled, as are many others.
"For my own part, I never look for recognition or acknow-
ledgment of such labours.
,?We arc still mounting Asa Gray's death. He &nd Mrs.
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Gray spent last summer ttt Exifope, and made a tour with me
in Normandy, and he left the house for his home at the end
of September in perfect health. I have known him intimately
since 1838. You will find a notice by me in Nature.
"I am in hopes that you wall get moxe New Guinea collcc*
tions to describe. They seem lo come in, and Forbes's last ex-
pedition to have been a failure. I am very sorry that you can
(rive no better account of your health, und do hope that it will






Dyer tells me that you would kindly accept a more modern
photograph of me than that you have. I take so little account
of such things that 1 have no idea what it is yau have ; hut on
the chance I enclose what Se not, I hope, a duplicate—if it is,
please do what you please with it. I still think that the one by
ij. Walentj which was published in a series of Presidents by that
gentleman is the best, though faint. t also send an excellent
little one of my father, taken out many years "before he died.
My son, Brian,' tells us he is married to a Victorian lady. T
hope he has made a sensible match.
' I am still toiling at the Indian ffora. . * . Systematic
Botany seems about centred at Kew. and what splendid collec-
tions there are at Leyden, Paris*, and St. Petersburgh. Japan
and Java should be undertaken. The flora of the Straits
Settlements is to be undertaken by King, with me a*s referee
at Kew, King will, I am glad to say, be home this summer,
in the end of May, and will, I suppose, lay the foundation of the
work. His leave will be only for six months, so he will have
plenty to do. He mentions being latterly at the Indian Orchids,




I have to congratulate you on the announcement of a Koyal
medal bnipff awarded to you for your many long, and distin-
guished services to Botany ; long may you live to enjoy it.
I write from the house "of my son, who is a medical practi-
tioner. This town is a very interesting one on account of iU
Roman remains.
I am myself quite absorbed in Indian orchids, and their name
is legion, and I am utterly confounded at finding how little has
," been done by anyone but Lindley towards describing: any of the
contents of the genera themselves.
- Bentham did u wonderful piece of work in describing the
, order and limiting- the genera: and, except in isolated cases, I
do- not see my way to any material improvement on what he
did; But the unecies themselves are in a state of chaos that I
had no conception of. No one but Lindley in hie folio seems
to have attempted to classify -the specie* for a single genus.
, . . The amount of direction I have to do is enormous, and
this reminds me to ask you if you use Brownings jviatyscopsc
Ufnsefc for the simple microscope. I find them invaluable' for
clearness, and the immense area they cover. I g^t them mounted
to fit the area of the microscope. They are 18/- each, and there
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are four powers. The relief to the eye* ftftei the ordinary lenses
T have used all my life (including doublets, triples. Cadding*
tons and the Compound) is greater than f can tell. K you send
me the diameter of the ring or arm into wh»cb your' lenses fit,
I would get Browning to mount a couple of powers so ,*a to lit it.
Ever sincerely yours,
JOS. rx HOOKER.
In a communicative letter from The Camp, Sunning-
dale, the first pages of which are absent, and evidently
refer to matters previously mentioned, there in much in-
formation in regard to the great work, Index Kewiensis.
The date of the letter is probably 1892. The remaining
pages commence with a reference to the proposed work.
How to get it printed so as to sell at a reasonably ch*ap rate
i& tlw rub with a publisher, the price.* will be prohibitive. There
will be at least three vols, quarto, with 1,600 pages each, and
three column* on a page, and there are upwards of 60,000
entries, nod this op to the year 1885. I am now enquiring
whether the Cambridge Press wauld have undertaken it.
Cambridge wan Darwin's University, and three of his sons
are settled there, two as profesBora, but I doubt if they could
afford it without help, and I am seeing what I could do by
touting amongst wealthy patrons of horticulture* Sir George
MacLeay has given me i&GO to begin with. I suppose we
mu&l print at least 1,500 copies^ as the work will be wanted bath
by botanists and horticulturists. It gives the names, first
authority (book and pen), and native eouotry of every plant,
and synonyms as fur as possible, but the work must not be
looked" upon as an authority for synonyms. You win find
every published name up to 3 885; it professes tio more. Of
course, established synonym* are entered as sent; and. where
'possible, referred to their proper plaee; and this hat*, an you
may suppose, given ceaKele.KK trouble in the hundreds of cases
where there are differences of opinion when a plant
referred to several genera. AH such cases are referred
to Oliver and myself. In doing the Indian Outlines,
the work has been invaluable to me. How else could I have
found Reuhenbecke'e species published like yours in an infinity
of periodicals, I shall soon send you a sample page. Do
you think you could get any help towards publishing in Aus-
tralia? Oliver and 1 have devoted much time to it. of course,
gratuitously; so did John Bate, whose loss to Kew Herbarium
, .is deplorable.
As for myself, I am very well, but getting old. 1 am just
finishing the Outlines of the Flora of British India, a most
unsatisfactory job that has cost me upwards of three years'
tabor- Rcuhenbee.ke\s work is detestable; he did not codify
a single genus* and his descriptions of species are so incom-
plete that I often have not known in what section of a genus
to put his species- Had not Bentham done the Genera' of the
Order, I do not know where we should be. In doing India,. 1
am in admiration of Bentham 's treatment of the Genera, espe-
cially seeing what a confused jumble of publiahed materials he
had to deal withj and the badnena of Herbarium specimens.
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As for the rest, the Flora of British India and the Botanical
Ma^azins take up all my lime except the Stcudal, which I am
revising after' Jackson.
Ever, my dear Mueller*
Sincerely yours.
tTOS, D. HOOKER,
In November, 1895, from The Camp, Sunningdale, he
states that he is reminded of remissness in correspond-
ence by a letter. from Mr. Bufton. Tasmania^ "who writes
, ... of your good offices and his own botanical proclivi-
ties. It is delightful for me, ih my old age, to find
myself remembered in Tasmania, and I feel very keenly
Mr. Bufton's kindness in writing to me and telling mo of
the progress of Tasmania** Botany and of "bis aspirations
as a naturalist/ 7 He desires to be made a F.R.S.; "but,"
says Hooker, "I do not know if he has done any original
work without which entry is now impossible." Regard-
ing a new edition of Mueller's Select Plants, he writes,
Mlt must gratify you to see the work often cited for prac-
tical purposes."
He notifies
"Sending you a lithograph of tho best portrait of my lather in
the Journal of the K«w Guild's Annual of the staff of Gardens
ut Kew," of which he will try and get a copy, He states that
the portrait of Brown is from an oil painting by Pierce, .made
for Lady FTanklin, who had a gallery of aocjj likenesses of her
friends. "It was given me by Miss Canemft, after Lady Krank-
lin's death, and it in an admirable likeness of a great man in
extreme old age. I think I senb ymi the little Wedgewood
medallion of my father that- 1 had made at Sturia; if not, let
me know, as I am ordering some more to be struck of?.
The geographers have gOpd hopes of an Antarctic expedition
with this Government. Germany and .Norway are organising
expeditions. The Norwegians were highly favored by the
weather. It was an awful time when we weTe orT Cape Adare.
Ross- would have given bis ears to be able to land anywhere
on the coast; and, if he could not, I am sure no one else could
have of- ikal time. As we experienced O 840-1) the seasons
vary greatly; and, if we had had. the weather of 1842-3. we
should never have discovered Vjetoiia Land, nor, perhaps even
have approached it, T bear, too, it is quite clear, from "W.cd-
delVa experiences, that the pack moves its position over vast
areas. Nevertheless, I am inclined to think that the route via.
E. Coast of Victoria Land may be- always more or less open, the
currents being strong. '
As to wintering* I extremely doubt th« practicability of \t,
and, even if practicable; 1 cannot conceive any commander tak-
ing the responsibility of leaving a. party in *uch a climate of
wiild, fog, and snow, and on t such a coast, any part of which
may be blockaded for years by bergs or packs, and remain for
an indefinite period. Let Cape Adare be. ever so acceptable
now, a square mile of pack, or a couple of icebergs stranded oft'
it might seal it up in a week for years. Graham's Land is the
place to search for winter quarters."
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This Comment on Antarctic exploration, with which,
in Ross's expedition of 1840, he had had experience, is
of interest in view of the successful revival of Polar ex-
ploration by a party sent out by the Victorian Branch
Of the Royal Geographical Society, of which the Baron
was President, the modest forerunner of the well
equipped expeditions of the last SO years.*
Dr. Hooker states that he ia still at Flora Indica, and
finds it very hard
:
work identifying species.
His fourth son, Reginald. Assistant Secretary to the
Statistician, has been appointed to a Government post in
the Intelligence Department of Agriculture, being top
of the candidates. The salary is £150 per annum, rising
in £15 increments to £300 per annum, with a chance of
promotion* and a pension at 60 years. Brian has an
appointment to a position at OooJgardie at £450 per
annum. He is a hard worker, and particulars about him
are impatiently awaited.
"Tt is very gratifying to me that you keep in communi-
cation with his wife, \vho owes you so much," is the con-
cluding sentence, -<
Th* Camp, Sunninfrdah?,
. March 2nd, 1805.
My Dear Baron,
—
1 have not yet thanked you for your acceptable letter of the
New Year, with its kind felicitations, which I cordially accept
and respond to. Only to-day I have received your addma to
the Geographical Section of A.A.A.S. at Brisbane. ' t have
read it with very great pleasure and hot merest. It is capi-
tal and worthy of you. so full of *ound matter and of sound
sense, £tr\d all so well put that one "runs as one reads/' and
what a store of information it contains. The summary of a
world's ways and means from an antipodal point of view, and
that a British standpoint, is verily refreshing and makes one'<
blood course faster. Thank you very much for it and its
contents.
Vou may guess how deeply welcome your letter was. when I
tell you that it is yet the only intimation 1 have of Brian's
discovery of mercury at Cnolgardi<\ I had heard from himself
vary shortly before (1 suppose) the happy hnd. He told me
that he had a groud billet as manager of the White Feather
mine, with £600 a year.
1 am still struggling with fche Indian Grasses, and Stepp is
preparing the same order for the flora of Tropical Africa and
S. Africa, .ho we have much work in common that benefits ua
both. Tho chaotic condition of the African gra&ace in the
Herbaria is inconceivable, and I only wish that. T could withhold
publication till Stent's is over, for I can foresee chat his work
*Sec p. 37, writer's Memoir of Life oi Baron 3k Feid-
Mueller.
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Will throw groat light on the Indian that cannot appear till hia>
is complied.
I am also busy with FanUs's narrative, which necessitates a
great deal of work in dctsaJ, Happily I &**i actively aviated
jn this by my son, Reginald mow in the Agricultural Depart-
ment) as to which appointment I thank you heartily for your
congratulations. I shall have to collect materials of Banks
from thts, the Royal Society's rooms, and of Solander from
that, the Linnean Society's rooms. *
The valuable feature of this work is the revealing of Sanks
in his right place -us a working naturalist, the pioneer of the
illustrious band of Naturalist Voyage us, xjt which Darwin is the
culminant. It nowhere appears in the accounts of Banks's
fife and works that he was a bona fide naturalist, in which
respect Hawkswocth docs him no justice. Banks was further
the interpreter of the expedition, the commissariat officer, so
to speak, and the thief-catchsr, to whose energy was due the
recovery of the stolen quadrants, but for which the expedition
would have been a failure- In short, but for Banks, the results
of Cook rs Voyages would have been confined to geographical
discovery. His subsequent position as the Maecenas of Science
has eclipsed hitherto all he did in his early days as a scientific
worker. Had he but published his collections, what a mark he
would have made in the scientific world proper. As it was.
He gave anyone liberty tr. make use ot them, and except for
the fragment of the Botany published by Brown, there was
nothing gained by these magnificent collections.
The conclusion of the ''Index'' was indeed a roltef, for which,
at my age, I am more thankful than I can express, for I have
always the fear of Saturn's scythe at my heels during the long
period of its gestation. In one's 79th year, the inevitable steals
on; the Ferns, so long an unfinished work, is in hand, and go it
is with the Indian grasses; but, as nearly half 'of this is printed,
I may hope to see it concluded by midsummer, I still go three
days a week to Kew- I work here for the rest of the week.




And now we ccine to the last letter which Dr. Hooker




My De«»r Baron,— t &W
J have just opened and read yours of the ?th ultimo, and a.m
much gratified by your notice of the Graminae of PL Brat. Ind.
I wish that I could look upon it with even equanimity, much
more with satisfaction, hut the further I go on, the more con-
vinced 1 feel that the work is only an introduction, to the study
,
of Indian grasses, and that future observations may much
modify my conclusions. Then, too, there is a plentiful crop of
blunders and omissions which turn up in the most unexpected
places. Then tn the chain of genera, several genera are Absent
—of obscure things that, linked in out-of-the-way corners of
the Herbaria, or of plants which, on a third revision, demanded
generic rank.
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66 Pappui must go into Cak-brf^a, with Calpodiums, and go
next to raa. Phragmites Madutfascariniis must i'orni a new
genus Hegnantia.
The characters of 304, 105, 10f> have got mixed by the printer
(t suppose). I have just sent Poa, Festucu and Browivx to
press. I gave them all to Stepp Lo discriminate and diagnose,
as he knows European and Oriental grasses much heller than
I do. He has also done Ertifiroxtis, a very difficult task. Then
as the Bambusiae, are all worked up by Gamble, and it would
bo. folly to interfere with his work, I have only to extract this
matter, and put. it. in the form of the other genera o£ Grasses
of British India, and^ive him the credit of it, etc.
Banks's journal is nearly free of the press, a copy shall, of
course, go to you at once. It cost more labour to concatenate
properly than I anticipated, and I have been powerfully aid*d
by my second son, Reginald, who is an officer in the Board of
Agriculture, and of a literary and mathematical turn- 1 hope
the work will take ht Australia, ttnd give the world a higher
idea of Ranks than it had. There should be a monument to
him in Australia.
The idea of giving you a musical salutation"cn your biTth-day
<and mine) charms hie 1 did not know we were tO-nared as
to day and month, or I would have thought especially of you;
all the more, aa I had a musical jubilee, too. My youngest boy,
Richard, &Hat 12, having composed a very pretty piece for mu.
He is almost a musical genius, and delightful On the violin, full
of feeling and expression. ur-
At last Mrs. Brian hat gone up 'to her husband with the
children; he has just built a house £ot them at Coolgardie,
Kanowna, where he has charge of a mine with £700 per annum,
and liberty to look after others. I now think of all your loud-
ness to his poor wife in her distress with much gratified feelings.
Ever, my dear Baron,
Most sincerely yours,
JOS. D. HOOKER.
The Baron would rvceive this letter about two months
before his death in October. 1896, and although probably
unanswered, it would, from its kindly expression of feel-
ing, be specially welcome to him in his illness and com-
parative loneliness.
Thus, the long and unbroken correspondence between
Dr. Hooker, the most .prominent scientist of his time,
and Baron Mueller, the distinguished Australian Botanist,
came to ah end in mutual interchange of kindly wishes
and friendly thoughts
It is a remarkable tribute to the simple worth of the
Baron's character, and a convincing testimony Lo the high
esteem in which he was regarded in .scientific circles in
Europe, that over a period of nearly fifty years, three
such eminent and distinguished English botanists as
**l$y LiedertafeL
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Bentham and the two Hookers—the two elder until the
closing years of their lives, and the survivor until
Mueller's demise—should have preserved so unbroken a
friendship with a kindred soul, "whom not. having seen/'
they couJd yet so well understand and appreciate.
In establishing Australasian Botany during the half
ceritury mentioned, the influence, judgment, and know-
ledge of these three great scientists, always available in
the furtherance of Mueller's work,a have had important
effects, as valuable in their way as-the practical scientific
work of which Flora Tasmania and Flora Austra-
liensis are the fruition and the crown.
Sir Joseph Hooker survived his fellow scientist for
many years, honored and esteemed as the most distin-
guished botanist of his time, the great philosopher whose
wide knowledge and powerful influence were successfully
exerted in producing the wonderful change in scientific
thought which followed the gradual recognition of the
truth of the mutability of species, as advanced by Charles
Darwin, his life-long friend.
Hooker's last public appearance among biologists was
at the Centenary of Darwin's birth in 1909* " He died
two years later at the age of ninety- four, leaving an im-
perishable name.
Errata.—P. 18G, line 11, George Bentham.
P. 187, line 53, (1832-1889).
P. 214, line. 24, omit "two/'
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THE EASTERN AUSTRALIAN RING-TAILED
OPOSSUM.
By David Fleay.
Our familiar little Ring-tailed 'Possum, correctly known
as the Eastern Australian species, Pseudochirus lanigino-
sus, is a characteristic inhabitant of the dense bush
gullies, and, among other haunts, is not averse to taking
up an abode in the gardens of both suburban and country
dwellings. For many years I have been in close contact
with it, both in the bush and in a "wild-tame" condition
about our home. Some have thriven in captivity and
reared numerous families.
Varying, in general colour, from silver-grey to brown-
ish grey, this small syndactylous marsupial is too well
known to call for a detailed description. The total
length, from nose to tip of tail, is a little more than two
feet; the face is characterized by large, protruding brown
eyes and rounded ears, while the under-surface of the
body is white. The strongly prehensile, thin tail is white
on the latter portion, in proportions varying with indivi-
duals, and serves the active creature almost as a fifth limb.
Unfortunately, more than one "ringtail" has been mis-
taken for a water-rat, and treated accordingly, owing to
this partially white member.
The terminal portion of the tail is naked on the under-
surface, and extremely muscular; and, if the marsupial
is suspended by the tail, it rapidly climbs up it in hand
over hand fashion! Silhouetted against the moon on
a quiet night, or seen ambling along the limbs of the
Eucalypts, with its tail held in a continued line from the
body, the prowler is easily identified. The quivering
hiss, so often given in alarm, is frequently heard.
As a general rule, the Ring-tailed Opossum constructs
a bulky nest, amid the tangled Blackwoods, Wattles and
Tea-tree of forest gullies; being found also in coastal
Tea-tree, and established in the hollow branches of
Eucalypts scattered over plain country. At times, the
structure is placed surprisingly low, in blackberry bushes
—the thorny wilderness evidently being a fairly safe
retreat. The cosy home is frequently constructed of
sprays, in pine trees, or in the wild cherry, Exocarpus,
of the bushlands.
Unlike his relatives, the Common and Short-eared
'Possums, the "Ring-tail" is well advanced in home-
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building methods, and I have noted two types of nest.
One type is an open structure ; the other, the usual domed
home, resembling a large nest of the Sparrow, and pos-
sessing sometimes two entrance-holes. Externally, the
home usually is composed of bracken fern, dry gum
sprays and bark, while shredded bark constitutes a warm
lining. The open nests, which seem to belong to lone
'Possums, often are converted into the larger, domed
structures.
When pursued into the tree-tops, these animals pull
the leaves together beneath them, and mingled, as it
were, with the foliage, elude detection even by very keen
eyes. Rarely do they return to a bush-land home if
ejected or disturbed; and when I touch the nest in which
Photo, D Fleay
Young Opossum, 10 weeks of age, being persuaded back to the
pouch by its mother. (Note her grip of its tail.)
a captive specimen lives, the 'Possum carefully puts all
the twigs in order again.
One free pair of the 'Possums have reared families in
several successive seasons, in a garden tree. It was
charming to see the mother invading the house at night,
by way of a window, with the young ones clinging to her
back.
On various occasions I have had the good fortune to
KpI>..1
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observe these animals nest-building by the light of the
moon. The material is gathered in the fore paws and
transferred to the tail, which curls round it ; and thus the
load is transported to the nesting site. The new bark,
bracken fern, etc., is firmly placed in position, and inter-
twined with the previous construction by means of the
animal's fore-paws and teeth; while inside the nest, the
builder arching its back, pushes up the roof—in order,
apparently, to maintain the spaciousness of the little
home. The bulk of the occupants in a nest in my "Zoo"
became so great, as the young ones grew up, that the
floor of the nest fell out, and with it went the family!
Unfortunately, the "Ring-tail" has a habit of running
for short distances over the ground, and so falls an easy
prey to the alert fox—as many a little heap of silvery-
grey fur bears witness.
The pouch of the female 'Ring-tail" contains four
mammae, and each season, usually in May, June, or July,
Photo, D Fleay.
Ring-Tailed Opossum with two young ones, 13 weeks old, clinging
to her back. They are not yet permanently out of the pouch.
(Note the mother's grip of their tails.)
from two to three young ones are born. Previous to
this, in the usual pairing period of April and May, the
animals fight bitterly, especially if a number be kept in
the same enclosure ; but, as a rule, the females and males
battle only with others of their own sex. The young
—
which I have inspected within an hour of birth—appar-
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ently crawl into the pouch aided by the mother, and there
attach themselves. The points of the mammae become
distended within the tiny mouths, and so prevent detach-
ment. The tiny, naked creatures, if taken from the
maternal shelter, even at this age, endeavour to return
—
a process in which the mother aids them. Nourishment
is forced into the infants for two or three weeks, and a
week or more from the time of birth, the pinkish body
colour gives place to a bluish-black, as distinct from the
flesh-colouring of young of the Common and Short-eared
species.
Six to seven weeks after birth the young one, which is
now extracting nourishment from the mother by means
of its own activities, can be disengaged temporarily from
the mammae. It can even be taken from the pouch, whilst
the mother is always faithful to its hissing cries. Some
12 weeks after birth, fur, usually of a reddish nature,
makes its appearance on the small bodies ; and very soon
they become too large to be contained any longer in the
pouch. Occasionally the mother carries her offspring
at night, and they cling with claws and teeth to the fur
of her back. In times of danger, however, they are in-
variably carried off through the tree-tops in this manner.
When the young 'Possums are quite immature and still
in the pouch, the mother often pauses in her nocturnal
ramblings to sit up, open the pouch with both fore-paws,
and thoroughly lick the infants with her small, pink
tongue. When six months old the young animals drift
away, or are violently ejected by the mother, who has
cared for them so affectionately. Various fruits, rose
leaves and petals, gum-tree blossom, and young leaves,
and the foliage of many introduced trees, constitute the
varied diet of these arboreal animals ; and it is most
entertaining to watch them sitting up and eating rose
buds (some folks may think differently!) with loud chew-
ing noise, and evidently much satisfaction.
The voice of the "Ring-tail" is a quivering "quiss-
ss-ss-!/' oft repeated, and during a scuffle between two
of the animals, they seem to be almost sobbing.
The "Ring-tail," owing to protection, and a fairly
ready acceptance of new conditions, appears to be one
of the few native animals which continues to hold its own
as settlement progresses—would that we could say the
same of many others.
Rffij! I
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THE AQUATIC PLANTS OF VICTORIA.
Pakt Jl.
By It B. Williamson, F.L.S.
POTAJMOGETONACEAE (Pondwe.eds)
,
This family is represented in Victoria by six genera,
thre<s of which are marine
—
Zostera (2 sp.) , CymoDOCEa
(1 sp.) t and Posidonia (1 sp,)- Of- the other ihree,
RurpiA (1 sp.)i AivTKKNiA (2 sp.). and Pqtamogeton
(9 sp.). grow in brackish or in fresh water, most of the
last named genus favouring fresh water of inland ponds
or lagoons in river flats.
Genus ZOSTERA, Grasswrack.
(Gk- Zo$ tefi a belt, referring to the band-tike leaves.)
These plants occur in masses in shallow sea water,
often exposed at low tide. They grow from rhizomes
and short stems bearing long ribbony leaves about one-
sixteenth inch in width. Sometimes huge heaps of the
dry plant may be seen on the beach. This is much user?
for packing" material for fragile goods instead of straw.
Flowers are unisexual and-v«ry minute, unprovided with
a perianth; -and attached to the thin flat rachis of a spike
enclosed in a spathe consisting of the sheathing base of
a leaf. On this flat receptacle male flowers, consisting
of a single one-celled anther, and female flowers consist-
ing of a single carpel with a two-branched style are inter-
mingled.
,
Zostera nana, Roth. 1827 (including Z. Muellcri
Irrm&eb, 1867). Dwarf Grasswrack. (Fig. 1,J
Under this may be placed most of the specimens cni
lected-on our coast line, The typicat nana has le&ve^
very narrow, with few secondary veins, presenting a
slight difference in the bilobed summit, and also in the
shape of the spathe, but Bentham was probably correct
in, uniting Irmisch's species under the older species. The
author's specimens from Paynesviile are apparently the
true nmm. Leaves vary from a few inches to over a
foot in length, and from one sixteenth to one-tenth inch
wide, with one central and two marginal veins; and from
six to twelve finer nerves between. The leaves are
notched at th<: end, thus showing two minute rounded
lobes (ic). In this respect the species differs from the
world-wide Z. marina, and also from the next species.
At the base of the leaves the sheath (la) covering the
flowers or fruit can be found, and the edges may be lifted
to expose the flat rachis bearing the minute flowers (or
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fruit) <lb), with two or three vertical plates (brac-
teoles.') folded inwards over some of the flowers.
It occurs along the south and east coast of Australia
aa well as in Europe, Asia and Africa.
Zostbra tasmanica, G. V. Martens. Tasman
Grasswrack. (Fig. 2.)
This, is easily distinguished from Z. nana by its longer
and more dilated' leaf sheaths, about 1 inch in length, and
£ inch in width, and the absence cj£\the bract-like folds.
The leaves are not distinctly notched at the end. Appar-
ently it has rarely been gathered on our coast since
Mueller's specimens. "Port Phillip" and "Lady Ray."
There are specimens from Barwon Heads, J. B. Wilson;
and from Brighton, A. J. Tadgell. It appears to be con-
fined to Tasmania and the south coast of Australia.
.
Genus CYMODOCEA. (Gk. Cymodok^ Sea Nymph.)
Cymooocka Antarctica (Labill.) End!. Sea Nymph.
(Fig, 3.)
This is a marine submerged plant, with long wiry
branching stems, showing numerous leaf scars. It can
easily be distinguished "by its leaves, which are distichous
at the ends of the branches, from one to three inches in
length, and about $ inch in width, curiously truncate or
lunate, sometimes presenting a two-horned appearance.
The leaves have their bases enclosed in broad sheaths,
concealing the solitary flowers. Male .flowers consist of
two anthers, and the female flowers (on distinct- plants)
two carpels surrounded by connate bracteoles. It is
restricted to the coasts of Australia, and Tasmania. The
author collected it at Barwon Heads,
Genus POSIDONIA. (Gk. Poseidon, Neptune.)
Po&donia al-stralis, Ilk. f
.
Fibre-ball weed. (Figr. 4.)
A. submarine plant with ribbony leaves, often two to
three feet in length, and about % inch in width, rounded
at the end, and with numerous parallel veins. At the
"base of the stem is a mass of fibre, the remains of old
leaf sheaths. Flowers are on spikes two or three inches
in length, arising from a bunch of floral leaves, which
are provided with sheaths up to 1 inch in fength, per-
sistent after the floral leaves break off. There is no
perianth, and the flower consists of a carpel with a 2-
4-lobed stigma and three stamens sessile on a connective
with a few broad bracts which are only partially per-
sistent. Australian and Tasmanian coasts only. No
specimen collected on the coast of Victoria has been
found in the National Herbarium, nor is there any
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7t Rupjjia.
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authentic record of the same. 11 appears to have been
placed mi our' census on the strength of specimens col-
lected on the adjacent coasts of Tasmania and S.A.
(Beachport, etc.), and on the probability that it may yet
he found on the Victorian coast.
Genus ALTHENIA. .u
(After J.,Althen, a Persian refugee in France, who
introduced the cultivation of madder.)
Submerged, plants growing inj;rfre$h or in brackish
water, with capillary stems and leaves, and male and
female flowers on separate plants. Male flowers are
two or three together, enclosed in the dilated base of the
floral leaves, each consisting of three sessile anthers
enclosed in thin sheaths or bracteoies. Female flowers
are at first enclosed, but soon are projected from the
sheaths so that ripe fruits are easily seen. By these,
determination can easily be made, and without them is
scarcely possible.
Ai/l'HENiA australis (J. Drumm.) Asehers. Austral
. Water-mat. (Fig. 5.)
Leaves are capillary, with dilated, stipular bases.
fruits in threes on a straight pedicel up to nearly an inch
in length, each short-stalked, with a short incurved beak,
und provided with a small bract (5a, 5b) or sepal. Aus-
tralia and Tasmania only (W-AM S.A. Y V.) The only
Victorian specimens in the National Herbarium are from
the Wimmera and the Murray. It appears that con-
fusion with Ruppia has led to this plant being recorded
for the S.W., S. and R
Althenia Treissii (Lehm.), Graebn. Slender Water-
mat. (Fig. 6.)
A commoner plant than the last-named, and distin-
guished from it by its scarcely dilated leaf bases, the
narrower stipular sheaths of the floral leaves, and its
slender smooth, cylindrical fruits with their stratght fili-
form styles longer than the fruit (6a) It occurs 1 in
W.AV S.A. T Tas., V r In Victoria it has been gathered
in the Albert Park Lake, and in many places in the
coastal parts.
Genus RUPPTA. (After a German botanist, H. B,
Ruppius.)
Kupha MAKWCMA, L. Sea Tassel. (Fig. 7.)
A plant very common in salt and brackish lagoons.
chiefly along the coast. It is easily mistaken for
Althenia australis. owing to the sheathing bases and
stipules of the flora] leaves, but. the sheaths are wider.
tlsfc 1
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and on clo.se examination they may be .seen to contain the
young spikes (a), consisting of two sessile anthers, and
from' four to eight carpels (b). These spikes soon pro-
trude on straight lengthening stalks (c) ( until they reach
the surface, anri after the anthers ha\Te fallen, to float
away, the long, thin stalk becomes spirally convoluted, and
the fertilized carpels are pulled below the surface. When
straightened out these stalks are sometimes over six
inches in length. Thf- carpels, although at first sessile
on the spike, are found when ripe to be on long straight
stalks, sometimes two inches ktaff. These stalk? break
off and carry the ripe fruit to the bottom, where the seed
germinates, Some interesting observation worI< on the
life history of this plant was done by members of th£
Club, Mr. J. Searlc and Dr. (J. S. Sutton some years a$ro>
and the result was published in the September number
of the Naturalist. 1919. No plant is more widely spread,
as it occurs in ail continents, and in every part of Aus-
tralia.
Notts on Philydtuvi UnU'jutosum, Banlc:— (Part 1., January
nnmfcmr). In addition to the two localities quoted, anotUof ••rte
ha* to be recovd&d;—Saudringhaw, 1907,, A. J. Tadrell.
CRANE-FUES CAPTURED BY DROSERA.
Sundews arc not selective in captyring insects, though somf
kinds may be more nutritious than other*—more easily "digested.3 '
Ariy small insect that alights upon or accidentally flies against a
nundew, \r, tikrfy to remain, and perish slowly. EvHft huge
insects become victims, for I have se.*m dragon-flies, dead, on
Diohuiu pUmts, with gauze-wings and legs entangled.
But era tic-flies {Tivutidae) especially seem to he in danger from
the insectivorous plants. Where Drown pdl-ata grows thickly
by the water-side, one day in October, I noticed craiir-flies in
number* about them. And often a "duddy" was observed to touch
a sundew, and, despite the shedding jrf long legs, become a captive
M»ny of the plants examined each held one or two crane-flies;
some already lifeless, others Htrugglin^' feebly.
•Specimens of plants and insects, with field notes* wero forwarded
to Vv. Ch:^. P. Alexander, of Amherst Agricultural College, Mass.,
TJ-S-A,, who \% nioisQjrrapnlng the Australian Ti^mlida.e
t and in a
recent letter he says: —i(l was delighted to get tht* very interest.
jnjr observations on the capture of these insects by T)rosefa pettala.
. . The fly in question is the Tnraicra pilipes (Fahr.). to
jud/re from the labels, although there wore also sent, a few speci-
mens of the MacromOrKtiy.. This, is a larjrer, more buckish fly, and
I beftevft the observations you give refer bo the 7\w«cn*, but pos-
sibly both species were involved.'"
Tinders, I believr, is the u*ual victim; v/her* sundews enriched
an e-nlomoloKist^s collection. But doubtless many species uf
"daddy long'egfc 1 ' would reward a jren^ra) forrxv arooji£ Drostra
pcliatu and it* allies, whev« the plants abound.
—
Charles Rarttett.
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SOME. NEW ORCHIDS FOR VICTORIA,
In the Transactions of the Royal Society of South
Australia (Volume 51, 1927), Ih\ R. S. Rogers., M.A.,
F.L.S., has described a number of new Australian
Orchids. Five new species are recorded for Victoria,
one species, which had hitherto been recorded under an
old name, is placed in a new specific position, and three
other Victorian species are more definitely described than
previously. In addition, 11 other new species are des-
cribed from other States. The -flew Victorian species
are described below, the descriptions, which are taken
from Dr. Rogers* papers, are given for the benefit of
Victorian students of orchidology.
Calochilus imbeabis, Rogers.
"Thia plant is well separated from other members of the genus
by its beardless labeLkt.m, and by the conspicuous pJatc at the base
of the column. . The flowers, though not ao regular as in the genus
ThMymiU'O^ «how an approach to actinomorphy, which :s very
unusual in orchids. The lip is distinctly petaloid, but the lateral
petals retain the shape which is common to all known species of
Calovhiliug. It apparently occurs in considerable numbers.*'
Diuris faStidio&A, Rogers,
"This species approaches O. palackihi, Rogers, very closely in
the flower, but is well separated by its setaceous leaves and lowly
habit. Whereas the lateral sepals are about equal in length to
the petals tn D. palacfoila, they me considerably longer than all the
other segments in the new species, and there is no tendency to
cross. Mr. Nicholts states that 'all the flowers point to the sky/
i.e., the labellum is more or less vertical. From this habit, the
specific name is derived/'
.Tottenham. August, September.
Prasophyllum Hartii, Rogers.
"This Prasophyllum i'a not likely to be confuted with any other
published species.
.
Its robustness (00 c,m.)» colour of flowers
(reddish brown or prune coloured), most characteristic and ex-
tremely wide labellum cause It, in my opinion* to stand apart from
all other members of the genus. The contrast between the green
ovary and the dark flowers is noticeable, even In dried specimens."
Bairnsdale. November. Named after T. S. Hart, M.A.,
Ms discoverer.
" Caladenia alpina, Rogers.
"The new species approaches very closely to C. eitmllaitt; Kite,
and C. a/ngufttata, Lindl., in both of which, however, the leaf is
narrow-linear. From the former it is also distinsruia-hed by its
long slender flower pedicels, the markings on the labellurn I trans-
verse interrupted red or purple stripes sometimes spotted), and
the absence of the fimbriated calli; and from th« latter by its
wide blunt, and extremely incurred dorsal sepal and by the trans-
verse marlcings on the lamina/1
Mounts Hotham. Belong"; and Saw Baws. December,
January.
This orchid was first collected by C. French, Jr., about
30 years ago, and recorded by Mueller as C. tarnea
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Later, it was collected by A. J. >TadgeIl and W. II.
Nicholls,
Calapenia Audasii, Kogers.
•"This species occupies ti Uijcinionuc position midway belween
C. Pale-mmm and C. clavigcra. From the former it d)lfc»*$ In ip>
entire lubeilum, in its relatively longer column, and in in* colour
of its flowers (yellow). Prom the latter, it i* easily distin-
guished by the $i*e unU colour of the flowei% which greatly exe«ed
those of C. cl-aviyc'iV', and by the presence of six rows of calli oa
the JabeHuni.
Mount Mclvor, near Bendigo.
This orchid was Colteeted in 18%, and placed in thi»
National Herbarium, The collector and month of col-
lection are unknown. Named after J. W. Audas r F.L.S.,
of the National Herbarium.
Pterostylis robusta, Rogers.
This Ij? the orchid which has h*en known in Victoria for many
years under the name of r. re/texa. It is recorded by Ew-Hrt„
and Sherman, as P. vefttxtt, var. robusta. It is illustrated in the
Victorian Naturalist, Vol. XLXL., ti>25, p t!2. by Pescott and
Nieholls as P, «^/w*«,
uIt differs from the latter, in its shorter stem, widci leaves, and
relatively short straight lubeilum, which docs, not pruuude through
the sinus of the lowfcr lip."
x
It is widely distributed through Victoria.




, Theiv»iitra BliiuHtha*, Fv.M-,
Cafoana Stdlivanii, Kv.M., and Ctiiadvuin cartten, R.Br.
NAMING OF A ^RINGK-MYRTLE.
At the January nieetjng of the Club, Miss L. Wigun exhibited
a letter from Huron von Mueller to Dr. Jamic&on, -of CoJhus-
street, Melbourne, dated 7/5/83, informing him that the writer
had named one of the Fringe-myrtles after him {Verlicordia
Javiwsonii)
.
The exhibit included the original specimen, tuken
near the Gascoync River, together with label for same, and printed
description from Wing's "Southern Science Record," March, 18#3.
A part of the letter is here quoted:—*'l hope you will accept this
homage to your talent and knowledge in the spirit in .which it was
offered; it may not be much, but ia of permanency., anil may some
day still more be valued by your descendants. Though the plant
>s not strictly a therapeutic one, yet the volatile oil pervading" this
group of Fringe-myrtles is aromatic and antiseptic. Structurally,,
the species is very remarkable, even in a singular genus.. Some
day, doubtless this* with other Vorticordias, will find its way into
conservatories here and elsewhere/'
Members of the Club will be very pleased by the news that
Mr. J. A. Kershaw has beep electa a corresponding' member of the
Zoological Society of London. As Curator of the National
Museum, he has done much valuable work for Zoology, while his
many years of service as an officer-bearer, have materially helped
our Club to attain its present high position, as the foremost of i,ts
kind iu the Commonwealth, and one of the leading popular natural
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SOME ADDITIONS TO THE FISH FAUNA OF
VICTORIA.
No. V.
By Jas. A. Kershaw, C M.Z.S.,
Curator, National Museum, Melbourne.
The following notes are in continuation of those pre-
viously published in the Victorian Naturalist, 'and com-
menced in"Vob/23, 1906, It was intended to continue
these notes from time to time, withrthe object of ulti-
mately publishing a list of the Victorian fishes, but cir-
cumstances have so far prevented this being done.
The only list dealing with our Victorian fishes is that
published by A. H. S. Lucas in 1890, under the title, **A
Systematic Census of Indigenous Fish Hitherto Recorded
from Victorian Waters." This list comprised some 233
species, but this number has since been considerably in-
creased, largely due to the excellent work accomplished
by F.I.S. "Endeavour," under the direction of* the late
Mr. H C. Dannevig.
Further trawling in the vicinity of our coast would
undoubtedly brffig'to light many additional species, and




This small shark is well-known in New Zealand waters,
and occurs also in Tasmania. Two specimens from Vic-
toria are in the National Museum collection , one of which
" was captured at Flinders in November, 1907, and tor-
r
warded by Sir James Barrett.
It is a small species, growing to a little over S feet in
length. The bead is extremely broad and depressed, the
snout short and rounded, and the mouth large. The
teeth in both jaws are small and numerous, with three
•cusps. The skin, especially on the back, is rough, and in
colour dark brown, with black bands and blotches. Along
Lhe sides are five or six irregularly rounded black
patches, numerous small white, and a few black spots-
Fins and tail have black patches and small white spots.
The underside is creamy-white, with brownislvhiack
spots; underside of snout and tail brown, with creamy
spot* and patches ; inside of mouth creamy-wbite.
'•\ A peculiarity noticed in these sharks is the distention
^,vm the body with air or water. Waite mentions that,
-when taken from the water, the bodies were of relatively
•
-1
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enormous girth, due to the inflation of the stomach with
water. When the abdomen was pierced with a penknife
blade, a jet of water spouted to a distance of several feet.
This peculiarity was noticed in a specimen which J saw
captured by some crayfishers, off the north-west coast
of Flinders Island, in Bass Strait.
An egg-case, obtained at St. Helen's, on the east coast
of Tasmania, if? long and narrow, strongly compressed
above and contracting somewhat in width .at each end.
From each angle is. produced a very long, slender tendril,
which coils around and serves to anchor the case to sea-
weed. When taken from the oviduct the case is stated
to be very pale creamy white in colour, with yellow ten-
drils, but after deposition it becomes darker.
JSURUS GLACUS. Mull & Henle.
Blue Pointer-
A young example of this shark, measuring 4 feet 9
inches, was caught by a fisherman at Frankston. * Al-
though said to be common in New South Wales, and
occurring in South Australia and Tasmania, it has tx6t
previously been recorded from Victoria, It grows to a
length of about 12 feet.
NARCOBATVS FA1RCH1LD1, Hutton.
Numbfish or Electric Ra'y.
This species was first obtained in New Zealand and
was described by Hutton, in 1872. The first Australian
specimen, which was obtained by the State trawlers from
the east of Green Cape, New South Wales, was recorded
by McCulloch, in 1919. Waite has since recorded it from
South Australia, Our Victorian specimen, which was
received in excellent condition, was. captured at Lakes'
Entrance, Gippsland, in June, 1902, and measures, 2 'feet
9 inches in length, and two feet, in width.
The Numbfish, like some of the Rays, has a broad, flat
bpdy in form of a subcircular, perfectly smooth. disc.
The tail is short and stout. Two dorsal fins are present*
situated close together at the base of the tail. The small,
sharp-pointed teeth are in a band in each jaw, and the
eyes small and placed immediately in front of the
spiracles. In colour, it is uniformly chocolate-brown
above and white beneath.
Electric fishes> of which several species are known, are
furnished with an electric organ composed of vertical
hexagonal prisms, situated on each side of the head, with
IW. Krrskaw, TH F\*k Fauna of Victoria
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which they kill or paralyse their prey, Large specimens
are said to be able, by a single discharge, to disable a full-
grown man.
These fishes inhabit deep water, and are rarefy
obtained except by trawling.
NARCINE TASMANimSIS, Rich,
Little Numbfish.
This species has been recorded from Victoria by Cas-
telnau, who 'stated that he had seen, on the St. Ki(da
beach, a mutilated specimen measuring: over 8 feet in
length. As it usually grows to only a, little over a foot




On a previous list {Victorian Naturalist, XXIII, 1906,
p. 125), I recorded a specimen of this fish, obtained at




McCullocb, in his Report on the fishes obtained by the
F.I.S. "Endeavour/' 1911, states that, after comparing
specimens of both M\ scolopax and M, elevatus t he was
able to point out well-marked specific 'differences between
them, I am now able to record a second Victorian speci-
men, recently obtained-by a trawler, off Gabo Island.
Examples were obtained by the "Endeavour" from
Bass Strait and New South Wales waters at depths rang-
ing from 22-68 fathoms.
HOPLICHTHYS HASWELLI, McCulioch,
Spiny Flathead.
- This is a deep-water fish, and a number of .specimens
were obtained by the "Endeavour" from New Sooth
Wales and southern Australian waters, at depths ranging
from 70-320* fathoms. The type, measuring 530 mm.,
was obtained in 1906, east of Port Jackson, in 800
fathoms.
Of two Victorian specimens in the Museum collection,
one was obtained in a box of flathead sent from Queens-
cliff, and the other taken by a trawler, near Gabo Island.
The bead is very broad and flattened, and furnished
with numerous strong spines- A bony plate extends
from the nostril backwards between the eyes to the back
of the head, with numerous radiating ridges, in the cen-
tres of which are Strong spines. On the opercles are
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similar bony ridges armed with small spines. The eyes
are large, and the lower jaw protrudes beyond the upper
Extending along the whole length of the body to the tail
is a sub-dorsal series of strong bony plates, each fur-
nished with strong- blade-like spines, from which radiate
a number of small ridges.
In life the colour is stated to be pinkish-yellow above.
mottled with darker spots, and white beneath. The dor-
sals, caudal, and pectoral fins pinkish, the former with
rows of black spots between the rays. The margin of
the caudal is black.
PARMA MICROLEPIS, Gunther,
Scaly-Fin.
Although not previously recorded from Victoria, this
species is not uncommon in rocky situations. Specimens
in the National Museum collection were taken in Hob-
son's Ray, at Monungt.cn, and Portland, and one was
taken in the Saltwater River, close to Melbourne.
Tt is well-known in New South Wales, South and West
Australia, and attains a length of- from 6 to 7 inches.
The adult is uniformly black, with a white patch on the
gill-covora. The young, however, are subject. to great
variation, and are brilliantly colored with orange, and
with broad blue lines running backwards from the head.
The dorsal anal and ventral fins are brightly ornamented
with red, blue and orange.
S1PH0N0GNATHUS A RGYROPHANES, Rich.
Tube-Mouth.
This novel and highly interesting species is remark-
able for its long, narrow, and greatly lengthened snout.
It measures nearly 17 inches in length, and is not more
than 1 inch in depth. The snout is about 3 inches long,
the mouth small, and from the extremity of the upper
jaw is produced a long, skinny barbel, which hangs down
before the mouth.
In colour the Tube-mouth is dark green above> paler
on the sides, with a narrow silvery stripe extending the
whole length of the fish, and on to the sides of the snout.
The underside is white, with numerous red spots.
This species was described in 18f>7 from a specimen
obtained at King George's Sound, tn-Western Australia,
It is said to be fairly common in South Australia, but has
not previously been recorded from Victorian waters. Our
specimen was recently obtained at Geelong.
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- CANTHERINFS MOSAICUS, Rams. & Ogilby.
Mosaic Leather-Jacket.
.The single specimen of thi& species was caught at
Li'ghttung Rock, near Qu^ensditf, in December. 1881.^ It
was also obtained by the trawler '"Endeavour," 20 miles
south of Cape Eyerard, Victoria, in 69 fathoms.
According to MeCutloch, this species undergoes con*
stderiible changes in form with growth, and in old ?peci-
mens the characteristic mosaic-like markings, from
which it derives its name, disappear.' The akin is swooth,
and of a reddish or yellowish colour, ornamented with
blue lines forming' hexagonal figures, many of which en-
close a brown blotch.
It grows to a length of 16 Inches, and is distributed all
along the southern coast, and extends to New South
Wales and Tasmania. It has been obtained chiefly by
trawling, and appears to be,rare in Victoria.
ANASPWKS AT HOME.
During the Congress of the Australasian Association for the
Advancement of Science, at Hobart in January last, one heard
much, nf the Mountain Shrimp, as Awa&pidtm tnt;vtanm& is popularly
termed. Famous among naturalists, this wonderful little crus-
tacean is well-known even to hushmen in its island home, thougrh
few of them perhaps are aware of its distinction, as "a Jiving
fossil.
1'
Many of us, who attended the Congress, were privileged to H«e
Ana3}ndes "at home" in the beautiful mountain streams near
Hobart. At low altitudes, it was not found—It is a tru* 'moun-
tain k>voT, and flourishes in cold running water of the upper
reaches
t
also in the pools which are so clear that their inhabitants
may be easily observed.
Anaspidev is so abundant, in favorable conditions, that a pool
may. contain hundreds of varying ftize, from midgets to "giants'*
two inches in length. They walk among weeds and over the
water- smoothed stance in a leisurely manner, but dart to cover
iip u hand be dipped near to Ihttm. Yet, with a little caution
and patience, specimens may be captured by the hand. They
dart forward, not backward, propelled by a Aiding tail, and
• seldom woa one observed to swim.
An admirable account of the Mountain Shrimp is given by the
late Gec-ffrey Smith, in his book, '*A NatufaUst in~ Tasmania.
He says that Aruispid&it browses on mosses and river-worts, and
any small creatures it is able to catch. We saw it nibbling at
submerged plants, and ambling around a? if on the tonk.nxit for
unconsidered trifles. It is an entertaining creature, and looks
what it is—a survival of species, a link with the past, a-s notable
among cmstaeeans as the Platypus is among1 mammals. Like
Getntrey Smith, when first I saw Amsp-idcs walking quietly in a
crystal pool} I seemed to be Jiving" in the age of giant reptiles, and*
a hird song from the forest sounded unreal—for birds had not
be*n evolved when the mountain Shrimp's ancestors dwelt in the
sea.—C.B. <i^
Feb., I
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NATURE NOTES DESIRED -
It should not be difficult to fill several pages of this section of
our journal, each montJi,*Vilh notes oi" general Interest, The
Editor agaisi appeals tri members to contribute, brief records of
things seen on their uulings, ur original noleM irom th* study.
That many members do write such notes is proved by the number
appearing in newspaper*. Send some to the NiKtvmtiHt. Country
member* especially are requested to help the Club in this way.
THE GOSPEL OF AUSTRALIAN TREES.
One of the moat difficult thing* that wo naturalists have to do is
to create a national'sentiment for Australian treca. I was com-
pelled last month to enter thi> hsU on behalf of t.ha Club, against
the decision of the Minister of Forests to sell Pinvs $Nfipm trees
on the railway stations at sixpence each. After repeated attacks,
the Minister annowiKcd that he was prepared to sell any kind ol
brae: but the statement was previously made t trjat Pine trees were
the be*t for $n*de and planting purposes. k
When shall we be free from the baneful influence of the Mon-
terey Pinef Tt is a poor timber tree at best; and if Australia
must plant it, let it be under forest, and not -under roadside condi-
tions The finest trees in the State of the Coaat Banksia, wore in
an area of park land just over the iVIordialloc Creek. Taking Dr.
A. W. Hill, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England,
to see these in January, we found that they had been cut cut, and
a new High School erected in the grounds. It would seem that
these trees could easily have been left* and the boildine; placed in
another pare of the grounds. And the irony of it will be that
very soon, the Education Department will be planting: trees all
about the school ground.
A few years Biro, at Karcourt, it was decided to have a park.
In the area selected were two magnificent redgnm trees. These
were ruthlessly cut down, and the park fenced- Then the authori-
ties immediately commenced to plant the park with trees and
shrubs, moat of which were Australian,
Almost every covntry is freely planting our native shrubs and
trees, the demand for seeds of Australian plants 5s so incessant
and constant, that we cannot keen pace with them.
There is an avenue of Australian gum and wattle trees miles
long" 'n South Africa; all over Africa where trees will grow, out
trees are planted, We hear the same talcs from India, America,
France. Palestine, and many other countries, where our trees arc
being planted by the hundred thousand.
The pine planting policy is a poor one!' and if only, say.
Eucalyptus ficifoho were planted in hundreds. hi otir streets and
along our roads, what a wonderful place we should live ir\, ip a
few year*' time,
\ have heard that, up til) recently, an ordinance existed, compell-
ing the planting of Poplar trees all over Canberra! Think of it!
foreign trees in masses at our Federal Capital I—E E. Pr^rorr.
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SOME ALPINE BIRDS,
On a recent visit to the Bogoug High Plains, f was interested in
noting thtj different species of buds that inhabited that locality.
The High Plains vary in altitude from 5700 to b'*>00 feel, -with
•Kcasjonai peaks exceeding 6000 XoeL In all, 24 specie* of birds
were met with, three species being- still nesting at the time of my
visit-—the middle to end of January.
The bird that I was most $urpmed to encounter was xhe
Olivaceous Whistler, a pair oi' which inhabited a patch of scrub,
near the Taroouga Hut. I believed them to be still nesting,, hut
made no effort ttt locate their home. At 5900 feet a pair of White-
breasted Chats were noticed, the male'being in particularly fine
plumage. One always evpects to hud Flame-breasted Robins at
extreme altitudes, and true to their habits, they were extremely
plentiful. A nest was located beautifully protected by an over-
hanging rock, and within a few feet of a waterfall. It contained
three nestling? in down- Must of the adults, however, were very
busy feeding" young" that had tet't the nest, some few weeks. Silver-
eye* were also housekeeping and two ne^ts were found built in
heath bushes growing: in sphagnum bogs. The only other birds
met with that were &till nesting were a pair of Yellow-faced
Honeyeaters, who had a nest in a Snow Gum, which contained hatf-
fledgeO young.
On two or th.nee occasions "Wedge-tailed Eagles were observed
soaring high avpv the plains, and three Sparrow Hawks were seen
almost every day during my visit. Painted Snipe frequent the
sphagnum bog's, and*once one was Hushed from a chump of Snow
Pines on a d»y slope. The only other game birds noticed were a
few examples of Painted Quail, which were flushed from arnong3l
the Snow grass tussock** 1 picked up from the edges- of a smnll
tarn wing feathers of a Black Duck, showing that passing birds
occasionally stop there.
A flock of about 2d Gang Gang Cockatoos flew over the hut eveiy
morning, and seven Bluclc Cockatoos were always somewhere in
the vicinity. Amongst tho Snow Gums one could see evidences on
sill iJdes of their searches for wood boring grubs, quite a number
of the smaller trees having been felled as a result.
The moat remarkable case inspected was where a green tree,
4 niches in diameter, had been cut down by the birds. Pennant's
Parakeets were often seen, but very few birds in adult plumage
were amongst them.
Two other species of Honeyeaters besides the Yellow-facsd were
daily, visitors to the Hut vicinity, viz.> the Orescent and the Spine-
billed Boneyeaters. A pair of White-backed Magpies were accom-
panied by two welt-grown young, but i am doubtful if they were
reared in the vicinity. Brown Tits and White-browed. Scrub
vVrens were very numerous wherever there wa» sufficient cover.
and both species evidently rear brood* at this altitude. The flower-
ing Snow Gums had attracted fair numbers of Red Wattle Birds ta
the High Plains, and in one instance ,a young one was seen that
had only recently vacated the nest. Both Spotted and Allied
Pardalotcs were occasionally heard, and twice White-shafted Fan-
tails visited the Hut. At Salt Camj> Creek, near ML Fainter, two
examples of HarsileUt's Bush Lark were observed- The only
other species of bh'd under notice on th* High Plains were Crows?
a flock of which were encountered near the Snow Pojfl line.—F. E.
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THE FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held in
the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, Melbourne, on
Monday, February 13th, 1928, Mr, A, E, Keep, Vice-
President, occupied the chair, and there were about 120
members and visitors present.
REPORTS.
Reports of excursions were given as follow:—Phillip
Island, Mr. L. L. Hodgson; Coburg, "Bad Lands," Mr, J.
H. Harvey.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following were duly elected on a show of hands :
—
As Ordinary members :—--Mr. Arthur Cox, Senr., 27
Hope-street, Spotswood ; and Mr. C. R. Scott. 131
Thomas-street, Hampton.
GENERAJL,
The Chairman extended the congratulations of the
Club to Mr. H. B. Williamson, F.L.S., on the fact of his
valuable research work in Botany having been recognised
by the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,
which had awarded him a grant for further field work
from the fund at its disposal.
Mr. J. A. Kershaw also received the congratulations of
members, on his recent election as a Corresponding
Member of the Zoological Society of London.
LECTURES.
The evening was devoted to the National Park, Wil-
son^ Promontory. Mr. J. A. Kershaw, C.M.Z.S., read
a short paper, detailing the events leading to the pro-
clamation of the Promontory as a National Park, and
described the. aims of the Committee of Management in
introducing native fauna and flora> and making the Park
attractive to tourists. Interesting lantern views were
shown,
Mr. C. Daley, B.A., F.L.S. gave a full account of the
visit of Club members to Sealers 1 Cove, on the Eastern
coast of the Promontory, during the Xmas holidays. A
series of lantern views, from photographs taken .by
Messrs. L. L, Hodgson and H. P. Dickens, was then
shown, brief remarks being iriade by the former,
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EXHIBITS.
By Miss J. W. Raff, M.Sc./F.E.S.— (a) Larger Dodder-
laurel X&i&sytha melantha), on Blackberry and on
Native Musk, showing very extensive development of
hau^toria. Collected at The Gorge, Launceston, Tas.
(2) Spider with egg-mass or cocoon, taken from its nest
in Tassel Hope-rush, near Port Arthur, Tas.
By Miss F
r
Smith.—Dried specimens of (a) Hibbertia
voltibilis, commonly known as Snake-vine, the flowers of
which have an unpleasant scent, and are the largest in
the genus, often being two inches across, (b) Pult&naea
stvpula-ris, a very distinctive species, with its numerous
long, SCdjy stipules, which hide the stem. Both speci-
mens from New South Wales.
By Mr. H. B. Williamson, F.L.S.—Dried specimens of
seven species of aquatic plants dealt with in his article
in the January Naturalist.
By Mr. Chas. Barrett. C.M.Z.S.—Mountain Grasshop-
pers, Acridopeza reticulata, from Hamilton district.
By. Dr. IL Flecker.—Fresh-water molluscs (Limnaea)
from Merri Creek.
By Mr. J. Stickland.—Photo, of snake and young.
By Mr. V. H, Miller.—Shells from Sealers' Cove, Wil-
son's Promontory.
By Mr. a Daley, B.A., F.L.S.—Five sketches of
Sealers' Cove; also dried specimens of ferns and
eucftlypts collected near Sealers* Cove in December, 1927.
By Mr. J. A. Kershaw, C.M.Z.S.—Series of photo-
graphs of National Park, Wilson'* Promontory.
By Mr. C. C. Ralph.—Series of photograph.* taken at
Wil son's Promontory.
By Mr. A. E. Rodda.— (a) Bones of Mutton-birds and
Penguins, from midden near The Nabbiea, Phillip Island.
(b) Crustacean parasites taken from leather-jacket fish,
Cape Wo<iIamai.
By Mr. L. L. Hodgson.— (a) Dried specimens of
Cushion-Bush. Calocepkalus Broionii; (b) specimens of
rock (showing crystals)
; (c) flint and quarts chippings.
from kitchen middens; (d) shells from Cowry Beach
—
all from the vicinity of The Nobbies, Phillip Island; (e)
dried flower of Saw Banksia, Rankna sewata, from Wil-
son's Promontory; (f) bark of Paper-bark Tea-tree,
Melaleuca erici/olia, from Lilly-Pilly Gully. Wilson's
Promontory; (g) shells from Sealers* Cove; (h) photo-
graphs taken during excursion to Phillip Island, January,
1928.
By Mr, C. H. Borch.—Case of insects from Wilson's
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Promontory, including six apecies of butterflies, 36
species of moths, and two species of beetles. The butter-
flies include specimens of Hef.^ronympha solandri. which
is a new southerly record ftir this species. Collected
during Club excursion in December, 1927.
By Mr- F. G, A. Barnard.—Plant of Kangaroo fern,
Polypodiiwo jjusiulat&m, Forst,, obtained at Lilly-Pilly
Gully during Club Excursion to Wilson's Promontory,
December, 1914. Grows there on the ground, as well an
on other ve.ge1.a1ion ; Two lizards just a* emerged from
the eggs.
By Mr. A. E. Opperman.—Specimen of Fungus (?)
Boletus porientozw, B. and Br., from East Ringwood.
Circumference of pileua, 60 inches ; weight, 7 lbs. Flower-
ing branches of Cedar Wattle, Acacia data, grown a*
South Warrandyte.
BLACKBURN BIRD NOTES-
The birds that frequent my garden were unusually active last
spring. Food, in the shape of nectar, grub*, insects, etc., has
been abundant. ;=o that the most fastidious tastes have been
catered for. Even the Yellow Robin and the Kufoua Fantail have
ventured away from their haunts, in the shelter of the scrub
which fringes a little creek half a mile away* and have met with
the warm welcome their confidence deserves.
Among our many Blackbirds is one with the richest song- I
have heard. Thi< season, alter having hatched a brood n£ two,
his mate, on October 24th. was- silling again. I knew it lon^
before i found the nest, from the wonderful singing that, for two
or three days, rame almost inresBantly from the loftiest tre*. -or
telephone-post Then he settled down to his duties, and his tong
became more Intermittent.
The nr*t nest had been hnilt lis a tree right in front of my
window, and I could see plainly that there were no half-measures
in the way the Blackbird did his work. He returned so quickly
from each foraging excursion, he could have had no time to enjoy
a snack himself. The second nesting site must have been a happy
inspiration of the mother bird, for I found it tucked snugly into a
thick clump of a Dorothy Perkins rose- Trails of this rose, which
this season bore incredible numbers of flowers, surrounded the
nest in cascades of pink blossom. Here, -two more eggs were
hatched.
The same glorious song notes of the male-bird again—and I
Found hifc mate once more brooding in the firvl fao& A day or
two of joyous song, and the male once mare settled down to hi?
duties until two fledglings had flown (November ItfLh).
One fledgling" formed the third brood, and by January 1st 1 felt
convinced that the mother was brooding again. Th<u*p w*>re thp
same tokens—the protracted absence of the female, and the rich
notes of the male, which darted here, there, and every wbeT* In
quick, furtive flights, that baffled me. This time all my efforts to
find the nest were fruitless.
I should like to hear of other such instances, though it is possible
that these "frequent' 1 families may not meet with the same en-
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NOTES ON THE NATIONAL PARK, WILSON'S
PROMONTORY.
By J. A. Kershaw, C.M.Z.S.
(Synopsis of paper read before the Field Naturalists*
Club of Victoria, February 13, 1928.)
The proposal to set apart the whole of Wilson's Pro-
montory as a National Park and permanent sanctuary
for the preservation of Australian fauna and flora, ori-
ginated with the Field Naturalists' Club, and was the
outcome of a special trip made at Xmas? 1884, by th*ee
of its members—Messrs. J. B. Gregory, A. H. S. Lucas,
and — Robinson. In concluding the account of their
•trip, the authors' said:—"Practically inaccessible as it is
at present, we believe that a future yet awaits it ag a
summer haunt of lovers of nature, and lovers of scenery.
We prophesy that . . t not many generations will
pass before means of communication will enable Vic-
torians to find out and do justice to this noble granite
promontory, the Cornwall of Victoria/'
More than 40 years have elapsed since this prophesy
was made, but it has proved to be quite true.
The area permanently reserved comprises about
101,780 acres, and embraces the whole of the Promontory
and the adjacent islands. The main object was the
establishment of a permanent sanctuary for the preser-
vation, under natural conditions, of the fast disappearing
native fauna and flora, The Promontory is particularly
suitable, both as a sanctuary and as a resort for tourists-
It is the most southerly portion of Victoria, i& almost
completely cut off from the mainland, and is quite un-
suitable for agricultural settlement.
When the Park was established only about six species
of native mammals existed there. These consisted of
the common Black-tailed Wallaby, Native Bear or Koala,
Echidna, one species of Bandicoot, and Ring-tailed Opos-
sum, Dingoes, Foxes, and Hares were also there, but
the former ha3 been completely eradicated. Kangaroos,
Wombats, Common Opossums, Emus, Lyre-birds, and
many other characteristic Victorian animals' were not
represented. One of the chief objects of the Committee
of Management was to introduce as many of the native
animals and plants, not already existing there, as possible.
Up to the present three species of Kangaroos, three
species of Wallabies, two species of Wombats, three
species of Opossums, two species of Bandicoots, Emus,
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Lyre-birds, Mallee Hens, two species of Ibis, and Satin
Bower-birds have been liberated, and some of these have
increased considerably in number.
Regarding the flora, three separate biological surveys
have been made, and the results show that mare than 600
species of native plants—nearly a fourth of the flora of
Victoria—exiat in the Park. In addition, 43 species
have been introduced, either as seed? or young plants, in-
cluding the Cabbage-tree Palm.
Since the National Park was established, the Commit-
tee of Management has erected two rangers' cottages, a
chalet to accommodate up to 30 persons, two rest houses,
two campers' huts, a. jetty, bridges, arid fencing. Tracks
have been formed to the various beauty spots, and horses,
vehicles and a boat purchased. The Government grant
commenced at £200 a year, increased later toiSOO, then re-
duced to £300 for four years, and again raised to £500 last
year. The costs of erection and general maintenance of
all buildings, salaries of rangers, and general mainten-
ance have been borne without any extra Government
•assistance, and it was only through the increased income
derived from the agistment of cattle and by strict
economy that the Committee has been able to do so much.
As the natural beauty of the Park becomes known, the
number of tourists increases, and the demand for accom-
modation during the holiday seasons is now so great that
large numbers of applications have to be refused. With
the increased facilities for reaching the Park by motor, a
greatly increased demand is expected.
NOTES ON BUTTERFUKS
During the week spent at the Promontory, the number
of butterflies observed was not very great; one reason for
this being the weather—consistently dult, with occasional
tight rains and rarely a burst of sunshine. Six of the
12 species noted were embraced in the large family
Nymphalidae the others belonging to Papilionidae (1),
Lycaenidae (2), and Hesperidae (3).
Hcteronym.'pha solandri was captured almost at the
level of the sea. This, the most beautiful of our Saty-
rids, has not been taken so far south before. Puring
January and February it can be obtained on the summit
of Mount Donna Buang (4080 feet), and in January of
this year, Mr. F- E. Wilson collected a specimen on the
Bogong High Plains (elevation about 6000 feet), so that
the same altitude variation is apparent in the butterfly
fauna at the Promontory as in the plants- Sassafras,
Myrtle-beach, etc., grow around Sealers' Cove at sca-luvcl-
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The Common Brown, Heteronympha metope, was
numerous (females only) on the wing. The males are
always earlier- Xenica klugi, another S&tyrid, and the
Painted Lady, Pyrantels cnrdui, were both plentiful- The
Wood-brown, Tisipkone abeona, always impresses as one
of the most graeeful of insects in the air. It appears to
float, rather than fly. and glides down the gullies, or over
one's head, without the slightest perceptible effort. In
contrast to the preceding insect, the alert, swift flight
of the admiral, Pyraraeis iteaf was striking.
Blues were 3carce, only the ubiquitous Common Blue,
ZizivAi labraduSy and Candakdes acasta, being taken.
The latter is found in Tasmania.
One example of the Swallow-tail family, namely,
Papilio macleayamis, was seen. This is the only Papi*
lionid which extends its range into Tasmania, and the
only Victorian species possessing a true swallow-tail. A
truly beautiful insect, with delicate green and velvet
black coloration, it presents a perfect little picture as it
hovers, wings quivering, over a flower, Lastly, three
Hesperids were noted. Sign.eta flammeata and Hexperilla
idothea, both common species in the Dandcnong Ranges,
were numerous, both on the high country about the
Saddle, and in the low areas. Mcsodina halyzia, a rarity
in Victoria, frequented only the slopes of the hill on the
western side of the Saddle, and the area near the Summit.
A quick flyer, like all the skippers, it kept quite low, fre-
quently alighting on the ground. Thirty-six species of
moths were taken.
NOTES ON A WAGTAIL AND TTS NEST.
A farmer friend related to me the following incident:—He had
a light wagon which had been standing in the stackyard for some
time, not being required, when he decided to use it for bringing
from Murtoa, eight miles from the farm, a heavier load than usual.
He drove in the wagon to town, transacted sotne business, loaded
the wagon, and started on his journey home. When about half-
way he had to stop and shift some of the loading, which had got
out of place. When op the ground, at the side of the wagon, he
was surprised to see a Willie Wagtail, Rhipidwra leuc#pkry&.
which darted at turn, furiously. Soon the little bird went beneath
the wagon, and sat on its nest, which was built on the fetchels.
My friend drove on, and when he unloaded the wagon at the farm,
the bird was still on its nest. The wagon was placed in its former
position. The bird was happy, brought the young one* out f und
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EXCURSION TO SEALERS* COVE.
A party of fourteen, including four members of the
Walkers' Club, on Boxing Day proceeded by train and
horse train to Port Welshpool, where, embarking on the
motor-boat about 3 p.m., they took a cour.se up the Lews
Channel, and then westward past the low-lying arid ex-
tensive Snake Island to the Eastern Coast of the Pro-
montory. Passing Rabbit Island, a conspicuous detached
granite mass, one of the rookeries frequented by countless
mutton-bards,, the boat, coasting past Five-rnile Bay, and
rounding a lofty and precipitous, sentinel-like hill,
entered Sealers' Cove.
Here a party of picnickers from the vicinity of Welsh-
pool was in camp near the beach. A provisional camp
was made, which, on the depai*ture of the visitors next
day. was transferred to a permanent one convenient to
the hut.
Sealers' Cove is one of several landlocked inlets east
of the Promontory, which provide refuge in stress of
storm for tempest-tossed vessels. A century ago they
were the haunts of sealers and whalers, in 1T9S George
Baas, on his memorable voyage, spent a week at Sealers*
Cove.
The Cove in form is a truncated ellipse, of which the
eastern side is open to the sea. Opposite this ia a grace-
fully curving beach of fine, somewhat "musical/' sand,
extending for about a miJe and a half, until beset by lofty
granite hills, the Southern one about 850 feet, the North-
ern about 950 feet in height, with huge rocky buttresses
securely protecting the Cove.
Sealers' Creek, a tidal stream draining the watershed,
runs almost parallel to the beach, about a quarter of a
mile- distant, before entering the Oove at the southern
end. The intervening land, overgrown thickly with
scrub, bracken, eucalypti, tea-tree, hazel, Banksia, sedges
and glasses, has evidently be^n formed by the combined
action of tide and creek, supplemented by wind.
Back for several miles to the enclosing mountain
range, rising like an amphitheatre with several peaks
over 2,000 feet in height, is a densely forested area, the
chief "Eucalypts being Bluegum, Stringybark, and Moun-
tain Ash, in association with Blackwood, Lilly-pHly,
Blanketwood, Hazel, Musk, Christmas Bush, etc., amid,
and underneath which, in moist glades and gullies, is a
profusion of ferns—Dicksonias, Alsophilas, Cyatheas,
huge Todeas, and most of our listed species. For miles
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along the rising track from the Creek to the Gap, the
luxuriance of embowered fern vegetation, of polypods,
mosses, and lichens, is extremely beautiful. Above the
divergence of the old tram route from the Sealers-' Cove
track, the Myrtle-beech grows vigorously. Some fine
old tree*, begirt with moss and fern, being a pleating
feature of the gully.
During our stay we studied the flora for some miles
along this verdurous track, with its fairy-like vistas and
rippling water-courses. The sea-front was "combed"
for its treasures. The two bold headlands were
ascended through the tangle of Banksias, Hakeas, Crass-
trees and burnt vegetation along their steep slopes, amid
huge granite boulders and rock-strewn surfaces. On
the South headland we reached a vantage point giving a
charming view of Refuge Cove, and its double strips of
sandy beach. Returning, we saw some splendid speci-
mens of King Fern in a steep creek discharging Into the
mouth of Sealers' Cove. This area, ravaged by fire last
year, is rapidly re-clothing itself with verdure,
Messrs. Carter, Dickens, and Ralph made a forced
march from the camp via the Gap and telegraph track
to the Lighthouse, 18 miles distant, returning next day
after an interesting trip. Messrs. Hodgson, Carter, and
Ralph successfully essayed penetrating the thtck scrub
to Refuge Cove.
Then we followed the long-abandoned tram route from
the Cove track into the heart of the hills, at the foot of
Mt. Wilson, This was a strenuous undertaking, the
denseness of the scrub of bracken. Seneeio, rotten hazel-
stems, Aw<cia
t
sword-sedge, nettles, etc., being a great
obstacle. A way had constantly to be forced through
the tangle, and the elusive track frequently to be felt for.
When crossing and re-crossing the stream, great care
had to be exercised on the rotting timbers, overgrown
with vegetation. Fine fern vegetation occurred where
we touched the stream. After three hours1 struggling in
the close atmosphere and thick undergrowth, we lunched;
and then four of the party, persevering, reached some
ruined huts, a dismantled landing-stage, and some dire-
Jict machinery near the end of the old line. It was evi-
dent that all available timber had been cut out from this
basin. Our return along the now beaten track was
much easier.
Regarding the flora in the area, so effectively sheltered
from the prevailing westerly wind and current, and
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favoured by aspect and humid conditions, luxuriance and
vigorous growth are characteristic The large-leaf
Pultenaa, A daphnoides, and Golden Goodia, G. lotifolia,
showed exceptionally large leaves; the Grass Trigger,
plant, Stylidium graminifolium. unusual size and deep
colouring, sedges and rushes great vigour in growth.
S&necio 'i>&lleioides was large-flowered, and in profusion
giving the scrub a bright yellow tinge.
The Forest Bind-weed, Calystegio, mwrginata, forming
close festooning masses on acacias, haaels and gums»
strangled growth, sometimes strongly entwining itself to
a height of twenty feet. The Common Heath, Purple and
the Angled Lobelia, Scented Fan-flower, Kangaroo Apple,
Wood Violet, Elder-berry Panax, Bladderwort, Christmas
Bush, Coast Stackhousia, Coast Tea-tree, Sea-box and
Honey
-myrtle, were in flower. Microtis porrifolia, Thehj~
miira an&tata, and another species of Orchid were seen.
On the South head it was of interest to find Eucalyptus
Kitsonuma, of a mallee type, growing 800 feet above sea-
level ; and also, far away from its recognised habitat, the
Omeo Gum, EucMyptvs neglecta, in the same vicinity.
In respect to fauna Koalas were fairly numerous, fre-
quenting Blue-gums. Wallabies and foxes were seen,
one of the latter at Refuge Cove carrying off several fish
from the camp there. Few lizards and no snakes were
secn.
Black fish and Galaxias are in the Creek and its
affluents* and many species came from the sea to the
mouth of Sealers' Creek. At Refuge Cove, at which we
eatfed whilst returning, we saw some whiting chased
close to shore by a barracouta, and a small shoal of
"mackerel,'* with an Oyster-Catcher flying in pursuit.
The campers at Refuse Cove were surprised to see a
shark arrive on a swelling wave, make a round tour of a
large granite rock, and go out on the retiring wave. Two
stingrays, one of large size, were seen near the swim-
ming place at Sealers' Cove, and on two occasions por-
poises were disporting themselves.
Birds were not numerous, the Black Cockatoo, Bronze-
wing Pigeon, Strepera, Black Duck, Black Swan and
several smaller bird* were noticed, whilst Silver Gulls,
Pacific Gulls, and the Skua Gulls were about the shore.
Crows were on several occasions seen feeding with gulls
on the shore. Much of the pleasure of the members at
the camp was due to Mr. Miller's arrangements as head
of the commissariat department.—Chas. Daley,
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"RATTLES LONG AGO/'
The accompanying illustration (plate VIII ) depicting
a fight, between two tribes of aborigines, in the vicinity of
the Goulburn River, Victoria* is from one of several oii
paintings executed by the late Mrs. A. A. C, Le Souef,
and presented to the National Museum by her daughter,
Mrs. Otway Falkiner. - -
Mr Albert A. C. Le Souef, who was for many years
Director of the Melbourne Zoological Gardens, was
keenly interested in the habits and customs of the abori-
gines. In the early days he had exceptional opportuni-
ties of associating himself with them, and, having gained
their confidence, of witnessing many of their ceremonies,
The description given below of the fight between the
Bangarang and Oorilim Tribes, which was witnessed by
Mr. Le Souef, in 1842. is taken from his own account,
which accompanies the painting.
Both the Bangarang (spelt Pangarang in his notes)
and the Oorilim Tribes occupied a large extent of country
bordering on the Goulburn River, and the corroboree
took place on the present aite of Murchison,
NATiVB FtCHT.
"In the year 1842, I witnessed the fight here depicted
between the Pangarang and the Oorilim tribes on the
lower Goulburn—the latter tribe were encamped on the
banks of the GouJburn, not far from the station where I
then resided, and had invited the Pangarangs by mes-
sage^stick to visit them. A number of that tribe arrived
one forenoon, and as soon as they had built their mia-
mias, I strolled up to the camp of a man named
'Wigiloptka/ but called Neptune by the whites. I had
been told that a fight was likely to take place, as Neptune
had recently lost a son, and he suspected his death had
been caused by the witchcraft of the Gorilims. Neptune
was sitting cross-legged before his fire, roasting an
opossum, his two lubras tutting behind him.
"In a few minutes the mother of the dead boy com-
menced a low mournful dirge, and directly she did bo,
her husband, who up to that moment had been laughing
and talking with me, became grave and ailent. The
woman gradually worked herself into a rage, cursing the
Oorilim for causing the death of her child, and taunting
her own people, and her husband in particular, for not
avenging his death. Gradually the noise of the camp
became hushed, and several other women joined in the
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chant for the dead, Neptune, who had sat motionless as
a statue until now, suddenly sprang to his legs, as if he
had received an electric shack, and dashing his opossum
cloak to the ground with a wild cry, settled his spears,
and rushing into the open space between the two camps,
threw a reed spear high into the air. As it MI quiver-
ing in front of the Oorilim camp, every man rose and ran
to his weapons, and in a minute the two tribes, about
thirty men in each, stood opposite to each other.
"The conflkt now commenced in earnest, spears and
boomerangs whizzed through the air, the men shouted
and yelled defiance, while the women of the tribes hung
on the outskirts of the combatants, cursing and taunting,
lashing the ground with their opossum cloaks and yum
sticks, throwing dust into the air, and dancing with rage
like very maniacs, as they were for the time. Every
now and then they would rush at each other with their
long, heavy yam sticks, and smash each other's fingers.
The children screamed, the dogs howled, and altogether
the uproar of the fight was deafening. After a time, as
the rage of the combatants increased, the spears were
thrown aside and the men rushed at each other with their
war clubs and head shields, and a general hand-to-hand
fight took place and lasted for some time, until a third
tribe, the Bcnbcdores from the lower Campaspe, who
were not mixed up in the quarrel and who were en-
camped on the opposite side of the river, crossed in their
canoes, and rushing in a body unarmed among the belli-
gerents, clasped the fighting meu round their waists
from behind, and by that means succeeded, with much
loud talking, in stopping the fight.
"When peace was restored, I (who had watched the
combat from behind a tree) found that no great damage
had been done. One man was severely cut in the thigh
by a boomerang, two were speared, and a few broken
heads made up the sum total of the casualties. Shortly
after, the tribes seemed to have forgotten their quarrel,
and were again on friendly terms, and on the following
night held a grand Corroboree."
Such illustrations and personal notes relating to native
tribes long since extinct, are of considerable interest, and
are highly valued by the Museum. Doubtless others are
still in existence, and it is hoped they will find a per-
manent resting place among many similar treasures in
this institution.—J. A. Kershaw,
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THE AQUATIC PLANTS OF VICTORIA,
Part IIL
By H. B. Williamson, FX.S.
Family POTAMOGETONACEAE (contd),
GeilUS POTAMOGETON.
(Gk. potamos, a river; geiton, neighbour.)
Freshwater plants often wholly submerged except the
flower spike. The genus belongs to that section of the
family which has bisexual flowers in spikes. In these
characters it agrees with Posidonia and Ruppia, but
differs from them in having a floral perianth. Flowers,
(Fig. la), which consist of four segments, are in simple,
dense spikes on axillary peduncles. There are four
stamens, almost sessile, and four free carpels, which
develop into nut-like fruits with an almost lateral beak.
(Figs. 1,2 b.)
KEY TO THE VICTORIAN SPECIES.
(a) Leaves similar, all submerged, sessile or
nearly so
(b) Leaves broad, clasping the stem .... P. perfolialus
(b) Leaves narrow^ not clasping
(c) Leaves lanceolate or linear*
lanccolatc, 3-nerved, with wavy
,
edges ,. P. erispK.8
(c) Leaves flat, linear
(d) Leaves without sheathing
bases
(e) Leaves blunt, many-
nerved * P. ockrt0,tm
<e) Leaves pointed P t natiifolivts
(d) Leaves with sheathing bases,
narrow-linear P. peciiTwtus
(a) Leaves dissimilar, upper ones broader and
floating
(f) Stems long and much branched,
leaves all submerged ( petioles dilated P. lucens
(f) Stems unbranched, or branching only
' at the summit, upper leaves floating
(g) Floating leaves translucent , f .. P. australie7isi»
(g) Floating leaves coriaceous




1 line long, stipules decidu-
.
•
. Ous, semi-translucent ..... P. trioarinatics
(h) Submerged leaves broad,
oval, thin, but not semi-
translucent, many - nerved,
fruit tricarinate, 2 lines long,
stipules deciduous, almost
opaque, conspicuously
Streaked ...... « j ..... , P, sulcatus
IMac
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POTAMOGETON perfoliate, L. Perfoliate Pondweed-
(Fig L), Tas., Vic^N.S.W., E., As., Af., Ara.
This species is easily recognised by its having leaves
thin, ovate and perfoliate {clasping- the stem which
appears to pierce the leaf) about tj inehea in length, and
1 inch in width, with about 12 parallel veins. Stems
are long, sometimes 5 yards, much branched, and leaves at
the upper end are somewhat crowded, provided with thin
stipules on the younger branches. Flower spikes are
rarely an inch long, and may contain as many as 20
flowers. It has been recorded from the S,W. (Merri
River, Warrnambool, H.B,W.) and the East (Gippsland
Lakes) of the State.
One of the forms found in the Tarnbo River, Mueller,
with longer and narrower leaves, not amply clasping,,
has been placed as var. Muellcri, by A. Bennett- It was
labelled "P. praelongus;' by Mueller.
POTamogeton crispus, L. Curly Pondweed. (Fig. 2.)
\t All but W.A. and Tas. All continents.
{
" A smaller plant, with thin leaves moatly 1 inch in
length, and i inch In width, rounded at the end, with
wavy margins, the edges minutely toothed, distinctly
3-veined (2a), Beak of the fruit quite prominent. In
c streams and lagoons in many parts of the State.
Potamogeton ochreatus, Raoul (P. obtusifolius, Mert.
& Koch), Blunt Pondweed. (Fig. 3.) All the States and
all continents.
A much commoner plant, distinguished from P. cris~
pus by its longer, linear, flat leaves with no minute teeth,
and with many fine parallel veins (3a). Widespread
through all parts of the State,
POTAMQGETON ACUTlFOUUS, Link. Sharp Pondweed,
(Fig, 4.) S.A., Vic, N.S.W., E. As.
This is distinguished from P. ockreatus by it3 leaves
being narrower, thinner and quite aharp pointed. (4a.)
Its spikes are apparently few-flowered. It is recorded
for Victoria from a specimen collected by Mueller about
60 years ago in the "Murray River," whether "Upper"
or "Lower" is not known.
Potamogeton pectinatus,. L. Fennel Pondweed. (Fig.
5.) S.A., Tas., Vie, N.S.W.
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I, Potmnogeton perfoliatus. 2, P. crispy*- 3, P. ochreatus.
4, P. acutifotius, 5, P. pectinutwt.
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A plant with the habit of Ruppia and Althenia, having
narrow, linear leaves, all submerged, 2 inches to 3 inches
in length, and up to 1 line in width. The plant is
placed in a section by itself on account of the long,
sheathing bases of the leaves, bearing at their summit
a pair of membranous stipules. All others of the genus
have no sheaths, but conspicuous stipules, from the base
of which the leaves arise. Flower spikes are on filiform
peduncles, one or two inches in length, and consist of
three or four clusters of flowers. In creeks and lagoon*
from the Yarra to Portland, not rare.
Potamogbton LUCENS, L. Shining Pondweed. Doubtful
for Australia. All other continents,
A plant with all its leaves submerged, up to 10 inches
in length and 2 indies in width, lanceolate, often undu-
late, lower ones rather distant, all pale-green, shining.
Stipules up to 3 inches in length. Spikes about 3 inches
long, on peduncles 6 or 7 inches long. This species has
been recorded from the "Tambo River, F. Mueller," A.
Bennett, in "Journal of Botany/' XXV. (1887), 177, but
the specimens cannot now be traced. The plant re-
corded from the National Park (Darby River), J. W-
Audas, 1910, is not P. lucens.
POTAMOGETON aostrALIEN SIS, A. Bennett. (P. coloratus,
Vahl, var. jo.maicemis t Grieseb.) Thin Pondweed,
This is the plant collected in the Barwon River by J.
Bracebridge Wilson, and placed by Mueller under P.
plantagineus, one of the synonyms of P. coloratus. In
1887 it was raised to the rank of a species by A. Bennett,
"Journ. of Bot." XXV., 177.
Submerged leaves are about 4 inches in length, and
1 inch in width, on petioles nearly an inch long, lanceo-
late, pointed r and distinctly translucent. Floating leaves
ovate on shorter petioles rounded at the base, rather
blunt. Stipules about 1 inch long, longer than the
petioles. Spikes slender-
Other species recognised by Mueller in his "Key" or
his "Census of Australian Plants" are P. iiatans, L-,
and P. tricarinatus. With regard to the former, Graeb-
ner, in Engler's Pflanzenreich, has shown that P, ntU&ns
does not occur in Australia. It differs from P. tric&riw-
tus in not having 3-keeled fruits, and in its narrow,
almost thread-like submerged leaves*. It seems certain
that our commonest species, which has floating leaves, ia
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''ictirinatits, F.v.M., a robust plant, with thick, ovate,
floating leaves, and thin, broad-linear or narrow-lanceo-
late submerged leaves which, being deciduous at flower-
ing time, are often absent from herbarium specimens.
Its fruits are distinctly tricarinate. Its close allies are
P. sulcatum, with submerged leaves never linear, but
ovate, thinner than the floating leaves, and P. Tepperi,
A. Bennett- Both these species, and even the allied
P. polygonifalius f may be found to occur in Victoria.
There is one authentic specimen of P. sulcatum (seen
by Bennett) from the Lower Murray, and it ts likely that
this species is more common than is apparent so Car.
More cannot be said about these rather confused forms
until reference has been made to the British collection
at Kew,
Collectors are reminded that for safe determination of
species of this group, it is essential to obtain a fair
length of stem showing submerged leaves-
Family SCHEUCHZER1ACEAE.
A small family of marsh plants containing five genera,
four of which contain one species only. One of the
latter occurs in Australia (Queensland and New South
Wales). The other genus, Triglochm, contains 14 species,
seven of which are found in Victoria.
Genus Triglochin,
(Gk. treis, three; glokhis, a point.)
Flowers bisexual, perianth segments 6, herbaceous,
shell-shaped- Stamens 6, or fewer by abortion. Anthers
sessile. Carpels 6, usually only S fertilised. Marsh
plants, sometimes wholly submerged.
KEY TO THK VICTORIAN SPECIES,
(a* Fruits of three nutlets falling free. from
the central axis or from the sterile carpels.
Perennial aquatic plant about 3 feet long . 7\ proevra
(a) Fruits of 3 or 6 nutlets adhering to a
central axis
(b) .Perennial marsh plant 3 inches to 1
foot in height T. fitriala
(b) Annual plants less than 3 inches in
height
(e) Carpels united only at the base,
the three fertile ones with n
reflexed point ...... .. .... 2\ rttueronatu
(c\ Carpels united to the apejc, no
reflexed point
(d) Carpels with well developed
incurved basal spurs .. .. T calcitrttpa
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(e) Fruit pyramidal with a
conical apex ....... ^ T. turrif^m
(e) Fruit linear of linear-
X>yramidal
(f ) Spurs small . , , . , T, centrocarpa
(f ) No spurs, fruit ses-
sile, minute ..-.,, T. ininutissima
Triclochin procera, R.Br. Water-ribbons. (Fig. 1.)
Confined to Australia, all States.
In running- water this plant is very common, the long,
ribbon-like leaves about | inch in width often floating
for several feet on or near the surface. Flower
peduncles are thick, and emerge bearing a dense spike
sometimes a foot long. Flowers about $ inch long.
Perianth segments ovate. Stamens 6. Anthers sessile.
Fruit almost globular. Fruitlets 6 P or by abortion
fewer, often more or less spirally twisted ( la.)
Fig, 1 shows a fruiting spike with some of the fruits
fallen off. Common in all parts of the State.
Triglochin striata, Ruis. and Pav. Streaked Arrow
grass. (Fig. 2.) Australia, all States, Am,, N.Z.
A perennial, swamp plant, with basal, narrow-linear
leaves and slender flowers, stems from 1 inch to 1 foot
high (usually 5 inches), bearing numerous flowers on
curved pedicels. Fruit almost globular, with three fer-
tile carpels streaked on the back. 2a, flower; 2b, fruit;
8c, cross section of fruit. Recorded from all districts
except the N.E.
TRIGLOCHIN mucronata, R.Br. Prickly Arrowgrass.
(Fig. 3.) Confined to Australia (W.A., S.A., Vic).,
A tufted annual to 4 inches high. Leaves all bas^l,
flaccid. Flowers few, sometimes only one to the scape.
Fruits sessile, top-shaped. Perfect carpels 3, each with
a short beak pointing outwards. Recorded from saline
flats at Geelong, Mt. Abrupt, and the Whnmera.
Triglochtn calcitrapa, HL Spurred Arrowgrass.
(Fig. 4.) Confined to Australia, all States except
Tasmania.
A small tufted annual, with filiform leaves up to 4
inches, Fruits linear-pyramidal, about J in<jh long,
each carpel bearing two long, incurved basal spurs.
Fig. 4a fruit, 4b a single carpel. Recorded from the
North-west only; Wimmera, F. Reader; Mildura, H.B.W,
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1, Triglochin procera. 2, T. striata. 3» T. wilicronata
4, T. caZcitrapf*. 5, T, turritem. 6, 7\ cenirocarpa.
7j r. Tntnuttaaima.
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TRIGLOCHiN TUKRlFEKA (Luehm.) Ewart. Turret Arrow-
grass. (Fig. 5.) Confined fc6 Australia (W.A. and Vic.)
.
This differs from 7\ calcttrapa by its linear, flaccid
leaves, und the remarkable shape of the fruit, a short
pyramid with an abruptly-set cone as an apex instead
of being evenly tapered from base to apex. Also the
spurs are short, and not recurved. From the N.W. dis-
trict only. Taylor's Creek, Eckert: Little Desert. F.
Reader.
TRIGLOCHIN CENTROCAKPA, Hk. Dwarf Arrowgrasa.
(Fig. 6,) (incb 7\ nana, F.v.M., Fig. 6b.) Confined
to Australia, all States
,
A small tufted annual from 1 inch to 3 inches in height,
much resembling 7\ caicitrapa, except that the carpels
have the basal spur short and straight, not incurved.
Buchenati, in his monograph of the genus (1903), in
Engler's Pflanzenreich, keeps Mueller's T. nana as a dis-
tinct species on account. of the difference in size of the
fruits, and the varying length of stalk, but Ostenfeld, in
his "Contributions to the Botany of West Australia**
(1918) unites these forms, agreeing with Bentham (FL
Austj that it is impossible to find a line of demarcation
among the intermediates. Ostenfeld describes the plant
thus:—"Small to medium (3-llcm.) leaves setaceous,
filiform, much shorter than the scapes, flowers 4-25, ses-
sile or stalked; fruits erect to erect-patent, pyramidal-
linear to shortly linear 2-4 (rarely 5.5) mm, long; carpels
slightly dilated at,the bass, with very short basal (not
curved) spurs and bluntly keeled or rounded back." Re-
corded from all districts except N.E.
Trjglochin minutissima, F.v.M. Tiny Ammgra&s.
(Fig. 7.) (Confined to Australia (Vic. and W.A-).
This was included by Bentham under 2\ centrocarpa,
but both Buchenau and Ostenfeld agree in keeping them
as separate species. It is a very small tufted annual;
with filiform leaves and flower stems, rarely reaching
more than an inch in height. Fowers 4-11, somewhat
distant on the spike. Fruits not more than one-sixteenth
inch long, sessile, spreading linear, with a very minute
projection at the base of the carpel. Recorded from the
South and East of the State—Brighton, Lara, Sperm
Whale Head.
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THE COMMON THRIPS.
\ By Reginald Kelly, F.E.S.
yA ^certain amount of contusion exists concerning the
identity of the Thrips, common- in our gardens and
'•orchards which was ho destructive in 1926. The insect
responsible was thought to be Thrips tabtwt, LInd., but
recent investigations have proved that this species does
not. occur in Victoria, the damage being caused by an
entirely indigenous species, 7\ imagmis, Bagnall. This
apecies was described by Bagnall in 1926 (Ann. Mag.
NaL Hint. (9) XVIIL, p. III.) from material submitted
in 1914,
1 acquired the mounted collection of the late Mr- J-
Booth, arid sent these to Mr. Dudley Moulton, of San
Francisco. All the specimens of the genus Thrips col-
lected by Booth, from various parts of Victoria and from
many plants, were identified by Moulton as T. imagmis.
During the prevalence of the thrip pest in 1926, I sent
many specimens to Bag-nail,, and also to the British
Museum, where, they were identified by Mr. Laing and
Mr. Morrison as T. imaginis. Similarly, I sent numbers
to Dr. Kamy, of Buiten^org, Java; Dr. Priesner, of Lim,
Austria; Mr. Moulton, and Mr. A. A. Giraul^ of the
Queensland Entomological Department. These insects
were all identified as T. imaginis, and not one specimen
of T. laboiCi was found among them.
Bagnall, out of the vast material sent to him from Aus-
tralia, has identified as 7*. ' tabaci one female from Fre-
mantle. West Australia, and some females from Mt,
Lofty, South Australia, .sent by Prof, Poulton, and two
females, sent by me, from Launceston, Tasmania; but,
so far, none from Victoria All these are referable to
the dark variety, 7\ tabaci. var. pullus. As distinguished
from this form, some of the females of T. imaginis have
the abdominal segments 9 and 10 noticeably darker than
Ihc rest, and are referable to T. imaginis. var. apicalis.
Dr. R. J. Tillyard, in hi3 work, "Insects of Australia
and New Zealand,'* gives the number of Australian
/species in the Sub-order Terebrantia as 18, and New Zea-
land, nonejt whereas at least 69 species ace indigenous to
.Australia, and one to New Zealand. The same disparity
of reference applies to the Sub-order Tubnlifera.
It is worthy of note that T. tahaci was originally des-
cribed as the "tobacco-thrips," whereas the insect infest-
ing that plant turned out to be Euthrips fuscus. Hinds.
The interesting conclusion is that the orchardist** pest is
<an indigenous one, and not introduced.
Mar., -,
1938. J
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A STICK INSECT INCIDENT
At the October meeting of the Club 1 exhibited a living Stick
Insect, Cypkocranio, sp,> which had been found on a chewy tree
in a garden near heie^ It waa about 5 inches in length, and <Ji<I
uot appear to be fully grown. The morning after lbc meeting,
I released it o>» a cherry tree m flflj g*rd*n. It immediately com-
menced to feed on the leaves, and appeared to be contented, re-
maining close by all day, notwithstanding the proximity of hever&l
modiunvsucd cucalypts, its supposed food-tree.
The next morning (Wednesday) iL was still there, with two
others In its company I These were smaller, and, I judge, were
males; and each had lost one of its front legs, in one c!ue the loft,
in the other the riKht- The three insects remained op the cherry
tree all day, but disappeared before next morning.
Stick insects are considered to be rare, and their occurrence has
recently b*en mentioned in the newspapers. May not the rarity
be atUibuted to their habitat being oat of sight among the young
leaves of gum-trees (eucalypt&t. The question arises, by what
means did my specimen attract the others; or how did they bc-
eomt* aware of its presence?—F. G. A. Baknajhk
CONCERNING THE KATIPO.
Recently the Kotipo, or Red-backed Spider, has been widely
discussed, as a menace CO wan. Two deaths, believed to have been
due to Katipo bites, have been reported. In a letter to the Editor,
Mr. Charles French, Senr., says:
—
"I know trds spider welL having collected lots of specimens for
Sir Baldwin Spencer, when he had charge of the Biological De-
partment at the Melbourne University. I have also been present
when my friend, the late Chas. Frost, of our Club, was conducting
experiments with the Katipo, The late Dr. Godfrey Howitt, Senr.>
wld mo that a givl servant at Barker's Station^ Cape Schanck, was
fatally bitten, and this is the only authentic case which has come
under my notice- It occurred over 50 yt<ars ago.
"Two cases of very severe after result*, bf bites have been
under my notice—one pi the victims was a lady in the
Benalla district: the other, g publican then living at Harrictvilte.
Tha former was ill for months. The man had to lay-up for nearly
three months (so he told me himsvtf ), in the- Btechworth Hospital,
but eventually, and after suffering agony, be recovered* Mr. Frost
handled these spiders with impunity, and alwayfc co-ntejided that,
although their bite killed mice and chickens, the result tf> human
beings was unlikely to be fatal. I have always taken an interest in
the Katipo. as it was fairly common at Cheltenham when I Jived
there, Wt found them in the stacks of empty Rower-pots; but
owing to some instinct, I suppose, no one handled them."
Ill* .Voir* from Field ami Study fvJ&xElv
THE CICADA NYMPH,
The primary object of this note is to correct a statement made in
my paper entitled, "Hatching Process of Cicada," in the Novem-
ber NatHratist. I noted that the tarsus of the digging fore-leg
in the fully-grown Larva or nymch was absent. This, was a
mistake, owing to my having Examined imperfect specimens The
tarsus of the tore-Leg In the fully-grown nymph is single-jointed,
earring a pair of claws, and is articulated to the tibia acme dis-
tance from its tip ami on ita inwr awpeet. It is thin and slender,
and in much less highly chitinized than the tibia, and consequently
is very easily broken off in preserved specimens.
Of Australian forms of Cicada, the complete life hittlory is gen-
eraUy considered to occupy from throe to five years, or perhaps
more-. In America a. great amount of work has been carried out
on some t>I the species, such a& the 17-yoar-flld and the 13-year-old
Cicadas* and interesting details arc brought out by C. L. Marlatt,
in a paper, entitled "The Perjudical Cicada," in the United States
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology, Bulletin 71,
1907. In the section on the underground life of the Cicada, the
history of the larval and pupal stages it; given from experiments
in a successful 17-year breeding record. "A careful study of the
material collected m the course of the experiments demonstrates
the interesting fact that thi* speclea, in apite of its very long
period of growth, presents the same number of adolescent stages
as is found in bisects which go through their entire development
within a single year, or even of the more rapidly multiplying
ftpeciie* . Which have many annual generations. But sax distinct
stages are found, four of which belong to the larval condition?
and two to the pupal. In other words, the larval and pupal
changes in the periodical Cicada are normal, and arc not increased
by its long preparatory existence. 1 ' j The pupal stages referred to
are those in which wing pads are developing and where sexual
differences arc becoming discernible.
\
A remarlcah1 * fact is mentioned by Marlatt with reference to
the tarsus of the fore-leg. During the long subterranean life "the
long Hlenrier tarsi, being distinctly in the way in digging in the
earth and of no service,, become rudimentary with the first moult.
and nearly disappear in r.he subsequent larval stage. They re-
appear in the first pupal stage, but in this and the subsequent
pupal stag*>, while thtt unreel is still below the soil, they are folded
back along the tibiae, so as to be practically functionlcss.. and arc
only unfolded and brought into service after the pupa ha* emerged
from the ground/*—JANET W. RAFF.
TORTOISES IN MELBOURNE GARDENS.
There are several Murray Tortoises. Emyttnra maogwart&ti, in
the ponds of the Queen Victoria Gardens, Noticing one swim-
ming close to the bank, I threw in some prawn-heads, which were
soon picked up- In feeding, th*» tortoise held the prawn-head an
its jaws by one end, and placing a foot on the other end and
pressing against the bottom of tho pond, with a jerk of the neck
broke the food into pieces or a convenient size for mastication.
During this operation, numerous carp fry crowded around to pick
up the fragments, but the tortoise took no notice of them. A
larger tortoise coming up . attacked the first one,, and drove it
away. It is improbab!« that th*se slow-moving cheJonians can
catch the quick-swimming fishes, although tlwy would devour dead
ones.—A.E.R,
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A LARGE FUNGUS.
The recent rains, extraordinary for the time of year, have pro-
bably been responsible for the numerous fungi (mushrooms in-
cluded) which have appeared in various pUces. When driving"
along a road at East Ringwood one day early in February, I Ww
astonished at a gcoup Of large fungi which had sprung up under-
neath some medium-sued cucalypts (probably Apple Box, K.
Stuurtiana, F.v.M.) hy the ruadsudc. There were quite 20 of
them. On alighting further to investigate the occurrence, 1 wat;
80 impressed by the immense size 01 the largest plant that I col-
lected it, to exhibit at the Club meeting.
It is a Boletus, and seems to agree with the description of
B. portentosua, B. and Br., in Cooks's Handbook of Australian
Funffi (p. 107)7 Singularly enough, this specie* also occurs in
Ceylon. The pilens is very thick, the surface rURset-coloured,
somewhat depressed in the centre; the flesh is lemon-yellow, while
the spore-lubes are dark brown. The stem is ehovt and thick,
nearly 6 inches in diameter, and in much dilated at the base. The
fungus measures just 60 inches in circumference, and weighs no
lesd than 7 lbs.—A. E. Qpperman.
MOUNTAIN CRASSHOPPKRS.
'Usually met with singly or in pairs, the Mountain Grasshopper,
Acridopeza, reticulata, recently appeared in thousands in the
Hamilton district. A correspondent, who forwarded specimens*
stated that cue insects had nob previously been seen in the district
for many years.
This specks is one of the most remarkable of alt Grasshoppers.
The apterous female has shell-like elytra, which she raises when
disturbed* revealing a plump, red, white, and blue body. It has
been suggested that the object Is to startle an enemy. I made
numerous experiments with' different specimens, and the result
was ever the same. The least touch caused the Grasshopper to
raise its fting<oveT& ; but sometimes they were lifted only slightly.
Aaridopeza was found on Mount Feathertop at an altitude <jf about
5,000 feet. Doubtless it is a mountain-lover, bat it occurs also
on the lowlands. Down Hamilton way, it was taken among stonee
and bracken.—C.B*
FLYCATCHER AND DHAGONFLIRS. '
Early last summer* when dragonnics wore hovering over the
placid surface of the river, in hundreds, I noticed, in the Restless
Flycatcher, Setetum inQ.nLeta
t
a trait previously unknown to me.
One of these birds was parched on an over-hanging branch of a
gum-tree, from which it flow at intervals, to catch insects. Sud-
denly it swooped into the midst of a lot. of dragonflies—catching
two in its feet—not using the beak as it had done In capturing
other insects.
With the two dragonRie5, which were rather large, the bird fltrw
towardr. the. bank, one of the insects escaping en route. Caltnly
alighting within a yard of where I was standing, the bird stripped
the insect of its wings and legs, ate them, and then swallowed
the body whole—head first, Is it usual for these small birds to
eat such large insects, and to catch them by such methods?—
Evelyn Lylc
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EXCURSION TO PHILLIP ISLAND.
Fourteen members took part in the excursion to Phillip Island*
extending from January 28th to 30th. On Saturday afternoon,
we walked a mile or two alone the Main Road, and wer* much
interested in the Koalas, a number of which were observed in tb©
Eucalypts, growing in the adjoining paddocks. Two of these
animals frequented the trees in the yard of our guest-house.
In the evening, we strolled along the "Lover's Walk," a pic-
turesque and sequestered footway through the Coastal Tea-tree,
Leptosperwium iaevigatum., fringing the shore. Many large Bank-
sias and Melaleucas were noted, together with CasuarJnna, and
bushes of Sweet Bursaiia, B. spinvsa* and Coastal Beard-heath.
Leucopogon Itickeu In a clump of Tea-tr6e ( three young Boobook
Owl&, Nincx boobook, were discovered, while the piping r>f a Yellow
Robin, Ecpaaltria awslratvs, and the raucous notes uf u Red Wattle-
bird, Antheekaerrr. ccirnncvUiln ) were VearJ.
The Nobble;;, at the western extremity of the Island, was the
rendezvous fo»' Snnday. Several Koalas «*»re seen perched in
forks of the Kucalypt.s along the rand close to the township, and
some were feasting on the gum-leaves, when we returned towards
evening. The Nobbies was ascended by a steep foot-track during
low tide, and Seal Hocks, some half-aUle off the point, were viewed.
Several young Penguins, RudyptnXa- minor, were found in their
nesting burrows, which usually consist of a tunnel about 3 feet or
4 f*et in length, with an opening at each end. Small Pigface,
tMcsembryanthavium tegew.$, and the Cushion-bush. Calocephalus
Brcwniu constituted practically the only vegetation.
A visit was paid to the Blowhole, a cave-like excavation :n the
cUiFj which, at, high tide, ennts an intermittent roaring. The
party then walked along the north coast to Cowry Beach, inspects
mg a smalt Mutton-bird rookery on the way; while some time was
spent raking over a number of kitchen middens, but only a few
quart?, and flint ehippings, and a broVpn gHnding-stone, were
picked up. Among the birds noted during this outing may be
mentioned the White-backed Magpie* Gynmorhiw-a hypoleuca;
Kookaburra, Daceio gigttx; White-fronted Chat, Eptkianxtra nlbi-
frons: Spur-winged Plover, Lobibyx novae-kolUtfHtiae; Goldfinch^
Co<rduttiis carduelis; Butcher-bird, Cracllctis duvtruator ; Mngpie-
Iflttfci G-rallijia syanoleucn ; Sparrow-hawk, Acdpiler cirrocephahttr
;
Harmonious Shrike-Thcttsh, Catluricincta kurmanwa ; Red Wattle-
bird, Anlhoc-ktt4ra cwuncutata; and the ubiquitous Starling,
Sturnus- vulgaris.
Monday was devoted to a motor boat trip to Cape Woolamai.
Tho sand drifts are encroaching on the rookeries, and we weTe
impressed with the seriou?nes* of this menace. A Hocsefield's
Bush-lark, Mi-rafra javanica, and a Nankeen Kestrel, Fatco cen-
chro\des, were noted on the Cape, in addition to one or two isolated
Mutton-birds, P-aJfintus tenuirottrte. Many sea-birds were to be
seen an the mud flats near Newhaven and Rhyl], including Black
Swans, Chenopia atrutu; White-necked Herons, Nvtopkoyx pacl-
fica; Eastern Curlews, Nntneniiis ryanoptt*; Sand-pipers, Trinpa
kypoUuca; White-breasted Cormorants, Phalacrocorar fiiacvscctz*
Silver Gulls, LttTfti nQvutt-hnllnndiae; Pacific Gulls, Gabianuf pari.
ficua; Gannefcs, Swia norralor; and Terns..—V. H, Miller, L. L.
HODCSOK.
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THE FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB OF VICTORIA.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Club was held
in the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria-street, Melbourne,
on Monday, March 12, 1928. The President, Mr. E. E.
Pescott, F.L.S., occupied the chair, and there were about
120 members and visitors present.
CORRESPONDENCE,
From Mrs. E. Waite, of Adelaide, thanking the Club
for expressions of sympathy relative to the death of her
husband.
From Mr. William Lawford, of Benalla, offering to
donate to the Club a complete set of Mathew*s "Birds of
Australia/' in 12 volumes, on the recommendation of
Mr. Donald Macdonald. It was decided that a letter of
acceptance and thank* be written to Mr. Lawford, and
also that a letter of appreciation be sent to Mr. Donald
Macdonald for his interest in the matter.
REPORTS.
Reports of excursions were given as follow ;—Dredg-
ing Excursion, Dr. H. Flecker; Botanic Gardens, Mr. F,
Pitcher; and Black Rock, Miss J. Raff, M.Sc, F.E.S.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
The following were duly elected on a show of hands:
—
As Ordinary Member:—Mr. Andrew R. Wall, 14 Dar-
ling-road, East Malvern* As Country Member :—Mr.
Jack Kubeil,' Kirkland-street Euroa; and as Associate
Member :—Master Neil Doublas, 27 Barclay-street,
North Brighton*
GENERAL.
Mr. A, S. Kenyon announced that a meeting of the
Ethnological Section would he held in the Royal Society's
Hall, on Monday evening, March 19, at which Mr. W. IL
Gill would read a paper on "Initiation Ceremonies of
Central Australia."
Mr. Kenyon also referred to the issue, by the Numis-
matic Society, of a medal to commemorate the flight of
Mr, Bert Hinkler, from England to Australia,
The President reported that, at a meeting of repre-
sentatives of the various bodies interested in the pro-
posal to form an Advisory Council on Native Fauna and
Flora, an Executive Committee of six had been elected;
Dr. J. A. Leach was appointed as Chairman, and himself
as Treasurer.
f>$!2 Field'Naturalists' Club—Proceeding* [^oVx&V
The President referred to the early departure of Miss
F. Smith on a visit to England, and wished her bon voy-
age on behalf of members.
Attention was drawn by the President to Mi-. R. H.
Ooll rs book, "The Open Road in Victoria/* just pub-
lished. It would be of considerable interest to members.
PAPERS, ETC.
Mr. J. H. Harvey, F.R.V.LA., read a paper dealing
with the. flora and other characteristic features of the
West Coast of Tasmania. The paper was illustrated by
an interesting series of lantern views, depicting the
scenic beauty of the locality.
EXHIBITS.
By Mr. J. Searle.-^Sea-Dragon {Parapegasus, sp.h
Pipe-fishes (Septianostoma and Syngnathits), Cow-fish,




(a) Hermit Crab (in shell); (b) S^vfi.% Sp., an Tsopod
resembling a Trilobite; (c) Ibla qiiadrivalvis, with ped-
uncles 3 inches in length. A Cirripede remarkable for
the fact that the hermaphrodite female is accompanied
by a parasitic complementary male—spermatozoa and
ova, and the parasitic male occurring in a single indi-
vidual; also Parasitic male dissected out, and micros-
copical mounts of the ova, spermatozoa and complement-
ary male of Ibla quadrivalvis. (d) Marine worms {Tere-
billidae, Nereis, etc.). All collected on Dredging Excur-
sion on 3/3/1928,
By Mr. F. Chapman, A.L.S., F.G.S.—Specimens of
Apple-berry {BillardUra scandens) and Casuarina
striata (male), cultivated at Bahvyn.
By Mr. D. Blair.—"Parson's Bands*' Orchids (Krio-
chilus autumnalis) , from foot of Arthur's Scat, Dromana,
, By Mr. A. S- Kenyon.—A series of phyllodes of Acacia
meliino'xylon* showing transition from true pinnate leaves
to phyllodes.
By Mr. H. B. Williamson, RL.S.—Specimens tit Pota-
mogeton and Triglockin, illustrating Part III. of his
"Aquatic Plants of Victoria/' in March Nutumlip.l*
By Mr. H. McColl.—Specimens of Eucalyptus leucoxy-
Ion rosea, and Scarlet Bottlebrush (Callhtemon lanceo-
lata), cultivated at Kew.
By Mr. F. G. A. Barnard.—Dwarf form of Kangaroo-
Fern (Polypodium pusbul&tu'M)
,
grown in pot for about
20 years.
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By Mr. E. E. Pescott, F.L.S.^U) Eucalyptus root
moulded by crevices in Dacite rock, from Maroondah
Dam, Heate&vilfa; (2) European snails* small species, an
increasing and damaging garden pest; (3) hybrid fruit,
between common gourd and canteloupc (4) slicing of
conglomerate rock, from glacial region, near Mt. Lyell,
Queenstown, Tsui.; (5) living Blue-tongue Lizard, about
3 years old.
By Miss E. Powks.—Common garden snail, attacked
and killed by fungus.
By Mr. A. 12. Opperman.—Bunch of common Heath
(Epacrits rmprezaa), from South Warrandyte; very early
occurrence.
EXCURSION TO BOTANIC GARDENS.
The excursion set down for February 2511), "was postponed to
March 3rd, The Leader, who joined the staff at the Gardens 23s
office boy and messenger in January, 1869, took the party to
various points of interest on the western portion of the Gardens,
and Telated incidents regarding the changes from their past con-
dition to their state to-day. With a plan showing the "lay-out"
of the Gardens in 1873, which the leader explained, and plans of a
copy of recent date, which were handed to members of the party,
through the courtesy of Mr. Rae, the present Director, one was
able to trace the transition work, and relate interesting information
in regard to the progress of improvements which have brought
the Melbourne Botanic Gardens into the pride of place as one of
the fittest in the world. Wc finished OflT journey about 5 p.m. at
the Lily Lake at the top or south end of the Fern Gully. This was
the last area ho remodelled, from having been, in 1873, a nursery
for the raising of trees and shrubs for distribution to country
councils, church and school grounds and public institutions, for
street and other plantations.—F. Pitcher.
DREDGING EXCURSION.
The dredging exenrsion, which was to hare been held on Feb-
ruary 18th, had to be postponed, owing to violent wcathw, until
March 3rd. We left in a sailing boat from the Town Pier, at Poit
Melbourne. Unfortunately the tow net was lost at the very outset,
but about half a dozen haula from the dredge brought up a large
variety of marine organisms, including several species of pipe-
fish, sea-horse, cow-fish, leather-jaclcets, blennies, cobbler, etc. The
cvustacea were represented by some crabs, including hermit-crabe,
inhabiting shells of Nassarius fancia.ta
t
a Icing crab, and some Ihlas.
Large Htarfibhes, and many varieties of molluscs, including a small
Eartjcularly beautiful orange-colored octopus, covered with very
rilliant turquoise spots, were obbiined ; also worms. A sodden
squall compelled an abrupt abandonment of dredging operations.
Thanks are especially due to Dr. Wishart for the boating arrange-
ments and also to Mr. Searle, for the loan of the dredging gear.—
H. Flecker.
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THE AQUATIC PLANTS OF VICTORIA-
Part IV.




Aquatic plants with their submerged leaves, usually di-
vided into narrow segments* It may be noted here tliat
afl a general rule submerged leaves take that character,
thus presenting a greater surface to the water, which
supplies them with the necessary oxygen for respiration.
Flowers often unisexual, upper ones sometimes bisexual.
Male flowers with four petals and four shorter .^sepals,
and four or eight stamens. Female flowers with no
petals. Fruits with four united fruitlets sessile in the
axils.
' KEY TO THF. SPKCIES.
(a) Very small plant rarely exceeding' 1 inch in height, with en-
tire alternate leaves . , . , , . . , . . , , . . , , A/. inteyrifolium]
(a) Plants widely spreading, with opposite or whorled leaves
(b) Leaves all opposite and entire
(c) Leaves obovate or spathulatc M. amphibium^
(c) Leaves all linear . , JJf, pRdunculatuTK'
(b) Leaves all whorled $
(d) Upper leaves broad, lower ones capillary
(e) Upper leaves entire or slightly toothed
M. elatinoides
(e) Upper leaves lobed . M. v&rruvo$um
<d) Upper leaves, narrow 'as well as the lower ones ..
M . propintfuuin
- <b> Leaves simply • opposite, lowest in whorls of three .. ..
M. Mueltcri
Myriophyllum INTKGRIF0L1UM, Hk. f. Small Water-
milfoil. Fig. 1. Confined to Australia (All States but
.. QlcL).
An annual herb up to about an inch in height, grow-
ing in inundated depressions. Leaves alternate or nearly
opposite, linear, pointed, less than -\ inch in length.
Fruit 44obed, reddish. Associated with this plant may
Often be found species of Triglockin. Bvizula, Centro-
lepis, and sometimes the rarer' Tritkuria. It has; been
recorded from all districts except the North-East.
Myriophyllum amphjbium, LabilL Broad-leaf Milfoil.
Fig. 2. Australia only (W.A., S.A., T. ( V,).
A widely-creeping plant in shallow springs or water
courses. It is fcnown by its opposite, entire ( spathulate
or obovate leaves, often of a reddish tint. Upper flowers
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arc bisexual, with long filaments and drooping petals
(2 b). Lower flowei^s female, without petals (2 a). Re-




Myriopiiyllum pedunculatum, Hk, f. Stalked Water-
milfoil. Fig. 3. Aust. (W.A., S.A., T., V.), and N.Z.
Closely allied to M. amphibium, perhaps only a variety
according to Bentham, differing only in its linear leaves
and its somewhat rougher fruitlets. Male flowers are
sometimes, but not always, short stalked. Recorded only
from Cohberas, Alps, Baw Bawa (Mueller),' and Nat.
Park, Wilson's Prom.
Myriophyllum el/vtinoides. Gaud. Coarse Water-mil-
foil. Fig. 4. N.Z. and Aust. (W.A., S.A„ T. t V.), also
N. & S. America.
,
_
A very common submerged plant, with branches up to
3 or 4 feet long, often forming: tangled masses, and be-
coming a pest in garden ponds. Its submerged leaves are
in whorls, and are much divided into capillary segment*.
Upper emerging leaves are quite different, being in
whorls of from 4 to 6, short, broad and almost entire
(4a). It has been recorded from all districts.
Myriophyllum verrucosum, Lind!. Red Water-milfoil.
.Fig. 5. Aust only (All States but TasJ.
This resembles M, eUttirioides in miniature, with finer
submerged leaves, and its emerging leaves broad and
distinctly lobed, almost pinnate, and often of a reddish
colour. All districts hut North-East
.
Myriophyllum proptmquum, A. Curm. (M.variaefolium..
Hk.). Common Water-milfoil. Pig 6. N.Z. a*d all States
of Australia.
• Stems simple, ascending, often stout, with all leaves
whorled. the submerged ones usually pinnate into capil-
lary segments, the upper ones gradually short-lobed or
merely denticulate. The species varies a good deal. The
author's Hawkesdalc specimens have simple, linear,
whorled leaves, except one or two small pinnate ones at
the roots. Very common in all parts of the State.
Myriofhyllum MinsUiBKi, Sonder. Slender Water-mil-
foil. Fig, 7. Aust. only (W.A., S.A., V.).
A very slender plant, wholly submerged. All leaves
3re very finely divided, the lower ones in whorls of three.
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aiid the upper ones simply opposite. Flowers axe uni-
sexual, in the upper axils. The plant is easily distin-
guished by the conspicuous hood-shaped bracts of the
male flowers (7 a). It has been collected as yet only at
the Curdie River, Mueller, and in the Gcclong district*
Point Lonsdale, Mueller, Barwon River aiid Queenscltff,
J. B. Wilson.
OTHER WATER PLANTS BELONGING TO VARIOUS
FAMILIES-
RANUNCULUS trichofhyllus, Chaix (R. aquatilis, L.)*
Water Buttercup. E., As., Afr., Am., Aust. (S.A., T., V. f
KS.W.). Fig. 1.
A submerged plant with leaves divided into numerous
hair-like segments. Flowers, the only portion of the
plant that appears above the surface, are white, and very
small, less than £ inch in diameter, and are typical But-
tercups except as regards colour. It has been recorded
front all parts of the State.
Ranunculus rivularis, Bks. & SoJ. River Buttercup.
Fig. 2, Aust. (all States but WA.) and N.Z.
A common plant in shallow water, growing from
creeping stems, and easily distinguished from the com-
mon R. lappaeeus by that character as well as by it? glab-
rous digitate leaves, either submerged, floating or emerg-
ing, and its narrow petals, usually about 8. (2 a-). When
the leaves are submerged they are much divided. This is
also widespread through the State,
BRasenia purpurea, Michx. B. peltata, Pursh. Cabomba
in Mueller Key. Water-shield; Fam. Nymphaeeae. Fig,
3. As., Am,, Aust (V., N.S.W., Q.).
Growing from a prostrate rhi'/.ome at the bottom of
lagoons, with floating peltate leaves attached by their
centre to long petioles, oval, entire, 3-4 inches long, and
about, 2 inches wide. Submerged parts of the plant are,
especially when young, covered with a thick coating of
transparent jelly. Flowers (3 a) floating, of a dull
purple, and borne on long axillary peduncles. Sepals 3
and petals 3, all very much alike, nearly half an inch
when they first open, but lengthening later to nearly an
inch. A plant very rarely gathered in Victoria, "Lower
Mitta Mitta, F, Mueller," and "Mitta, Mrs, Flora Mar-
tin," are the only records.
'Apr. 1
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1, Myriovhyilwin integrifolium. 2, M. amphibium. 3, M. peduncu-
latwm. i, M- tfUitinoides. 5, M. verrucosum, (i, M. propi-nquum.
7 t M. Muelleri.
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CrRATOPHYLLUM demersum, L. Common HornworL
Ftvm. Ceratoyhyttaceae. Fig. 4.
Most widely distributed in all parts of the world, and
in all the States of Australia. A submerged plant with
long 1 stems and whorled leaves, resembling some species
of Myrio'phylhm. The leaves, however, are dichoto-
mously, not pinnately divided. The meaning of the gen-
eric name is "hornwort" from the resemblance lo stag
horn. The slender segments, are minutely toothed,
Flowers are very small, and solitary in the axils, Sta-
minate and pistillate flowers are distinct, but on the same
plants. Fruit (4a) oval, dotted, with two long straight
spines near the base. Stigma long, persistent. Locali-
ties: Murray River. N.W. Eckert and N. E. JVtueller.
Pound Swamp, Bairnsdale, T. S. Hart-
Jussieua diffusa, L. Clove-strip. Fig. 5. Fam. Oeno-
tkimaeue, As., Afr„ Aust. (S.A.. V., N.S.W.).
Creeping plant in shallow water, with long leafy stems,
Which are provided at the insertion of the leaves with
blistur-IiUt; hollow.** (ve.scicles) to add to the buoyancy of
the plant. Leaves are obovate or lanceolate, gradually
narrowed into stalks, crowded towards the ends of the
branches, where they are from 1 to 2 inches long. Lower
leases are often very small. The long-stalked flowers
have 5 rather larg£ yellow petals inserted at the summit
of the ovary, which, after fertilisation, lengthens into a
cylindrical fruit about an inch long. (5 b.)
Ltmnanthemum gewinatum. Grieseb Large Marsh-
wort- Fig. t>. Aust only (V., N.S.W., Q., N.A.).
Stems floating or creeping, with long-stalked, orhicu-
lar-cordatc, entire, floating leaves up to 2 inches in
length, purplish below. These spring from the nodes,
either a tuft of leaves without flowers, or a single leaf
with an elongated flowering branch, along which the
flowers spring in pairs, rarely 3 together, on pedicels 2
or 3 inches long. Calyx 5-cleft almost to the base, blunt*
(6 a.) Corolla tender, large, yellow, with 5 lobes sparsely
fringed on the margin* sparingly bearded at the base,
without any crested membrane along the middle inside.
Recorded from Mitta Mitta* Oineo, Avon River.
Limnanthemum crknatom, F.v.M. Wavy Marshwort
Fig. 7 Aust. only (all States but W.A. and Tas.).
A plant very similar to fchd preceding, distinguished
by its leaves with somewhat crenate and wavy edges,
with the under surface minutely dotted with glandules.
iVs'ft 1
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The calyx lobes are more conspicuously fringed at the
margin, are bearded inside at the base, and have a promi-
nent longitudinal wing along the centre* (7 a.) Re-
corded from Yarra River, Lower Murray, Colac.
Hydrocotyle vulgaris, L. Common Pennywort. Fig 8.
E., Afr., As.. Am., Aust (S,A., V., N.S-W., Q.)-
A plant creeping in mud or floating in water, with orbi-
cular leaves 1 to 2 inches in diameter, attached by the
centre (peltate) to long stalks springing from the creep-
ing stents, with edges somewhat crenate. Flowers
minute, in an umbel on a peduncle nearly as long as the
leaf-stalk, with sometimes 1 to 3 whorls of flowers below.
Fruitlets quite compressed. (8 a.) Recorded from all
districts of the State, though not often gathered.
Utricularja flbxucsa, Vahl. Yellow Bladderwort. Fig".
9- As. and Aust. (all States).
A submerged plant with leaves branching into numer-
ous very fine segments, and resembling Water-milfoil or
Water Buttercup, but by the presence of little globular
vescieles or utricles, it can be easily separated from those
plants. These utricles (9 a) which also occur on the
roots of the more common Purple Bladderwort, TJ. dicho-
toma, are traps for animalcule which provide some nitro-
genous food for the plant, which is cut ofT from supplies
from the soil. Flowers emerge on stalks 3 to 6 inches
long:, surmounted by a short raceme of 3 to 6 yellow
flowers nearly {. inch across. Recorded from Murray
River, Omeo, Goulburn River, Yarra Glen
Genus CALUTRrcHE.
Slender aquatic herbs with opposite, entire leaves.
Flowers unisexual, axillary, without perianth- Fruit
more or less flattened, notched at the top, 4-celled and 4-
lobed, that is surrounded by a double edge, the edges
blunt, acute or winged, and consisting of two 2-celled
disc-shaped carpels, united by their inner faces. Ben-
tham says:—"The genus Is found in almost every part
of the giobe, and,, according to some botanists, consists
but of a single species, others divide it into two., the Aus-
tralian one belonging in that ease to the one which has
the most universal geographical range. Those who vari-
ously extend the genus to from 13 to 20 species, describe
the commonest form as endemic."
CaYXItkichk verna, L. Water Starwort. Fig. 10, With
the same distribution as Ceratophyllum.
A tender, aquatic herb with opposite, entire leaves.
The crowded leaves at the ends of the branches often
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1-2, Ranunculus. 3, /?r<zseufa- 4, Caratophyllivm. 5, Jussieua, 6-7,
Limnanthenvwn. 8, Hydrocotyle. 9 t Utriculnria, 10-12, Callitriche.
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float on the surface, farming starlike rosettes, hence the
vernacular name. Lower leaves are narrow, and upper
ones obovate, 3-nerved. Flowers are minute, axillary,
unisexual, without calyx or corolla. Fruit 4-lobed, with
compressed narrowly-winged fruitlets. Very abundant in
all parts of the State.
Evidently Bentham and Mueller agreed that all the
forms occurring in Australia except C. MuelUri could be
included under this species name, but on critical exam-
ination cf the specimens collected by myself, there seem
to me a few distinct enough to rank as separate species.
(a) Hawkesdale, 1900. With nearly all leaves linear
and 1-nerved, except at the tips of the branches; fruit
wingless, dark coloured.
(b) Linton, 1911. With leaves linear except toward*
the ends of the branches, where they are spathulate with
thin stalks; fruits wingless, on peduncles \ inch long.
(c) Geelong, 1906, Fig, 12. Leaves spathulate, show-
ing distinct surface rosettes; fruit with broad wings>.
This resembles European specimens of & stctQtudu,
Scop., but mav be Hegelmeyer's macropterix.
(d) Mildura, 1912, Lake Hattah, 19KL A matted
plant with minute leaves and fruit. This tallies with the
tvpe specimen of C. Sonderi, Hegeim. from "Station Peak,
F. Mueller."
Specimens in Nat, Herb., Melb. (a) Say's Goulburn
River spms. (b) None, (c) Spms. from various locali-
ties, (d) Pciuerlen's Lake Cobbam spms. Until refer-
ence is made to Hegelmeyer's Monograph, not available
here, or to the Kcw authorities, these may stand as forms
e-f G- v&rna.
Call!TKICH>: Mueu.kkj, Sonder. Round Water StarwoH.
Fig. 11. Aust. only (V., N.S.W.).
Resembling C. verm, but just creeping in very shal-
low water, or on muddy edges of water courses, not form-
ing floating rosettes- Its leaves are almost rhomboid
(with distinct petioles), and the fruitlet* are broadly
winged. Recorded from Colac, Nyora, Snowy and
Latrobe Rivers.
Conclusion.
Resides the plants dealt with in these articles, there ift
a number which may be termed semi-aquatic, including,
under Monocotyledons, many Rushes, Sedges and allied
plants, e.g., Trithuria, Cenirolepis, Brizula, Xyris, £7rto-
ca/tdoni Rustio, Crimwt, which are never found away
from water, and whose roots are always submerged.
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Among the Dicotyledons the following plants may be
listed as semi-aquatic, and may be found enjoying their




Cftidnndne hir.Hnto^ Montia Uflfr
tana, Hypericum japordfrnm (not H. (jramineum) , Ela-
tine amerieana, Viola Caleyana. Crantzm, ViUarsm,
Bmckycome cardiocatpa, CotuUh ctwonopifolia, C- rep-
tcms, CrasstUa recur va.
Others, chiefly small plants, which revel in shallow
water or mud are:
—
Myosurus, Ranunculus, parviflorw.8,
R. M iUanii, Calf.haK Cnwxtda bonn/nensis, Potentittti,
Siuchhotisio. pidvinuri-%* Halorrhayis Rrvivnii, H t vyic-
mntha, Hydrocotyle tripartita, H, medicaginoides, H,
caUtcarpa, Geniella, Mitrasacme distylh\ Wilsonia, Mazus,
Mimulm, Gratiola, Glossostigma, Utricv.laria, Polm>oni-
pholyx, Lobelia, anceps, Pratia (several), Isotoma fluvza-
tilis, Goodentft hunvilis, Sellicra, StylidiMw. perpusillum,
S- despGirhtm, (Jotvla fi.lifolia, C\ integrifolia, Myrio-
cephaiux rkizocephalus. These do not include large
,<wamp plants, Sprengdin, Melaleuca, Lythrum. Lycopus,
etc.
NOTES FROM MY DIARY.
Jan. 3,—Observed a Brown Hawk, hirttci&BQ heri$ctra, feeding on
.a freshly-killed rabbit
—
probably the hawk had killed it-
Jan, 10,—Three stalks of Hyacinth orchids between 2 feet and
3 feet, in height, were carrying 27-35 and 37 flowers—a lul-al of 09
ilower« on the three stalks. Measured a fine specimen of Rhag'odia
HnccAta; the stem was 9 incites, in circumference at a foot from
the ground.
Jnn. 28-—Note that the Banksia Longicorn beetle moves about
chiefly at night: and is quite active on its feet.
Pel), $- Saw u young Pallid Cuckoo being- attended by a pair of
"White-eared .Honeyeaters, which were obt.aiui.ug food from among
the foliage of a Manna eum.
Feb, 7.- First Mowers noticed on ffnnksw. marginato. And B.
Feb. *J3.—Musk Lorikeets here again; they were absent during
the summer,
Match 6.—A Peaceful Dove observed, feeding around a haystack;
apparently it wtis obtaining fallen oat-graihs. This bird is seldom
<jeen here-
Mar. 11,—Saw first party of Hed Wattle-birds on their flight
northward for the winter.
Mar. 16.—Note that young Magpie-larks and Red Wattle-birds
remain with their parent* only for about six or eight weeks after
leaving- the nest; whereas young Magpies stay till the following
June or July (almost 12 months)
,
Mar. 20.—Young Ring Parrots have appeared on their Annual
visit to these parts.'
Mar. 21.—Botitimt-a keterophuUa juefc coining into bloom.
Mar. 23.
—
Pra»J0phyUjtm niffrwans in 'flower.
—
KkeOv JJAltTCWi
.Tnr. (Spormwhate Head Gippsland Lakes, Vie.)
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POLLINATION OF' CRYPTOSTYUS LtiPTQCIIlLA,
F.v.M.
By (Mr*.) BinfW Coleman
Tn a preliminary paper on this subject (see Vic. Nat.,
May, 1 927) , I described a remarkable partnership
between the orchid Crypt,ostyliti leptochila, F.v.M., and
an ichneumon-wasp. Liswpimpta semipune-tata. Xirby,
male. A picture was given showing the extraordinary
manner in which the insect visits the flower. Further
observations this season not only support my previous
assumption, but point to an exclusive partnership be-
tween the orchid and the wasp.
As stated ifi the previous paper, ail the visiting insects
entered the fiowers in a reverse manner from that of
most nectar-feeding hymenoptera, and thus removed the
polJen, not on the head, proboscis or back, but on the
tip of the abdomen! It was soon clear ghat OOT WfcSpB
were seeking neither nectar nor edibJe tissue; and, as
they were all males, there could be no question of egg-
placing, either in any larvae hidden in the flower, or in
the viscid matter of the stigma. I could form only one
conclusion, and in this I was supported by Dr, R, J,
Tillyard.
Unlil recently, the possibility of any attraction, other
than nectar or edible tissue, offered by flowers tr> insect
visitors, had not been suspected. Even Darwin over-
looked what now appears an obvious conclusion, and in
his Fertilisation of Orchids, commenting on a statement
by G, E. Smith in his Catalogue of Plants of S. Kent, that
,sMr. Price has frequently witnessed attacks made upon
the Bee Orchis by a bec," he adds, "What this sentence
means I cannot conjecture/' The riddle of those strange
attacks has almost certainly been solved, in the first place,
by Monsieur M. Pouyanne, in Algeria, later, by Colonel
M. Godfery, F.L.S., at Ryeres, France; and perhaps even
more conclusively by the interesting partnership that
forms the subject of this paper.
In the Algerian case, M, Pouyanne witnessed the pol-
lination of Ophryx lutea by a small hymenopteron, male,
which alighted on the flower in the reverse ma finer
adopted by our ichneumon-wasp, carrying off the pollen?
"not on the head, but on the tail." Colonel Godfery.
who has given much time to the study of orchid-pollina-
tion, witnessed a similar instance, where the visiting in-
sect entered the flowers of Ophryx fusca in the same way:
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removing the pollinia on the end of its abdomen. With
the proofs that we can offer, what was formerly only a
matter of conjecture as to the motive actuating the
strange behaviour oC the insects, becomes practically a
certainty.
It is, I think, safe to assume that, as the orchid C-
leptachila is visited by male wasps only, and as these are
seeking neither nectar nor edible tissue, they are answer*
fnjj to an irresistible sex-instinct, and the reason for the
unusual -partnership thus becomes less incredible than it
at first appeared. We know that pollination Is the sole
object in the structure of ari orchid, and we are familiar
with the many strange devices adopted by flowers to
achieve this end ; but in the present instance the perfected
plan of the flower to obtain the benefit of cross-pollination
unfolds a scheme unrivalled, surely, in the history of
entomophtlous flowers.
The most remarkable feature of this unusual partner-
ship is its almost certain cxclusivencss. Were the same
insect acting as pollinating agent for any other member*
of this genus, we should expect to find hybrids among
them. Visits to the parents of different species would
undoubtedly bring about an interchange of specific char-
acteristics, yet, though T have found C, leptockila grow-
ing in close association with another member of the genus
(C, mlmlata, Labill.), I have never seen a hybrid be-
tween these two types. Dr. R. S. Rogers, who is the
Australasian authority on orchids, tells me that he has
never seen a hybrid in the genus Cnjptostylis.
Several theories may be advanced as to the nature of
the attraction offered by the orchid. Scent and mimicry
are undoubtedly a part of it.
MIMICRY.—Though, from its structure, the service of
an insect is necessary for the pollination of C teptockita*
the appearance of the flower does net, at first sight, sug-
gest the desire for insect agency, There are no bright
colours held out to attract the wa3p, but, in^teid, a
cunning mimicry is more- than suggested. A glance at
the strange labeUum, modified out of all proportion to the
thin, almost thread-like petals and sepals, with its double
row of dark glistening glands that gleam in the hot sun-
shine loved by the wasp, is perhaps sufficient to justify
the theory of an attraction based on the resemblance of
the flower" to a female wasp. Even to our eyes, the like-
ness is apparent. To the inferior eyesight of the insect,
the resemblance may be still more convincing.
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LisHopimpla se-mipunctata: 1 and 3, males; 2, females.
Photos, considerably enlarged.
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The labellum and column are clearly the parts of the
structure on which the flower has expended most energy.
While I was experimenting with four spikes, on which
were 45 spent flowers, an insect selected the only open
flowrer at the top of one spike, and entered swiftly.
Though the narrow segments of the spent flowers pre-
sented an insect-resemblance even at this stage, they
apparently held no interest for the wasp, nor was any
flower visited when half of its labellum had been cut off.
On several occasions, this season, a flower has been
visited twice, and one detached flower was entered a
second time as it lay on the stable. This partly disposes
of my theory that the prominent rostellum, with its dark-
coloured disc, holds the key to the attraction. Though
mimicry would appear to be the chief lure, I can cite
instances which point just as surely to scent, though this
is almost imperceptible to me.
I have, this season, seen an insect "tacking" swiftly
once or twice over a flower before entering. I concluded
it was tracking the orchid by its scent. During January,
some spikes were sent to me at Healesville, a locality in
which C. leptochila has not so far been recorded. A
few minutes after they were exposed, the flowers were
entered by the males of Lisnopimpla semipunctata. Dr.
Rogers, who was staying with us at the time, was much
interested in these experiments. Some spikes were
placed on a shelf under an open window in his room, and
almost instantly two, then three, wasps entered the room
and visited the flowers.
I was experimenting here myself on February 1st.
Having occasion to leave the room, and not wishing the
flowers to be pollinated in my absence, I closed the win-
dow. There were then no wasps visible. Returning in
a few moments, I found three on the window-pane and
one inside! I had inadvertently left the window open
less than an inch at one side.
On another occasion, I had only three flowers left, and
needed a photograph of the wasp actually "?V the
orchid. The first and second flowers, with their visitors,
were snipped off into the killing-bottle, but in each case,
the insect freed itself from the flower, and was given its
liberty, apparently none the worse for its unpleasant
experience. The bottle was then recharged with cyanide,
and in less than ten minutes the last flower and its guest
were secured and duly photographed.
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These instances, and the fact that a single flower will
lure an insect from a distance, would suggest that, even
though the perfume is so subtle as to escape our notice,
it is very readily conveyed to the wasp. .
A glance at the column of the orchid serves to emphasize
the remarkable precaution taken to prevent self-pollina-
tion. By the inversion of the flowers, the anther-cells
lie below the saddle-shaped stigma, and the prominent
rostellum, projecting over the anther, prevents the recep-
tion of its own pollen by .the stigma of the orchid, To
follow closely the act of pollination increases, one's belief
in the sagacity of plants. Even more wonderful
than the outward modification of the flower for the
attraction of the insect is the structure of the parts con-
cerned with reproduction, all doubtless specially adapted
to the shape and habits of the wasp Such cunning ad-
justment of its essential organs for the achievement of
cross-pollination .suggests a plant diplomacy to which the
eager instincts of the insect cause it to become a willing
victim
The wasp Hies directly to the flower selected. Grasp-
ing the labellum with its two front pairs of legs, it then
draws up the long hind legs so that they clasp the upright
posterior margins of the labellum. This brings tht
abdomen of the insect into the falcate curve, which
enables the tip to penetrate the stigma of the orchid, near
the base of the labellum. The upper surface of its body,
at the last segment, rests on the viscid disc of the ros-
tellum.
Mark the cunning of the plant, which first manufac-
tures the sticky substance, and then delays the insect long
enough for the viscid disc to adhere to its body! With
the effort needed to free itself, the waspexerts pressure on
the rostellum. This pressure opens the anther-cells and
releases the poilinia (whose caudicles are attached to the
disc), and these are withdrawn by the insect, adhering to
the last segment of its abdomen, The curve of the
abdomen ensures the withdrawal of the poilinia clear of
the stigma, otherwise the purpose of the partnership
would be defeated, and self fertilisation would result.
Occasionally, the insect has had some difficulty in free-
ing itself, owing to its hooked feet becoming too firmly
attached to the 1 labellum, and has completely twisted its
body round. In these instances I have found a consider*
able quantity of pollen left upon the stigma. In most
cases, however, the poilinia are withdrawn cleanly, and
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Fig. 1: Flowering spike of Cryplostylis Upfiochila, F.v.M. Fig". 2:
Although the narrow segments of spent flowers bear an insect re-
semblance, the wasp selects the only open flower at the top of a
spike, and enters swiftly. Figs. 3 and 4: Top and side view of a
single flower.showing mimetic modification of labellurn.
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adhere always symmetrically, at right angles to the body
of the insect
On exposure to the air, the viscid disc contracts and
the caudicles become depressed—though this movement
is less apparent than in many other orchids. With the
straightening of the insect's abdomen, the polhnia arc
brought parallel to it, and slightly projecting beyond the
tip-—in the exact position for striking the stigma of the
next flower visited.
At this point it is safe to assume that "pairing" does
actually take place, and that if not disturbed, the wasp
affects pollination,, either with pollen from a distant
orchid, or from another flower on the same spike. In
more occasional instances, where the insect experiences
difficulty in freeing itself, it impregnates the orchid with
its own pollen.
But I think I have shown that cross-pollination is more
frequently effected, for, by the time the impulse recurs
in an undisturbed insect, it has had time to fly to a fresh
spike, possibly at some distance. The matter can be
closely and scientifically studied, and no other explana-
tion offers itself.
Normally, the season of the orchid is from December
to the end of February, but where the flower* do not
secure pollination, they have a wonderfully long period
of anthesis, so that I have been able to continue experi-
ments until March 20th with flowers, some of which had
been in water for over a month. As each flower ex-
panded it has been visited, though the wasps at this
period came singly and at longer intervals.
During the early part of January the orchids attracted
large numbers of insects. Competition was keen, and
they entered the flowers regardless of our presence. If
disturbed, they entered a second, and oven a third, flower,
and we thus saw them bearing away several pair* of
pollinia. Sometimes two wasps entered a flower simul-
taneously, in which case only one carried away the pol-
linia. Later in the season, they visited the flowers in
only twos and threes, and were not nearly so eager;
while, by the middle of March, it was unusual to see more
than one wasp.
A few facts concerning the habits of the orchid may
serve to link it more conclusively with its agent. One
notea, on the whole, ite general infertility, but a study
of its root system shows that it is not dependent for in-
crease on the caprice of its winged agent.
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Like many other plants that multiply in the ^ame
vegetative manner, it only needs to safeguard its future,
by. a supply of seed in the event of the plants becoming
exterminated during* an unfavourable season. A "dis-
criminating intelligence/' doubtless, suggests that tin?
purpose will be better served with a more vital seed re-
sulting from erofcs-pollination, and so, with a Machiavel-
lian cunning almost beyond belief, the orchid lures the
artless insect to its service.
T« favourable situations, the plants are 50 robust: that
one is struck by the absence uf capsules. Taking five
spikes, on which were 54 expanded Of spent flowers, I
found only four capsules. Other instances have given
an even lower average. On spikes up to 2 feet tall,
bearing- as many as 25 flowers, it is not uncommon to find
only one capsule set, while the flowers on dozens of spike*
set no seed at all.
It 33 usually the earliest flowers to open that set cap-
sules Apart from the usual vigour of first flowers, it
appears as if these top flowers hold less attraction for the
wasps.
TlK-ir numerical strength and their eagerness during
the earlier part of the season, have suggested to me that
the males of Lissopiwyla xemtipunctata emerge consider-
ably in advance of the females, possibly more so than is
generally suspected. I am not an entomologist, and in
giving these details of the partnership, I have purposely
refrained from using entomological terms. I have
merely described the action of the wasp as it appeared to
me to bear on the botanical side of the matter.
The photographs on page 335 are adapted from stereoscopic photo-
graphs, by Mrs. Ethel Eaves. The line* drawings on page S38 are
the work of Mr. W. H. Nieholk. I am greatly indebted to these
two members Of the Club for the illustrations. The task ol photo-
graphing the insects was not an easy one, more especially as I am
unskilled in the 8-rt of "setting" insects, aad owing to their having
been damaged in transit through the post. I am also indebted to
Mr. J. A. Kershaw, who kindly supplied the insect (female) photo-
graphed.
EXPLANATION OF PACE B9&
No- 1, LUsopi-mpla wmipimet-ata,, Kirby (Male) \ after visiting- the
orchid, showing pollinarium on tip of the abdomen. No. 2, /?&$?•
pimpla BenvipnnctMa. Kirby (Female). 3, Male, showing curve of
the abdomen, which allows the polhnia to be withdrawn clear of the
stigma. Holding the living insect between the thumb and finger,
the movement of the caudicles can he clearly followed- Their de-
pression tskgs titom 30 Lo 40 seconds. In less than- a minute tb.K
abdomen of the insect resumes its normal position
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THE FLORA OF THE BLACK RANGE.
By J. W, Audas, F.L.S., F.R.M.S.
(National Herbarium, Melbourne.)
The Black Range is situated about 40 miles, In a. south-
westerly direction, from Horsham. In October, 1927*
with Mr. H, B t Williamson, Mr. Harold Smith, of Hors-
ham, and others, I made several trips to the Range. In
close proximity to Horsham is a fine park. Fine avenues
of Sugar Gums, Eucalyptus cladocalyx have been planted,
and some splendid trees of the Black Box, E\ tricolor, and
Red Gum, K rostrattti are growing in their natural stale
Two small composites, the Basalt Daisy, Bmchycorne
hamltica, and Beauty Buttons.
The objective of our first day's excursion was the high-
est point of the Range, Mt. Byron. Leaving by car early
on the morning of October 2<) ( we travelled via Horsham.
Brim Paen, Glenisla, and Hamilton roadrt
—
pacing the
State School plantation at-McKenzie Creek, five miles
from Horsham. Just before crossing the Norton Creek,
18 miles south of Horsham, a plantation of Monterey
Pines, Pht.ua rudiaUi. attracted attention. We travelled
for about nine miles through a forest, composed chiefly
of Long-leaf Box, Eucalyptus elaevplwro.* Black Box, E.
bicolor, Brown Stringy-bark, E. capiteltata, Messmate
Stringybark. E. oblique. Common Peppermint, E un<$-
traliana. River Red (Jum, E, rostrata-, and Yellow Gum,
E r leucQxylon, which was in full bloom.
At Murehong Creek fine specimens of Lavender Gre-
villea, G. lavandula.ceo., with beautiful spikes of pinkish
flowers, G. alpina, Stypandra yla/um, Hibbertia linearis,
IL acieulwrix, H> virif'ata, H. i>ti-i.cta
y
and H. derisiflora,
were gathered. Further on, we found a number of shrubs
of a Pidtenaea, which wc were especially desirous of ob-
taining. Mr. Smith had previously sent a specimen of
this .shrub to the National Herbarium Tor identification,
and I had informed him that it was a species new to
science. It is a handsome shrub, attaining a height of
three feet to four feet, has spreading branches and
round, dish-shaped leaves; the blooms, dark purple and
yellow, are abundant. This new species belongs to the
section Coelophyllum, and should have a place near P.
Vrolmuli, from which it differs in the shape of
leaves, bracteoles, and other distinct characteris-
tics. Growing in association with it were the follow-
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irig shrubs:
—
Spyridium partnfoiium, Pro&tanthttra dm-
tieulata. Halcea rugosa, Dilhvynia nririfoliti, D. ftori*
hunda, Leptomeria aphylla, BoAiksiQ; ornata, Baiiksia mar-
ginata, Davicsia coryrabom, and Brachyloma daphnoides.
Reaching the foot of the Mount, we ascended by means
of a deep gorge, through which, in the wet season, a
small stream flows. At this season it was quite dry. In
the Rorge were numerous young plants of Plume Humea,
H, el&gnns—a robust herb, which grows to a height of
about eight feet to ten feet. When mature, it is a very
handsome plant, with large leaves, red or pink feathery
panicles of flower-heads, and has a strong, tobacco-like
perfume—-occasionally it is misnamed "tobacco plant/*
Another attractive shrub was the Derwent Speedwell,
Veromcn Derwentia, with its racemes of pure white
flowers, fully a foot in length.
About half way to the summit, we came to a mass of
rock
r
which appeared to be built up of sandstone hlocks;
through the face were noted several lines of strata, run-
ning at different angles, indicating a remarkable geo-
logical history. Our leader staled that a geologist, who
had recently visited the Mount, was interested in the
formation of this rock, saying that it was one of the most
remarkable sedimentary deposits he had seen. Growing
in favorable places were the Hairy Correa, C aemula,
Fairy Fan Flower, Scaevola aemuia. Angular Pigf&ce,
Mesembryanthe-mmn aeguilaterale. and the Bell Climber.
Marinnthus bignoniaceus
.
On the rocky ledges towards the summit. Nature's
garden mi gay with Grampian Fringe Myrtle, Calytrix
SvMivarm, Fringe Heath Myrtle, Micromyrtus ciliatus,
Snow Myrtle, LhoUkya gemtylloides, Bushy Heath
Myrtle, Tkryptomene calycma, Crimson Kunzea, K, par-
vifoiia. Slender Honey Myrtle, Melaleuca gibbosa, Com-
mon Fringe Myrtle, Calytnx tetragoim, Nodding Blue
Lily, Styvandra glanca. Prickly Grevillea, C- amdfolium,
Blush Heath, Brachyloma ericoidw, Rough Mint Bush,
Prostanthera denticulata. Showy Parrot Pea, DUhvy?na
fiorihunda, and Heathy Parrot Pea, D. eri.cifvlia, with
flowers of a deep orange and red. in terminal dusters or
corymbs. In some sheltered, mossy places beautiful
specimens of the Bristly Trigger plant, Stylidiwn soboli-
ferom, Purple Bladder Wort, Utrimlaria dichotoma, and
Forked Sundew, Drqsera binata-. were gathered—the
latter being easily distinguished by its forked leaves and
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targe white flowers. Further on, some good specimens
of the new Ptdteriaea, in full bloom> were obtained; and.
on reaching the highest point of the Mount, we viewed
the cairn erected by Major Mitchell in 1838. The cairn
was in good condition, but the timber forming the flag-
staff—& Cypress Pine pole—was almost decayed.
A magnificent panoramic view was gained Northward,
the plains of the Wimmera extended, with Mt. Arapiles
looming in the distance, while on the south the peaks of
the Grampians were plainly discernible.
On the following day, we left early in the morning,
via the Natimuk road> along which we travelled for Ave
miles to the west, through the famous black soil plains,
almost entirely under crop. Turning due south, we
crossed the Wimmera River at Kenny's Ford Bridge, on
Nor*adjuha road, and further on the Quantong Irrigation
Channel was crossed. This channel carries water from
the Wartook Reservoir to Noradjuha. Still bearing to
the south-west, we crossed the Norton Creek, about a
mile above its confluence with the Wimmera. At this
point the road branches, one branch leading to Norad-
juha, and the other to Balmoral.
About nine miles from Horsham we were surprised to
come upon a large tract of typical Mallee scrub, about
ten square miles in extent. Over the larger portion of the
area the following Eucalypts represent the main portion
of the taller shrubs, viz.;—Oil Matiee, Eucalyptus oleosa,
Green Msllee, E. viridis, Blue Mallee, E. polybmctea, and
Dumosa Mallee, E. duw-oaa. Here and there were groves
of Acacias, vis, ;—A. pycnanthQ., A. rigen$ f 4. vernioifitia,
A- brachybotrya, A. diffusa, A. sclerophylla, A. myrti-
folia, A. Oxyeexlrus, and A. glanduligera—the latter
named by the late F. M. Reader on account of the glandu-
lar hairs in the pods. Melaleuca Wilsonii, a very pretty
shrub with spikes of crimson flowers, was met with in




Baueri, Baechea Bekrii, Beyeria LesckenauUii, Eutazia,
Olearico devurrew, Dodonxim biirzarifoliQ., Daviesia brevU
folia, D. peetinata (having" stiff, broadly decurrent leaves
with sharp points), and Ptttospwum phillyraeoides, a
handsome shrub with pendent branches and willow-like
leaves. The flowers are yellow and sweetly scented, and
the fruity when split open and displaying its red seeds,
is somewhat ornamental. Owing to the dry season, few
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good blooms of any plant were obtained- It wa$ .noted
that the locality would be a splendid field for botanical
study.
Continuing our journey, we passed through the par-
ishes of Narragan and Nurabiel. About 20 miles fronn
Horsham, we turned off the main road to the south, and
approached Mt. Talbot, by a bush route known to our
guide. At the Mount, we encountered a dense growth of
the Bushy Heath Myrtle, Thryptort^ene ealydna. The
bushes were past their best flowering time. Some were
eight feet to ten feet in height. Other plants were, chiefly,
MeSvStnate Stringybark, Eucalyptus obliqna, and Long-
leaf Box, E. elaeopkora. Mt. Talbot is difficult to ascend,
being nearly perpendicular* and consisting of rock de-
void of vegetation except that growing uear the base
or in the Assures of the rock—such species as the Grass
Trigger-Plant, Helichrysum lucidum, Billardiera scan-
dens, Oleoma myrsinoidex, and Correa aemula. From
the top of the Mounts a fine view of the surrounding
country is obtained. In this locality some of the finest
wool in Australia is grown, the Mt. Talbot and Melrose
clips being world-famous for texture and quality.
Travelling in a south-easterly direction* along a very
rough, scrubby track, winding through sandy vidges and
deep washouts, we decided to make our objective the
northern slopes of the Black Range. Getting into better
country, botanically speaking, and passing through some
timber we noticed nice bushes of Boronia eaeruleseens—
the flowers ranging in colour from pale blue through all
the stages of mauve, violet and pink. After traversing
the foothills for some distance, we found we could pene-
trate* no further with the cars, and as it was too lace to
ascend these slopes, we abandoned the project and, in-
stead, made an examination of the surrounding country.
In this vicinity some fine bushes of Pidtenaea D'AUonii
in full bloom were seen. This species, described recently,
from specimens collected years ago near NhilJ, had later
been recorded from Steiglitz. It is a showy plant, with
drooping foliage and yellowish blooms, and attains a
height of about six feet; it is well worthy of cultivation.
A feature of the locality was the Daphne-Heath, Brachy-
loma dapknoides, which grows plentifully throughout the
whole district—it is an erect, bushy shrub, and attains
a height of about four feet, Amongst interesting plants
of a smaller kind were the Snow Beard-Heath, Leucopo-
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#orz, virgatus, Rosy Heath-Myrtle, Baeckea ratno&issima,
and the Spreading Flax-Lily, Dianelltt revoluta.
On Monday morning we inspected the High School,
which has been recently built, and contains all the latest
equipments. In the school enclosure a plot is devoted to
the culture of Australian -wild/lowers. We noted that
the plants were thriving well. Following the Dimboola
road, we passed through Dahlem, Pimpinio,- and Wail,
en route for the Little Desert, south of Dimboola, In the
Desert everything showed the effect of an abnormally
dry spring—the only bright feature being patches of*
the Golden Pennants, Loudonia Behrti, and the acarlet
flowers of Kennedyti prostrala. We noted enormous
heaps of the Porcupine-Grass, Triodia irritmis, which
was dry and decayed in the centre, while the outside
portions were quite green. The Yellow Gum, Eucalypti
leucoxylon, the principal Eucalypt here, waft in full
flower. The smaller branches from many of the trees
were thickly strewn on the ground, having been broken
off by the Gang Gang Cockatoos, which visit theae trees
in the flowering season in search of the nectar contained
in their blossoms.
The trip to the Desert teas disappointing, and on the
return journey we selected a different route, passing
through the wheat-fields of the Horsham plains. We saw
a reserve, where the land is in its virgin state, and the
only trees growing on it are the Black Box, Eucalypi^i
bicolor, and Buloke, Cdsuarina^Luehmannii. The effect-
of drought was observable on the wheat-fields, some of
which looked dry and yellow, but others promising.
Our collection of plants, gathered daring the various
trips, comprised about 100 species. During two days.
only partial examination of the flora of the Black Range
could be made. As the Range is sixteen miles in extent,
there is scope for further investigations.
ORIOLES AND CATERPILLARS.
Orioles, Oriolus saffiiiuius, visit us every year, but until. this
summer, we. had supposed that they took nothing* from the orchard.
except figs. Now we find that they must not be regarded merely
as iruit-eating birds, whot>e presence we welcome- because of" their
beauty. They scent to have just discovered tKat vino moth larv*
are good to eat, and lately have been at the vine every day, feast-
ing* not on grapes, but Dfi caterpillars, A note in the NaturatUi
for January, 1^27, mentions Orioles as feasting an the peats, at
Sperm Whale Head; but I had not until this year noticed tham
eating1 caterpiUarp at Tvera.—J.G.
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BIRD HOME BURIED.
When out with some Girl Guides at Ringwood. in October, 1927,
we had an interesting little adventure with a j>alr of spotted Par-
d&lotes Pardalotus punctata*. After lunch, the Guides buried nil
fragments of paper, orange peel, etc., in a hole made by the fall
of a tree. Soon, through a mosaic of song, wc were aware of a
note of distress. It came from a Pnrdalote, which fluttered timor-
ously among the saplings near us. Without doubt, wo were close
to jtft home, yet could see no place for a nesting-tunnel. Presently
our troubled" visitor was joined by her mate* and the two came
nearer and nearer, exchanging plaintive pipings all the time. "More
than once they alighted above the hole where the rubbish had been
buried, and hopped about agitatedly until wc realised that their
home must be beneath the fragments-, hidden there. Hastily we
dragged them away, whale the birds Tetreated to the trees.
In one side of the hole wo found the broken entrance to a nest-
ing-tunnel, so placed that it was little wonder we had not seen
it before. We moved the last of the rubbish and went softly away,
fearing that the Pardalotes would be too frightened to return
—
hot our Cearw were needless. We paused at the nesting-hole that
evening and pointed out the site of the home to the Guides. There
waa- no movement, nor any sign of a bird, so wc went on softly.
Aa vre passed there was a flutter among the bracken—the Parda-
lote had heard our footsteps, and was leaving the nest, which





.Experience with insect*, mainly beetl«s, and several birds, sug-
gested study of records and consideration of conflicting theories.
Some authors declare that when a Click-beetle (Elater). for m*
stance, drops to the ground and remains apparently lifeless for
a while, it is shamming to be dead. Others with more reason.
probably, say that the inert state in question is due to shock—it i»
really case of hypnosis.. Animals can have no knowledge of
death, and therefore are unable consciously to simulate it.
A-nd yet—birds provided ovidence that supports the "conscious
deception" theory. The actions of a Chat (Epthianura) r tumbling
along, away from its nest and before an intruder, have convinced
thany observers that, at least, birds pretend to be wounded. Less
familiar, among birds, is complete inertia, though common enough
in the Insect world.
Fabre, ever inclined to reject accepted opinion, without Nature's
supremo authority, has dealt with this fascinating subject in two
chapters of his "Glowworm and Other Beetles/* As the result
of many experiments with injects, he decided against "shamming,"
which implies reason, in favour of hypnosis: "Whotvwouhl-he scien-
tific proclaim aloud, when they declare that's wretched insect
knows the trick of simulating death, we will ask them to look more
•Moscly, and not to confound the hypnosis, due to" terror, with the
pvetenc* of a condition unknown to t.hn animal world."
My own observations, and some few experiments, persuade me
thai Fabrc was right in denying to insects the power to aimukiU
death ; most certainly many species have a habit, of fainting, as
it were, arid for varying* periods lying immobile after a shock—the
lightest touch will cause a Click-heetle to fall, and assume the
rigid, attitude of death. Spiders, also—some .species, not all
—
react in a similar manner, when instinct gives the alarm. Only,
they become limp, instead of rigid—as one finds the paralysed vic-
tims of o hunting wasp, in littje clay cells on a wall.
For hours the state of inertia may last, but usually it is not
prolonged. The "dead" Click-beetle soon recovers—leaps Into life
again! Weevils are among the "shammers1 ' that surely are \tn-
pf»nscious of fraud i Dying, apparently, in a moment, th*y com*
to life gradually. Inertia in insects may be produced* as Fobro
proved, by concussion, sharp change of temperature, imtimsion
in water, and, of course, subjection to etheric vapour.
Birds are not governed entirely by instinct; they have some
power of r%>a»onmg; and when the Chat lures you away from its
neat, it may be in control of its movements, and not reacting to
shock. The recovery, often, occurs suddenly; and th<» "trick" may
be repeated, should you approach the nest again. Conscious de-
ception, or otherwise, it deserves more intensive study than it ha*
received.
In the Malice, when photographing at a nest of the Black-
backed Wren, Mahtrutt meJanotwt, I was distressed to see the male
h»rd fall from its perch on a spray, rwarby It had been flying
around for several minutes, while I erected the camera. and
foeusaed on the nest, which contained callow young. The female
Wren was bolder than her mate, returning to the nest several
times. The heat was great, and when the male dropped suddenly,
1 thought that possibly sunstroke was the cause. When picked
up, the bird lay limply in my hand, and closed its eyatf. Its head
rolled aside, as a dead bird's does, when the little body was lifted-
I put it down gently, near the nest, and resumed work with the
camera- Presently Wren notes sounded—>and there was ray
"dead" bird on the spray again, beautiful* animated', and chidinr
tne m song. Had he simulated death, or was inertia due to shock
—.fear for the young?
North, in his account of M. cyanens, states, without reservation,
that Bin* Wrens "feign to be wounded, or simulate death very
well." An adult male temporarily stunned* soon recovered and
tried tA escape from the hand that held it Trailing to do. so, it
closed
-its eyes and gradually allowed the Head to fall down, as if
it were dead But, when unobserved, it again made efforts to
get away- This was repeated several times. Finally, when held
out in the open palm of the hand, it quickly flew away,— [Nviix
and£$e*f 1 , t>- 817 >
Observers who hav« had similar e-jcperiences with birds of any
species, should record them.—C. Bakrett.
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GIANT KING FERNS.
Mr. C. French, Serir., writes:-—"I have read with very great
interest in recent Issues of the Naturalist, Mr, ChaSv Daley's ex-
cellent T&tUWte of the correspondence between Baron von Mueller,
and the Hookers, of Kew (England). I note in Part H (t>ec. 1927,
p, 221), and Part 7 (Jan., 1928, p, 248), the remarks regarding a
giant Kang Fern, Todetb {Atmiindu) barbara, which the Baron
tjent to Kew in 1S69. Though at that time on the staff of the
Melbourne Botanic Gardens, of which the Baron was the Director,
I do not remember this particular apedmen being sent away, but
as I know that the late Mr. W. Ge&sner, of Wheeler's Hill, pro-
cured for the Baron several very large Todeas, at various times,
from the Dandenong Ranges, it. was? doubtless one of these.
JJV son, Charles, now Government Entomologist, distinctly re»
members having, when attached to the National Herbarium, sten-
cilled the address, "St. Petersburg." on a large case containing ra
Todea* that was sent to Russia. On one. occasion,, at the desire
of the Barvn, I accompanied Mr. Gessner to Mar,t (Jolly, near
Upvrey, to obtain a very large specimen for the fernery established
In connection with the Melbourne Exhibition of 18S8. This
weighed almost a ton. t was present at its planting, and I believe
the plant still survives, though not so vigorous as when obtained,
the present situation probably being unsuitable for it> Fortun-
ately, there are many large specimens still in the DamtenongH,
notwithstanding the spoliation of half a century."
AN ANT-BATTLE.
When crossing a cattle track in a paddock one morning, my
attention was drawn to a dark mass along the way. It was
formed by ants. A battle was raging between mound-ants, frido-
myrmex dcteatua and small black ants. The battle-ground, on a
clear track, was abvue a chair from the large ants' nest.
The "meat" ants fought bravely, and so did the -little black fel-
lows. If one of the latter came near, enough, a big ant caught
him in its mandibles, and death followed! In number* the mid-
gets had the advantage, and nine or ten of them would seise a
mound ant by the leg? and antenna- Many a mound ant was
seen with all its legs missing from one side. When holding the
tegs of a foe, the blacks were safe, as the large ant could not turn
its head to seize them, though striving to do so. But, clinging to
the antennae, the blacks were in danger of being drawn into the
mandibles.
The small ants- were very lively, running about in every direc-
tion, until they seized upon an enemy. I do not Know whether
there were any leaders in this great battle, which lasted for three
days after I first became an eye-w»tness. The battle-ground was
strewn with dead and dying; there was not one large ant left at
the mound« A few days later, the Jn'dotnitryner. citadel was oc-
cupied by tho Lihputians, and all seeiued to be going on well with
them. It is strange that the mound ants should leave their strong-
hold to fight until none remafried alive. 1 have seen two ant-
battles, fought on the Wimmera, in the course of 50 years, and
the smaller species was victorious on both occasions.
—
James
HllvL (Murtoa, Vic),
